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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
technology is heralding a
new revolution, one that
will shake up the world in
the same way that
inventions such as the
steam engine and
telephone did before it.

But many of us fear the rise of the robots,
in the face of increasingly ominous statistics
and reports warning that these machines are
set to take over our jobs and eventually make
humans obsolete.
Fortunately, a group known as biohackers

are working on technologies that could
prevent robots from ever getting that far.
By combining human biology with robotic
features, inventors are coming up with new
ways to enhance our minds and bodies.
From eyeball cameras to injectable RFID

chips, we cover the technology already out
there to allow us to compete with the robots
(page 106) – though not everyone will want
their body invaded by silicon and gadgets.
However far robots get on their path to

world domination, it’s hard to imagine a
world without wireless networks.
Revolutionising the way that we get online,
wireless networks have let us ditch the wires
and stay connected.
Nothing, then, is as frustrating as when

Wi-Fi plays up, whether that’s because it’s

Welcome!
proving too slow, you’ve hit the limit of its
range or run into a dead spot in your home.
This month we’re looking at the kit that can
banish your Wi-Fi woes for good (page 80).
We’ve reviewed six of the best 802.11ac

routers that will give you more range and a
faster, more reliable connection. We’ve also
got six mesh systems. The latest advent in
wireless technology, mesh systems use
multiple access points around your home,
connecting wirelessly together, to give you
even more range.
With one of these systems, you can

guarantee to kill all dead spots in your home.
What’s more, mesh systems connect to your
existing router rather than replacing it, so
they’re a great way to upgrade if you’re happy
with your current setup, bar Wi-Fi range.
For those in the market for improvements

to their PC, we’ve tested out a batch of
all-in-one watercoolers. These units offer
better efficiency and quieter running than
rival heatpipe and fan systems, and with
closed-loop systems, there’s no need for
concerns around liquid leaks.
We take you through what to look for

when choosing a CPU watercooler, and put
four of the most popular available through
their paces to see which is worth your cash.

Madeline Bennett, Editor
madeline@computershopper.co.uk

QUESTION OF THE MONTH
Technology is on the cusp of ushering in a
next-generation human. Which biohack or
robotic feature would you most like to have?

David Ludlow
Robot eyes and ears that

automatically filter out the
existence of James Corden

Dave Neal
Go go gadget legs

Nathan Spendelow
A brain implant that actually

makes me give a damn about
the iPhone 8, X or whatever
it’s called

Madeline Bennett
Wings. No more travelling on

overcrowded trains or motorway
tailbacks for me!

Roland Moore-Colyer
Invisibility… and an artificial

hangover-beating liver

Simon Handby
Bionic exoskeleton. Not

because it’s cool, but because
my endoskeleton is mostly
knackered
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Letters
Smart meters are the Big Brother of our times, monitoring your every movement.
Luckily our readers have some ideas on how to thwart their nefarious practices

letters@computershopper.co.uk

PaperPort software and an Epson
GT-S50 scanner. Using this
system, more pages can just be
added to the sheet feeder and
the scan button pressed to
get the pages added to
the PDF. Alternatively,
after pressing Stop
scanning, it’s possible
to put more pages in
the feeder and press
Scan more pages,
and the extra
pages can be
added to the PDF.
This system avoids adding
PDFs, although this can be done quite
simply in PaperPort.

Bill Edwards

Mono culture
Julian Hall (Letters, Shopper 357)
is absolutely right about the

disgraceful situation regarding inkjet
printers and cartridges.
Several years ago, I contacted the EU

because I was concerned about the
needless waste and subsequent
environmental damage being created by
manufacturers’ pricing policies.
Unfortunately, after several months of
deliberation, they decided to take no action.
I often wonder if people really need a

colour printer. While waiting in an airport
check-in queue, I glanced at several fellow
passengers’ home-printed documents, all in
glorious colour. If only these people knew
how much they had cost to print. My
documents in mono served just as well.
A laser is cheap to run and has the

advantage of the toner not drying
up if printing
requirements are
modest or
infrequent. My
current laser is an
excellent and very
reliable 10-year-
old HP. In that
time, I have used
the cartridge
supplied with it
and one clone
cartridge that I
bought from

Protection racket
Having just moved into a house with
a smart meter, I read with interest

Mel Croucher’s article about this growing
invasion into our personal data (Mel’s World,
Shopper 357).
However, when I turned the page and

read Cyber Insider’s description of the new
EU General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR), my initial fear subsided. Surely to
comply with the new legislation, the
excesses of the use of data from smart
meters will be curbed and the companies
will have to provide detailed information on
how the data is used after 28th May 2018,
when the bill comes into force?

Therefore, all that is needed is to hold
out until June 2018 before allowing a smart
meter to be installed. However, if you have
one already, try this as a solution. Change to
a different supplier, as the meters are
company-specific and so the data is not
accessed after the change, and we return to
providing our own monthly readings. A
double bonus of reduced intrusion, together
with cheaper bills if Ofgem is to be believed.

Peter Fallows

Paper trail
In reply to Simon Grimshaw’s question
(Helpfile 357), I have tried to run a

paperless office for years. I currently use

Star letter
Meters at the crossroads

I loved Mel Croucher’s article about
smart meters (Mel’s World, Shopper

357). We had ours fitted about six months
ago. I did warn the engineers that the
signal from all our local mobile phone
networks was very poor and that our
400-hundred-year-old house with 2ft
thick stone walls wouldn’t help. However,
progress couldn’t be delayed.
As predicted, the smart meter didn’t

work. I was told that signal was
improving all the time and that ‘they’
would contact me as soon as contact
between ‘the system’ and my smart
meter was established.
My great expectations remain

thwarted, as progress cannot be made and
no-one will be able to monitor my use of
electricity in the foreseeable future.

However, I remain an optimist; if Big
Brother wants to gain information about
me via my smart meter, it seems a small
price to pay for a meteoric improvement
in our mobile phone signal.
Please thank Mel for his tip about Blu

Tack. I promise Big Brother to remove it if
he can improve our broadband speed.
Ever the optimist.

Chris Adam

❱❱Write in and win
Do you wish your computer was faster when booting and loading
applications? Thanks to Crucial, you can achieve your dream
of a faster PC or laptop with the MX300 SSD. The writer of
our Star Letter will be awarded one of these solid-state devices,
which can be installed in a desktop PC or a laptop.
This SSD is six times faster than a hard disk, and will make your

computer boot incredibly quickly and your applications load faster. With 525GB
of storage, there’s plenty of room for Windows and all your apps, too.

g

ur
With

STAR
PRIZE
525GB
SSD
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Amazon for less than £30. If the output gets
a little patchy, I take the cartridge out and
give it a gentle shake to redistribute the
remaining toner. From powering up to being
ready to print takes about 15 seconds.
If, rarely, I want a photograph printed, I

use an online service. The print is delivered
by post within a few days.

Mike Conder

Danger USB
Your ‘Beat the Hackers’ feature
(Shopper 357) was informative and

welcome, particularly the password
coverage. However, one aspect of security
and protection that you did not cover was
for the plethora of USB-connected memory
sticks. How does one effectively protect and
back up these portable storage resources?

Kerry Young

Using security software will protect your
computer from most viruses on these devices.
But you should try to avoid risk in the first
place, so never insert any form of storage into
your computer from a source that you don’t
trust. Fortunately, since Windows Vista, PCs
will no longer automatically run software on
external media, giving you the option of what
to do. Unless you know where the USB drive
came from, don’t select the option to run
software automatically.

VPN confusion
Having read your
advice on how to

avoid insecure networks
and devices (‘Beat the
Hackers’, Shopper 357), I
have an issue with the
‘Use a VPN’ section.
The term ‘VPN’ is

generally very loosely
used, and in many
cases the term is
really referring to a
VPN/proxy server
combination.

Many people talk about having to use
a VPN to hide their public IP address.
The actual VPN does not do anything to
hide the user’s IP address; it simply
provides a secure link between the user’s
computer and a remote server.
This is fine for maintaining security when

making connections over insecure networks
such as open Wi-Fi, but the remote server is
still directly in contact with the user’s own
public IP address. When the remote end of
the VPN is in a proxy server, then the
ongoing connection will use the proxy
server’s public address instead of the user’s
address; however, the connection is no
longer protected by the security of the VPN.
I suspect that many VPN users do not

really understand just what they are using
or how it works.

Richard Taylor

The main benefit of using a full VPN is
that it encrypts and secures data over the
wireless hotspot that you’re using. This stops
your data being spied on locally and turns a
hotspot into as secure an internet connection
as your home internet. True, once the data
hits the endpoint and goes on to the general
internet, it’s no longer encrypted; but the sites
you connect to still can’t pinpoint your
location, so there’s additional security.

Excess all areas?
I find more and more to
wonder about as time

goes on. Looking through
Shopper 356, I discover that
you can pay £500 for a pair
of headphones – I would
have thought £20 was
more than enough.
I have this strange idea that a

telephone is for making voice
calls, yet your reviews make no
mention of sound quality or even
signal reception strength.
I see that you can have a

smart home system at some

significant cost which “gives you control
via a smartphone app so that you can
turn your lights on and off from anywhere.
This is a great way to save power if you’ve
gone out and left some lights turned on.”
(Will the power saved cover the cost of the
phone call?)
“Its also a great option if you’re sitting

on the sofa and don’t want to get up to
reach the light switch” (though in my
eighties, I can still manage to get as far as
the light switch).
I am not against technology; I have a

desktop computer I spend a lot of the day
on that is rather faster than the laptops
you review. But equipment should meet a
real need other than increasing the profits
of the manufacturers.

Richard Woollacott

We try to review a range of products, from
budget to premium. So while we might feature
a set of very expensive headphones, you’ll also
come across more affordable models in other
issues – although unlikely any for as little as
£20, as we try to focus on products with
top-end features, such as noise cancellation.
Mobile apps are a useful way of controlling

any smart home kit you may have installed, and
as long as you’re on a wireless network or have
an inclusive data plan, there’s no additional cost
to ‘call home’ to make adjustments to your kit
while away from your house.

❱❱Smart
thermostats

on test
Keep your
home
warmer for
less. Plus
find out
how to build
your perfect
smart home

In the next issue
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Nosy parkers

I WANT TO tell you why my
dad’s nose is a beacon of
freedom in this age of
computerised mass surveillance.
My dad looked a lot like the
actor Sid James, the earthy,
crumple-faced star of the Carry
Onmovies. One Christmas Day,
about 50 years ago, Dad carved
the turkey and dished up the
entire celebration meal wearing a
big false nose attached to a pair
of fake black specs. He thought
this was dead funny, and I expect
the rest of the family would have
thought it was dead funny too,
except for the fact that his real
nose looked just like his fake
nose and nobody noticed he was
wearing it until it fell off into his
beer glass. Dad then picked it out
using a fork, and waved it around
chanting, “Fork nose! Fork nose!”
I am proud to say I have

inherited my dad’s real nose,
which I keep on my face, and I
also inherited his plastic one,

which I keep in a box along with a
medal he got for smoking during
World War II. Sadly, I have never
found the right occasion to wear
Dad’s false nose in the half
century since I inherited it, but
thanks to the Home Office all
this is about to change.

FACIAL MATTER
One way the Home Office
intends to track each and every
one of us is not to follow their
own noses, but to follow ours.
Government facial recognition
software uses biometric
coordinates to map the unique
architecture of us citizens, and all
these coordinates take the nose
as their point of reference. I can
best explain it in the manner my
dad or Sid James would have
done, seeing as they not only
shared the same nose but also

the same vocabulary. Here goes.
If the bogies want to finger you
in a crowd, they scan the shape
of your hooter, the gap from the
tip of your hooter to your gob, and
where your hooter fits between
your peepers and your lugholes.
And this is precisely what the

government wants to do to all
of us, in order to establish
perpetual surveillance of the
masses. The Home Office has
just invited tenders worth almost
five million quid to standardise all
its existing facial recognition
platforms, and integrate them
with a database that holds the
scans of 19 million UK citizens.
My problem with this is not

the cost of it all, but the fact that
it’s illegal. It was declared illegal
five years ago by the High Court,
which ruled that “biometric
information on individuals that
should have been deleted has
been retained. The retention of
facial images of individuals who

have never been charged with, let
alone convicted of an offence, is
wholly unsatisfactory.”
The forces of law and order

were given 12 months to delete
the data, but it’s now five years
on and the government has
simply ignored the order. Worse
still, there is no official strategy
or departmental responsibility
for civilian biometrics, even
though facial scanning is being
rolled out across the land.

POLICE CAMERA INACTION
The Home Office is spending
even more millions on police
bodycams, to record, upload and
store the facial images of anyone
who might lose their cat, or stop
and ask directions to the nearest
foodbank or betting shop. All
these mugshots feed the
all-consuming biometric

database, the same one that was
used at the Notting Hill Carnival
and failed to spot a single
wrong ’un. Maybe all the
wrong ’uns were wearing
Guy Fawkes masks or hoodies,
but I don’t fancy wearing either
when I need to evade the
all-seeing eye of the Thought
Police. Guy Fawkes masks are
creepy, and hoodies are for
Hobbits as far as I’m concerned. I
suppose I could always wear a
veil, but I think these are best
reserved for widows and brides. I
might borrow a niqab from Mrs
Waheed at number 31, but she
only does black, and black is
simply not my colour. Anyway, if I
was to go out wearing something
like a Lone Ranger mask or an
SAS balaclava I would simply be
drawing attention to myself,
which is the very opposite of
what I need to do.

CONK OUT
I reckon the best way to fool the
Feds is to follow Dad’s example
and pop on a comedy nose. Not
an obvious one like Pinocchio’s,
but something just subtle
enough to bugger up their facial
recognition algorithms by
skewing the three-dimensional
coordinates of our unique
proboscis maps. It will also be a
good laugh. I don’t mean like a
permanent Red Nose Day, I mean
more like a campaign of civil
disobedience via socio-political
comedy noses. For example, we
could all sport Jeremy Corbyn
nose-alikes every May Day. Or as
a tribute to the King of Pop, we
could wear a different Michael
Jackson nose for each day of the
week, ranging from a chubby
black one on Mondays through
to a sawn-off white one on
Sundays. Protest noses are not
to be sniffed at, and if, like me,
you think the government’s
illegal hoarding of our nasal
records is simply snot fare,
then you know what to do.
Freedom-loving citizens of
Britain, just pick your nose.

MEL CROUCHER
Tech pioneer and all-round good egg
letters@computershopper.co.uk

The government is using facial recognition software to keep tabs on all of us.
Mel Croucher has a cunning plan to keep their noses out of your business

I inherited my dad’s plastic nose, which I keep in a box along with
a medal he got for smoking during World War II
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Supply chain attacks
When an official supplier of software is attacked, the implications are huge. We look into
the recent CCleaner attack and ask what can be done to prevent such incidents in future

ONE OF THE bits of advice that
I regularly dole out is: update
your software. The latest
patches don’t just give you new
functionality, but fix security
holes and keep your PC safe
from attack. Unless, that is, you
updated to the latest version
of CCleaner, the popular PC
cleaner that can remove junk
and refresh your computer.
According to reports, the

attack took place at some point
between 15th August, when
Piriform (the software developer
that created CCleaner, now
owned by Avast) released version
5.33.6162, and 12th September,
when the download servers were
updated with a new version.
Rather than stealing

information from the CCleaner
download servers, the hackers
instead replaced the download
version of the software for one
that included a Trojan. This is
known as a supply chain attack,
infecting a trusted delivery
mechanism and exploiting the
relationship that customers
have with developers.
This Trojan delivered the

“computer name, IP address, list
of installed software, list of active

software [and] list of network
adapters” back to the hackers. A
second piece of malware was also
included, although not activated.
A reported 2.27 million users

were infected with the malicious
software, but Piriform managed to
disable the malware’s command
and control server, preventing
further harm and something
more malicious taking place.
The threat was discovered by

Cisco’s Talos Intelligence research
team, which notified Piriform on
13th September. Talos’ advice,
which I second, is to perform a
clean installation on an infected

system, or restore an infected PC
to a date before 15th August.
That will ensure a clean

system. Piriform has verified that
the current version of CCleaner
is clean and doesn’t have any
malware in it. If you don’t want
to restore your computer, update
or remove CCleaner, and then
perform a thorough virus scan
(we recommend Kaspersky
Internet Security).

SOLD A PUP
With the threat averted, for now,
the incident raises many
concerns, both for consumers
and software developers. For
consumers, this incident has
shaken trust. Again, one of the
main pieces of advice that I give
is to download software from
authorised sources, rather than
relying on unknown and
unverified download sites.
It’s my experience that

download sites often have their
own application installers that try
to give you potentially unwanted
programs (PUPs) alongside the
bit of software that you were
interested in. Going directly to
the source should give you the
latest version, as the developer

intended. With CCleaner the
opposite was true, and the very
site that you should have been
able to trust was the one dishing
out the malware.
As bad as this incident seems,

I won’t change my advice about
where to download applications
or the need for regular updates.
Supply chain attacks of this type
aren’t common, and you’re more
likely to run into problems by
not updating your software,
rather than updating it.
While supply chain attacks

aren’t common, they are
increasing. It’s easy to see why.

Rather than having to trick you
into installing malware, a savvy
cyber criminal that poisons the
well can automatically infect
millions, using the very
mechanisms designed to keep
users up to date.

KEY POINTS
The truth is that this type of
attack shouldn’t be possible, but
it’s a failure to protect every step
of the update process that
caused the issue. Updates are
usually protected by being signed
with a developer’s cryptographic
key. This is un-spoofable and
verifies that the update is from
who it says it is. This prevents
malicious update writers from
being able to distribute fake
updates and infect computers.
Certainly, CCleaner employs such
tactics. In the case of the recent
attack, the hackers managed to
jump in one stage earlier and
drop in an unsigned update,
bypassing the security checks.
What this process tells us is

that developers are too confident
in their own infrastructure and
aren’t taking an end-to-end
approach to security. So what
can they do? Well, the main
thing is to implement security
procedures at the download site
that can stop this kind of attack,
whether performed by hackers
or even internal staff.
Download sites should be

forced to check the signature in
the file that they supply: if it’s
missing or corrupt, then a
warning should be flagged and
the download banned while an
investigation is performed.
This might seem overkill, but

it’s essential that you can rely on
the quality of the download site
and avoid infection when you
want to update any software.
My only hope is that this

embarrassing episode makes
manufacturers sit up and take
notice of the threat, adjusting
their security processes to
protect the chain, from initial
download to future updates.

With CCleaner, the very site that you should have been able to
trust was the one dishing out the malware
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RANTS & RAVES

LIKE MILLIONS OF other Londoners, I’ve come to rely on Uber
much like a cashless teenager relies on their car-owning parents.
This is in spite of my knowledge of Uber’s practices, which are
dodgy even by Silicon Valley standards. Infractions range from
leaping through tax loopholes to an executive’s harassment of a
female journalist. I’ve sometimes pondered deleting the app on
moral grounds, but have never actually gone through with it.
Now, however, the decision may have been made for me. The

capital’s transport authority, Transport for London (TfL), has
denied Uber an extension of its private hire operator’s licence,
citing a number of issues including failures to report criminal
offences by its drivers, and a lack of proper medical and criminal
background checks.

As Twitter attempts to boost our increasingly short attention spans, Uber finds
itself in hot water in the capital

RANTS & RAVES

I’d be lying if I said I wasn’t annoyed, especially
since this is essentially a victory for the black cab
lobby, with its bloody-minded road-shutdown
protests and cries of unfair competition that
only come out when it’s losing. Yet Uber’s
troubles in London are entirely its own fault.
In April, the Metropolitan Police warned TfL

that Uber was neglecting to report serious crimes
committed by drivers to the proper authorities. One

driver committed two separate sexual assaults before he
was even sacked, and even then, Uber only notified TfL’s private
hire licensing arm rather than the police. A company that would
endanger its customers to avoid a temporary hit to its reputation
is, frankly, not the kind we should be encouraging.
Still, there may be some hope, not just for London’s late-night

travellers but for Uber itself. CEO Dara Khosrowshahi has conceded
the company “got things wrong” and pledged to “work with London
to get things right”. Uber is appealing the TfL decision, buying it
time which will hopefully be spent backing up Khosrowshahi’s
words with genuine steps towards compliance with TfL standards.
Uber knew the rules, it broke them, now it’s paying the price; but

by taking safety seriously, maybe the firm can find its way back.

TWITTER HAS DONE something dreadful, enraging thousands
of its users and inviting pure wrath from technology commentators.
So what is this heinous act? No, it’s not promoting Trump

tweets at the top of every Twitter user’s timeline; nor is it passing
on your private account data to any government agency or
corporation that requests it; it’s not even banning GIFs.
No, this move was far worse. It’s only gone and increased the

character limit for tweets from 140 to 280. #fail #getinthesea
‘What?’ I hear you scream. Well, that seems to be the general

reaction, going by the rabid tweets posted in the aftermath of
Twitter breaking this world-changing news. Here are a couple of
examples picked at random from the thousands of negative tweets:
“The 280-character tweets I’m seeing are too long. I’m just

skimming them. Blah. Bad idea, Twitter.”

“The 280 characters issue is NOT important. But
when I see a tweet that long, I instinctively sigh and
can’t be bothered to read.”
Now these comments may sound like the

angsty diatribe of some whiny, privileged teenager.
But the first tweet is from an American professor
with 52,000 Twitter followers; and the second is

from an actor and singer with 56,500 followers.
What did Twitter have to say to excuse its stupidity

in thinking we might have the brain power to digest a whole
280 characters in one go without sighing or skimming?
Jack Dorsey, CEO and co-founder of Twitter, explained it as such:

“This is a small change, but a big move for us. 140 was an arbitrary
choice based on the 160-character SMS limit. Proud of how
thoughtful the team has been in solving a real problem people have
when trying to tweet. And at the same time maintaining our
brevity, speed and essence!”
I for one salute Twitter’s shift to longer tweets. The web and

social networks have a lot to answer for regarding the minuscule
attention span of most of humanity. Anything that might help
encourage slightly more expanded thoughts and ideas is welcome
in my book. (Note from ed: books are far too long and old-fashioned,
change to Instagram post/Pinterest board/Facebook comment?)

Madeline Bennett
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IFA 2017
James Archer andDavid Ludlowwere in Berlin to track
down the hottest products soon to land in the UK

Hue tube
We’re big fans of how XYZprinting’s
affordable 3D printers bring this technology
to the masses, although the Dutch firm’s
latest endeavour, the da Vinci Color, is
altogether more high end.
Costing $3,500, it’s XYZprinting’s first

tabletop device to print in colour – not by
printing from several spools of filament at
once, but by using ink cartridges to coat the
filament as it prints.
Because its print resolution ranges from

100 to 400 microns, the same as on the
da Vinci Jr (Shopper 342), the quality of the
final prints isn’t particularly smoother or
more detailed than those from its budget
cousins, but the colouring aspect is
impressive. We handled a few toys and
models that had been printed previously,
and they almost looked hand-painted.

Guard duty
Even Polaroid is getting in on smart home
security, with the reveal of its Wi-Fi-enabled
Hoop camera. It uses a
wide-angle 140° lens to
capture Full HD footage,
comes in both indoor
and weather-resistant
outdoor variants, and can
be fitted with a removable
battery, although Polaroid
believes its main draw will
be its simplicity.

Better than real life
Microsoft is pushing its Windows 10-based
Mixed Reality VR platform (out with the
Fall Creators Update due to launch on
17th October) with a slew of compatible
headsets. Dell’s Visor, on show at IFA 2017,
could be one of the best.
With its padded casing and balanced

weight, we found the Visor comfortable
to wear, even with glasses on – which is a
first for a VR headset.
As with other compatible headsets, the

Visor has dual cameras built into the front
to track movement, so you don’t need any
external tracking sensors.
Internally, there are two 1,440x1,440

screens creating the image. Image quality
is excellent, and we were soon immersed
in a 3D world. Control is best via Dell’s
motion controllers. For £100 extra, you
get haptic feedback, a thumbstick and
buttons, while 3D movement is tracked via
sensors in the headset. Playing a game
where we were attacked by robotic ninjas,
we could punch, shoot and even throw
shurikens to defend ourselves.
The headset will cost £350 when

it launches.

Dragon hunting
Back at Computex 2017, Qualcomm and
Microsoft announced a partnership that
would see the Snapdragon 835 power a
range of Windows 10 laptops and 2-in-1s.
We still haven’t seen these actual devices
in action, but IFA did give us our first
in-person look at how they might perform.
Even with eight cores, this is still a

chip that was originally designed for

smartphones, and thus can’t compete with
Intel’s Core i range, although it did manage to
keep pace with our own dual-core Core m3
laptop when performing tasks in Excel and
PowerPoint, so the potential is there.
Qualcomm says that the main benefits

will be to battery life, with Snapdragon 835
devices lasting up to 50% longer than a
Core m equivalent, as well as always-available
wireless connectivity, thanks to the chip’s
built-in support for 5G LTE. We’ll see for sure
when products start launching early in 2018.

The big short
Projectors can be annoying to place in a
regular living room, but Epson may have the
answer with its EH-LS100, which could even
replace a TV. This is a short-throw projector,
which means you can get a 70in picture from
just 5.6cm, with a maximum image size of
130in. Dump your TV, place this projector on
the stand and you’re away.
Epson has used a laser light source, which

means there’s no bulb to replace, and it’s
bright enough for daytime use at 4,000
lumens. Indeed, watching the projector on the
brightly lit Epson stand, we could clearly see
the image. Impressively, the EH-LS100 has
great contrast, even managing to get dark
blacks, which is something that is often
sacrificed as projectors get brighter.
The EH-LS100 will cost £2,500, which isn’t

bad considering the size of image that you
get. The downsides are that it’s only a 1080p
projector, with no 4K support and no HDR.
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The Hoop’s iOS and Android apps have
been designed specifically for non-tech-savvy
users, and aim to make it simple to set up
camera groups or have the camera only issue
alerts if it detects movement in a certain area
of the frame, such as a door.
Polaroid also showed off its new instant

digital camera, the Pop. It’s quite bulky and
unwieldy compared to the average point-and-
shoot snapper, though that’s because it
contains both a colour printer and a large
screen, which lets you make edits to photos
before printing. It shoots 1080p video, too.

Another resolution
We’re just starting to get more 4K content,
and Sharp’s already preparing for 8K. It’s
not just idle talk, as it plans to sell the first
8K display in Europe in March 2018 with the
launch of the 70in LV-70X500E.

Watching the sample 8K video on the
7,680x4,320 set, it was hard not to be
impressed. Even close up to the screen, it
was practically impossible to see individual
pixels, and the picture is extremely sharp.
However, the set isn’t without problems.

First, if you want to get an 8K signal into the
image, you have to use the 8K input terminal;
to you and me, that’s four HDMI inputs.
Each input is responsible for one-quarter of
the 8K image, taking a 4K input. The HDMI 2.1
standard has been ratified for 8K, but the
chips aren’t available, hence the workaround.
Sharp hasn’t as yet announced the price,

but you can expect it to be rather a lot of
cash. Still, it’s good to see new technology
being pushed to the limits.

Thin wins
We love the Dell XPS 13, but there’s no
denying that the premium laptop is a little
expensive. For those on a tighter budget,
the Inspiron 13 7000 could be a good
alternative. With a full metal chassis (silver or
champagne pink models are available), the
Inspiron 13 7000 looks and feels fantastic.
It’s an exceptionally thin laptop, but Dell

hasn’t gone slim to the point of impracticality:
there’s still room for an HDMI output, USB
Type-C and USB3.0 ports, and a 3.5mm audio
output on one side; the other side carries a
second USB3.0 port and an SD card slot.

Dell has slimmed down the screen’s bezels
to keep the size down. The Inspiron 13 7000
doesn’t quite have the XPS 13’s InfinityEdge
screen, but it’s close. A great keyboard and
comfortable touchpad round off the package.
Pricing and availability for the laptop have

yet to be announced.

Phone home
A lot of focus has been on
the Note 8 and iPhone 8,
but the LG V30 could be
one of this year’s most
exciting smartphones.
The front of the handset

is practically all screen, with
a slight curve at the edges.
The result is a 6in phone
that really doesn’t feel
that big. The display, with
an 18:9 aspect ratio
(2,880x1,440), looks
fantastic, and even
supports HDR content.
The latest Snapdragon

835 SoC, 64GB or 128GB
of storage and dual
cameras (one main, one
wide angle) should give
Samsung and Apple a run for their money. Oh,
and there’s a quad-DAC, which should make
audio sound seriously impressive. This is one
handset we can’t wait to get our hands on.

Wide load
Samsung always goes big at IFA, and 2017 was
no exception, bringing everything from the
ultra-fast QuickDrive washing machine to the
PowerStick Pro cordless vacuum cleaner. Two
things caught our eye: the CHG90 gaming
monitor and the Gear Sport smartwatch.

The CHG90 is truly a sight to behold: a
49in, 32:9 curved ultra-wide display with
HDR support and Samsung’s Quantum Dot
technology for perfect blacks. It looked
superb in motion, though considering its
vast size and £1,300 price tag, it might not
be the most practical choice.
The Gear Sport is a much more

utilitarian device. A distant relative of the
Gear S3, it shares the spinning bezel
control, but has been built to be much

more fitness-friendly, with a
thinner body and a 5-ATM
waterproofing rating.
Swimming seems to be a
particular focus, as the
accompanying S-Health
app has been updated with
a suite of swimming tracking
tools as well.

World record
At £399, the Ricoh Theta V
isn’t cheap, but after going
hands-on at the 360° camera’s
launch event we’re convinced
it can be money well spent.
The big improvement over
2015’s Theta S is 4K video
recording and livestreaming.
This footage looks lovely, save

for some jittering when the camera is on
the move, with vibrant colours and sharp
detailing. It takes very good 360° stills, too,
performing much better in low light than
the Samsung Gear 360 ever did.
There are some other brand

new capabilities, which
Ricoh credits to the
inclusion of a Qualcomm
Snapdragon 625 SoC. Our
favourite is the remote
viewing feature – if you
have a smart TV and it’s
connected to the same
Wi-Fi network as the
Theta V, you can
point the camera at
the screen like a
remote, press a
button and start
playing back
footage almost
instantly.
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1Microsoft email users
Hotmail and Outlook customers

were frustrated by an extended period
of downtime

2 CCleaner
The popular

desktop clean-up
software was
found to have a
hacker backdoor
installed in it

3 Cheap rides home
Uber has lost its licence to

operate in London

4 The Pirate Bay
The content creators’ nemesis

fell out with some users when it was
caught secretly using CPUs to mine
virtual currency

BOOTING UP

APPLE HAS UNVEILED its next iPhones,
bringing facial recognition, glass casings and
some hefty prices to its smartphone range.
The iPhone X offers an edge-to-edge

OLED screen, a 5.8in display, Face ID and an
all-glass case. The company also revealed the
iPhone 8 and iPhone 8 Plus.
Both the iPhone 8 and iPhone 8 Plus

feature an all-glass body, wireless charging,
a faster A11 processor, upgraded cameras
and True Tone display. The Plus model adds a
dual camera and a bigger case.
The iPhone 8 will set you back £699 for

the cheapest 64GB model, while the Plus
starts at £799. Both models are on sale now.
There will be a much longer wait to get

your hands on the X model, which isn’t
available to pre-order until 27th October,
but analysts think Apple was right to
announce all three models at once.
“While Apple risks losing iPhone 8 sales in

advance of iPhone X availability, it is the right
decision to announce iPhone X now,” said Ian
Fogg, senior director at IHS Markit.
“Apple has made the right decision for

its customers. They have a clear choice:
buy an iPhone 8 or 8 Plus now and enjoy
Touch ID, wireless charging and improved
performance – or wait and spend more on
iPhone X in a month’s time.”
The iPhone X has one obvious challenge in

front of it, which is the huge price tag of the
top-of-the-range 256GB model, which is a
pocket-shaking £1,149. Alternatively, you could
settle for the cheapest 64GB model for a cool
£999. However, IHS points out that Apple has
already had a phone out that costs around a
grand, the 256GB iPhone 7 Plus.
“Apple aims to make great products that

are well designed, with features that work

SECURITY FIRM ZIMPERIUM has
released statistics gathered from its
customer network, revealing there were
more vulnerabilities discovered for Android
and iOS in the first half of 2017 than there
were for the whole of last year.
The firm found that on the mobile side,

there were twice as many threats aimed at
Android then there were for iOS, with 600
registered for Google’s mobile OS so far
in 2017 compared to 300 for Apple’s
platform, but added that both operating
systems have their vulnerabilities.
While the operating systems

themselves have issues, it’s users that are
often causing problems by using software
such as virtual private networks to circumvent
protection that is already on board.

The report also revealed that
94% of Android devices run older versions
of the OS, compared to one in five iOS
devices running outdated software.

Apple announces the iPhone X,
8 and 8 Plus

1 Finger payments
Supermarket Costcutter is trialling

a biometric payment system that uses
the unique vein pattern in your
fingertips to pay for goods

2 Streaming services
Both Netflix and Hulu won Emmy

awards for their self-produced TV shows

3 Twitter mistakes
Wolves FC have a new super-fan in

Mark Hamill, after he liked a tweet he
thought was about the lupine version

4 Smartphone bargains
Asus is offering dual cameras with

its ZenFone 4, at around half the cost of
the rival Note 8 and iPhone X

2017 already has more mobile malware
than the whole of 2016

CRASHING

perfectly as
described, and
as a result
represent good
value for the
price. Apple has
succeeded with all
previous iPhone models, leading to the highest
average selling price (ASP) in the smartphone
market,” IHS Markit noted.
“When the first iPhone went on sale in

mid-2007 Apple had success with an ASP that
was five times greater than the largest
handset maker at the time (Nokia).”

• See page 40 for our full review of the
iPhone 8 Plus
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CRAIG DAVID IS the most
dangerous celebrity to search for
on the web in the UK, according to
security firm McAfee.
The annual survey analyses the

celebrities whose names are most
likely to be used by cyber criminals
to try to lure unsuspecting users to
nefarious websites or click on links
to malicious software.
The key message seems to be

that if you want to stay safe online,
don’t search for singers, as Emeli
Sandé, Liam Payne, Adele and Ed
Sheeran completed the top five.
McAfee pointed out that cyber

criminals are continuing to use the
fascination we have with celebrity culture to drive
unsuspecting users to potentially malicious websites
that can be used to install malware, steal personal
information and even passwords.
“In today’s digital world, we want the latest hit

albums, videos, movies and more, immediately
available on our devices,” said Gary Davis, chief
consumer security evangelist at McAfee.

“Consumers often prioritise their convenience
over security by engaging in risky behaviour like
clicking on suspicious links that promise the latest
content from celebrities,” he continued.
“It’s imperative that they slow down and

consider the risks associated with searching for
downloadable content. Thinking before clicking
goes a long way towards staying safe online.”

Don’t search for Craig David online

▶ For the shelf
The Asus ZenFone AR, with its
augmented reality games and
gadgets, might have made for
a refreshing change from
typical smartphone
fare. As it turns out,
this one gimmick
can’t make up for an
outdated processor,
mediocre battery
and astoundingly
high price, even with
its decent camera
and screen.
(Page 46)

▶ For the den
It’s about time that
Bose got some proper
competition in the field
of noise-cancelling
headphones, and the
Sony MDR-1000X is
the set of over-ear
cans that delivers it.
While Sony’s ANC
tech isn’t quite as
effective as Bose’s, it still
works wonderfully, and the
MDR-1000X’s superior sound
quality gives it the edge.
(Page 52)

▶ For the wallet
At £225, the new Samsung
Galaxy J5 is a lot pricier than
the 2016 model was at
launch. Still, it’s an
excellent phone
that easily goes
toe-to-toe with
other sub-£300
rivals, whether
it’s surpassing
the Lenovo P2
on performance
or beating the
Motorola Moto
G5 Plus on its
display quality.
In general, it

represents a commendable
step by Samsung to bring its
budget handsets closer in line
to its excellent higher-end
output. The Galaxy J5 looks
and feels almost like a
premium device, thanks to its
updated, metal unibody design,
and its battery life manages to
exceed even the Galaxy S8.
(Page 42)

11
THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE SUING
THE US GOVERNMENT OVER

DEVICE SEARCHES AT AIRPORTS

75%
OF US THINK THE UK

NEEDS NEW REGULATIONS
TO CONTROL AI

3
THE NUMBER OF WOMEN SUING GOOGLE
IN THE US FOR SEXUAL DISCRIMINATION

400,000400,000
NUMBER OF BRITONS WHO HAD THEIR
DATA STOLEN IN THE EQUIFAX BREACH

$90m
The Equifax CEO’s payout after the

breach affecting 143m people

$275
THE RUMOURED PRICE OF THE NEW

ATARIBOX,WHICHWILL RUN LINUXAND
SOME CLASSIC ATARI GAMES
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United States
Monkey business
A legal case over who owns the rights to a
selfie taken by a monkey has been settled in a
US court. Lawyers working for Naruto, the
rare crested macaque, and animal charity Peta
settled out of court with British photographer
David Slater, who owned the camera.

Slater has promised to
donate 25% of revenue from
the photo to relevant charities.
“The case sparked a

massive international
discussion about the need to
extend rights to animals for
their own sake, not in relation
to how they can be exploited
by humans,” said Peta.

India
Sound idea
Google has
announced a new
payment system for
India that uses
sound waves to
transfer money
between users. This
is a different tack
for the firm, and follows Chirp, which uses
sound to transfer data. Google calls it Tez,
which translates locally as Fast.
While two devices can connect for

cash-switching purposes using sound,
Google says it is inaudible to human ears.
Tez works with all 55 of India’s banks,

unlike Android Pay.

Japan
That’s your robot funeral
Pepper, an
autonomous talking
humanoid robot, is
being programmed
to replace Buddhist
priests at funerals, and is
learning the required
chants. The robot makes
the relevant Buddhist
chants in a robotic voice
while banging a drum.
Pepper costs about
£18,000, and is
reportedly a lot cheaper
than a real priest.

Spain
Facebook brought to book
Facebook has been fined €1.2m for allegedly
taking users’ data without their knowledge
and using it for advertising purposes.
“Facebook’s privacy policy contains

generic and unclear terms,” the Spanish
data watchdog said.
“The social network uses specifically

protected data for
advertising, among
other purposes,
without obtaining
users’ express consent
as data protection law
demands, a serious
infringement.”

Manchester, UK
Police stuck on XP
One in five computers used
by Greater Manchester
Police were still running
Windows XP as of July.
Microsoft ended support for the operating

system in 2014, but the police force still has
over 1,500 PCs on the outdated OS.
Jamie Moles, of security firm Lastline, said

the news comes as no surprise, as austerity-
hit police forces are prioritising spending on
law enforcement rather than cyber security.
However, he urged the force to upgrade the
PCs “as a successful cyber attack on a police
force could cause significant and potentially
life-threatening issues”.

Thailand
It’s a dog’s life
Stray dogs in Bangkok are being primed for a
useful life assisting the police, thanks to an
advertising agency and some smart vests.
Thailand has a few
stray dogs, and they
can be a problem.
The Cheil

advertising agency, a
subsidiary of South
Korea’s Samsung
Electronics, has
developed a vest with a camera that turns on
and starts recording when the dog barks.
“It will make people feel that stray dogs can

become night-watches for the communities,”
said a spokesperson for the ad agency.
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STICKING TO ITS yearly updates, Google
has taken the lid off Android 8.0, which is
available for some smartphones now. Here’s
what you can expect.

IS THE NEW VERSION OF ANDROID
NAMED AFTER A SNACK?
All versions of Android are named after a
tasty treat, with Android 8.0 named after
Oreo biscuits. This is the second time, after
Android 4.4 KitKat, that Google has used a
brand name for its operating system; other
versions have been named after generic snacks,
such as Jelly Bean or Marshmallow.

SOUNDS TASTY, WHAT’S NEW?
Android 8.0 Oreo is another case of gentle
evolution rather than revolution, and the main
changes are under the hood, with Google
promising that the new OS can boot twice as fast
as the old one when measured on a Google Pixel.
Given that few of us power our phones down, this
isn’t a feature that many of us will notice.
More importantly, Android Oreo can minimise

the background activity of apps that you use the
least, which can help improve battery life.
Google has overhauled Autofill, and it will now

remember your login details if you give permission,
so you can quickly sign into apps.

WHAT ABOUT THE PICTURE-IN-PICTUREMODE?
We were just coming to that. Picture-in-picture lets you carry on with
one task while you keep using your phone. You need a supported app,
and you have to have it in the right mode for picture-in-picture to
work, which is a little annoying. For example, Chrome has to be playing
a full-screen video and Maps has to be in navigation mode; you then
tap the home button, and the current task drops into a small window.
Picture-in-picture can be disabled on a per-app basis.

IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE?
The big change, visually, is the addition of Notification Dots. Apps now
have a dot above them when there’s a new notification. Long-press the
app’s icon and the most recent notifications pop up, so you can read
them or swipe them away without having to delve through the normal

notification screen. You can quickly swipe away any notification here,
which also removes it from the notification menu.

SOWHEN CAN I GET THE NEWOS?
As with all versions of Android, it’s up to your handset’s manufacturer
as to when you’ll get the update. Even if your phone is marked for an
upgrade, your mobile network can delay things further.
The first phones to get the update are Google’s own handsets,

with Android Oreo available for the Pixel and Pixel XL now (we’ve got
ours already), and coming soon to the Nexus 5X and 6P.
For other handset manufacturers, the latest phones are usually

updated alongside the previous generation. For Samsung, that means
Galaxy S7 and S8 owners will get the update, alongside some other
models. You’ll need to check with your smartphone manufacturer to
see what it’s got planned for your phone.

Android 8.0
Google has just unleashed the latest version of its mobile operating system
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Four in 10 Britons won’t go in a driverless car
SOUND
BYTES

Digital firms make
vast profits from

their millions of users,
even if they do not have
a physical presence in
the EU.We now want to
create a level playing
field so that all
companies active in the
EU can compete fairly,
irrespective of whether
they are operating via
the cloud or from brick
and mortar premises.”
EU commissioner Pierre Moscovici
targets tax-shy tech giants such as
Google and Amazon

Industry needs
to go further and

faster in automating the
detection and removal
of terrorist content
online, and developing
technological solutions
that prevent it being
uploaded in the
first place.”
Theresa May is deeply concerned
about tech companies’ approach to
fighting terrorism

There are wide
implications.This

move by the British,
French and Italian
governments could also
be used to justify the
actions of authoritarian
regimes, such as
China, Saudi Arabia
and Iran,who want
companies to remove
content that they find
disagreeable.”
Jim Killock, executive director of the
Open Rights Group, spots a problem
with the PM’s demands

Cities are full of
smog-belching

cars, lorries and buses.
It is a problem that
others are ignoring.
Throughout, it has
remained my ambition
to find a solution to
the global problem
of air pollution.”
The ever-modest James Dyson
announcing his electric car plans

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE events outfit
Machina Summit.AI has reported that four out of
10 British people won’t ride in a driverless car, and
that three-quarters of us think that we need laws to
cover artificial intelligence.
The report looks pretty good for adoption in the

UK: 65% of UK citizens think that AI will make the
country a better place, and 44% think that the
government should take the lead on making the
regulations. Just 11% think that technology
companies should be at the helm, while 8%
supported European Union oversight.
“The results reveal that – although 65% agree

with [Facebook CEO Mark] Zuckerberg’s view that
AI has the potential to make the world better –
people do want it to be closely regulated,” said
Bradley Maule-ffinch, director of strategy for
Machina Summit.AI.
“Just over four in 10 people believe the

government is best placed to do this, although
the rest disagree or are undecided on who
should lead on AI legislation.”

It is in the workplace that people seem most
apprehensive, with 48% of us worried about AI
taking ours jobs, and 51% concerned that they will
end up being ordered around by a robot boss.
More than half of respondents were also worried

that AI robots will be smarter than them.

SECURITY ORGANISATION CynoSure Prime has
got hold of an encrypted file stuffed with passwords
and managed to crack 99% of them.
Working alongside a couple of partners, the firm

cracked the 40-character ASCII-HEX SHA-1 hashes,
thanks in part to poor choice of passwords.
“Troy Hunt, founder of the website

Have I been pwned?, released over
319 million plaintext passwords
compiled from various
non-hashed data breaches,
in the form of SHA-1
hashes,” the firm said.
“Making this data

public might allow
future passwords to be
cross-checked in a
secure manner in the
hope of preventing
password re-use,
especially of those
from compromised
breaches which were in
unhashed plaintext.
“Our group made an attempt to

crack/recover as many of the hashes as
possible, both for research purposes and of course
to satisfy our curiosity while using this opportunity
as a challenge,” the company explained.
“We worked under the assumption that ‘No

hash list larger than a few hundred thousand
entries, contains only one kind of hash!’ – and
these lists were no exception. We found more
than 2.5 million email addresses and about
230,000 email:password combinations.”

People tend to choose medium-length
passwords, using a mix of text and numbers,
but there are some lone wolves out there that
buck that trend.
The longest password CynoSure found was 400
characters, while the shortest was only three

characters long. About 0.06% of
passwords were 50 characters or
longer, with 96.67% of passwords
being 16 characters or less.
Around 87.3% fall into the
character set of lower-case
text and number.

Just under half of
passwords were just
lower-case text, while
8% went for strictly
numbers. CynoSure
suggested that websites
should block common
passwords in order to
improve things, but accepted

that this may cause problems.
“Blocking common passwords

during account creation has positive
effects on the overall password security

of a website. While blacklisting 320 million leaked
passwords might sound like a good idea to further
improve password security, it can have
unforeseeable consequences on usability,” it added.
“Conventional blacklist approaches typically

include the 10,000 most common passwords to limit
online password guessing attack consequences.
Until now, there has been no evidence to support
which blacklist size provides an optimal balance.”

Security outfit cracks 319 million passwords
gathered from data leaks
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CEEFAXWAS LAUNCHED on 23rd
September 1974. It seems an age away. A time
of Ladybird onesies from Woolworths, and
just the regular news bulletins and
newspapers for your up-to-date information.
Star Wars hadn’t even been released yet.
Ceefax was the world’s first teletext

system, offering TV viewers the opportunity
to press a button and see the latest news and
weather. The BBC launched the system using
a design by the Philips lead designer for
VDUs, partly to deliver the subtitles option
for the hard of hearing.
Subtitles, as anyone who had a

need for them knows, were on page
888, and they were an instant bonus
for some. Over time, Ceefax became
the spot where people followed the
news, live sports events, the stock
market, found holidays, and learned
what was on at their local cinema.
On day one, the service was limited

to 30 pages of information and one
news journalist, but it grew and grew so
that by 1983 the service was broadcasting
programs for the BBC Micro home computer.
ITV launched the rival Oracle service in the

mid-1970s (later replaced by Teletext), creating
a problem of competing standards. World
System Teletext became the standard in 1976.

END OF THE LINE
The BBC Ceefax service closed down in
October 2012, at a time when the UK
completed the digital switchover and people
dumped their analogue TV sets for digital
capable models, reluctantly or otherwise.

The information service didn’t set the
world on fire when it first launched, but then
the BBC began to use it as a filler during the
night when it was not broadcasting actual
programmes. This familiarised people with the
service, creating a relationship with it.
It was easy to get to grasps with, so much

so that when the service finally closed, it was
highly praised by the Plain English Campaign.
“Ceefax helped everyday people with everyday
words and I will be giving it a Chrissie Maher
Award for its 30 years of commitment to

Ceefax
8-bit internet for the
analogue TV age

using plain English. It was my first port
of call,” said Plain English Campaign
founder Chrissie Maher.
“It helped the public keep in touch

with world affairs and everyday
information with its crystal-clear
communications. I will miss its clarity.”

MAJOR DEPARTURE
People from all walks of life lamented
its passing, including former prime

minister Sir John Major. “Ceefax will be much
missed. At moments of high pressure – with
little time for detailed examination of the
news – Ceefax headlines offered an instant
window on the world,” he said.
“From breaking global news to domestic

sports news, Ceefax was speedy, accurate and
indispensable. It can be proud of its record.”
However, Ceefax goes on: fan sites can be

found on the internet that slowly deliver news
in basic text and primary colours.

ion rvi didn’t he
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AFTER AN INITIAL burst of excellent reviews,
praising its quality hardware and screen,
Samsung’s Galaxy Note 7 gathered attention
for a different reason: bursting into flames.
The issues were so bad that Samsung had to
pull the Note 7 from sale and the handset was
banned from being taken on flights, even if it
was powered off and kept in the hold.
Rather than give up, Samsung has taken

the time to reflect and is back this year with
the Note 8, a massive beast of a phone with
the performance and huge price to match.
Taking its design cues from the Galaxy S8

range, the Note 8 looks fantastic. The front of
the phone is dominated by a 6.3in display.
While the Note 8 is a big phone, it’s not as big
as that screen suggests. For starters, the
display has an 18.5:9 aspect ratio (it’s tall and
thin), with very thin bezels at the top and
bottom. With the screen curving on both
sides, the Note 8 is thinner than you’d think.
Laying it on top of the 5.5in Google Pixel XL,
the Note 8 is about the same width, but only a
little taller. If you’re used to a big phone, the
Note 8 isn’t really any bigger than its rivals.
The rear of the handset is glass, too, and

available in the UK in midnight black or maple
gold. Both are attractive in their own right,
with the black version a little more subtle.
As well as looking good, the Note 8 is

tough, its IP68 rating meaning that it’s dust
and water resistant (it can survive 30 minutes
in 1.5m of water), so you won’t kill it if you
drop the handset into the bath.

EYE SAW
As with the Galaxy S8, the Note 8 has a
range of biometric options to help you log
into the Android 7.1 OS. Using the front-facing
camera, you can use face or iris recognition.
Both have their problems. With face

aperture, and the other gives you a two-times
optical zoom with an f/2.4 aperture. It’s a
similar setup to the iPhone 7 Plus.
Having two cameras gives you the ability

to frame shots differently, and get closer to
the action without sacrificing detail. With the
two cameras, Samsung has its Live Focus.
This shoots the main subject using the zoom
lens, but uses the other for background blur,
letting you choose the level of defocus. It lets
you take some seriously impressive shots,
but it’s a shame that Live Focus is so fiddly
to use: you have to remain about 1.2m from
your subject, with Live Focus disabled if you
stray too far away.
Samsung’s camera is excellent, offering

a Pro mode that gives you full control over
your shooting settings, including shutter
speed. If you want to wrestle control away
from auto mode and control the way your
shots work, this is the mode for you.

VERDICT
A powerful, beautiful smartphone with dual
cameras and a brilliant stylus, but the high
price could be hard to justify for many

REVIEWSREVIEWS
YOUR TRUSTED GUIDE TO WHAT’S NEW

ANDROID 7.1 PHABLET

SAMSUNG
Galaxy Note 8

★★★★★
£869 • From shop.samsung.com

recognition, we found that lighting conditions
dramatically changed success rates. What’s
more, as we were wearing glasses when the
initial scan was done, the camera refused to
recognise us with contact lenses in. Iris
recognition may not be any better for many
people, as it won’t work properly if you wear
glasses or have contact lenses.
Using the fingerprint reader is more

reliable, although the positioning on the rear
isn’t great. Sitting next to the camera, it’s as
easy to smear your fingers over the lens as it
is to tap the reader. And, because of the size
of the phone, we found it difficult to always
place our finger flat on the sensor.

PICTURE PERFECT
Samsung has used twin cameras for the first
time in the Note 8. Both are 12-megapixel
models with optical image stabilisation, but
one is a wide-angle model with a bright f/1.7

22
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In all cases, the photos the
Note 8 took were excellent.
Outside in brightly lit conditions,
photos looked bright and
vibrant. We took some shots at
dusk, and the wide-angle lens
coped admirably, pulling the full
detail from the shot with
impressively low levels of noise.

HEY BIG S-PENDER
It’s the S-Pen stylus that makes
the Note 8 really stand out from
the competition. Stored neatly
in the bottom right of the
smartphone, the S-Pen ejects out automatically,
bringing up a shortcut menu that lets you choose
to create a new note, take a screenshot and
annotate it, translate onscreen text and more.
With the display supporting 4,000 levels of

pressure sensitivity, the S-Pen feels as close to
writing on paper as you can get. Combined with
the size of the screen, using the S-Pen feels as
useful as an old-fashioned paper notebook.
If, for instance, you remove the S-Pen when

the phone is in standby mode, you can quickly
scrawl a note on the lock screen; this is far
quicker than having to unlock the handset and
jump into the Notes app.
Samsung has thought of everything, too: if

you start to move without the S-Pen docked,
you’ll hear an alarm, so you’re unlikely to lose
your stylus.
The only strange thing is that while you can

write on the keyboard and convert handwriting to
text, the Samsung Notes app can’t automatically
translate your writing into text, which the rival
GoodNotes app for the iPad Pro can do.

SCREEN TIME
Samsung has stuck to its tried and tested Super
AMOLED screen technology, which has perfect
blacks and a screen brightness of 330cd/m2.
We measured sRGB coverage at 100%, too.
Delta-E, which measures how accurately colours
are displayed, came in at 1.54; that’s a little higher
than we’d want, but still shows a good degree of
accuracy. Subjectively, the screen looks gorgeous,
with rich and vibrant colours.
Turn on adaptive brightness, and the screen

can reach a peak brightness of 1,200cd/m2 in
bright light. In other words, the Note 8 is easy
to see under all lighting conditions.
With a resolution of 2,960x1,440, the Note 8

has plenty of pixels, and everything looks sharp
on its screen. As the display is super widescreen,
when you watch films, you end up with vertical
black bars at either end of the picture. With the
Super AMOLED’s perfect blacks, these are easy
to ignore, and didn’t spoil our viewing pleasure.

BLISTERING PERFORMANCE
With an octa-core Samsung Exynos 8895
processor – the same as the Galaxy S8
smartphones – the Note 8 is a powerhouse.
Backed up with 6GB of RAM, we saw the

handset score a whopping 1,994 in the single-core
Geekbench 4 test, and 6,767 in the multicore test.
Graphics performance is similarly impressive, with
the Note 8 managing 51fps in the GFXBench
Manhattan offscreen benchmark.
If you want to use the phone as a desktop

computer, the Note 8 is compatible with the
Samsung DeX dock. This connects your phone
to a monitor, keyboard and mouse. It’s a neat
party trick, but with the dock costing £139, it
feels an expensive way to replace a desktop,
and the DeX isn’t going to be for everyone.
Battery life is very good, considering the size

of the display; we measured total video playback
time at 16h 42m. Anecdotally, heavy use of the
handset saw us return at night with 40% charge,
having started with 100% in the morning.
All Note 8 models have 64GB of internal

storage, which should prove to be plenty for
apps. If you want more room for storage, the
Note 8 has a microSD card slot, which is
accessible through the SIM tray, so you can
quickly and cheaply expand the available space.

HOT TAKE
After last year’s disaster, we’ve missed Samsung’s
Note range. It’s good, then, to see that the Note 8
is a true return to form. We love its design and
large body, while the S-Pen gives a completely
different way of interacting with the handset.
Given the amazing camera and high power, the
Note 8 is technically the best smartphone that
you can buy at the moment.
The downside is that all that power will set

you back £869, which is a staggering amount of
cash. If you’re willing to forgo the S-Pen and
dual cameras, and want something smaller, the
Galaxy S8 is £689 and has the same processor.

David Ludlow

Battery life

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

PROCESSOROcta-core 2.3GHz Samsung Exynos 8895/
Qualcomm Snapdragon 835 • SCREEN SIZE 6.3in • SCREEN
RESOLUTION 2,960x1,440 • REAR CAMERA 12-megapixel f/1.7,
12-megapixel f/2.4 • STORAGE 64GB •WIRELESS DATA 4G •
DIMENSIONS 163x75x8.6mm •WEIGHT 195g •OPERATING
SYSTEM Android 7.1.1 • DETAILSwww.samsung.com/uk

SPECIFICATIONS

16h 42m

➡ The Note 8 is capable of some
impressive snaps, even in poor light
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JUST ONE ISSUE ago we crowned the CCL
Reaper (Shopper 357) as the best gaming
desktop you could buy for around £1,000. But
a lot can change in a month – the Reaper, for
instance, has jumped up to £1,127, and now
Wired2Fire has shown up with a powerful
AMD-based PC of its own, the Pyro Reactor.
Despite these two systems sharing the

same chassis, Cooler Master’s MasterBox Lite
5, they’re significantly different otherwise.
Where the Reaper has a watercooled Ryzen 5
1600 CPU, the Pyro Reactor has an air-cooled
Ryzen 5 1600X. Where the Reaper has a 4GB
Radeon RX 580, the Pyro Reactor opts for a
6GB GeForce GTX 1060 (a miniature, single-fan
model by Zotac). It bodes well for Wired2Fire
that its PC can claim both a lower price and
higher-performance parts, though this does
seem to come at the cost of extra features –
there’s no triple-stacked, RGB-lit case fans or
PCI-E Wi-Fi card, like you get on the Reaper.
Because the CPU is overclocked, from 3.6GHz
to 3.8GHz, it’s also asking for quite a bit of
faith in its medium-sized air cooler.

MASTER OF ALL
As it turns out, we needn’t have worried. The
boosted processor, combined with 16GB of
DDR4 RAM, put in a very fast showing in our
4K benchmarks, scoring 142 in the image test,
211 in the video test and 246 in the multitasking
test, producing an overall score of 217.

WIRED2FIRE Pyro Reactor
★★★★★
£999 • From www.wired2fire.com

VERDICT
The Pyro Reactor ignores fancy extras in favour of the
best possible core specs, and is all the better for it

DESKTOP GAMING PC

This is impressive for a
number of reasons. First,
we’ve had problems when
trying to overclock the
Ryzen 5 1600X in the past,
to the point where setting
the processor to permanently
run at its standard boost
speed of 4GHz actually
reduced its effectiveness.
The Pyro Reactor, however,
seems to have cracked it,
crucially reaching single-core
performance on a par with
the competing Intel Core
i5-7600K chip.
Second is the scores

themselves. All four are higher
than what you’d get from a
stock Ryzen 7 1700, never
mind the Core i5 series or other
Ryzen 5 processors, and the sky-high
multitasking score in particular points to a
system that can handle serious editing and
encoding work as well as gaming. Suffice to
say, it beats the CCL Reaper and its Ryzen 5
1600 (which has the same six cores but lower
clock speeds) rather handily.

AIR TODAY, GONE TOMORROW
The air cooler does its job well enough; it lacks
the style of an all-in-one watercooler, visible

through the MasterBox
Lite 5’s acrylic side
window, but it keeps
core temperatures
within a safe range
even when the CPU is
being pushed to its
limits. We recorded an
idling temperature of
34°C, with load
temperatures tending
around 77°C. At one
point it peaked at 87°C,
which is only 8°C off its
thermal limit, but that
evidently didn’t prevent
it from running well.
Curiously, though,

the Pyro Reactor’s
improved single-core
power didn’t result
in a proportional
improvement in our Dirt
Showdown gaming
benchmark, where such

power can be almost as important as the
GPU’s. Its average frame rates of 123fps at
1,920x1,080, 100fps at 2,560x1,440 and 54fps
at 3,840x2,160 are all on par for the price, but
the Reaper (which, remember, has a broadly
as-powerful graphics card but a slower CPU)
managed to wring out between 1fps and 6fps
extra at all resolutions.
Still, these differences are practically

impossible to spot with the naked eye, and
the Pyro Reactor beat the Reaper by greater
margins in Metro: Last Light Redux. Here,
using the standard Very High settings with
SSAA and all other effects enabled,
Wired2Fire’s PC recorded a high 50fps at
1,920x1,080, as well as 29fps at 2,560x1,440
and 13fps at 3,840x2,160.
By disabling SSAA, the latter two results

improved to 57fps and 26fps respectively,
though we got the best results at 4K by
dropping down to Medium quality as well;
this produced a nice smooth 55fps. By
comparison, these same 4K settings only
produced 45fps on the CCL Reaper, so for
relatively high-end gaming, the Pyro Reactor
does seem like the better choice.

VIRTUAL OF NECESSITY
This is true of VR as well, almost certainly
thanks to how Nvidia’s GPUs (including the
GTX 1060) are better optimised for it than
AMD’s latest Radeon cards. The Pyro Reactor
scored 7.9 out of 11 in the SteamVR
Performance Test, clearly beating the Reaper’s
6.7. This benchmark judges the extent to
which you’d need to reduce graphics quality



toshiba.eu/storage

High-Reliability Hard Drive N300

Designed
for NAS

PROCESSOR Hexa-core 3.8GHz AMD Ryzen 5 1600X • RAM
16GB DDR4 • FRONT USB PORTS 2x USB3 • REAR USB
PORTS 2x USB2, 6x USB3.1 • GRAPHICS CARD 6GB Zotac
GeForce GTX 1060 • STORAGE 250GB SSD, 1TB hard disk •
DISPLAY None •OPERATING SYSTEMWindows 10 Home •
WARRANTY Three years labour including two years parts •
DETAILSwww.wired2fire.com • PART CODE Pyro Reactor

SPECIFICATIONS

settings to get Valve’s
Aperture Robot Repair VR
demo to run at 90fps; so,
while both PCs can certainly
attain this slick frame rate,
the Pyro Reactor will allow
you to do so while retaining
slightly higher visual fidelity.
One advantage the Reaper

has over the Pyro Reactor is
its greater storage capacity;
both PCs have a 250GB SATA
SSD, but CCL’s also includes a
2TB hard disk, double that of
the Pyro Reactor’s 1TB drive.
Fortunately, 1TB is still plenty
of space for files and games,
and because the SSD is a
nippy Samsung 850 Evo, you
still get rapid transfer speeds:
510.05MB/s sequential read
speeds and 483.06MB/s
sequential write speeds,
according to the AS SSD tool.

HARD TIMES
It’s particularly vital that this storage setup
works so well, because there isn’t a great deal
of scope to add more in the future. This is a
well-documented limitation of the MasterBox
Lite 5 compared to many other mid-tower
cases; you can only really add one more 3.5in

drive and one more 2.5in
drive, and on a related
note, there’s no 5.25in
drive bay at all. There is an
unused M.2 slot on the
motherboard, which can
take an even faster NVMe
SSD, though to get the
most of this you’d need
to migrate Windows on
to it, rather than just files
and applications.
In general, the

motherboard is better
equipped for upgrades than
the chassis. There’s a spare
PCI-E x16 slot (though it can
only run at up to x4
speeds), as well as two
empty PCI-E x1 slots and
two extra RAM slots, in
case you ever want to aid
the 1600X’s pseudo-
workstation chops with
additional memory. It
doesn’t provide any

premium audio outputs on the rear I/O panel
– just line in, line out and mic in jacks – but we
like how six of the eight USB ports are USB3.1,
with just two adopting the slowest USB2
standard. The two USB3 ports on the front of
the case add a touch of convenience, too.

PYRRHIC VICTORY
There’s also a very wide choice of display
connections, totalling two HDMI outputs,
three DisplayPorts, two dual-link DVI-D
connectors and, as a last resort, a VGA port
on the motherboard panel.
Even with the minor omissions of Wi-Fi

and extra case fans, the Pyro Reactor’s
superlative performance makes it our new
Best Buy – especially now that the Reaper
is over £100 more expensive. In fact, you
could buy this absent hardware yourself, as
well as another 1TB hard disk, and it would
still be cheaper than buying CCL’s PC.

James Archer

Windows overall

Multitasking

Dirt Showdown

Metro: Last Light

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details
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WE’VE SEEN GAMING PCs and we’ve seen
general-purpose workstations, but it’s been a
while since our labs have been graced with a
PC designed specifically with photo editing in
mind. That’s exactly what the Chillblast Fusion
Photo OC VIII is, and it doesn’t look like many
expenses have been spared in the pursuit.
The brains of the operation is the Intel Core

i7-7820X. This octa-core chip is one of the
lower-specced models from Intel’s luxury
Skylake-X range, but it’s still an enormously
powerful processor, even more so as Chillblast
has overclocked it from 3.6GHz to 4.6GHz.
Professional-level media editing also demands
plenty of memory, and the Fusion Photo OC
VIII is on hand with 32GB of DDR4 RAM, even
if it is running at a relatively relaxed 2,133MHz.

BIG PICTURE THINKING
The moment of truth came in the image
portion of our 4K benchmarks: a score of 176
puts it well ahead of an overclocked AMD
Ryzen 7 1800X (Shopper 352). The good news,
then, is that this PC will run any photo-editing
software on the market, and stay responsive
during even the most intensive work.
It gets better, too – literally. In the video and

multitasking tests, it scored an astonishing 313
and 376 respectively, resulting in an overall
score of 322. That is, by far, the highest of any
pre-built PC we have on record. Yoyotech’s
£2,150 Redback N6, with its overclocked Ryzen
7 1800X, only comes slightly close with its
multitasking score of 317 and 270 overall.
This all means that even if you’re primarily

a stills photographer, you can leave a video

CHILLBLAST Fusion Photo OC VIII
★★★★★
£2,300 • From www.chillblast.com

VERDICT
A ludicrously powerful media-editing system
with some thoughtful gifts to photographers

WINDOWS 10 PC

encoding in the background and still have
enough computing muscle to perform other
tasks as smoothly as you’d like.
The benefits to shutterbugs don’t stop

there, either. In addition to a 250GB NVMe
SSD (as the main Windows drive), the Fusion
Photo OC VIII is equipped with massive, twin
3TB hard disks in a RAID 1 configuration. Any
photos (or files in general) saved to one drive
will be mirrored on the other, an easy and
efficient way of creating backups. Sequential
read speeds are good by mechanical drive
standards: the AS SSD benchmarking tool
measured this at 177.28MB/s, though
sequential write speeds are a lot slower, at
109.45MB/s. The SSD, however, is lightning
quick, achieving read speeds of 1,900.35MB/s
and write speeds of 1,501.40MB/s.

PICK A CARD, ANY CARD
There’s also an extremely convenient multicard
reader hidden behind the front panel door
(along with a Blu-ray rewriter drive, very much
a rarity among the PCs we normally receive for
testing). It’s easy to pop the SD card out of a
camera and pop it in the reader, and there are
slots for microSD, M2, Compact Flash and
Sony’s Memory Stick cards as well.
At the back, there aren’t quite as many USB

ports as we’re used to seeing from X299
motherboard-based systems: six USB3 and two
USB3.1 ports. That said, there are five on the
front: two USB2 and two USB3 ports, plus an
additional USB3 in the multicard reader.
We didn’t expect to see a 6GB GeForce GTX

1060 in one of the five PCI-E x16 slots; this is
optimised for gaming, not
productivity. Still, there is
some photo-editing
software that gets a
performance boost from
GPU acceleration, including
Adobe Lightroom CC, and
it provides HDMI, DVI-D
and DisplayPort outputs
to accommodate varied
monitor setups.
The GTX 1060 also

ensures this is as almost as
good a PC for slacking off
as it is for getting work
done. In Dirt Showdown, it
breezed to 140fps at
1,920x1,080, 100fps at
2,560x1,440 and 56fps at
3,840x2,160, all on Ultra
quality with 4x anti-aliasing.

In Metro: Last Light Redux, the vastly more
demanding test, Chillblast’s PC scored 52fps at
1,920x1,080, 30fps at 2,560x1,440 and 12fps at
3,840x2,160. As good as the GTX 1060 is for its
price, it does need help at higher resolutions,
so disabling SSAA almost doubled its 1440p
performance to 56fps. 4K remains tough to
crack, though, and we had to switch from Very
High to Medium quality to reach 53fps.

PCs OF VIII
If gaming is your concern, the Wired2Fire Pyro
Reactor (page 24) shows you can get similar
performance for less than half the price, but
Chillblast’s PC relies more on CPU, not GPU,
power. Even its upgradability seems targeted
at the media-editing crowd: there are four
more spare RAM slots, for those who want to
max out the motherboard’s 128GB limit, as
well as a huge drive cage containing room for
up to six additional hard disks. There’s also a
second M.2 slot for an extra NVMe SSD, plus
two empty 2.5in trays for SATA SSDs.
As expensive as the Chillblast Fusion Photo

OC VIII is, there’s no doubt it delivers on the
editing and multitasking performance it
promises. Besides, a spot of online window-
shopping reveals that it’s no pricier than other
PCs with similar specs. If you’re serious about
photo or video editing, this is worth the
expense to an almost surprising degree.

James Archer

SPECIFICATIONS

Windows overall

Multitasking

Dirt Showdown

Metro: Last Light

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

PROCESSOROcta-core 4.6GHz Intel Core i7-7820X •
RAM 32GB DDR4 • FRONT USB PORTS 2x USB2, 3x USB3 •
REAR USB PORTS 6x USB3, 2x USB3.1 • GRAPHICS CARD
6GB Asus GeForce GTX 1060 • STORAGE 250GB SSD, 2x 3TB
hard disks • DISPLAY None •OPERATING SYSTEM
Windows 10 Home •WARRANTY Five years labour including
two years collect and return • DETAILSwww.chillblast.com
• PART CODE Fusion OC Photo VIII
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WE’VE SEEN PLENTY of PC manufacturers
try to emulate the success of the iMac, but far
fewer have attempted to make something
completely different that plays to Windows’
strengths. That changes with the Dell XPS 27
All-in-One, a powerful and quite different PC.
With its 27in display, the XPS 27 is a rather

imposing system, grabbing attention for all
the right reasons. It’s the six speakers at the
front that really stand out. Housed in a glossy
black frame, they hint at the audio prowess of
this PC and demonstrate that this isn’t just
another basic all-in-one.
Then there’s the fancy stand. Trying to get

an all-in-one to line up comfortably can be
hard, but there are no such problems with the
XPS 27 thanks to its articulated stand. This
lets you get the display in pretty much any
position, from straight upright to almost flat.
Getting comfy in front of the XPS 27 is easy as
a result, and when using the touchscreen, you
can get just the right angle you want.
The slight downside of the flexible stand is

that it weighs a lot, and the entire all-in-one
comes in at 17.3kg. Getting the XPS 27 on to a
desk isn’t easy, but at least once it’s in place,
you won’t be carrying this computer around.

PORT HOLE
Dell has managed to fit a USB3 port, 3.5mm
audio output and SD card reader into the side
of the XPS 27, where they’re easy to reach.
This is better than many all-in-ones, where the
ports are all at the rear and are fiddly to reach.
For anything connected permanently to

the XPS 27, there’s still a collection of ports on
the rear. You get four USB3, two Thunderbolt
3 ports, HDMI and DisplayPort outputs and
Gigabit Ethernet (there’s also built-in 802.11ac
Wi-Fi). It’s a shame that there’s no video input,
however, thus preventing you from using the
XPS 27’s screen with external devices.
All the ports are located in a recess at the

back of the screen, accessible only through a

DELL XPS 27 All-in-One
★★★★★
£2,699 • From www.dell.co.uk

VERDICT
A great-looking, great-sounding all-in-one with a
fast processor, but it is exceptionally expensive

ALL-IN-ONE WINDOWS PC

hole in the stand. It’s a
bit of a nightmare job
connecting anything as
a result, although you’ll
probably only have to plug in
anything once when you set up the
PC for the first time.
It’s also slightly frustrating that

one of the USB3 ports has been taken
up by the wireless keyboard and mouse
receiver. Both peripherals are Bluetooth, so
why not just build the receiver into the PC?
Dell has used its Premiere wireless keyboard
and mouse, both of which can be connected to
up to three computers, with selector switches
letting you choose which one to control.
The keyboard is very good, with the keys

having plenty of travel and a decent amount
of feedback. We soon found that we were
able to type accurately at speed. The mouse
is a little more basic, but it is designed for
left- and right-handers alike, and has all the
buttons you could want.

DREAM SCREEN
Dell has fitted a 4K (3,840x2,160) screen, and
it’s a cracker. Out of the box, at maximum
brightness (a decent 386cd/m2), we measured
the screen as able to produce 99.3% of the
sRGB and 96.2% of the Adobe RGB colour
gamuts. A delta-E score of 0.74 shows that
colours display accurately, too. Calibrating the
screen at a brightness of 120cd/m2, we saw
improved coverage of 99.4% sRGB and 96.3%
Adobe RGB, while delta-E improved to 0.66.
Dell provides its own calibration software,

which works with the X-Rite i1DisplayPro
calibrator. With this, we found that colour
coverage increased to 100% sRGB and 99.8%
Adobe RGB, while the delta-E improved only
slightly to 0.7. With the excellent contrast of
1,148:1, the IPS panel used here is fantastic,
and everything looks sumptuous on screen.
There’s a 720 webcam built into the

bottom of the display,
which shoots upwards at a
rather unflattering angle.

Image quality is good enough
for the odd video call, but Windows

Hello support is more useful, as you can
unlock your computer with your face.
We’re pleased to say that the speakers

sound every bit as good as they look. You
get four full-range drivers and two
tweeters at the front, with two passive
radiators delivering bass. Movies and
TV shows spring to life with excellent

dialogue and a real bass punch to soundtracks
and sound effects. Music sounds just as good,
so you definitely won’t need an external set of
speakers with this computer.

PART OF THE PROCESS
Our review model came with a quad-core Intel
Core i7-6700, rather than the newer i7-7700.
Given that there’s little performance difference
between the two, we don’t mind the older
model; it reached blisteringly fast scores of 127
in the image test, 134 in the video test, and 119
in the multitasking test. With an overall score
of 126, the XPS 27 is very quick indeed. The
fast 512GB SSD helps, as this makes Windows
10 and the XPS 27 feel that bit snappier.
Graphics are powered by the integrated

AMD Radeon R9 M470X. It’s a mid-range
card that can cope with less-demanding
titles, albeit only on lower settings. Running
Dirt Showdown at 1080p with Ultra detail,
for example, we saw a frame rate of 14fps;
dropping detail levels to Medium saw
performance improve to a playable 36fps.
Gaming aside, if you want a powerful

and flexible all-in-one with a brilliant display,
the Dell XPS 27 All-in-One is a good choice.
It’s expensive, though, with the model we
reviewed costing a whopping £2,699. If you
don’t want the touchscreen, can live with a
mechanical hybrid disk (with a 32GB SSD
cache) and don’t mind a Core i5 processor,
you can pick up a model for £1,799.

David Ludlow

Windows overall

Multitasking

Dirt Showdown

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

PROCESSORQuad-core 3.4GHz Intel Core i7-6700 • RAM
16GB • FRONT USB PORTS 1x USB 3.0 • REAR USB PORTS
4x USB 3.0 • TOTAL STORAGE 512GB SSD • GRAPHICS
CARD AMD R9M70X • DISPLAY 27in •OPERATING
SYSTEMWindows 10 •WARRANTYOne year onsite •
DETAILSwww.dell.co.uk • PART CODE cdx77602

126

27

SPECIFICATIONS

119

14fps
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LENOVO IS AN old hand at
business notebooks, and the
fifth-generation ThinkPad X1 is its
thinnest, most powerful laptop to date, which
retains the unmistakable ThinkPad look.
At 16mm thin when closed and weighing

just 1.13kg, this 14in laptop has lost a lot of
weight compared to its predecessors, but it
doesn’t come cheap. Prices start at £1,380 for
the model with an Intel Core i5-7200U
processor, 8GB of RAM, 256GB SSD and
Windows 10 Home, rising to £2,220 for a
Core i7-7600U CPU, 16GB of RAM, a 1TB SSD
and Windows 10 Pro. Oddly, we were sent
a custom model for review, with a Core
i7-7500U, 16GB of RAM, a 256GB PCI-E SSD
and Windows 10 Pro – the closest retail spec
available is £1,554, and is identical save for
having 8GB of RAM instead.

BUSINESS CLASS
The good news is that you’re paying for
genuine top-end quality. The X1 Carbon has
a carbon fibre frame that helps keep it
wonderfully light, making it easy to carry on
the commute or from meeting to meeting.
The whole thing is coated in a lovely
soft-touch, all-black rubberised coating.
There’s a touch of Apple-esque minimalism
here, with only the subtle ThinkPad logo
adorning the right corner of the lid.
Nonetheless, Lenovo hasn’t scrimped on

ports and connectivity. The X1 Carbon comes
equipped with two Thunderbolt 3-powered
USB Type-C ports, two regular USB3 ports, one
full-size HDMI output, a 3.5mm headset port
and an Ethernet connection via the supplied
adaptor. There’s even a slot that does double
duties for both microSD and Micro SIM cards,
found underneath the rear hinge.

LENOVO ThinkPad X1 Carbon
★★★★★
£1,554 • From www.pcworldbusiness.co.uk

WINDOWS 10 ULTRAPORTABLE

Lenovo’s chiclet-style keyboard is
outstanding. Each individual key is chunky,
with a slightly scooped-out top, and has a
much longer travel than on the Dell XPS 13
(Shopper 351) – one of the X1 Carbon’s
closest competitors.
It’s sensibly laid out, too, the one caveat

being that the cursor keys are a little on the
small side; you may find yourself accidentally
pressing the page up or page down keys,
which sit uncomfortably close to the cursor
keys. The keyboard backlighting isn’t
particularly bright, either.

NUB CLUB
Something of a Lenovo staple is the inclusion
of the red TrackPoint in the centre of the
keyboard, which accompanies the traditional
touchpad underneath. This gives you a little
more precision with mouse movement and
means you don’t have to move your hands
away from the keyboard, but we wouldn’t
want to use it all the time as it requires quite
a bit of pressure to move the pointer.
Fortunately, the touchpad itself is pretty

good. It’s reliable and accurate, and the
provision of actual physical buttons is a
godsend, although touchpads with integrated
left and right click buttons are pretty good
these days. It isn’t the largest touchpad in the
world, though, and we found that our fingers
crashed into the sides a little too often,
especially when carrying out Windows 10’s
multitouch gestures.
Given the laptop’s business-mindedness,

it’s good to see a fingerprint reader
built into the wrist rest, just to the
left of the touchpad. This comes
as standard no matter which
specification you opt for and is
Microsoft-certified, so all Windows Hello
functions work without a hitch.
It might look more like a 13in laptop

but in fact, Lenovo has crammed in a
Full HD 14in IPS screen here. It’s not quite
on the same level as the XPS 13’s, but it’s
a looker nonetheless. And, unlike the Dell’s
display, it’s an anti-glare panel, which does
a great job of softening reflections.
Top brightness is a more than adequate

312cd/m2, while sRGB colour gamut
coverage hits 82%, which is on the low

side. Despite this, colours are reasonably
punchy and vibrant and, while it might not
be best suited to colour-critical design work,
the ThinkPad X1 Carbon’s display will do the
job for most office users.
When it comes to performance, our review

unit should come close to the best available
from all the various specs. In our demanding
4K benchmarks, the Lenovo ThinkPad X1
Carbon reached an overall score of 52, nudging
slightly ahead of the Dell XPS 13. Lenovo’s
laptop comes out even further ahead in the
multitasking test, with a score of 41.
Crucially, the ThinkPad X1 Carbon doesn’t

buckle under the pressure when it comes to
longevity. It lasted 10h 20m in our continuous
video playback test, which is almost three
hours longer than both the Dell XPS 13 and the
most recent MacBook Pro on a single charge.

CARBON RATED
The display might be a touch lacklustre,
but otherwise this is an ideal business
ultraportable. In fact, Lenovo’s ThinkPad X1
Carbon ticks all the right boxes: there are
plenty of configurations to pick and choose
from, its performance is ahead of its
competitors, it has fantastic battery life
and it’s excellent ergonomically.
There’s only one thing it isn’t so good at,

and that’s keeping the price down: a Dell XPS
13 with near-identical specs costs £1,200, a
saving of over £300. Mind you, the base
configuration of the X1 Carbon is still £100
cheaper than Apple’s 13in MacBook Pro.

Nathan Spendelow

VERDICT
The ThinkPad X1 Carbon is a superior business
class ultraportable with a lofty asking price

PROCESSOR Dual-core 2.7GHz Intel Core i7-7500U •
RAM 8GB • DIMENSIONS 324x217x16mm •WEIGHT 1.13kg
• SCREEN SIZE 14in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 1,920x1,080 •
GRAPHICS ADAPTOR Intel HD Graphics 620 •
TOTAL STORAGE 256GB SSD •OPERATING SYSTEM
Windows 10 Pro •WARRANTY Three years onsite •
DETAILSwww.lenovo.com • PART CODE 20HR002MUK

SPECIFICATIONS

Windows overall

Multitasking

Battery life

Reference +50 +100-500%

52

41

10h 20m

See page 72 for performance details
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NOTMANY LAPTOPS below £1,200 can
offer a smooth, slick Full HD gaming
experience, but Dell’s Inspiron 15 7000 does
just that. For £1,130, this particular
configuration offers up an Intel Core
i7-7700HQ processor, a 4GB GTX 1050 Ti
GPU, 16GB of RAM and a 256GB SSD,
coupled with a 1TB hard disk.
The Inspiron 15 7000 looks quite stylish,

with a tasteful matt black and red design.
However, it opens up via a single, small
middle-section hinge – an arrangement that
means the panel is prone to flex and wobble.
The bezels around the screen are also quite
large, making them a little distracting for
gaming. The top bezel also houses a front-
facing 720p HD camera.
It’s a relatively heavy laptop, at 2.62kg,

and also a little chunky, at 25mm thick.
However, it’s well specified: there are full-size
HDMI and RJ-45 Ethernet ports, a Noble lock,
an SD card reader, three USB3 ports, a 3.5mm
headphone/mic jack, and a proprietary Dell
power port. The only thing missing is a USB
Type-C port; a surprise for a modern laptop.

CLICKED OFF
The Inspiron 15 7000’s keyboard has a slightly
mushy feel to it. The spacing feels odd, too,
with the keys slightly smaller than we’d expect
from a 15.6in laptop. This is thanks to the
inclusion of a full numeric keypad alongside
the regular keys; if this pad were removed
and the keys were slightly larger, it would be
easier to type on. Still, it provides extra input
options for games and applications.
We weren’t impressed by the trackpad,

either: tracking wasn’t always perfectly
smooth, and left- and right-click button
presses sometimes missed the mark.
At the heart of the laptop is a 2.8GHz Intel

Core i7-7700HQ processor. This is a powerful

DELL Inspiron 15
7000
★★★★★
£1,130 • From www.amazon.co.uk

WINDOWS 10 GAMING LAPTOP

quad-core CPU, and partnered with 16GB of
DDR4 RAM it makes multitasking a breeze.
In our 4K media benchmarks, the Inspiron

15 7000 scored 113 overall, merely a stone’s
throw behind its more expensive competitors
such as the Kaby Lake Razer Blade and the
Gigabyte Aero 15 (both Shopper 356).
This indicates that video encoding, image
editing and CPU-heavy games will work very
well on this laptop indeed.

YOU CAN PLAY THAT AGAIN
Of course, this laptop isn’t intended solely for
CPU-intensive tasks. Graphical performance is
a big part of its appeal, and the Dell Inspiron
15 7000 raced through the GFXBench test
with flying colours. It managed to run the
Car Chase onscreen benchmark at 129fps, and
in the onscreen Manhattan 3.0 benchmark it
clocked up a ridiculous 251fps.
That translates very nicely to real-world

games. In Dirt Showdown, with Ultra settings,
the Dell Inspiron 15 7000 rendered an average
of 78fps. The more challenging Metro: Last
Light Redux ran at 69fps at Very High settings
with Screen Space Ambient Occlusion (SSAO)
disabled. Turning it on severely affected
performance, however, causing the average
frame rate to drop to 36fps.
These scores mean that this laptop is

practically perfect for 1080p gaming: most
AAA titles should run at above 60fps with
very high detail settings. There’s just one
caveat: you’ll need to keep the laptop
plugged in for optimal performance, and
you’ll have to live with its fans running at full
pelt. During the aforementioned benchmark
tests, we saw the processor hit 80°C – edging
close to its thermal threshold.
Despite the powerful internals, battery life

is surprisingly good. In fact, it’s the best we’ve
seen from a gaming laptop, delivering 7h 57m
of video playback before needing a recharge.
Storage performance is decent, too.

Our model featured dual drives, partnering
a 256GB SSD with a 1TB 5,400rpm HDD.
The former achieved sequential read and
write speeds of 479MB/s and 387MB/s in

the AS SSD benchmark, which is more than
fast enough for everyday use.

VIEWING DISPLEASURE
The big problem with this laptop is the display.
It’s a 15.6in, 1,920x1,080 TN panel that runs at
60Hz; that sounds fine, but as soon as you
look at it, you notice how dull it is. That
impression was backed up by our display
calibrator, which measured a maximum
luminance of just 220cd/m2.
This is very low, and it makes everything

look drab. Even worse, colour accuracy and
balance are way off: we measured an average
delta-E of 6.29, with blues hitting a ridiculously
high 22.19. Colour coverage is very poor ,too,
representing just 61.6% of the sRGB gamut.
The good news is a 1,054:1 contrast ratio,

with a 0.2cd/m2 black level. While the screen
certainly lacks vibrancy, it’s not too hard to
read text and make out graphical details.
The Dell Inspiron 15 7000 is a competent

gaming laptop; in fact, if you’re on a tight
budget, you simply won’t do better for the
money. It’s just a shame that it’s all let down
by the screen: a better, brighter panel would
have allowed you to enjoy the full visual
impact of your games. If you can, try to
stretch to the Dell XPS 15, which packs a
7th generation Core i7 CPU, GTX 1050 GPU,
8GB of RAM and a 256GB SSD for £1,449.

Christopher Minasians

VERDICT
This laptop can handle 1080p gaming with
ease, but it’s let down by a poor-quality display

PROCESSORQuad-core 2.8GHz Intel Core i7-7700HQ • RAM
16GB • DIMENSIONS 385x275x25mm •WEIGHT 2.62kg •
SCREEN SIZE 15.6in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 1,920x1,080 •
GRAPHICS ADAPTOR 8GB Nvidia GeForce GTX 1050 Ti •
TOTAL STORAGE 256GB SSD, 1TB hard disk •OPERATING
SYSTEMWindows 10 Home •WARRANTY Three years RTB
• DETAILSwww.dell.com/uk • PART CODE 053JW

SPECIFICATIONS

Windows overall

Multitasking

Battery life

Reference +50 +100-500%

113

107

7h 57m

See page 72 for performance details
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IN MANY COMPETITIONS, the difference
between winning and losing comes down to
fractions of a second, and the PC gamer’s
equivalent of a perfect pair of running shoes
has been monitor response rates. Samsung’s
C27HG70 has more than split-second reaction
times on its mind: in addition to a claimed
response time of just one millisecond, this is
also the world’s first HDR gaming monitor.
The C27HG70’s specifications read like a

gamer’s monitor-buying wishlist. It’s a 27in,
144Hz monitor with HDR, a Quad HD, 1800R
curved panel and AMD FreeSync 2 (which is
backwards compatible with GPUs running the
original FreeSync), and the VA quantum-dot
panel promises more than just quick response
times – it’s also capable of displaying a wider
range of colour than standard VA panels.

TILT SHIFT
Tiny bezels surround the curved panel, and
the wide, almost claw-like stand holds the
monitor with the same double-jointed arm
design seen on last year’s C24FG70FQU
(Shopper 349). This isn’t just fancy-looking for
the sake of it: it provides full height, tilt, pivot
and swivel adjustments for getting the
monitor in the perfect position. In the unlikely
scenario that it doesn’t provide enough
adjustability, you can mount the C27HG70 to
any compatible VESA 100x100mm stand.
Connectivity hits the spot, too. There’s a

single DisplayPort 1.4 input alongside two HDMI
2.0 ports, a 3.5mm audio output jack and two
USB3 ports, which are capable of delivering up
to 1.5A per port when the fast charging mode
is enabled through the onscreen display
(OSD). This is supremely easy
to use: the joystick on the
bottom right-hand corner
makes it quick and easy to
dive in and change settings,
and the menu system is clear
and straightforward.
One of the more unusual

features of Samsung’s gaming
monitors is Arena Lighting. A
strip of LED lights provides a
gentle blue glow behind the
monitor, similar to the bias
lighting technique employed
by Philips’ Ambilight TVs. This
is great for reducing eye strain
when viewing the monitor in
darkened conditions, but
there’s an issue here in that
Samsung has moved the LED

SAMSUNG C27HG70
★★★★★
£600 • From www.amazon.co.uk

VERDICT
A fantastic HDR gaming monitor, but it’s a shame
Windows 10 and HDR don’t get along better

CURVED QHD MONITOR

array from the underside of the monitor to the
rear: we had to unscrew the plastic mould to
get a decent amount of light to come through.

DOT ON
The 2,560x1,440 VA panel uses quantum dot
technology to reproduce a wider range of
colour. In our tests, it reproduced 99.5% of the
sRGB colour gamut, and it also covers a
respectable 88% of the DCI P3 gamut. Colour
accuracy is good, too: an average delta-E of
1.75 is good for a non-professional screen.
If you want a gaming monitor that can also
turn its hand to photo or video editing, the
C27HG70 won’t be too far out of its depth.
A maximum brightness of 400cd/m2 in the

monitor’s standard response time mode will
be bright enough for pretty much any lighting
conditions, but this figure drops substantially
when the other settings are used. Set the
C27HG70 to the Fast or Fastest modes and

the brightness dips to 250cd/m2, which is
still more than bright enough.

Thankfully, though,
there are no such
complaints about the
quality of the
backlighting, and the
Samsung passed our
brightness-uniformity tests
with flying colours.
High contrast ratios are

par for the course with VA
panels, but the C27HG70

acquits itself well with both SDR and HDR
sources. With an SDR source, the combination
of high brightness and a 0.16cd/m2 black level
produced a high 2,524:1 contrast ratio.
We used the Klein K10-A Colorimeter to
conduct tests on an HDR test pattern, and
the C27HG70 delivered a peak brightness of
667cd/m2 with a 13,340:1 dynamic contrast
ratio and 0.05cd/m2 black level.

SPEEDING FINE
We’d expect a 144Hz monitor with a quoted
1ms response time to keep up with the fastest
games, and the C27HG70 doesn’t disappoint.
Enabling the Fast or Fastest settings and the
Low Input Lag mode provides an almost
perfect recipe for competitive gaming. We
were consistently impressed by the monitor’s
ability to control unwanted visual artefacts.
We say almost perfect, as these faster

response-time settings have that unfortunate
side effect of limiting brightness to 250cd/m2.
If the lowest response time is an absolute
priority, you’ll have to turn down the lights.
AMD FreeSync 2 has a quoted 48-144Hz

FreeSync range. Hook up a Radeon RX series
card with the latest Polaris architecture, and
you can enjoy crystal-clear, tear-free HDR
gaming at high frame rates. Nvidia users can
still take advantage of the monitor’s 144Hz
refresh rate, but sadly are limited to using
standard VSync, which adds unwanted lag.
High dynamic range (HDR) is the key

selling point here, and this is the first time that
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USB3 x2DisplayPort

SCREEN SIZE 27in • RESOLUTION 2,560x1,440 •
SCREEN TECHNOLOGY VA • REFRESH RATE 144Hz •
VIDEO INPUTS 2x HDMI, 1x DisplayPort • WARRANTY Two
years RTB • DETAILSwww.samsung.com/uk

SPECIFICATIONS

CONNECTION PORTS

HDMI x2 3.5mm audio

the technology has made its way from
Samsung’s TVs to its range of gaming monitors.
A display’s ability to produce a high maximum

brightness is key to great HDR performance, but
unlike TVs – which can achieve a peak brightness
of above 1,000cd/m2 – the C27HG70 achieves a
more modest 600cd/m2. However, this isn’t as
bad as it sounds; given how close you sit to a
monitor compared a TV, that should be enough
to provide pleasingly intense highlight details.

CONSOLE YOURSELF
Using the C27HG70 with HDR-enabled consoles,
such as the Xbox One S, is easy. Simply plug in
the HDMI cable, pop a 4K HDR Blu-ray in the
drive, and you’re good to go. The console detects
the monitor as an HDR-enabled panel, and
passes all of Microsoft’s checks in the Xbox
settings menu. If you’re looking to play back HDR
content through a Blu-ray player or a compatible
console, the Samsung C27HG70 will be able to
display the content without any hitches – albeit
not at the content’s native 4K resolution.
HDR and Windows 10 don’t play so nicely

together, however. First, you’ll need to make sure
you have a compatible graphics card. Samsung
lists the AMD Radeon RX 480, RX 470 and RX
460, and Nvidia Titan X, GTX 1080 Ti, GTX 1080,
GTX 1070, GTX 1060, and GTX 1050 as
compatible. AMD’s latest RX 500-series will also
work as it’s based on updated versions of the RX
400-series’ Polaris architecture.
If your PC has a graphics card that isn’t listed,

HDR support is a little more hit and miss. In the

case of our MSI GeForce GTX 960, HDR works
via an HDMI connection, but not DisplayPort;
you’ll have similar problems with any card that
doesn’t support the DisplayPort 1.4 standard
required for HDR compatibility. Upgrade to one
of the supported cards, however – we tried
Sapphire’s 8GB Pulse Radeon RX 580 (Shopper
367) – and you can use either connection type.
The first time you enable HDR through the

Windows display settings, you might wonder if
something’s gone wrong. As theWindows desktop
doesn’t support HDR natively, you’ll be presented
with a dim, washed-out image. Don’t panic,
though: it’s not until you fire up an HDR-enabled
game that you’ll notice the benefits.
Currently, only a handful of titles support HDR,

though this includes big names such as Deus Ex:
Mankind Divided, Hitman, Resident Evil 7, Shadow
Warrior 2 and Mass Effect: Andromeda. Shadow
Warrior 2 provided a perfect demonstration of
the benefits of HDR: colours are more lifelike
thanks to the more natural transition from dark
shadows to intensely bright highlights, and
reflections or sunlight glinting off objects such as
swords or guns look more realistic. Look up to
the sky and you’ll see an intensely bright sun
alongside the clear outline of delicate, wispy
clouds – the kind of detail that becomes
bleached out almost entirely in SDR mode.
HDR still isn’t a plug-and-play experience on

PC, however. In Shadow Warrior 2, we had to
reduce the in-game gamma level from 1 to 0.8 to
stop images looking washed out, so you’ll need
to experiment with different games’ settings to
achieve the best results.

FALLING IN CURVE
Despite the HDR niggles, the Samsung C27HG70
is a superb gaming monitor. Class-leading colour
accuracy, response time and input lag would be
enough to win many gamers’ hearts, but
combined with the C27HG70’s gorgeous design,
HDR and curved panel, the price looks a lot more
reasonable than it would for a QHD monitor.
Be in no doubt, though, that you’re paying a

premium for HDR. And, while the C27HG70
works with the current crop of HDR-enabled
consoles, Windows 10’s implementation is still a
long way from the plug-and-play experience it
should be. Clearly this isn’t Samsung’s fault but,
as ever, being an early adopter has its downsides.
If you’re happy to spend time tweaking

in-game settings to get HDR just so, however –
and you don’t mind paying extra for top-notch
performance – then there’s no question about
it: the Samsung C27HG70 delivers the kind of
visual fireworks that no other monitor can.

Christopher Minasians

FUSION ARROW

PRICE FROM £849.99

INTEL CORE i5-7400 KABY LAKE

CHILLBLAST F3 GAMING CASE

INTEL STOCK CPU COOLER

ASUS H110M-A/M.2

8GB DDR4 2133MHZ
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INTEL CORE i7-7820X 8 CORE

FRACTAL DESIGN DEFINE R5

CORSAIR H100i V2 CPU COOLER

GIGABYTE X299-UD4

32GB DDR4 2133MHZ

NVIDIA GEFORCE GTX 1060 6GB
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2 x Seagate 3TB HDD in RAID
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LGA 2066 MOTHERBOARD

THERE’S CURRENTLY NO such thing as a
‘budget’ Intel X299 motherboard, but the MSI
X299 SLI Plus is probably the closest thing yet.
At £240 it’s £60 cheaper than the Asus ROG
Strix X299-E Gaming (Shopper 356), which was
already a relatively cheap way to get going with
Intel’s latest enthusiast platform, which includes
the Skylake-X and Kaby Lake-X CPU families.
There are signs of the X299 SLI Plus’s

cash-saving nature as soon as you open the
box. Instead of the treasure trove of
accessories we’re used to seeing included with
X99 and X299 boards, there are just a couple
of SATA cables, the I/O shield and an SLI
bridge (despite the name, both Nvidia’s SLI
and AMD’s CrossFire systems are supported).
Whereas the ROG Strix X299-E Gaming

banked on PCI-E x4, MSI has opted for four
PCI-E x16 slots and two smaller PCI-E x1 slots,
along with the X299 trademark of eight RAM
slots, allowing for quad-channel DDR4 memory
running at up to 4,133MHz. Make do with dual
channel, and this increases to 4,500MHz.

THE HEAT IS OFF
A single U.2 port accompanies the dual M.2
ports, which can run two NVMe SSDs in RAID
mode. One of the latter is covered with a little
removable heatsink, and taking this off is less
of a pain than it is with the ROG Strix X299-E’s
oversized equivalent. Speaking of cooling, the
X299 SLI Plus’s six fan headers are just about
enough for a respectable watercooling setup,
or if you want to stuff your case full of fans.
As for external connectivity, the X299 SLI

Plus also beats the Asus board on ports,
although it does rely a bit more on the slower
USB2 platform, and lacks any built-in Wi-Fi or

MSI X299 SLI Plus
★★★★★
£240 • From www.scan.co.uk

VERDICT
The X299 SLI Plus proves you don’t need to spend
a fortune to get a brilliant Skylake-X motherboard

Bluetooth capability. It’s the sheer number
that enables it to succeed: four USB2 ports,
four USB3 ports, one USB3.1 port and a USB
Type-C port, with added Flashback and CMOS
reset buttons for easier control over the BIOS.
That’s not to mention the full suite of audio
outputs, including optical S/PDIF and C/SUB,
and the dual Gigabit Ethernet ports.
To test performance, we installed an Intel

Core i7-7740X CPU and 8GB of RAM. This
configuration scored 144 in our 4K
benchmark’s image test, 149 in the video test,
163 in the multitasking test and 155 overall.
This final score is four points behind that of

the ROG Strix X299-E Gaming, but you’d
struggle to see a difference in everyday use.
It’s also about as stable as the Asus for

overclocking, as the highest stable clock we
got out of the Core i7-7740X with the MSI
board was 5.2GHz – the same as on the ROG
Strix X299-E Gaming. Rerunning our
benchmark software, the overall score of
173 was, once again, only four points behind,
so that £60 price difference won’t buy you
much in the way of extra horsepower.

REACH FOR THE SKYLAKE
We should note that the Core i7-7740X is a
Kaby Lake-X chip; to get the best out of any
current X299 motherboard, you should really
get a more upmarket Skylake-X. These provide

additional PCI-E lanes, which
effectively unlock the most
high-end features; for
example, two of the X299
SLI Plus’s PCI-E x16 slots can
run two GPUs in SLI or
CrossFire mode at full x16
speeds, but only if you’re
using a Skylake-X chip with 40
lanes. With a 28-lane CPU, one
will run at x16 with the other
at x8, and with a 16-lane Kaby
Lake-X, you’ll only get both
slots running at x8 speeds.
We’ve raved about MSI’s

BIOS design quite a few times
before, and nothing’s changed
on the X299 SLI Plus. Drop
into Advanced mode and

you’re met with that same bold, easy-to-
navigate grid menu, opening up access to
every CPU and memory overclocking tool you
could possibly want, as well as customisable
profiles (for if, say, you want to quickly swap
between a gentle overclock and a bigger,
more demanding boost). The hardware-
monitoring tools also provide an exhaustive
overview of how your PC is running.
The only issue we came across was back in

the newbie-oriented EZ Mode. This includes

OC Genie 4, which is supposed to detect your
CPU and instantly apply a suitable overclock,
without the usual fiddling with voltages and
core ratios. However, when we attempted
this, it failed, the error message blaming the
lack of a K-series processor.
It was correct, of course, as we were using

the Core i7-7740X, but then there aren’t any
K-series CPUs that would even fit the
motherboard’s LGA 2066 socket. To be fair,
anyone buying a motherboard like this will
almost definitely want to do any overclocking
themselves, but it’s curious that a seemingly
incompatible BIOS feature was just left in.

PLUS POINTS
This weirdness aside, the X299 SLI Plus met
and exceeded our expectations as a cheap and
cheerful X299 motherboard. Even setting
aside its competitive performance and wealth
of physical connections, it’s been put together
in such a way that makes it seem more
expensive; from the steel reinforcement
around the PCI-E x16 slots to the handy LED
readout for error codes, it’s certainly not
lacking for desirable features. Just make sure
you give it the Skylake-X chip it deserves.

James Archer

SPECIFICATIONS
PROCESSOR SOCKET LGA 2066 • DIMENSIONS
244x305mm • CHIPSET Intel X299 •MEMORY SLOTS 8 •
PCI-E x16 SLOTS 4 • PCI-E x1 SLOTS 2 • PCI SLOTS 0 •
USB PORTS 4x USB2, 4x USB3, 1x USB3.1, 1x USB Type-C •
VIDEO OUTPUTS None •WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.msi.com • PART CODE X299 SLI Plus

The hardware-monitoring tools provide an exhaustive
overview of how your PC is running



How to manage
USB software in the cloud
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If your valuable software runs in the cloud, how do you ensure
that your licensing system still works?

T he past decade has seen a
significant shift to the cloud
and using software-as-a-
service. However, dongles
are still a popular method for

software companies to protect
intellectual property and high-valuehigh-value
software. But can you use USB
dongles with cloud software to
protect your data, and if so, what’swhat’s
the best way to go about it?

One solution is to deploy a USBUSB
dongle server. These
have been used in the
past to provide a USB
port for a network,
allowing a computer to
span beyond the local network toto
the internet.

Protecting high-value
software-as-a-service

Protecting high-value
software-as-a-service

Protecting high-value

British Columbia startup ESP
Estimating offers its clients, electrical
contractors, a cloud-based custom
estimating database for amonthly
subscription. This solution also uses a
third-party software platform called
Accubid. This is specialised installed
software, costing over $4,000 per
licence, and is meant to be run on a
single PC or a networked server. The
software usually checks with a
physical dongle inserted in the PC or
server at each electrical contractor’s
location. To run Accubid, the
estimator is required to work from a
physical PCwith the USB licence
plugged into it on the local network.

But ESP uses the cloud and virtual
machines to deliver its software to
the client, and these VMs don’t have
USB ports. Sentinel dongles, supplied
by Gemalto, wouldn’t workwith
pooled, session-based remote
desktops; they require a one-to-one,
PC-to-dongle connection.

ESP solved the issue by using SEH
Technology’s myUTN-800 dongle
server and user-dedicated virtual
PCs. This enabled administrators to
assign a USB port to each virtual
machine, using SEH‘s own interface.
Each virtual machine thenmakes the

ABOVE Protect your
software with a
myUTN-800 dongle
server

connection to theconnection to the dongle server and
presents thepresents the licence to the Accubid
softwaresoftware for verified access. ESP’s
clientsclients only see their own specific
AccubidAccubid licences that have been
purchased, providing a completely
secure isolated environment for
each contractor.

The solution gives end users access
to all purchased Accubid licenses

across a geographically
distributed andmobile workforce,
including owners, estimators, and
project managers. Once used, the
dongles can be freed up for a new
user.user. Customers benefit as the dongle
serverserver ensures that software licences
are nevernever circumvented.

In addition,addition, by storing the dongles
securely and centrallycentrally in the locked
dongle server, they are safe from loss,are safe from loss,
damage, wear and tear, and theft.

Helping cloud providers
offer more security

Helping providers
offer more security

Helping providers

The use of a USB dongle server can
help cloud hosting providers
overcome the problem of hosting
services for licensed software that’s
protected by USB hardware keys
or dongles.

Virtual server environments are
not well equipped for handling USB
devices, and it can be impossible to
provision USB dongles with virtual
servers and assign them to a specific
customer’s virtual machine.

To fulfil its customers‘ security
demands, German cloud provider
Terra Cloud found the need to host
dongles in virtual environments
indispensable.

The problemwas that the cloud
provider has no reliable way to
connect dongles to virtual servers and
assign exactly the right VM to a

customer. This was problematic for
customers using a German
accountancy package called Datev.
These customers would outsource
their data processing to hosted
external servers, but still had to fall
back on a costly physical server.
Instead, Terra Cloud looked to use a
dongle server that could be usedwith
virtual servers.virtual

The hosting provider’s admins can
themyUTN-800 dongle server touse the

provide up to 20 protected softwareprovide
licences centrally and securely acrosslicences
network via 20 USB ports.a network
When users want to workwithWhen

their software, they simply
connect to their dongle withconnect

the help of themyUTN
manager software.
Whenwork is
completed, the dongle is
released from the virtual
machine so that others
can use the licence

without having to physicallywithout
transfer a dongle from onemachinetransfer
to another.to

For cloud providers, the dongle
server can create amanagement
VLAN, and also support several
other VLANswith the option that
every VLAN can use the same IP
range. The direct assignment of a USB
ports to VLANs enables operation in a
multi-tenant facility.

The dongle server provides safe
and simple donglemanagement in
virtualised environments, making
external hosting via data centres
financially attractive for customers.
Such solutions can scale up as and
when for new customers with
similar needs.

Using USB dongles in the cloud
Using a dongle server allows users to be independent of USB
interfaces in virtualised environments with Citrix XEN, VMware,
and Microsoft Hyper-V.

This means that such dongles can always be safely and easily
accessed across the network and the internet. It acts as a virtual
cable extension via the network, meaning these dongles can be
used as if they were locally connected. It also enables several
users to access a USB device via the network, just as if it were
locally attached. A user who no longer needs the device can simply
release it so another person can use it.
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AM4 PROCESSOR

THE RYZEN 5 1400 is the runt of AMD’s
mid-range, desktop CPU litter: it’s a quad-core,
eight-thread processor with a 3.2GHz base
clock speed and a 3.4GHz boost clock, while
its Extended Frequency Range (XFR) boost
is a mere 50MHz. It also has the lowest L3
cache size of the lot, a mere 8MB.
Next to the hexa-core Ryzen 5 1600 and

1600X (Shopper 357), or the Ryzen 5 1500X
with its hefty 200MHz XFR boost (this kicks
in automatically when the chip is sufficiently
cooled, with no manual overclocking
required), the humble 1400 is at risk of being
overshadowed by its more powerful Zen
architecture-based brethren. Put it side by
side with a competing Intel chip, however, and
the Ryzen 5 1400 really starts to stand out.
In terms of price and specifications, it’s

most closely comparable to the Intel Core
i5-7400. Both are quad-core CPUs costing
£150 or thereabouts, and although the Core
i5-7400 can reach a higher boost clock of
3.5GHz, the Ryzen makes up for this by
engaging twice as many threads.

READY TO MINGLE
As it turns out, testing with our 4K application
benchmarks (and the usual 8GB of RAM)
provided a reversal of fortunes for AMD’s
single-core performance – normally, this is the
area in which Intel’s Core series outpaces the
Ryzen equivalent, but the 1400’s image test
score of 111 was three points ahead of that of

the Core i5-7400. As expected, thanks to its
additional threads, it pulls out much larger
leads in tasks that make use of more than
one core, scoring 117 in the video-encoding
test and 123 in the multitasking test, for an
overall score of 119. That’s 23 points ahead
of Intel’s offering, enough to signify a
noticeable difference under load.
Impressively, when gaming with our

Radeon R7 260X (there’s no integrated
graphics, so a video card is essential), it also
managed to match the Ryzen 5 1600 and
1600X, producing 84fps in Dirt Showdown
and 25fps in Metro: Last Light Redux, both at
1,920x1,080 with the best possible settings
enabled. Sadly, once we switched to a more

AMD Ryzen 5 1400
★★★★★
£150 • From www.box.co.uk

VERDICT
It’s yet another quality Ryzen chip, this time
offering nippy eight-thread performance on
the cheap

modern GeForce GTX 1060, our PC achieved
only 99fps, considerably lower than with both
hexa-core chips. It isn’t hugely surprising to
see such bottlenecking, considering how
CPU-heavy Dirt Showdown is. In the more
GPU-reliant Metro, the 1400 stood its ground
much better, scoring 49fps. That’s actually
one frame higher than with the 1600.

UNLOCKED POTENTIAL
In typical Ryzen fashion, the 1400 is fully
unlocked for overclocking, which can be
performed either through AMD’s Ryzen
Master software or through the more
traditional BIOS route, the latter offering
finer control.
We were relieved to find the 1400 takes

to overclocking much better than the 1600
or 1600X did; these became unstable if
pushed past their respective boost clocks,
and as a result, didn’t actually perform any
better than at default settings.
The 1400, on the other hand, will easily

go up to 4GHz with a touch of extra voltage,

and doing so produced 20-ish point
improvements across every one of our
application tests: 130 in the image test, 138
in the video test, 150 in the multitasking test
and 143 overall. In defence of the hexa-core
Ryzen parts, even these scores are well off
those of the 1600 and 1600X at their stock
speeds, though suffice to say the Intel Core
i5-7400 is utterly left in the dust. This chip,
of course, can’t be overclocked at all.
Sadly, such improvements don’t extend

to the 1400’s gaming prowess. As is an
unfortunate theme with Ryzen CPUs,
upping clock speeds doesn’t have the
anticipated effect on frames-per-second
rates. Dirt Showdown saw a tiny boost up

to 103fps, but Metro somehow lost a frame,
averaging 48fps post-overclock.
We’ve no complaints about this chip’s

thermal control, though. On its stock speeds,
it idled at a cool 33°C, and – rather excellently
– stayed below 50°C under load, generally
hovering at 44°C and peaking at just 45°C.
Overclocking to 4GHz was always going to
turn up the heat, but it still only idled at 34°C,
rising to 61°C under load and peaking at 75°C.
All of this was with our Noctua NH-U12S air
cooler; AMD bundles the Ryzen 5 1400 with
its own low-profile Wraith Stealth cooler, but
this wasn’t provided to us along with the chip.

QUAD PRO QUO
It’s an efficient CPU, too, with a tiny 65W TDP.
While this isn’t as unusual as the Ryzen 5
1600 having the same with two extra cores
– and we note that the Core i5-7400 is also
a 65W component – it’s nice to know that
your CPU won’t be quaffing power.
Between this and the Core i5-7400, it’s no

contest – the 1400 beats it in almost every
meaningful way, including single-core
performance, which is typically Intel’s trump
card. That said, if you’re happy with a
mid-ranger, is it not worth paying an
additional £49 for the hexa-core Ryzen 5
1600? We’d argue that it is, especially if
you’re likely to be editing and encoding,
although the 1400 remains good value if
you’re on too strict a budget.

James Archer

SPECIFICATIONS
SOCKET AM4 • CORES 4 • FREQUENCY (BOOST) 3.2GHz
(3.4GHz) • INTEGRATED GRAPHICS None •WARRANTY
Three years RTB • DETAILSwww.amd.com • PART CODE
YD1400BBAEBOX

Its overall score of 119 is 23 points ahead of Intel’s offering,
enough to signify a noticeable difference under load

Windows overall

Multitasking

Dirt Showdown

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

119

123

84fps
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WE’VE BEEN HUGELY impressed with
Samsung’s internal SSDs, as they’ve pushed
the boundaries of what’s possible, both in
terms of speed and capacity. Now the
company is turning its attention to the
portable market with the T5 SSD.
Traditionally, the downside of having a

USB-connected SSD has been that the
interface isn’t fast enough to really make the
most of it. Not so with the T5, as it uses the
latest USB3.1 Gen2, which has a maximum
throughput of 10Gbit/s. Samsung’s drive
has a USB Type-C connector on it, but the
company thoughtfully provides both a Type-C
cable and a Type-C-to-Type-A cable, so that
you can plug this drive into any computer.
As SSDs require less room than a

mechanical hard disk, Samsung has made
the most of this, and the T5 measures just
74x57x11mm. At just 51g, this portable drive is
exceptionally easy to slip into a bag and carry
around with you everywhere. It’s finished
neatly in a metal case: blue for 250GB and
500GB capacities, and black for 1TB and 2TB.
With no moving parts inside, the T5 is fairly
rugged and can certainly take more
punishment than an old mechanical drive.

BIG THINKER
Inside is one of Samsung’s 1.8in SSDs, using
the company’s 64-bit TLC NAND. This gives
three bits per cell, which makes the drive
slightly cheaper to manufacture than if MLC
(two bits per cell) or SLC (one bit) were used.
As with Samsung’s internal SSDs, the big

news here is that capacities stretch up to a
massive 2TB. In terms of cost, the 250GB
version is the worst value, coming in at 50p
per gigabyte. Moving up the range, the
500GB, 1TB and 2TB drives have similar costs
per gigabyte of around 38p. That puts this
drive firmly into premium territory and means
that the 2TB drive costs a whopping £777.
Most people will find the £191 500GB drive
hits the sweet spot for price and capacity.
As flash memory has a finite write limit,

manufacturers usually quote the number of
writes for each cell before the drive fails.
Samsung hasn’t done this, but based on its
previous products we’re confident that the
drive will last longer than you’ll want to use it.
Admittedly, mechanical portable hard

disks are a fair bit cheaper, so you need to
decide on what you need: if it’s pure capacity
you’re after, then choose a mechanical disk;
if you want better performance and a smaller
drive, go for an SSD.

SAMSUNG T5 500GB
★★★★★
£191 • From www.ebuyer.com

PORTABLE SSD

This drive has built-in 256-bit AES
hardware encryption, activated using the
on-disk software. With encryption turned on,
you can’t access any files until you’ve entered
the correct password, making the T5 a secure
SSD for transporting important files.

SPEEDING AHEAD
Samsung claims 540MB/s read speeds and
515MB/s write speeds for the T5. Write
speeds are helped with a fast NAND cache
to speed up writes; once this has been filled,
write speeds slow down. To get the best
speeds out of this drive, Samsung
recommends a USB3.1 Gen2 port; older USB3.1
Gen1 ports are slightly slower. Given how few
Gen2 ports there are, we decided to test the
drive on both, to give a better idea of the
performance you’ll get on most computers.
Starting with USB3.1 Gen1, we saw our

huge files test complete with 453.02MB/s
read and 371.43MB/s write speeds. Large files
saw similar performance, with 451.84MB/s
read and 367.51MB/s write. The small files
test, which requires lots of operations, slowed
to 333.56MB/s read and 288.45MB/s write.
Switching to the CrystalDiskMark

benchmark, we saw the sequential test
deliver speeds of 551.1MB/s read and
518.5MB/s write. The more intensive 4K
random file test saw performance drop to
a still impressive 296.9MB/s read and
203.2MB/s write. That’s the best performance
we’ve seen from any USB SSD.

Switching to USB 3.1 Gen2, we were
surprised to see little difference in speed.
We recorded 456.66MB/s read and
365.64MB/s write speeds in the huge files
test; 455.58MB/s read and 359.47MB/s write
speeds in the large files test; and 333.1MB/s
read and 288.45MB/s write speeds in the
small files test. CrystalDiskMark confirmed
similar performance.
While the USB 3.1 Gen2 port didn’t make

much difference, the Samsung T5 is still the
fastest portable SSD we have ever reviewed.
It’s also expensive; shop around and you can
find slower (but still quick) USB SSDs for
around £90 less for 500GB. This is the sole
issue that might make you think twice about
picking up the T5, but at least if you do drop
the cash, you can be sure of receiving the
best performance on the market.

David Ludlow

VERDICT
A hugely fast portable SSD, but it’s also one
of the most expensive

Small files

Large files

Huge files

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

CAPACITY 250GB/500GB/1TB/2TB •COST PER GIGABYTE
£0.50 (250GB), £0.38 (500GB, 1TB), £0.39 (2TB) • INTERFACE
USB3.1 Gen2 •CLAIMED READ 540MB/s •CLAIMEDWRITE
515MB/s •WARRANTY Three years RTB •DETAILSwww.
samsung.com/uk •PART CODEMU-PA250B (250GB)/
MU-PA500B (500GB)/MU-PA1T0B (1TB)/MU-PA2T0B (2TB)

SPECIFICATIONS

310.78MB/s

407.53MB/s

411.15MB/s

At just 51g, this portable drive is exceptionally easy to slip
into a bag and carry around with you everywhere. With no
moving parts inside, the T5 is fairly rugged
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HP’S OFFICEJET PRO 7720 is an inkjet
multifunction peripheral (MFP) designed for
moderate use in a small office. It’s a bit bigger
than the norm because it can print – but not
scan or copy – on A3 paper. Few authorities
would agree with HP’s description of this as
constituting wide format, but it’s still a useful
trick, particularly if you ever need to print
detailed plans, posters or spreadsheets at a
more practical size.
Aside from A3 printing, the OfficeJet Pro

7720 supports wired and wireless network
connections, can print on both sides of a
sheet of paper (duplex), and has a 35-page
automatic document feeder (ADF) for
automated, multi-page faxes or copies.
Direct jobs such as copies and faxes are
controlled through the obligatory touchscreen
interface. The only significant omissions are
duplex scanning – so you can’t make
automatic double-sided copies or faxes – and
a USB port for direct printing or scanning.

SOFT OPTIONS
We’ve never been particularly keen on HP’s
oversimplified print and scan software, but
the latest iterations aren’t all that bad. On
Windows 10 the print driver is neatly laid out
over several tabs, but on Windows 7 you have
to dive into unfriendly Advanced settings to
change paper size. HP’s TWAIN scan interface
no longer induces fury, but it’s still our least
favourite among major manufacturers. The
MFP’s touch interface is decent, but its Copy
page includes only a single start button that

HP OfficeJet Pro 7720
★★★★★
£115 • From store.hp.com/uk

VERDICT
Fast, competent, and good value to buy and run,
the OfficeJet Pro 7720 is a great A3-capable MFP

INKJET MULTIFUNCTION PERIPHERAL

defaults to colour. If you want a black-only
copy, you’ll have to fiddle with the settings.
These are fairly minor grumbles, and in

use the OfficeJet Pro 7720 quickly makes up
for them. It raced through our 25-page text
test at 22.7 pages per minute (ppm), and
reached an impressive 8.6ppm on our more
demanding colour graphics test. On A3 paper,
five A3 pages of text took 26 seconds, while

five graphics-rich pages took a minute. Even
at the Maximum DPI setting, each 6x4in
colour photo took little more than a minute.
Scans were swift, too, with A4 jobs at

up to 300dpi taking around 10 seconds.
Scanning a 6x4in photo at 600dpi took 19
seconds, and at 1,200 this took 63 seconds.
At 16 seconds in black and 22 seconds in
colour, single-page photocopies weren’t
especially fast, but 10-page copies from
the ADF were competitive, taking one

minute and 23 seconds in black, and one
minute and 41 seconds in colour.

QUALITY STREET
Print quality was generally excellent on plain
paper, with photo prints being good for an
office device. Copies were fine, if slightly drab,
while scans were above average: colours were
accurate and the focus was reasonably sharp,

but this MFP struggled to capture subtle
differences in the darkest shades. Enabling its
Auto Exposure feature just tended to wash
out the lightest regions, too.
The OfficeJet Pro 7720 accepts a range

of ink cartridges, with the highest-capacity
black supply stretching to 3,000 pages, and
colour cartridges available at 1,600 pages.
Calculated for these, running costs work out
at a very competitive 5p per page.
Overall, this MFP finds a good balance

between price, performance and features.
If your home or small business needs A3
printing, and can live without duplex faxes
or copies, it’s an excellent choice.

Simon Handby

SPECIFICATIONS

Mono speed

Mixed colour
speed

Mono page cost

Colour page cost

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

TECHNOLOGY Thermal inkjet •MAXIMUMPRINT
RESOLUTION 4,800x1,200dpi •MAXIMUMOPTICAL
SCAN RESOLUTION (OUTPUT BIT DEPTH) 1,200x1,200dpi

(24-bit) • DIMENSIONS 307x445x585mm •WEIGHT
15.5kg •MAXIMUMPAPER SIZE A3 (print only) •
WARRANTY Three year RTB • DETAILSwww.hp.co.uk •
PART CODE Y0S18A

22.7ppm

8.6ppm

1.1p

3.9p

The OfficeJet Pro 7720 raced through our 25-page text
test at 22.7ppm, and reached an impressive 8.6ppm on
our more demanding colour graphics test



40" 4K curved display
(BDM4037U)

Ultra Wide-Color
with 4K in an immersive design

Colours like you’ve never seen before. This brilliant 4K UHD
resolution display with Ultra Wide-Color offers the richest
and most vivid colours wrapped in an immersive curved
design for a your best creations yet.

4K

UltraWideColor

CurvedDisplay

UltraClear 4K Ultra HD
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BACK IN THE day, Apple used to revamp the
design of its smartphones every two years
and boost the specifications in between.
Recently, however, it has stepped outside the
tick-tock development cycle. The Apple iPhone
8 Plus might be the latest, greatest iPhone (at
least until the £999 iPhone X launches in
November), but the design template that both
it and the smaller, standard iPhone 8 are
based on is now four years old.
So, while it has some new tricks, such as

its glass back, A11 Bionic processor and
wireless charging, it doesn’t look significantly
different to 2014’s iPhone 6 Plus. It’s even
closer to the iPhone 7 Plus, as all the buttons,
the camera lenses and the flash and nano-SIM
card tray are in precisely the same locations.
It’s still dust- and water-resistant to IP67, it
still has a Force Touch fingerprint-sensor
home button beneath the screen on the
front, and (unfortunately) there’s still no
3.5mm headphone jack.

INTERESTS OF TRANSPARENCY
Flip the phone over, however, and there are
some more obvious differences. The biggest
one is the glass back, which looks and feels
lovely. It’s flat across most of its glossy
expanse, but does curve up very slightly at

APPLE iPhone 8 Plus
★★★★★
£799 • From www.carphonewarehouse.com

VERDICT
The latest plus-sized iPhone is faster, better, but ultimately more of the same

iOS 11 PHABLET

the edges, so there’s no sharp chamfer to dig
into the palm of your hand. It’s easy to wipe
clean of any fingerprints, too.
It’s a little too early to say how robust the

glass is, or how scratch-resistant and how
shatterproof it is. Apple says it’s tough, of
course, but there’s no Gorilla Glass branding
here to back up that claim. If you’re buying
one, we’d advise picking up a case at the
same time, just to be on the safe side.
One of the immediately positive

implications of the glass back, however, is that
the iPhone 8 Plus is no longer afflicted by
those ugly plastic antenna strips. You can see
them on the edges at the top and bottom of
the phone on each side, but because they
don’t wrap around the top and bottom edges
like they used to, they’re far less obtrusive.
Other than this, and the fact that you now

get wireless charging to the Qi standard
(another benefit to a glass rear), the phone
is also noticeably heavier than the iPhone 7
Plus. It now weighs 205g, which is positively
elephantine, even with the current trend
towards bigger handsets.

COPY THAT
What hasn’t changed very much, if it’s even
changed at all, is the display. The iPhone 8
Plus’s 5.5in IPS display turned in a near-

identical set of figures to the iPhone 7
Plus in our tests: peak brightness
reaches 553cd/m2, only up from
520cd/m2, while the contrast ratio
is 1,365:1 to the iPhone 7 Plus’s
1,350:1. These are, to be fair, good
figures, and colour accuracy is
spot on as well. It’s as you’d
expect from an Apple product, in
other words, but no better or
worse than its predecessor.
It’s certainly no better than the

Samsung Galaxy S8, S8 Plus or
Note 8 displays, all of which reach
higher peak brightness levels, use
AMOLED panels and smash the
iPhone 8 Plus out of the park
when it comes to contrast.
The big development here is

True Tone, which started out as
an iPad-only feature. With True
Tone enabled, the phone uses its
sensors to gauge the colour
temperature of the ambient light,
matching the white balance of
the colours onscreen.
The idea is that your brain

doesn’t have to keep readjusting

its perception of colour when you look away
from the screen and back again, resulting in
more natural-looking images and less
eyestrain for you. It works beautifully and is a
feature that’s well worth leaving on. We’d still
rather be looking at a Galaxy S8 Plus, though.

COOK’S ELEVEN
Performance is one area in which you can
categorically say the iPhone 8 Plus is a huge
improvement. In fact, the new hexa-core A11
Bionic chip is so good that it batters not only
its predecessor, but also the Samsung Galaxy
S8 and all its Android flagship buddies as well.
In the past, iPhones have outperformed

their Android counterparts in the single-core
Geekbench test, but haven’t done so well in
the multicore part of the benchmark. This
time around, performance is screamingly
quick across the board: with its scores of
4,254 in the single-core test and an almost
unbelievable 10,517 in the multicore test, the
iPhone 8 Plus is a record-setter in both.
Graphics performance is superb as well: in

the GFXBench Manhattan test, this phablet
beat all its rivals with 59fps in the onscreen
test and 85 in the offscreen test. The former is

lovely. It’s flat across most of its glossy
expanse, but does curve up very slightly at
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See page 72 for performance details

PROCESSOR Hexa-core Apple A11 Bionic • SCREEN SIZE
5.5in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 1,920x1,080 •
REAR CAMERAS 12 megapixels f/1.8; 12 megapixels f/2.8 •
STORAGE 64GB/256GB •WIRELESS DATA 4G •
DIMENSIONS 154x78x7.5mm •WEIGHT 205g •
OPERATING SYSTEM iOS 11 •WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.apple.com/uk • PART CODE iPhone 8 Plus

SPECIFICATIONS

13h 54m

effectively maxing out what the iPhone 8 Plus
can actually show, owing to the display’s 60Hz
refresh rate capping performance at 60fps.
You won’t get any higher until Apple decides
to endow its iPhones with a super-smooth
120Hz screen similar to the ones it’s given to
the recent iPad Pro models.

I SHRINK, THEREFORE IPHONE
Battery life is decent, but not wildly
impressive. That’s perhaps because Apple
has taken advantage of the extra efficiency
of the A11 chip to reduce the size of the
battery. That’s right; the battery inside the
Apple iPhone 8 Plus is a 2,675mAh unit,
which is smaller by 225mAh than the iPhone
7 Plus’s 2,900mAh unit.
Here, the iPhone 8 Plus’s closest rivals have

a clear upper hand. In our video-rundown
battery test, in which we run at a set screen
brightness of 170cd/m2 with the phone in
flight mode, the iPhone 8 Plus lasted 13h 54m
before giving up. That’s a long way behind
the Galaxy S8 Plus, which managed 20h 33m,
and the OnePlus 5, which lasted 20h 40m.
You can charge the phone wirelessly via

Qi standard chargers, which means you can

plonk it down on one of Ikea’s Selje
nightstands or the base of one of its
Varv lights without having to connect a
wire to the base of the phone. However,
we’re not convinced this is such a huge
benefit; connecting a cable isn’t exactly
a taxing process, and unlike with
charging pads, a cable allows you to
pick up the handset and keep using it
while it charges.

LENS IN HIGH PLACES
Frankly, smartphone manufacturers
are running out of room for
improvement when it comes to raw
performance. Most smartphones are
perfectly fast these days, so it’s kind of
academic that the iPhone 8 Plus is the
fastest phone we’ve ever tested. That’s
why the camera, which can vary much
more between devices, is such an
important factor to consider.
However, Apple isn’t giving you

much to cheer about here. In 2017,
the iPhone 8 Plus gets a pair of
12-megapixel shooters: one 28mm, the
other a 2x telephoto 56mm lens, with
apertures of f/1.8 and f/2.8 respectively,
just like on the iPhone 7 Plus.
The only major difference in

hardware terms is that the telephoto
camera is now optically stabilised, so it
performs slightly better in low light,
allowing sharper photographs to be
captured at slower shutter speeds and

thus ensuring lower levels of noise.
That’s the theory at least, and it’s backed

up by an improvement in software and
processing as well. Most significantly, HDR
is now enabled permanently – you can’t
disable it – and there’s an enhanced Portrait
mode, which allows you to apply lighting
effects to those creamy out-of-focus
background portrait photos.
The latter works well, giving you the option

to change the look of your portraits both
before and after the shot. It’s a nice feature,
and Portrait mode works as well as ever, but
by now it’s hardly revolutionary.

SOUND FOOTAGE
Still, for regular shots, the iPhone 8 Plus has a
very good pair of cameras. They take reliably
sharp photos in favourable and unfavourable
light, but in terms of reliability and quality,
they’re not hugely better than last year’s
models. In fact, after comparing a few snaps
side by side, we’d still rate the camera on
last year’s Google Pixel XL as slightly better
than the iPhone’s. It retained fractionally
more fine detail in both the outdoor and
low-light comparison shots we’ve taken.

Then again, you do have dual cameras
here, giving you more overall flexibility. To get
a dual-camera setup matching the iPhone 8
Plus, you’d have to pay even more for a
Samsung Galaxy Note 8.
As for video quality, that’s remarkably

good, too. You can capture in 4K at up to
60fps, and the stabilisation is just superb;
once again it’s a close match for the Pixel’s
smooth, Steadicam-esque footage, and it
works just as well on the telephoto lens as it
does on the regular lens.
Finally, the front-facing camera is a

7-megapixel f/2.2 unit, but this is no different
to last year’s. It takes detail-packed selfies
and, although there’s still no front-facing flash,
the screen can be used to flood your face with
light, which helps with indoor posing.

EIGHT, RATED
The Apple iPhone 8 Plus is a very well-made
phone, of that there is no doubt, but there are
a number of questions you should ask
yourself before you commit. After all, £799 is
an awful lot of money to spend on anything,
even the piece of tech you use the most.
So, is it a great smartphone? Is it as good

as its rivals at around the same price? Is it
even as good as those phones costing much
less? Objectively, the answer to all these
questions is no. It is very, very fast; it has great
cameras; and it’s dust- and water-resistant.
But it’s not the best you can buy.
The Samsung Galaxy S8 may not be as

blindingly fast, but it’s not far off, and it’s
cheaper and has a better screen. It might
not have dual cameras, but its single camera
is at least as good as the iPhone 8’s main
shooter, its battery life is better, and it has
microSD card expansion. In addition, if you
care about such things, the Galaxy S8
arguably looks nicer as well.
The iPhone 8 Plus is one of the best

phones Apple has ever produced, and for
Apple diehards it offers the most bang per
buck of the new range. But even then, if you’re
going to spend big on an Apple smartphone, it
makes sense to at least wait for the iPhone X.

Jonathan Bray

Most smartphones are perfectly fast these days,
so it’s kind of academic that the iPhone 8 Plus is
the fastest phone we’ve ever tested
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LAST YEAR’S EXCELLENT Samsung Galaxy
J5 (Shopper 341) proved to be one of the few
worthy competitors to the Motorola Moto G
series. It was a top-notch phone, hitting all
the right buttons at a great price.
Since then, a whole new generation of

budget competitors has appeared, challenging
not just each other but also more expensive
flagship devices. Now the Korean firm has hit
back with a new and improved J5.
It can’t be faulted on aesthetics. At first

glance, it looks a lot like Samsung phones of
old, right down to the button placement and
the home button in the centre, which now
does double duties as a fingerprint reader.

FLAT TRICK
Flip it over, however, and you’ll notice some
changes. Samsung has got rid of the chunky
camera bump of last year’s model, so the rear
camera now sits flush with the case. This is an
entirely welcome change: it now sits nice and
flat on your desk, and there’s less of a risk of
scratching the lens when you put it down.
The J5 also now has an all-metal unibody

design; this feels much nicer in the hand than
the plastic casing of its predecessor, with
rounded, chamfered edges helping it to sit
snugly in the palm. It’s exactly what any
budget-minded smartphone user would want:
a flagship feel at a fraction of the price.
If you’re hoping for USB-C quick charging,

you’d best look elsewhere. A traditional Micro
USB socket is located on the bottom edge, to
the left of the (thankfully still present) 3.5mm
headset jack. On the left edge you’ll find the
volume rocker, and on the right the power
button sits beneath the solitary speaker grille.
The Galaxy J5’s 1,280x720 display sets it

apart from other low-cost phones. That
sub-Full HD resolution might sound low for a
5in screen, but what it lacks in detail it more
than makes up for in vibrancy: it uses
Samsung’s excellent Super AMOLED panel,
and it’s an incredible screen for the price.
As usual with OLED,

the contrast ratio is
perfect and colours look
amazingly rich. The panel
covers 98.5% of the
sRGB colour gamut,
which places it well in
front of its budget rivals,
especially Motorola’s
Moto G5 Plus (Shopper
354), which managed
only a paltry 73.4%.

SAMSUNG Galaxy J5 (2017)
★★★★★
£225 • From www.amazon.co.uk

VERDICT
With better performance and a longer battery life,
Samsung’s updated Galaxy J5 is a low-cost marvel

ANDROID 7.0 SMARTPHONE

Maximum brightness isn’t quite as dazzling
as some other phones, topping out at just
under 300cd/m2. As long as you’re not trying
to use it in direct sunlight, though, you won’t
be squinting at your Facebook feed too often.
Budget phones tend to use mid-range

CPUs, so performance can be a weak point.
Aside from the Lenovo P2 (Shopper 352), it’s
hard to think of anything around the £200
mark that hasn’t at least slightly faltered in
our usual suite of rigorous benchmarks.
Still, the 2017 Galaxy J5, with its dual-core

Exynos 7870 and 2GB of RAM, proved a
respectable performer. In Geekbench 4’s
multicore test, it scored 3,736; that’s almost a
50% improvement over last year’s model,
bringing it ahead of the P2 and only slightly
behind the Moto G5 Plus. It impressed in
single-core performance, too, scoring 800;
again, competitive with its closest rivals.

GAME ON
The J5 is also capable of playing most Android
games you throw at it, too. Its low 10fps score
in GFXBench’s Manhattan 3.0 onscreen test
(and 5fps in the offscreen test) indicates that
while it stumbles on the most demanding 3D
scenes, it has no problem with everyday
games, and we were blasting away enemy
ships in Sky Force: Reloaded without a hiccup.
Battery life is also far improved over its

predecessor. In our standard battery test with
the screen set to 170cd/m2, the 2017 Galaxy J5
managed a superb 18h 26m away from the
wall socket. That’s nearly two hours longer
than Samsung’s flagship Galaxy S8, although
Lenovo’s P2 still beats it at 28h 50m.
The camera is another area that often

suffers in cheap phones. Last year’s J5 was let
down by a tendency to overexpose images,
and on paper this year’s model doesn’t look
much better, featuring a similar 13-megapixel
resolution with only a slight aperture bump to
f/1.7. In use, though, it turns out to be a
marked improvement over the old model.

Images are clear and well
defined, with outstanding
colour reproduction and
very little visible noise.
Low-light situations
were handled very well,
while daylight shots
were packed with detail.
Even tricky subjects
such as foliage were
also captured with
outstanding clarity. No

doubt about it, this is a much more versatile
camera than we’d expect for the price.

REWORK WORKS
Samsung’s updated Galaxy J5 does everything
you could ask for. It’s a solid performer next to
the competition, its battery life is excellent,
the new design is top-notch and its camera is
far improved over last year’s effort.
The only issue is that price hike. For £140,

last year’s J5 felt like a real bargain, despite its
limitations. The new Galaxy J5 is a stronger
phone in almost every way, but at £225
we’re starting to creep towards mid-range
territory, and that’s a fight the J5 can’t win.
Overall, though, it’s still a fantastic deal: a
brilliant smartphone for less than half the
price of the popular flagships.

Nathan Spendelow

Battery life

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

PROCESSOROcta-core 1.6GHz Exynos 7870 • SCREEN
SIZE 5.2in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 1,280x720 •
REAR CAMERA 13 megapixels • STORAGE 16GB •
WIRELESS DATA 4G • DIMENSIONS 146x71x8mm •
WEIGHT 160g •OPERATING SYSTEM Android 7.0 •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.samsung.com/
uk • PART CODE SM-J530FZKABTU

SPECIFICATIONS

18h 26m
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THE VODAFONE SMART N8 is the Smart
Prime 7 (Shopper 343) successor we’ve been
waiting for. It still costs well under £100, but
comes with an improved camera, fingerprint
reader and Android 7.0 out of the box.
Despite being cheap, the Smart N8 is nicely

made, from its textured rear cover to its
beautifully crafted edges. However, at 8.6mm
thick and weighing 151g, it is both chunkier
and heavier than the Smart Prime 7.
At the front, there’s a 5-megapixel camera,

an unusual front-facing flash, and a single
forward-firing speaker, which sounds
surprisingly good. You’ll find a textured
power button and volume rocker on the
right, a 3.5mm headphone jack at the top
and a Micro USB port on the bottom.

TAPPY DAYS
Turn the phone over and you’ll find its headline
feature: the circular fingerprint reader. This
is a fantastic inclusion for a sub-£100
smartphone (we don’t know of any other
phone this cheap that has one), and it adds a
quick, secure way of unlocking your phone.
Pop off the removable rear plastic cover

and you’ll find a single SIM card slot and a
microSD card expansion slot that will accept
cards up to 32GB in capacity – great for
expanding the 16GB internal storage. Sadly,
the battery has shrunk from 2,540mAh on the

Smart Prime 7 to 2,400mAh here, and it’s
non-removable as well.
The Smart N8’s 5in HD (720x1,280) IPS

display is relatively bright at 374cd/m2, but it
isn’t in the top echelon of phone screens, and
you might have trouble viewing it in bright
sunlight. Its quite dull, too, with colours
lacking vibrancy, saturation and accuracy.
And despite its 1,560:1 contrast ratio, the
screen suffers from a blue tinge, which is
particularly noticeable when you’re browsing
websites with a white background.
More seriously, the lack of oleophobic

coating means that the screen is both highly
prone to picking up fingerprints and
unpleasantly grippy to the touch, making
swipe gestures difficult to carry out.
Android 7.0 Nougat is largely left alone,

without any overlay skins or annoying
launchers. That’s something of a rarity for an

VODAFONE Smart N8
★★★★★
£85 • From shop.vodafone.co.uk

VERDICT
The Smart N8 is good value, but its processor holds it back

BUDGET ANDROID SMARTPHONE

operator-brand smartphone. You’ll find a few
pre-installed apps, including Facebook,
Instagram and Vodafone’s own apps, but
these can be uninstalled.

STOP SIGNS
The Smart N8 is powered by a quad-core
1.3GHz MediaTek MT6737 processor with
1.5GB of RAM. This looks better on paper
than Alcatel’s rival entry-level phones, the
£50 Pixi 4 and £75 Pop 4, and Vodafone’s
effort did beat both in Geekbench 4,
scoring 1,542 in the multicore test and
537 in the single-core test.
Unfortunately, in everyday use the

Smart N8 feels similarly sluggish, and
randomly hangs and can’t deal with
heavy multitasking. This isn’t unusual for a
budget handset, but we’d hoped for a better
experience than with the cheaper Alcatels.
We also experienced boot loops and random
reboots after only a day of use, which was
worrying given the phone was brand new.
The Mali-T720MP2 graphics chip isn’t

anything to get excited about, either.
Running the strenuous GFXBench Manhattan
3 benchmark, the Smart N8 was unable to
produce anything like a smooth frame rate,
ending up with 2fps in the offscreen test.
You’ll have to stick with very basic games,
and avoid effects-heavy 3D titles.

Battery life is poor as well. In our video
playback test, the N8 lasted a mere 8h 44m,
which means the phone will struggle to last a
full day on a single charge. By comparison, the
Alcatel Pop 4 achieved 9h 32m in the same
test, while the Vodafone Smart Prime 7
achieved a much more impressive 12h 55m.
One of the big upgrades for the Smart N8

is the rear camera, which has received a
resolution boost from 8 to 13 megapixels.
Performance, especially in HDR mode, is
impressive for a sub-£100 phone. We found
colour reproduction to be largely accurate,
and photographs were bursting with detail.
The selection of camera modes on offer is

even more impressive. Alongside the regular
camera and video modes, there are 360º
panorama, time-lapse and ‘micro-video’
modes. Micro-video mode allows you to
create a short video, which can be easily and

quickly shared on social media. There’s also a
manual camera mode that provides aperture,
shutter, ISO, white balance and focus controls.
For a budget phone, it’s a real treat.

WALKING IN THE DARK
Low light performance is drastically improved
over the Smart Prime 7. With HDR mode
enabled, stills taken on the Smart N8 display
less image noise, more detail and better
colour reproduction. However, you’ll want to
ensure that you’ve got a rock-steady hand
when shooting in HDR, as the slightest
movement can cause blurring.
Vodafone hasn’t altered its front-facing

camera but has added flash, which is another
welcome inclusion, but the 5-megapixel sensor
means you can’t expect a great deal of detail.
These enhancements go a long way

towards eclipsing the Smart N8’s foibles. If it’s
high-end features and a decent camera you
want, at £85 this smartphone is a steal; there
are no other phones that offer everything the
Smart N8 brings to the table for this sort of
money. However, its poor battery life and
sluggish performance let it down somewhat.

Christopher Minasians

Battery life

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

PROCESSORQuad-core 1.3GHz Cortex-A53 • SCREEN SIZE
5in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 1,280x720 • REAR CAMERA
13 megapixels • STORAGE 16GB •WIRELESS DATA 4G •
DIMENSIONS 145x72x8.6mm •WEIGHT 151g •OPERATING
SYSTEM Android 7.0 •WARRANTY Two years RTB •
DETAILS shop.vodafone.co.uk • PART CODE VFD-610

SPECIFICATIONS

8h 44m
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The circular fingerprint reader is a fantastic inclusion
for a sub-£100 smartphone
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THE ASUS ZENFONE AR is, on the surface,
an impossible product to sell. It’s £800, which
is as much as the launch price of the Samsung
Galaxy S8 Plus, and it doesn’t even come with
the latest-generation processor, instead
opting for the old Qualcomm Snapdragon 821.
And yet, it’s intriguing all the same.

The ZenFone AR is the first phone to be
certified for the Google Tango augmented
reality (AR) and Google Daydream virtual
reality (VR) platforms and, as such,
represents an important step forwards for
smartphones and VR/AR in general.
So, to business: what exactly do those

rather nebulous buzzwords Tango and
Daydream bring to the party? It’s all about
the camera cluster on the rear. Flip over
the phone and you’ll see, embedded on a
slightly protruding aluminium panel, two
camera lenses (one for capturing image
data, the other for capturing motion), an
infrared laser autofocus sensor, and an
infrared depth-sensing camera.

DO THE TANGO
Using the three cameras in conjunction with
each other is what allows Tango to get to
work, with the phone able to use the sensors
to place digital objects in real-world scenes,
and map and measure the real world so it can
be brought into the digital arena.
On one level this is pretty frivolous.

There are various games you can try, such
as Slingshot Island and Hot Wheels Track
Builder, that place elements from the game
on to surfaces nearby. The former places a
floating island into the middle of your living
room that you can walk around and ping
rocks at for points; in the latter, you can
build virtual courses (using Hot Wheels’
signature orange tracks) that snake around
your real-life furniture.
However, there are also more serious,

practical apps you can download for Google
Tango. Measure, for example, employs the
triple-camera array to help you measure items
from a distance without the need to find a
measuring tape, while with Magicplan, you
can aim the camera at walls, floors and
ceilings to create a quick floorplan. With a
little practice, both these apps work
reasonably well, but you wouldn’t want to

ASUS ZenFone AR
★★★★★
£800 • From uk.store.asus.com

VERDICT
Asus ushers in AR to smartphones, but this
reality-bending handset isn’t worth the money

FLAGSHIP ANDROID 7.0 SMARTPHONE

rely on them to form the
basis of proper building
works, because the
measurements simply aren’t
accurate enough.
Our favourite app,

however, has to be Dinos
Among Us, which lets you
select and place virtual
dinosaurs in your living
room and get a real
sense of scale by walking
up to and around them.
We’d have liked a few
more than four models
to play with, though.

MAKE PLAIN
The question is: would you
pay £800 for this phone
just to get access to these
apps? Not if you’ve got
much sense; it’s an
interesting demonstration
of what is a very cool new
technology, but without
a true killer app to
complement it, or a
completely brilliant phone
to justify the high price,
you’re better off
concentrating on
getting the best phone
you can, rather than one
riddled with gimmicks.
Indeed, although this is a

pretty good smartphone, it’s no match for the
very best on the market. For starters, it
employs a pretty unremarkable-looking design
that doesn’t really catch the eye as the
Samsung Galaxy S8 family does.
Still, it’s fairly light for a 5.7in handset,

weighing 159g. Courtesy of its gently rounded
corners and edges, it will slide into even the
tightest pocket without snagging or catching.
The rear is clad in soft-touch leather-effect

material – a nice break from easily scuffable
aluminium and crackable glass rear panels.
The frame is gunmetal-grey aluminium and
the front is flat Gorilla Glass 4.
The buttons and ports are all in pretty

sensible places: the volume rocker is on the

right-hand edge, just above the power key; the
3.5mm headphone socket is on the bottom
edge on the left-hand side, just next to a USB
Type-C socket; and there’s a combined
dual-SIM/microSD card slot mounted on the
left end of the phone.
Sitting below the screen is a physical

button-cum-fingerprint reader that protrudes
a tad from the surface of the glass, flanked by
off-screen capacitive back and recent apps
keys. It’s all good stuff; it’s just not quite as
glitzy as you might expect for £800.

SET IN MOTION
The Asus ZenFone AR is equipped with a
5.7in Super AMOLED screen. It has a
resolution of 2,560x1,440, so it looks sharp
from normal viewing distances and, as with
every other AMOLED display you’ll come
across, it has bright, vibrant colours and
effectively perfect contrast.
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Battery life

Reference +50 +100-500%

See page 72 for performance details

PROCESSORQuad-core 2.35GHz Qualcomm Snapdragon
821 • SCREEN SIZE 5.7in • SCREEN RESOLUTION
2,560x1,440 • REAR CAMERA 23 megapixels •
STORAGE 128GB •WIRELESS DATA 4G •
DIMENSIONS 159x77x8.9mm •WEIGHT 170g •
OPERATING SYSTEM Android 7.0 •WARRANTYOne year
RTB • DETAILSwww.asus.com/uk • PART CODE ZS571KL

SPECIFICATIONS

12h 26m

One benefit of AMOLED (and OLED in
general) that you definitely won’t notice until
you mount the phone in a VR headset is the
lack of motion blur. This is an effect that, in
regular handsets using LCD panels, can cause
nausea, but here the experience is far more
fluid. Despite the high-resolution panel,
though, VR views still look a little pixellated
when the screen is so close to your eyes.
In testing, the display performs as

expected. Contrast is reported as perfect by
our colorimeter, but peak brightness isn’t as
good as the very best IPS LCDs can produce
(it maxes out at 346cd/m2), which means
you’ll need to shade the screen with your
hand to read it in bright conditions.
Its default Super colour profile is a little

oversaturated, which might take your fancy,
but for us it’s far too in-your-face. Fortunately,
there’s a more accurate Standard colour
mode you can choose, which is more accurate

and much less horribly
vivid – it’s still far from
perfect, though, as an
average delta-E colour
accuracy rating of 3.48
goes to prove.

SO LAST YEAR
Possibly the most
disappointing aspect of
the ZenFone AR is its
processor. Instead of a
Qualcomm Snapdragon
835 – the high-end SoC
used in most current
flagships – it has a
Snapdragon 821, which the
835 specifically replaced.
It’s no slouch, but we’d

expect the best of the
best for this sort of
money, not silicon that’s
a generation behind –
especially when AR and VR
app are so demanding.
Indeed, while it feels

responsive enough in
day-to-day use, scoring
4,393 in Geekbench 4’s
multicore test and 1,832
in the single-core test,
these scores lag far
behind most other 2017
flagships, including the
Galaxy S8 and S8 Plus,
HTC U11 and Sony Xperia
XZ Premium. The only
current flagship it beats is

the Pixel XL, and even then, only narrowly.
Another area of the ZenFone’s middling

appeal lies in its battery life. A total longevity
of 12h 26m in our video playback test is just
about up to scratch, but isn’t a patch on the
Galaxy S8, U11 or Pixel XL. Once again, it
beats only a single one of its competitors:
Sony’s Xperia XZ Premium, which has a more
power-hungry 4K screen.

PARTING SHOT
For capturing regular photos and video, the
ZenFone AR is, once again, competent but not
exceptional. The resolution of the rear camera
is 23 megapixels, with an aperture of f/2 – not
the brightest, but sufficient for decent-quality
low-light snaps – and with autofocus running
to infrared and phase detect.
It also has four-axis optical image

stabilisation for photos and three-axis
stabilisation for up to 4K video, although

the latter isn’t as effective as the Google
Pixel XL’s or the OnePlus 5’s superlative
electronic stabilisation.
For stills, though, the Asus ZenFone’s

camera is a cracker. In low light, it produces
clean, relatively noise-free images that are
on a par with the OnePlus 5 for colour
reproduction, although they’re not quite as
good as images produced by the HTC U11,
Google Pixel XL and Samsung Galaxy S8 Plus.
Outdoors, the 23-megapixel sensor helps

the ZenFone capture more detail and slightly
more naturally saturated colours than cheaper
handset such as the OnePlus 5, although yet
again, we prefer the output of the HTC U11,
Samsung Galaxy S8 Plus and Google Pixel XL.
Avoid the HDR mode: it oversaturates colours
and makes your images look rather lurid.
Video quality is a little disappointing.

Although the camera can capture 4K video
at 30fps and 1080p at up to 60fps, you’ll
have to hold it steady to avoid an attack of
the shakes in your footage, despite the
presence of optical image stabilisation.

FACING REALITY
The Asus ZenFone AR is categorically not a
phone we can recommend. This is not
because there’s anything fundamentally
wrong with the phone itself. Indeed, it’s nice
to see a smartphone company branching out
and doing something different, and the
screen, camera, design and performance are
all perfectly serviceable.
It’s just that, for £800, you can do much,

much better. In fact, you can do better for a
lot less: the Samsung Galaxy S8 Plus is now
£630, and is faster, has a better stills and
video camera, and has much more of a
suitably premium feel. The U11 and Xperia XZ
Premium, while flawed, are better bets as well.
The simple fact is that, while the Asus

ZenFone AR is an interesting experiment
and a competent smartphone, it isn’t good
enough to justify being so expensive.

Jonathan Bray

Without a true killer app, or a brilliant phone
to justify the high price, you’re better off
concentrating on getting the best phone you
can, rather than one riddled with gimmicks
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AT FIRST GLANCE, the Somfy One looks like
a fairly standard indoor security camera. And,
with a built-in camera, this is a fair assumption
to make. However, it’s not just a camera, but a
complete integrated security system with a
siren. You can expand your options further by
adding Somfy’s range of security accessories,
including the IntelliTAG, which can detect
someone trying to break in through a door or
window, and the indoor motion sensor.
If you’re looking to build a smart security

system, then, this neat integrated package
seems like a good way to get started.

I SPY
Setting up the Somfy One is simple using the
Somfy Protect app. Once it’s picked up your
camera, you just need to connect it to your
wireless network, and you’re ready to go. The
camera has an 802.11n Wi-Fi adaptor and can
connect to 2.4GHz networks only.
At its most basic, the Somfy One is a

standard security camera with a Full HD
resolution and a wide-angle 130˚ lens. It sits
neatly on a desk and can take in most of a
room, and there’s an optional wall-mount arm
if you’d rather place the camera higher up.
Once configured, the Somfy One acts

much like other security cameras. From the
app, you can monitor the live video feed, and
open and close the physical security shutter,
which uses a motor to move. Having a physical
shutter is good, as you can see at a glance if
the camera is recording or not, and ensure
that you’re keeping your privacy.
We found the video feed lagged about four

seconds behind. That’s not a huge problem
when viewing remotely, but it’s a little annoying
when the same delay is applied to the chat
option. Hitting the microphone button in the
app lets you speak through the clear-sounding
speaker, but there’s a hefty delay between
speaking and the audio being sent.

SOMFY One
★★★★★
£229 • From shop.somfy.co.uk

VERDICT
A quick and easy way to add home security, but
a few annoyances stop us recommending it

INDOOR SECURITY CAMERA

Video quality is good, both during
the day and at night when the IR bulbs
turn on. We could pick out fine details,
and people were easy to recognise.
Video footage is automatically

saved to the cloud, but the choices
aren’t particularly flexible. The Basic
service keeps 10-second video clips,
stored for 24 hours; you can upgrade
to the Silver service for £3.99 a month,
which adds one day of continuous video
recording. It’s a shame that there aren’t longer
plans available, such as Nest’s 10-day plan, as
Somfy’s options don’t give you a lot of time to
save potential evidence.
Security events are tagged in the Media

Library section of the app, so you can jump
directly to an event. You can also scroll
through the well-presented timeline to find
any motion events. Clips can be downloaded
to your phone and saved for evidence.

SOUND OFF
The Somfy One comes into its own with its
built-in siren. With protection mode enabled,
it turns into a complete security system.
The siren is operated by the camera’s

motion detection and you have three options:
sound the siren after a warning (the One plays
an annoying ditty first); immediately sound
the siren; or warn you on your phone, so you
can check the video feed and manually sound
the alarm if you spot an intruder.
Additional motion sensors and IntelliTAGs

expand the system and can be used to trigger
the alarm, turning the Somfy One into
something more akin to a traditional alarm.
When the alarm goes off, the 90+dB siren

is piercing and certainly enough to put off an
intruder and alert the neighbours. Coming
from such a small box, the noise is impressive.
What’s less impressive is that the Somfy

One doesn’t have a battery backup, so turning
off the device also turns off
the alarm. There’s a tamper
option, which sets off the
alarm immediately if the
One is picked up, but by
that point, the thief can
just yank out the power
cable and stop the audio.
If you’re worried about

pets setting off motion
detection, the One has a
couple of tricks up its
sleeve. First, you can adjust
the motion sensitivity to

stop the movement of pets setting it off. This
works to a degree, but we found that placing
the camera far away from where our cats
normally were, so they didn’t fill the frame,
worked best. Second, you can define which
parts of the screen you want to monitor,
cutting out any potential problem areas.

YOU SAY GOODBYE
You can set the Somfy One to enter privacy
mode automatically when the alarm is
deactivated, which means you’re not bugging
your own home with a camera.
Somfy can use geolocation to detect where

you are. When you leave home, the app can
prompt you to enable the alarm, but can’t turn
it on automatically; it can automatically
deactivate the alarm when you return home.
This makes it easier to deal with multiple
users, as the first one out doesn’t trigger the
alarm to come on automatically; the first
person home turns the alarm off, though.
Alternatively, the system can be enabled

and disabled through Alexa. There’s also an
optional keyfob if you want to do things the
old-fashioned way.
Overall, the Somfy One is a neat system

that can be expanded to include other
sensors. However, the video-recording options
are lacking compared to Nest and other rivals,
and the fact that you can unplug the siren to
stop it going off is a little disappointing.
Knowing this, the Somfy One could be a
good choice if you want a quick-and-easy
alarm system with an integral camera; for
proper, hard-to-tamper-with security, the
more expensive Honeywell Evohome Security
system (Shopper 354) is the best bet.

David Ludlow

VIDEO RESOLUTION 1080p recording • CLOUD STORAGE
Yes (subscription required) •NETWORKING 802.11ac •
SIREN 90dB •WARRANTYOne year RTB •DETAILS
protect.somfy.co.uk • PART CODE 2401492A

SPECIFICATIONS
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WEALL HAVE those items that we’re always
losing, such as a wallet or house keys.
Bluetooth trackers are a great way to keep
tabs on your kit, especially when you can
enable crowd locate, which turns other
smartphones in the network into sensors,
all looking for your device.

The problem with many cheap Bluetooth
trackers is that they lack the user base, and
thus the network size, to give your lost goods
a reasonable chance of being found. TrackR,
conversely, is well established and has the
weight of a big crowd network behind it. Firing
up the app on our smartphone, we were told
that there were 4,984 TrackR devices nearby.

PIXEL PERFECT
TrackR launched with the Bravo, but the Pixel
that we have on review here is newer and
smaller. It comes with a keychain so that you
can attach it directly to keys or a bag; there’s
also a sticky pad for connecting the Pixel to
other devices. The rival Tile Slim is far thinner,
but it loses out on the TrackR Pixel’s standout
feature: a replaceable battery.
When the Tile runs out of battery, you

have to replace the entire model (there’s a
trade-in programme so that you can get a
50% discount); with the Pixel, you can undo
the back and slot in a new CR2016 battery,
which is easier and cheaper. Getting the back
off is rather fiddly, but as each battery can last
up to one year, this won’t be a regular job.

TRACKR Pixel
★★★★★
£24 • From www.thetrackr-uk.co.uk

VERDICT
The Pixel is useful for finding items lost
around the house, but a slow Bluetooth
connection lets it down

BLUETOOTH TRACKER

Setup is easy. Just fire up the TrackR app,
let the device make a Bluetooth connection to
your phone, and tell the app what the Pixel is
attached to. You can even select an icon, such
as keys, for easy visual identification. When
the Pixel is within range of your phone, its
location is updated on the app’s map, pulling
the exact coordinates from your phone’s GPS.
That only gives you a rough location, and

may only tell you that your keys are in your
house. To hone in, the app uses the Bluetooth
signal strength to tell you if you’re getting
closer or further away from your lost item.
When you want, you can tap the siren key to
sound a 90dB ringer on the Pixel.

We found that the high-pitched sound
was easy to hear, but trying to track down its
source was rather difficult. A lower, mid-range
sound would be a little easier to follow.
When the Pixel loses the connection to

your phone, the map screen shows you where
the device was last seen, so you can make
your way back there and use the app to find
your lost item. This can also give a bit of peace
of mind. For example, if your wallet was at
home, you’ll realise that you simply forgot it.

HOME ON THE RANGE
Reconnecting to the Pixel can take a while,
and range isn’t great. When we deliberately
left it in our car, our phone was unable to
connect from our house across the street or
even just down the road; we had to stand still
for a minute, outside the car, for the
connection to be made. Trying to find your
Pixel in a larger area could be frustrating due
to this slow reconnection speed; we found
that the Tile system offers faster detection.
TrackR’s Crowd Locate feature comes into

play when your item is moved, stolen or lost
further afield. This turns any smartphone
running the TrackR app into a detector, and
you’ll get a notification and map location if
your device is detected. The same issues will
apply here, and if someone walks too quickly
past your device, chances are your Pixel will

evade detection. Marking our device as lost
and leaving it in our car on a fairly busy road,
it took 24 hours for our Pixel to be ‘found’.

SEPARATION ANXIETY
If you want to track something more valuable,
such as a laptop bag at an airport, the Pixel
has a Device Separation Alert mode. Move out
of range of your Pixel and its alarm is triggered.
Given the problems with Bluetooth range (we
lost the indoor signal by moving to the next
room), this mode can trigger a fair number of
false alarms, while also eating into battery life.
The Phone Separation Alert sounds your

phone’s ringer if you walk off with the Pixel

but not your handset. This suffers from the
same limitations as Device Separation, so we
recommend using these modes sparingly.
With the Alexa skill, you can also ask your

Amazon Echo to ring your phone, which will
sound an alarm even through silent mode. This
worked flawlessly, but the same features can
be added on Android using IFTTT. Annoyingly,
TrackR can only work with one handset using
Alexa, which isn’t ideal for families.
Alternatively, if your Pixel is within range of

your phone, you can tap its button to signal
your phone to ring. Given how long the Pixel
took to connect to our phone and the number
of times the signal was dropped, getting this
mode to work can be a little annoying.
We like the app and replaceable battery,

and the TrackR Pixel works well if you have a
good idea where your lost device might be.
It’s frustrating the Pixel is so slow to be found
by the app, making it less useful for truly lost
devices, as you or another TrackR user can be
out of range before detection occurs.

David Ludlow

DIMENSIONS 26x26x5.6mm • BATTERY LIFE Up to one year
• BATTERY TYPE CR2016 • BLUETOOTH Bluetooth LE 4.0 •
BLUETOOTH RANGE Up to 100ft • SIREN VOLUME 90dB •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • PART CODE Pixel

SPECIFICATIONS

TrackR’s Crowd Locate feature turns any smartphone
running the TrackR app into a detector
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SPECIFICATIONS
HEADPHONES SUBTYPEOver-ear headset • PLUG TYPE
3.5mm headset jack plug (optional) • WEIGHT 275g •
CABLE LENGTH 1.5m • WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.sony.co.uk • PART CODEMDR1000XB

SONY MDR-1000X
★★★★★
£295 • From www.amazon.co.uk

VERDICT
These headphones don’t have the best ANC
tech, but their sound quality is peerless

NOISE-CANCELLING OVER-EAR HEADPHONES

and Travis Scott’s Pick Up the Phone, you can
really feel the sub-bass frequencies, while the
mid-bass response remains clean and
controlled. By comparison, the Bose
QuietComfort 35 seems to cut off the
sub-bass frequencies and provides a
somewhat uncontrolled mid-bass response.
Treble, meanwhile is nice and prominent,

but not harsh, with a good extension at the
top-end that provides sparkle. This helps
vocals come to the foreground, rather than
being pushed back as they can sometimes
sound with the QuietComfort 35. If you listen
to a lot of vocal songs or podcasts, you’ll
definitely appreciate the MDR-1000X.

ACTIVE LIFESTYLE
Finally, the soundstage has a good sense of
depth and width, although it could do with
better instrument separation: for example,
in Tuxedo’s The Right Time, we felt the
individual percussion instruments could
have been better brought out.
The Sony MDR-1000X sets a new high bar

for Bluetooth ANC headphones. They might
not quite match the QuietComfort 35 when it
comes to high-end noise cancellation, nor for
staying on your head – but when it comes to
sound quality, they’re unbeatable.
In short, these are the finest overall

Bluetooth ANC headphones that money can
buy. If you want to get the best from your
music, and you’ve got the money to spend,
get the Sony MDR-1000X.

Christopher Minasians

SONY’S OVER-EAR headphone range
stretches from the £16 MDR-ZX310 right up
to the ludicrously expensive Sony MDR-Z1R
– yours for just £1,700. The MDR-1000X
Bluetooth headphones, which have active
noise cancellation (ANC), aren’t quite that
expensive, but at £295 they’re still pricey.
Can these beat the Bose QuietComfort 35
(Shopper 344), which cost about the same?
The Bose headphones are not the

MDR-1000X’s only competition, either.
There’s also the £380 Sennheiser
Momentum 2 Around-Ear headphones,
while the £242 FIIL Diva provides a more
portable alternative for less cash, although
Sony’s headphones remain cheaper than
the majority of its close rivals.
Inside the MDR-1000X box, along with

the headphones themselves, you’ll find a
hard carrying case, a Micro USB-to-USB
charging cable, an auxiliary 3.5mm cable and
an aeroplane adaptor.

HEAD CASE
Build quality and design are impressive. The
headphone cups swivel, pivot and rotate,
making them easy to carry around, and the
adjustable metal headband will fit a wide
range of sizes. The headphones are relatively
lightweight, at 275g without a cable; they
connect through Bluetooth 4.2, and have a
range of over 15m, even through walls.
The padding around the earcups makes

these headphones perfectly comfortable to
wear for long listening sessions. However, the
headband has a relatively weak clamping
force; they sit loosely on the head, which
means these headphones aren’t ideal for
wearing while exercising. By contrast, the
QuietComfort 35 sit much more tightly
and firmly, and didn’t fall off even when
we wore them out jogging.
The left headphone cup houses all the

buttons: there’s an on/off button, plus
controls for ANC and Ambient Sound, which

reside by the 3.5mm input jack. There’s also
an NFC tag that’s used for fast pairing.
The right-side cup, meanwhile, provides

touch controls. Swiping left and right
changes the song, up and down
increases and decreases the volume,
and tapping once pauses your music.
You can also place your palm over
the cup to temporarily silence your
music and ramp up the ambient
sound around you, so that you can
quickly reconnect with the outside
world. It’s a very effective feature for
when you want to talk to someone
briefly, or cross the road in safety.
The right-side cup also hosts a Micro USB

socket for charging. The battery lasts for
around 20 hours, and it takes around four
hours to fully charge from zero.

ALONE TIME
Active noise cancellation is, of course, the
headline feature. ANC technology works
by analysing the ambient sound around
you and overlaying an inverse waveform on
to the sound you hear – effectively
neutralising external noise.
In addition to regular noise cancelling,

you also get two Ambient Sound modes.
Normal mode lets some external sounds filter
into your music, so you’re not completely
isolated from what’s going on around you.
Voice mode works similarly but emphasises
the frequencies used in speech, so
announcements and conversations come
through clearly, while other distracting
noises are reduced.
It all works fantastically well: the blissful

silence you hear when you put on the
headphones is incredible. We found that
the MDR-1000X wasn’t quite as effective as
the Bose QuietComfort 35 at blocking out
higher frequencies, but it’s still some of the
best sound-isolation and ANC technology
found on the market.
Sony’s signature sound is adored by many,

and for good reason, delivering accurate
mid-range reproduction, crisp highs and a
lean bass response. The MDR-1000X
headphones don’t disappoint in any
department: in fact, to our ears they’re
the best-sounding Bluetooth
headphones out there, easily
outclassing the QuietComfort 35.
That starts with the bass: these

headphones have an excellent low-end
rumble. In songs such as Young Thug

BEST BUY

52
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SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

HEADPHONES SUBTYPE In-ear headphones •
PLUG TYPE 3.5mm headphone jack plug • WEIGHT 50g •
CABLE LENGTH 1.3m • WARRANTY Two years RTB •
DETAILSwww.beoplay.com • PART CODE 1644526

HEADPHONES SUBTYPE In-ear headphones •
PLUG TYPENone • WEIGHT 23g • CABLE LENGTHN/A •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.bose.com •
PART CODE 761529-0010

BOSE IS FAMED for its noise-cancelling
headphones, but the firm also produces a
range of standard headphones, such as these,
the Bose SoundSport Wireless.
So what do the Bose SoundSport Wireless

offer that the competition doesn’t? On paper,
it doesn’t look like much: battery life isn’t
exceptional, with up to six hours’ charge, and
although they’re sweat-proof, they’re not
IP-rated for waterproofing. What’s more, there
are only three pairs of ear tips supplied in the
box, so it’s possible you won’t find a snug fit.
If they do fit your ears, though, you’ll find

them a comfortable, secure fit. They sit on the
outside of the ear canal rather than slipping in
all the way, allowing you to hear some of
what’s going on around you. Each ‘umbrella’
tip is kitted out with rubber wings that hook
into the outer part of your ear, locking them in
place when you rotate the earpiece.
The neck cable is just the right length, but

there’s a caveat. The battery, remote control

BOSE SoundSport Wireless
★★★★★
£145 • From www.amazon.co.uk

VERDICT
Great sound quality and fit, but a few niggles and a high
price mean they’re not our favourite sports headphones

IN-EAR HEADPHONES

NOISE-CANCELLING IN-EAR HEADPHONES

and microphone box sit on the part of the
cable that leads out from the right-hand
earpiece. As you bounce down the road, it
tends to pull the cable to that side, which is
why Bose includes a clip, to keep the cable in
place. It’s a bit fiddly to secure, though. Bose
needs to look at the design of the Gibson
Trainer Ti100 (Shopper 345), which nail this
particular part of sports headphone design.
Sound quality is good, though, and

typically Bose-esque in profile. Bass is solid
and meaty with a pleasingly weighty thump,
but it’s not too blousy and indistinct. There’s
also plenty of detail in the upper registers, and
the mid-range is pleasingly open.
The SoundSport can come across a tad

polite with some rock music and metal, but
since most of the time you’ll be running,
cycling or performing some other activity that
induces heavy breathing, that shouldn’t be too
much of a problem. Those umbrella tips mean
microphonic cable rubbing noise isn’t a

MOSTMAKERS OF in-ear headphones
haven’t had much luck with cramming in
active noise cancellation (ANC), mainly due to
the lack of passive isolation and the poor
implementation of ANC. The BeoPlay E4, a set
of elegant earphones with ANC tech built in, is
an attempt by B&O to buck that trend.
In the box, you’ll find the earphones with a

set of XS, S, M and L silicone tips and a set of
medium Comply T-200 foam tips. There’s also
a soft carrying pouch, flight adaptor and a
Micro USB charging cable. The inclusion of
Comply foam tips is a huge plus, since they
isolate better than regular silicone tips and are
much more comfortable to wear.
The earpieces are finished in attractive

matt-black stainless steel and feel durable. The
cable is a decent length, at 1.3m, but rather
thick, which contributes to louder-than-usual
microphonics as the cable rubs against your
clothes. A box near the end of the cable hides

B&O BeoPlay E4
★★★★★
£200 • From www.amazon.co.uk

VERDICT
Impressive noise cancellation is let down by overpowering
bass and an uncomfortably weighty build

the 20-hour battery and ANC tech, while the
cable leading to the left earpiece is fitted with
a three-button remote and microphone.
The controls let you use the earphones

without ANC, meaning you can extend battery
life; however, the positioning of the box can
make the E4 uncomfortable to listen to while
you’re walking around. The lack of a battery
level indicator is annoying as well.
Still, the ANC works fairly well. It cut out

the rumble of our London commute, and
could cancel out voices as well. You can hear a
slight hiss when music is turned off, but this is
to be expected with any ANC-enabled device.
Weirdly, you can still hear the hiss when you
turn off ANC, which can be distracting when
listening to podcasts or music at low volume.
There’s also a handy Transparency Mode,

which mutes your music and amplifies
external sound – good if you want to speak to
someone without removing your headphones.

The electro-dynamic 10.8mm drivers
deliver a serious punch, though sound quality
isn’t particularly great. There’s too much of a
heavy emphasis on the mid-bass frequencies,
leaving the mids overwhelmed. Instrument
separation is impressive, and the BeoPlay E4
can reproduce a wide, spacious soundstage.
The BeoPlay E4 has great noise-cancelling

capabilities and is a fantastic-looking pair of
buds. However, overall sound quality isn’t
perfect, and the ANC control unit design
makes them awkward to wear on the move,
too. It sounds like a small complaint, but for
£200 we’d expect a much better design.

Christopher Minasians

problem, either. Overall, sound quality is
excellent, despite the lack of aptX support.
Battery life, however, is disappointing. It’s

enough to get you through a couple of days’
worth of exercising and commuting, but you’ll
need to charge the headphones at the very
least twice a week, even if you use them
lightly. At least they’re easy and quick to
charge, with a Micro USB port located on
the left earpiece beneath a flap.
Overall, the Bose SoundSport Wireless are a

mixed bag. They fit securely and sound great,
but the slippery cable and short battery life let
it down. Save yourself some bother (and £45)
by getting the Gibson Trainer Ti100 instead.

Jonathan Bray
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SPECIFICATIONS
OS SUPPORTWindows 7, 8, 10 • MINIMUM CPU 2GHz
(8 cores recommended for 4K) • MINIMUMGPU 512MB
(1GB recommended) • MINIMUM RAM 4GB (8GB
recommended) • HARD DISK SPACE 1.5GB •
DETAILSwww.vegascreativesoftware.com

IT’S LESS THAN a year since we reviewed
Vegas Pro 14 (Shopper 348), so its new owner
Magix has either been very busy, or it hasn’t
but decided to launch a new version anyway.
Frequent updates are welcome when they
bring useful new features, and with upgrades
costing up to £285, we expect nothing less.
Top billing goes to hardware acceleration

for graphics cards and Intel Quick Sync Video
(QSV). These speed up encoding of projects,
and sure enough, renders in AAC format using
the new QSV encoder were over twice as fast
in our tests compared to version 14.
Preview performance is just as important

as export performance. As before, there are
detailed controls for balancing smoothness of
playback against quality, including generation
of low-resolution proxy files when working
with 4K footage. However, this feature is now
switched off by default. The controls for
switching between proxy and original files
could be clearer, too. It’s a useful feature that
many users will never locate.

THE WRONG PATH
For years we’ve been asking for an overhaul to
Vegas’s Crop/Pan editor, which resizes, masks
and animates graphical elements around the
frame, but falls far short of Adobe Premiere
Pro’s animation and masking tools. We were
thus eager to try the new Picture-in-Picture
effect, which Magix claims delivers “precise
placement, sizing and movement” of clips.
The reality fell short of expectations. There

are controls to move, scale, rotate and fade
clips, but no 3D skew and no simple option to
animate objects on a curved path. Animations
are created using Vegas’s multi-lane keyframe
controls, and by describing independent

MAGIX
Vegas Pro Edit 15
★★★★★
£299 • From www.vegascreativesoftware.com

VERDICT
It’s a capable video editor, but Vegas Pro 15’s
new features are disappointing

VIDEO-EDITING SOFTWARE

curved paths for the X and Y axes it should be
possible to create curved paths. This didn’t
work as expected, though; manipulating the
Manual interpolation controls to draw custom
paths between keyframes had little discernible
effect. This may sound niche, but curved paths
give a huge boost to the fluidity of animations
such as logos and titles. Magix admits this is a
bug and is working on a solution.

NO IFS, NO LUTS
The new Crop effect takes a similar tack. It’s
good that cropping is no longer limited to the
ageing Pan/Crop editor, but the new controls
are basic and the bézier keyframe animation
misbehaves. Frustratingly, there are no new
masking tools for cutting out complex shapes.
This remains possible in the Pan/Crop editor,
but the single lane of keyframes makes mask
animation extremely cumbersome.
Look-up tables (LUTs) are used to map one

colour palette to another. In practice, that
means shooting with a flat colour profile, then
using a LUT to give footage a stylised colour
scheme. The new LUT Filter effect introduces
this to Vegas Pro, but again the reality is
disappointing. No LUT presets are supplied,
and while various free ones are available on
the web, quality is variable. Switching between
presets using a pop-up browser is also slow
and clumsy; this effect really needs
thumbnails for quick previews of LUTs.
Most other new features are modest

interface tweaks. There’s a choice of four
colours for the interface, and the
saturation of track buttons can be
toned down if they prove to be
distracting. Some buttons have
been tidied up, with extended
options accessed via new menu
icons. It’s now possible to freeze
playback of a clip with a single
command, although previously it
took only two commands. As
before, there’s a Paste Attribute
command for copying effects,
Pan/Crop settings, transitions,
playback rate and various other
settings from one timeline object
to another. It’s now also possible

to selectively paste only certain attributes. It
sounds dull but it’s actually pretty handy.

TRIPLE BILL
Vegas Pro is available in three versions: Vegas
Pro Edit (£299), Vegas Pro (£499) and Vegas
Pro Suite (£649). Edit costs the same as
before but the other two have crept up by £50.
Upgrades are £149, £209 and £285 respectively.
The mid-price Vegas Pro bundles DVD

Architect for disc authoring plus a strong
collection of effects from NewBlueFX and
HitFilm. However, it omits ProDad Mercalli 4,
an excellent video stabilisation plug-in that
was included with Vegas Pro 14. After
upgrading from 14, Mercalli wasn’t available in
version 15. We checked with Magix, which
explained that third-party content is only
supported with the version it’s bundled with,
and that it can’t guarantee newer version
compatibility. This is a common problem with
third-party plug-ins, but it’s particularly
troublesome for video-editing software where
projects can take over a year to complete.
The Suite edition bundles Boris FX

Sapphire Render Unit, which generates
animated textures that might be useful for
titles, disc menus and outlandish special
effects, plus NewBlueFX Titler Pro 5. The Boris
chroma keying and motion tracking plug-ins
from version 14 have disappeared, though.
It’s tricky coming up with groundbreaking

new features for an already mature editor, but
Magix hasn’t risen to the challenge. Faster
render times are welcome but don’t justify the
upgrade price, and there’s little else to sway
the decision. Meanwhile, the outsourcing of
plug-in development to third parties means
their value may be short-lived, and could even
prevent you from opening older projects.
Vegas Pro is still a dependable, capable editor;
we hope it doesn’t drift further off course.

Ben Pitt

⬆ Curve-based keyframe automation should deliver sophisticated animations but it doesn’t work as expected

⬆ Interface tweaks include a choice of colour schemes for the
background and menu buttons
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01A basic PC costing around £350 will
be able to run everyday office,

multimedia and education software and will
easily cope with surfing the internet. It might
even be able to run some modern games.
Many PCs can be sold either with or

without a monitor. If you don’t like the
display that the manufacturer is offering,
you can always use your current one, or
buy another one separately.

02 If you want to play games, you’ll
have to upgrade the graphics card.

Budget cards such as the Nvidia GeForce GTX
1050 will cope well with many 3D games, but
to play the latest 3D games smoothly (and
enjoy the best-quality graphics) it’s worth
upgrading to a more powerful card such as
the Nvidia GeForce GTX 1070.

Choosing a... PC system
03 All modern PCs come with at

least a dual-core processor and
are capable of most tasks. Anyone who
regularly undertakes demanding tasks
such as video editing and encoding
should consider a quad-core or even a
hex-core processor.

04 There are plenty of good reasons to
upgrade the PC’s memory or hard

disk. If you’ll use your PC for gaming, video
editing or other demanding tasks, you’ll
need at least 8GB of RAM and a large hard
disk; 1TB should suffice. Many new PCs have
an SSD, which speeds up the time it takes for
your PC to boot and programs to load.

05 Having plenty of USB ports is
always useful, as most computer

peripherals attach to these ports. Most
new PCs come with the latest USB3 ports,
which provide faster data transfers when
used with supported devices than the
older USB2 standard.

06Most new PCs now come with
Windows 10 pre-installed. Don’t

be too easily swayed by the inclusion of
other software, though, as it may be that
you’ll never use it.

07While most PCs come in cases
of a similar size, some have more

compact mini tower or mini PC cases.
These smaller PCs will fit under your TV
or on your desk more easily, but bear in
mind that they’re significantly harder to
upgrade than full-size machines.

PCs

PC SPECIALIST Apollo K-VR
★★★★★
£1,650 • www.pcspecialist.co.uk

RASPBERRY Pi
Zero W
★★★★★
£10 • www.thepihut.com

If you’ve got the cash for a
truly top-flight gaming
system, look no further

than the Apollo K-VR. Its 8GB GTX 1080
graphics card deftly handles 4K and VR, while
an Intel Core-i7-7700K and 16GB of RAM
make for swift multitasking. There’s potential
for additional overclocking as well.

The Pi Foundation’s latest
pocket-sized hobbyist PC is
a big improvement on the

original Pi Zero, thanks to integrated Wi-Fi
and better performance. It’s not as fast as
the more expensive Pi 3, nor as generous
with connections and ports, but the bargain
Zero W is perfect for low-power projects.

PROCESSORQuad-core 4.2GHz Intel Core i7-7700K • RAM 16GB • FRONTUSB PORTS 2x USB2, 2x
USB3 • REARUSB PORTS 4x USB3X 1x USB3.1, 1x USB Type-C • TOTAL STORAGE 250GB SSD, 1TB
hard disk • GRAPHICS CARD 8GB Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 • DISPLAYNone • OPERATING SYSTEM
Windows 10 Home •WARRANTY Three years labour inc. one year parts and onemonth collect and
return • DETAILSwww.pcspecialist.com • PART CODE Apollo K-VR • FULL REVIEW Jun 2017

PROCESSOR 1GHz single-core Broadcom BCM2835 • RAM 512MB • USB PORTS 1x Micro USB
(power), 1x Micro USB OTG • TOTAL STORAGEMicroSD card slot • DISPLAY None •
OPERATING SYSTEM Raspbian • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.raspberrypi.org •
PART CODE Pi ZeroW • FULL REVIEW Jun 2017

PALICOMP
i5 Titanium
★★★★★
£500 • www.palicomp.co.uk

CCL Reaper
★★★★★
£1,127 • www.cclonline.com

While there’s no
dedicated GPU, the i5
Titanium is a brilliantly

balanced home office PC, with a
capable quad-core processor, compact
case and speedy SSD/hard disk
combo. It’s not particularly upgradable
but, for the price, it offers very good
performance right out of the box.

A price rise from £1,090
means this PC isn’t quite
as good a deal as when

we originally reviewed it, but it’s still a
very well-specced rig. The hexa-core
Ryzen chip delivers immense multitasking
power, the RX 580 can easily handle
1440p gaming, and with watercooling,
Wi-Fi and high-end audio connectors,
there are plenty of extras, too.

PROCESSORQuad-core 3GHz Intel Core i5-7400 • RAM 8GB • FRONT USB PORTS 2x USB3 •
REAR USB PORTS 2x USB2, 2x USB3x 1x USB Type-C • TOTAL STORAGE 250GB SSD, 1TB hard disk
• GRAPHICS CARD None • OPERATING SYSTEMWindows 10 Home • WARRANTY Three years
RTB • DETAILS palicomp.co.uk • PART CODE KAB3 • FULL REVIEWAug 2017

PROCESSOR Hexa-core 3.2GHz AMD Ryzen 5 1600 • RAM 16GB • FRONT USB PORTS 2x USB3 •
REAR USB PORTS 1x USB2 DAC-UP, 4x USB3, 2x USB3.1 • TOTAL STORAGE 250GB SSD, 2TB hard
disk • GRAPHICS CARD 4GB Gigabyte Radeon RX 580 Gaming • OPERATING SYSTEMWindows
10 • WARRANTY Three years collect and return • DETAILSwww.cclonline.com • PART CODE
Game-Reaper 0201 0202 0501 0000 0102 • FULL REVIEWNov 2017

MB • USB PORTS 1x Micro USB
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LAPTOPS

01A basic laptop costing around £300
will run everyday office, multimedia

and education software, but it won’t be
suitable for 3D gaming or processor-intensive
tasks such as video editing. Many laptops at
this price have a 15.4in screen and weigh
around 2.4kg, so they’re best used around
the house and for occasional journeys.

02 If you want to play modern
games, you’ll need a laptop with a

dedicated graphics chip such as the Nvidia
GeForce GTX 1060M. Good gaming laptops
tend to have large 17in screens and weigh
around 3kg, so they’re best suited to use
at home.

03 If you want a laptop that you can
take everywhere, look for a model

Choosing a... Laptop
that weighs less than 2kg. For the best
portability, buy one that has an 11in or 13in
screen. In general, the smaller and lighter the
laptop, the more expensive it is, especially if
it has plenty of processing power.

04 Battery life is extremely important
for a laptop, particularly if you’ll be

carrying it around. We’d expect all but the
biggest and heaviest to last for at least five
hours on a single charge, but for an ultra-
portable that you carry everywhere, eight
hours and above is more desirable.

05 Laptops use mobile versions of
processors to conserve power,

and these lag behind desktop chips when
it comes to performance. For a budget
Windows laptop, an Intel Core i3 processor

will do the job, but if you want better
performance, you should look for an
Intel Core i5 or Core i7 model instead. We
recommend a minimum of 4GB of RAM,
although 8GB is better for multitasking.

06Most budget and mid-range laptops
use a mechanical hard disk for

storage. You’ll want at least 500GB, but
1TB or more is better. Solid-state drives
(SSDs) have faster performance, making
your computer quicker to boot and more
responsive. They have lower capacities,
though. You’ll need at least 128GB.

07 Netbooks are a type of small,
low-cost ultra-portable laptop.

They’re fine for light use, but avoid them if
you want to do complicated tasks.

HP Spectre x360
★★★★★
£1,425 • www.amzn.to/2uYX1Qq

Following in the
footsteps of the
Spectre

13, HP’s Spectre x360 is a
convertible hybrid laptop
with premium ultrabook
sensibilities. That means high
performance from its Core i7 processor, a lush 4K display and even
discrete Nvidia GeForce 940MX graphics.

PROCESSOR Dual-core 2.7GHz Intel Core i7-7500U • RAM 8GB • DIMENSIONS 356x251x17.9mm •
WEIGHT 2kg • SCREEN SIZE 15.6in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 3,840x2,160 • GRAPHICS ADAPTOR
Nvidia GeForce GTX 940MX • TOTAL STORAGE 512GB SSD • OPERATING SYSTEMWindows 10
Home • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.hp.com • PART CODE 15-bl000na •
FULL REVIEW Sep 2017

Sadly we can no
longer find the
UX310UA for the

same bargain price at which we
reviewed it, but this is still a lovely
ultraportable that can last a full working day
away from the mains. Best of all, this price gets you
a more powerful Intel Kaby Lake processor and a
larger SSD.

PROCESSOR Dual-core 2.4GHz Intel Core i3-7100U • RAM 4GB • DIMENSIONS 323x223x18.4mm
• WEIGHT 1.4kg • SCREEN SIZE 13.3in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 1,920x1,080 • TOTAL STORAGE
256GB SSD • OPERATING SYSTEMWindows 10 Home • PARTS AND LABOURWARRANTYOne
year RTB • DETAILSwww.asus.com/uk • PART CODE UX310UA • FULL REVIEW Jul 2017

GIGABYTE
Aero 15
★★★★★
£1,900 • www.yoyotech.co.uk

The Aero 15
is another
slimline

gaming laptop, this time with
the heft of a GeForce GTX 1060 inside.
The result is excellent frame rates even in
highly demanding games, with unusually
long battery life to sweeten the deal.

PROCESSORQuad-core 2.8GHz Intel Core i7-7700HQ • RAM 16GB • DIMENSIONS 356x250x19.9mm
• WEIGHT 2.1kg • SCREEN SIZE 15.6in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 1,980x1,080 • GRAPHICS ADAPTOR
Nvidia GeForce GTX 1060 • TOTAL STORAGE 512GB SSD • OPERATING SYSTEMWindows 10 Home •
WARRANTY Two years RTB • DETAILSwww.gigabyte.com • PART CODE Aero 15W-CF2 •
FULL REVIEWAug 2017

•

DELL XPS 13 (2017)
★★★★★
£1,249 • www.amzn.to/2uirlnL

Powered by an
updated Intel Core
i7-7500U, the refreshed

Dell XPS 13 goes from a tantalising
purchase to an essential one.
The 3,200x1,800 display still
looks excellent, too, both in itself
and surrounded
by the razor-thin
InfinityEdge bezels.

PROCESSORQuad-core 2.7GHz Intel Core i7-7500U • RAM 8GB • DIMENSIONS 304x200x15mm
• WEIGHT 1.29kg • SCREEN SIZE 13.3in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 3,200x1,800 •
GRAPHICS ADAPTOR Intel HD Graphics 620 • TOTAL STORAGE 256GB SSD •
OPERATING SYSTEMWindows 10 Home • WARRANTY Three years RTB •
DETAILSwww.dell.com/uk • PART CODE XPS 13 9360 • FULL REVIEWMay 2017
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★★★★★
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SMARTPHONES

MOTOROLA Moto Z2 Play
★★★★★
£379 • SIM-free www.motorola.co.uk

The second-generation version of our
favourite modular smartphone takes
some small steps back on battery life

and display quality, but is still a lot of smartphone for
the cash, with good performance and a sharpshooting
camera. It’s compatible with older Moto Mods, too.

PROCESSOROcta-core 2.2GHz Qualcomm Snapdragon 626 • SCREEN SIZE 5.5in • SCREEN
RESOLUTION 1,920x1,080 • REAR CAMERA 12 megapixels • STORAGE 64GB • WIRELESS DATA 4G
• DIMENSIONS 156x76x6mm • WEIGHT 145g • OPERATING SYSTEM Android 7.1 • WARRANTY
One year RTB • DETAILSwww.motorola.co.uk • PART CODE XT1710 • FULL REVIEWNov 2017

SAMSUNG Galaxy S8
★★★★★
£540 SIM-free; £10 on £42-per-month contract •
www.amzn.to/2qNy2fT (SIM-free);
www.carphonewarehouse.com (contract)

The most powerful Android phone
ever. The camera is superb, the
display is dazzling, and even the base

model comes in a beautiful, almost completely bezel-free, design.

PROCESSORQuad-core 2.3GHz Samsung Exynos 8895 • SCREEN SIZE 5.8in • SCREEN RESOLUTION
2,560x1,440 • REAR CAMERA 12megapixels • STORAGE 64GB •WIRELESSDATA 4G • DIMENSIONS
149x68x8mm •WEIGHT 155g • OPERATING SYSTEM Android 7.0 •WARRANTYOne-year RTB •
DETAILSwwww.samsung.com/uk • PART CODE SM-G950FZKABTU • FULL REVIEW Jul 2017

LENOVO P2
★★★★★
£200 SIM-free; free on £18-per-month contract •
www.three.co.uk

It’s not the fastest phone in its price
range, nor does it have the best
camera or design. But the P2 is a

reliable jack-of-all-trades handset, with the exception
of its battery life, which is the best we’ve ever seen.

PROCESSOROcta-core 2GHz Snapdragon 625 • SCREEN SIZE 5.5in • SCREEN RESOLUTION
1,920x,1080 • REAR CAMERA 13 megapixels • STORAGE 32GB • WIRELESS DATA 4G •
DIMENSIONS 153x76x8.3mm • WEIGHT 177g • OPERATING SYSTEM Android 6.0.1 • WARRANTY
One year RTB • DETAILSwww.lenovo.com • PART CODE P2aH42 • FULL REVIEW Jun 2017

ONEPLUS 5
★★★★★
£449 SIM-free; £10 on £41-per-month contract •
www.oneplus.net (SIM-free); www.o2.co.uk (contract)

The most expensive OnePlus handset
yet is also the most powerful, packing
a flagship-grade Snapdragon 835

processor that helps it match or surpass pricier rivals.

PROCESSORQuad-core 2.45GHz QualcommSnapdragon 835 • SCREEN SIZE 5.5in • SCREEN
RESOLUTION 1,920x1,080 • REAR CAMERA 16 megapixels + 20megapixels • STORAGE 64GB •
WIRELESS DATA 4G • DIMENSIONS 154x74x7.3mm •WEIGHT 158g • OPERATING SYSTEM
Android 7.1 •WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.oneplus.net • PART CODEOnePlus 5 •
FULL REVIEWOct 2017

NOKIA 3310
★★★★★
£39 PAYG • www.vodafone.co.uk

Possibly the most beloved feature
phone of all time is back with a 2017
redesign. It’s not as flexible, app-wise,

as a cheap Android handset, but it’s light, compact,
and can last for days on a single charge, so it makes
for a perfect backup device.

PROCESSOR Not stated • SCREEN SIZE 2.4in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 320x240 • REAR CAMERA
2megapixels • STORAGE 16MB •WIRELESS DATA 2G • DIMENSIONS 116x51x12.8mm •WEIGHT
80g • OPERATING SYSTEM Nokia Series 30+ •WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.nokia.
com • PART CODE 3310 • FULL REVIEW Sep 2017

01 A smartphone’s operating system
(OS) dictates its basic features

and which third-party software you can
install. There are three main contenders:
Apple’s iOS, which is found on the iPhone,
Google’s Android, which is used by various
handset manufacturers, and Windows
Phone, which has few options. Apple iOS
and Google Android have the most apps
available but Windows Phone is slowly
catching up.

02All smartphones have colour screens,
but their resolutions vary. Basic

models have 800x480 pixels, but text can be
indistinct. Look for a display that has at least
1,280x720 pixels so it’s easy to browse web

Choosing a... Smartphone
pages. Don’t worry too much about built-in
media players or Office document editors;
you can always install apps to replace these
with better versions later.
The image quality of smartphone cameras

has improved tremendously in recent years,
and resolutions have increased to as high as
20 megapixels.

03Very few modern smartphones have a
physical keyboard for entering text;

they almost exclusively use touchscreens
now. Physical keyboards can aid heavy
emailing, but today’s touchscreen keyboards
work just as well.
Android smartphones and iPhones

running iOS 9 or 10 allow you to install a

variety of custom onscreen keyboards so
you can find one that suits you.

04 Be careful when choosing a contract.
Look for one that includes a large

data allowance if you want to use the
internet regularly or you’ve set your phone
to synchronise your contacts, calendar and
email through online services.
Built-in Wi-Fi can help you avoid high data

charges by connecting to the internet
through wireless hotspots when you’re out,
or your router when you’re at home. Android
and iPhone handsets can operate as wireless
hotspots, letting you connect your laptop to
the web over your mobile data connection.
There may be an extra charge for this.

HONOR 8 Pro
★★★★★
£479 • www.debenhamsplus.com

If you can live with the EMUI skin, the
Honor 8 Pro is a fantastic phablet. It
competes with more expensive

flagships on performance, and has a vibrant 5.7in
display, plus a sharp rear camera with 4K video capture.

PROCESSOROcta-core 2.4GHz Qualcomm Snapdragon 960 • SCREEN SIZE
5.7in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 2,560x1,440 • REAR CAMERA 12 megapixels •
STORAGE 64GB • WIRELESS DATA 4G • DIMENSIONS 157x78x7mm •
WEIGHT 184g • OPERATING SYSTEM Android 7.0 • DETAILSwww.hihonor.
com/uk • PART CODE DUK-L09 • FULL REVIEWAug 2017
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01 All tablets rely on an operating system
(OS) to run apps. You have three main

choices: Apple’s iOS, which runs on the iPad,
Android, which Google licenses to various
manufacturers, and Windows 10, which is
slowly becoming more common in hybrid
tablets and convertibles. If you own an Apple
or Google smartphone, you can download
your apps, music and so on to a tablet that
runs the same OS, so it makes sense to stick
with a compatible device.

02 It’s important to pick a tablet that has
a good-quality high-resolution screen.

Many budget tablets have 1,280x800-
resolution displays, but better tablets have
Full HD 1,920x1,080 panels, and we’re

Choosing a... Tablet
starting to see tablets that have even higher
screen resolutions. Some are as high as
2,560x1,600 or even 4K. Entry-level tablets
typically use TN panels, which don’t have
particularly good viewing angles. The viewing
angles of IPS panels are much better.

03 If you want to listen to music, watch
films and play games, make sure your

tablet has plenty of storage. Many tablets
come with 8GB or 16GB of internal storage,
although some budget models have less.
You’ll typically pay more for a higher storage
capacity. Many tablets also have microSD
slots that let you add extra storage, although
you won’t find one on an iPad. This is a cheap
way of boosting storage capacity.

04 Tablets rarely include a SIM card slot.
This means you’ll have to rely on

Wi-Fi to get online, although some tablets
let you access the internet through your
smartphone. If you want mobile access to
the internet, look for 3G- and 4G-ready
devices. These almost always cost more
than Wi-Fi-only models but they’re great
if you use your tablet while commuting
or travelling.

05 Your choice of tablet determines the
apps you can use on it. You may find

that some of the apps you want are available
on iOS but not Android and vice versa.
Windows 10, meanwhile, runs traditional
desktop applications.

TABLETS

SAMSUNG Galaxy Book 10.6in
★★★★★
£650 • www.johnlewis.com

HUAWEI MediaPad M3
★★★★★
£290 • www.ebuyer.com

APPLE iPad Pro 10.5in
★★★★★
£619 • www.apple.com/uk

MICROSOFT Surface Pro (2017)
★★★★★
£2,149 • www.microsoft.com

SAMSUNG Galaxy Tab S3
★★★★★
£600 • www.currys.co.uk

AMAZON Kindle Oasis
★★★★★
£270 • www.currys.co.uk

Good budget 2-in-1s are rare, but
Samsung hits the mark with its
10.6in Galaxy Book. The Full HD

touchscreen display looks great and, unlike
with the iPad Pro or Surface Pro ranges, the excellent keyboard and
stylus peripherals come included in the box.

Android slates may have fallen out
of fashion in favour of 2-in-1s, but
the MediaPad M3 shows they can

still be worth your cash. The Kirin 950 chip delivers
massive processing power, and the sleek design
and vibrant screen deserve your attention as well.

While it’s still stuck with a
mobile OS, rather than the
productivity-friendly macOS,

there’s no arguing with the latest iPad Pro’s raw
power. An A10X Fusion chip makes it much faster than the 9.7in
model in both multitasking and single-threaded applications.

This pricey 2-in-1 earns every penny,
with its colourful, pin-sharp
display, best-in-class app

performance, lengthy battery life and quality
keyboard cover. It’s been given welcome design
tweaks too, like a more durable hinge and smoothed-off edges.

Yes, it’s incredibly expensive for an
Android slate, but the Galaxy Tab S3
is pure luxury: the AMOLED display

looks exquisite, the stereo speakers sound great, and
Samsung’s S Pen stylus is included as standard.

The Kindle Oasis is
expensive by eReader
standards, but you

absolutely get what you pay for: a well-built,
long-lasting device with a sharp screen and
brilliant clip-on cover accessory.

PROCESSORDual-core Intel Corem3-7Y30 • SCREEN SIZE 10.6in • SCREEN RESOLUTION
1,920x1,280 • REAR CAMERANone • STORAGE 64GB •WIRELESSDATANo • DIMENSIONS
261x179x8.9mm •WEIGHT 650g • OPERATING SYSTEMWindows 10 Home •WARRANTY Two years
RTB • DETAILSwww.samsung.com/uk • PART CODE SM-W620NZKAXAR • FULL REVIEWNov 2017

PROCESSOROcta-core 2.3GHz Hisilicon Kiring 950 • SCREEN SIZE 8.4in • SCREEN RESOLUTION
2,560x1,440 • REAR CAMERA 8 megapixels • STORAGE 32GB • WIRELESS DATA 4G •
DIMENSIONS 124x215x7.3mm • WEIGHT 320g • OPERATING SYSTEM Android 6.0 • WARRANTY
One year RTB • DETAILSwww.huawei.com/uk • PART CODE BTV-DL09 • FULL REVIEW Feb 2017

PROCESSORHexa-core 2.36GHz Apple A10X Fusion •SCREENSIZE 10.5in •SCREENRESOLUTION
2,224x1,668 •REARCAMERA 12megapixels •STORAGE 64/256/512GB •WIRELESSDATA 4G (cellular
version) •DIMENSIONS 251x174x6.1mm •WEIGHT 469g •OPERATING SYSTEM iOS 11 •WARRANTY
One year RTB •DETAILSwww.apple.com/uk •PARTCODE 9.7in iPad Pro • FULL REVIEWOct 2017

PROCESSORDual-core 2.4GHz Intel Core i7-7660U • SCREEN SIZE 12.3in • SCREEN RESOLUTION
2,736x1,824 • REARCAMERA 8megapixels • STORAGE 512GB •WIRELESSDATANo • DIMENSIONS
292x201x8.5mm •WEIGHT 784g • OPERATING SYSTEMWindows 10 Pro •WARRANTYOne year
RTB • DETAILSwww.microsoft.com • PART CODE FKH-00002 • FULL REVIEW Sep 2017

PROCESSORQuad-core 2.2GHz Qualcomm Snapdragon 820 • SCREEN SIZE 9.7n •
SCREEN RESOLUTION 2,048x1,536 • REAR CAMERA 13 megapixels • STORAGE 32GB •
WIRELESS DATA None (4G optional) • DIMENSIONS 2937x169x6mm • WEIGHT 429g •
OPERATING SYSTEM Android 7.0 • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.samsung.com/uk
• PART CODE SM-T820 • FULL REVIEWAug 2017

PROCESSORNot stated • SCREEN SIZE 6in • SCREEN RESOLUTION 1,440x1,080 •REAR CAMERA
None • STORAGE 4GB •WIRELESS DATANone •DIMENSIONS 143x122x8.5mm •WEIGHT 131g •
OPERATING SYSTEM Kindle OS •WARRANTYOne year RTB •DETAILSwww.amazon.co.uk •
PART CODE Kindle Oasis • FULL REVIEW Aug 2016
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SONY RX100 V
★★★★★
£884 • www.amzn.to/2rtLjLf

FUJIFILM X-T2
★★★★★
£1,365 • www.amzn.to/2qHCw7h

NIKON D3400
★★★★★
£429 • www.johnlewis.com

PANASONIC Lumix GH5
★★★★★
£1,699 • www.wexphotographic.com

PANASONIC Lumix DMC-G80
★★★★★
£799 • www.jessops.com

It may be small, but the RX100
V is seriously fast, and because
it also captures a surprising

amount of light, image and video quality are both top-notch.

The X-T2 is a mirrorless
CSC capable of shooting
high-quality images at incredibly high burst speeds,

making it ideal for wildlife and sports photography.

A collection of minor
improvements to battery life,
shooting speed and stills quality

add up to make the D3400 the best entry-level DSLR available.

This update to the brilliant
GH4 can take great photos,
but it’s video capture where the GH5 truly excels. Its

4K, 60fps footage is crisp enough for serious indie filmmaking, and it
supports 10-bit recording and an optional flat colour profile as well.

The G80 is ahead of the pack
when it comes to video quality,
and its stills look great as well. It’s

more expensive than the preceding G7, but includes a
superior 12-60mm kit lens, among other improvements.

SENSOR RESOLUTION 20 megapixels • SENSOR SIZE 13.2x8.8mm (1in) • FOCAL LENGTH
MULTIPLIER 2.7x • VIEWFINDER Electronic (2,400,000 dots) • LCD SCREEN 3in (1,228,800 dots) •
OPTICAL ZOOM (35mm-EQUIVALENT FOCAL LENGTHS) 2.9x (24-70mm) • 35mm-EQUIVALENT
APERTURE f/4.9-7.6 • WEIGHT 298g • DIMENSIONS 60x104x41mm • WARRANTYOne year RTB
• DETAILSwww.sony.co.uk • FULL REVIEW Apr 2017

SENSOR RESOLUTION 24 megapixels • SENSOR SIZE 23.6x15.6mm (APS-C) •
FOCAL LENGTHMULTIPLIER 1.5x • VIEWFINDER Electronic (2.36 million dots) • LCD SCREEN 3in
(1.04 million dots) • VIEWFINDERMAGNIFICATION (35mm-EQUIVALENT, COVERAGE) 0.77x,
100% • LENSMOUNT Fujifilm XMount • WEIGHT 507g • DIMENSIONS 92x143x51mm •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.fujifilm.eu/uk • FULL REVIEWMay 2017

SENSOR RESOLUTION 24 megapixels • SENSOR SIZE 23.5x15.6mm (APS-C) • VIEWFINDER
Optical TTL • LCD SCREEN 3in (921,000 dots) • OPTICAL ZOOM (35mm-EQUIVALENT FOCAL
LENGTHS) 3x (27-82.5mm) • 35mm-EQUIVALENT APERTURE f/5.25-8.4 • LENSMOUNT Nikon F
Mount • WEIGHT 655g • DIMENSIONS 99x124x135mm • WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.europe-nikon.com • FULL REVIEW Jun 2017

SENSOR RESOLUTION 20megapixels • SENSOR SIZE 17.3x13mm • FOCAL LENGTH
MULTIPLIER 2x • VIEWFINDER Electronic (3,680,000 dots) • LCD SCREEN 3.2in (1,620,000 dots) •
LENSMOUNTMicro Four Thirds •WEIGHT 725g (with kit lens) • DIMENSIONS 98x146x88mm •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.panasonic.com/uk • FULL REVIEW Sep 2017

SENSOR RESOLUTION 16 megapixels • SENSOR SIZE 17.3x13mm • FOCAL LENGTHMULTIPLIER
2x • VIEWFINDER Electronic (2,360,000 dots) • LCD SCREEN 3in (1,040,000 dots) •
LENSMOUNTMicro Four Thirds • WEIGHT 715g with kit lens • DIMENSIONS 79x137x130mm •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.panasonic.com/uk • FULL REVIEW Jul 2017

CANON G7 X Mark II
★★★★★
£541 • www.wexphotographic.com

The successor to our
favourite camera of 2015, the
G7 X Mark II is another fantastic CSC. A capable 1in

sensor, a tilting touchscreen, a comfortable grip and a big 4.2x optical
zoom; this has all you need to take great photos even in low light.

SENSOR RESOLUTION 20 megapixels • SENSOR SIZE 1in • LCD SCREEN 3in (1,040,000 dots) •
OPTICAL ZOOM (35mm-EQUIVALENT FOCAL LENGTHS) 4.2x (24-100mm) • 35mm-EQUIVALENT
APERTURE f/5-7.7 • LENS MOUNT Canon EF-S •WEIGHT 319g • DIMENSIONS 64x108x42mm •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.canon.co.uk • FULL REVIEWOct 2016
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01 A basic digital camera will suit
someone who wants to take pictures

to view on their computer and create 7x5in
prints. It should cost around £80, but there
may be hidden downsides such as slow
performance and very basic user controls.

02 Spend a little more and you’ll get a
higher resolution. A 16-megapixel

sensor has the potential to produce sharp
prints up to A3 size, but only if it and the lens
are of a suitably high quality. Very high
resolutions in compact cameras tend to
boost noise more than detail levels, so many
of the best models strike a sensible balance
by using a 12-megapixel sensor.
Back-illuminated CMOS sensors tend

to produce less noise than CCDs, but

Choosing a... Digital camera
check our reviews to find out how a
particular model performs.

03 A 3x zoom lens provides you with
reasonable scope for framing your

shots, but a larger range can do wonders
for your photography. Most compact
cameras can manage a 5x zoom, while
pocket-size ultra-zoom cameras can
provide 24x zoom ranges.
Numbers such as 28-105mm tell you the

wide-angle and telephoto limits of the zoom
range. Big zooms require optical image
stabilisation to avoid blur due to camera
shake when zoomed right in.

04Most cameras now have a 3in screen.
Look out for 460,000-dot or

921,000-dot resolutions for a sharper picture.
A touchscreen is useful for moving the
autofocus point.

05 Leave some room in your budget for a
memory card, as the bundled memory

provided with a camera is never enough. A
16GB card costs less than £10. You may also
need to buy batteries.

06 Don’t forget that a camera’s
specification tells you very little

about its image quality. You’ll need to read
our reviews for that. With a compact
camera, we believe the user shouldn’t have
to grapple with complicated controls in
order to take great pictures in a range of
lighting conditions.
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DISPLAYS

01 A basic 24in LCD monitor costs
around £100. It will be fine for typical

Windows work but is likely to have poor
viewing angles, so you’ll need to sit straight
on for the best picture quality. Its colour
accuracy may not be very good, either.

02 A VGA input lets you use the monitor
with any PC, but the quality may not

be as good as it is over DVI or HDMI. Both
are digital connections and require a
compatible graphics card but they avoid the
need for digital-to-analogue or analogue-to-
digital conversions, which can reduce image
quality. A digital connection achieves the
best picture automatically, so you won’t have
to adjust clock or phase settings as you do
with analogue connections.

Choosing a... Display
Many DVI and all HDMI connections

support HDCP, which lets you watch
protected video content, such as Blu-ray
movies. DisplayPort is becoming more
popular, but you’ll need a graphics card with
a DisplayPort output (mini or full-size) to
use this input on your monitor.

03 A larger monitor will be easier on the
eye and may have a higher resolution.

Most monitors have a resolution of at least
1,920x1,080 (1080p), which provides lots of
room for working with multiple windows at
the same time. For even higher resolutions,
you’ll need a larger display. Some 27in and
30in screens have 2,560x1,600 or even 4K
resolutions. You’ll need a graphics card with
a dual-link DVI output and a dual-link DVI

cable or either HDMI or DisplayPort to use a
monitor at these resolutions.

04 If you want better picture quality,
look for a monitor with a high

contrast ratio. The higher the ratio, the
whiter the whites and the blacker the blacks.
You’ll also be able to see more fine detail in
images with high contrast levels. Viewing
angles are important, as wider angles mean
you don’t have to sit directly in front of the
monitor to get the best picture. Wider
viewing angles also allow more people to
view the screen at the same time.
Fast response times reduce ghosting,

but don’t be dazzled by the numbers. A
response time of 25ms or quicker is fine
for all applications.

ASUS VC239H
★★★★★
£126 • www.box.co.uk

BENQ SW2700PT
★★★★★
£609 • www.amzn.to/2fj53dh

IIYAMA G-Master GB2888UHSU
Gold Phoenix
★★★★★
£360 • www.overclockers.co.uk

PHILIPS Brilliance 258B6QUEB
★★★★★
£362 • www.uk.insight.com

It’s rare to see IPS
panels on monitors
this cheap, and in

Standard mode, the VC239H
delivers much better image quality
than we’ve come to expect from budget displays.

After calibration, this
professional-grade
monitor has near-perfect

colour accuracy, so it’s ideal for photo and
video editing. The Quad HD resolution also ensures there’s plenty of
room for Windows multitasking.

A USB Type-C port doesn’t
sound like the most thrilling
feature on a monitor, but it

gives the Brilliance 258B6QUEB a wonderful
flexibility, allowing you to hook up any laptop, 2-in-1 or Type-C
peripheral. Picture quality is very good, too.

SCREEN SIZE 23in • RESOLUTION 1,920x1,080 • SCREEN TECHNOLOGY IPS • VIDEO INPUTS
VGA, DVI, HDMI • WARRANTY Three years RTB • DETAILSwww.asus.com/uk • PART CODE
VC239H • FULL REVIEWMar 2017

SCREEN SIZE 27in • RESOLUTION 2,560x1,440 • SCREEN TECHNOLOGY IPS (AHVA) •
VIDEO INPUTS DVI, HDMI, DisplayPort • WARRANTY Three years RTB •
DETAILSwww.benq.com • PART CODEM352753 • FULL REVIEWNov 2017

SCREEN SIZE 28in • RESOLUTION 3,840x2,160 • SCREEN TECHNOLOGY TN •
VIDEO INPUTS VGA, 3x HDMI, DisplayPort • WARRANTY Two years collect and return •
DETAILSwww.iiyama.com • PART CODE ProLite GB2888UHSU-B1 • FULL REVIEW Aug 2016

SCREEN SIZE 25in • RESOLUTION 2,560x1,440 • SCREEN TECHNOLOGY IPS • REFRESH RATE
60Hz • VIDEO INPUTS VGA, HDMI, DisplayPort, DVI, USB Type-C • WARRANTY Three years RTB
• DETAILSwww.philips.co.uk • FULL REVIEWMar 2017

It’s unusual to consider a £360
monitor a bargain, but that’s what
this is: a 28in, Ultra HD display with a mere 1ms

response time and support for AMD’s anti-tearing FreeSync tech.

AOC AGON AG271QX
★★★★★
£420 • www.overclockers.co.uk

SCREEN SIZE 27in • RESOLUTION 2,560x1,440 • SCREEN TECHNOLOGY TN • REFRESH RATE
144Hz • VIDEO INPUTS VGA, 2x HDMI, DisplayPort, DVI • WARRANTY Three years RTB •
DETAILS aoc-europe.com • FULL REVIEWMay 2017

This is the ideal 27in
monitor for gaming:
smoothing Adaptive Sync,

a resolution that’s sharp but not too
demanding, a high 144Hz refresh rate and
minimal input lag. Contrast and colours are generally good as well.

SAMSUNG CF791
★★★★★
£760 • www.ebuyer.com

With its Quantum
Dot display, the CF791
can achieve pristine colour

coverage and superp accuracy. Its Ultra HD resolution and 34in
curved screen make it ideal for multitasking, but a 100Hz refresh rate
and AMD FreeSync support ensure it’s even better for 4K gaming.

SCREEN SIZE 34in • RESOLUTION 3,840x1,440 • SCREEN TECHNOLOGY VA •
REFRESH RATE 100Hz • VIDEO INPUTSDisplayPort, HDMI •WARRANTY Two years RTB •
DETAILSwww.samsung.com/uk • FULL REVIEWOct 2017
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HOME CINEMA

01 A 32in Full HD TV costs around
£200 and will suit smaller living

rooms. TVs look much smaller in the shop
than in your home, so measure the space
available before you buy.
Curved TVs are becoming increasingly

more common, but bear in mind that these
typically take up more floor space than a
traditional flat set.

02 A 1,920x1,080-resolution TV can
display a 1080p image. You can still

buy TVs with a 720p (1,366x768) resolution,
but they’re no cheaper and the image won’t
be as sharp. 3,840x2,560 Ultra HD resolution,
or 4K, TVs are finally available at reasonable
prices, although you’ll still pay a premium for
one over a 1080p model.

Choosing a... TV
03 Consider the number of inputs

you’ll need to connect the rest of
your equipment. Two HDMI ports should be
the bare minimum, but many TV sets come
with four HDMI connectors. You’ll need
HDMI 2.0 if you want a future-proof 4K TV,
as this is the only way to get 60fps video
playback from external sources at such
a high resolution.
If you want to plug a PC into your TV,

you’ll need to use either HDMI or VGA
inputs. Be aware that some TVs only let you
use a PC on an analogue input, and others
won’t display the Windows desktop at the
TV’s highest resolution.

04 The contrast ratio tells you the
difference between the darkest

and the brightest shades that the screen
will be able to display. The higher the
number, the darker the blacks and the
brighter the whites. A screen with a high
contrast ratio is more likely to show a
wider range of detail.

05 HD content is now becoming fairly
widespread, but if you want Ultra

HD content your options are more limited.
Most Ultra HD TVs have Netflix built into
their smart TV systems, but only BT is
currently providing live Ultra HD video,
with BT Sport Ultra HD.
Ultra HD Blu-ray players are due to arrive

in 2016, but in the meantime Amazon’s Fire
TV set-top box will stream its Instant Video
service at Ultra HD resolutions.

SAMSUNG UE49KS7000
★★★★★
£879 • www.reliantdirect.co.uk

While there’s
no subwoofer
or Wi-Fi here,

the M3 is an awesome soundbar that looks as good as it
sounds. It also improves on the old Media 4 with HDMI
ARC support.

A good-quality 4K TV
needn’t cost the earth,
as the UE49KS7000

proves. In fact, this Quantum Dot
display earned the UHD Alliance’s
UHD Premium badge for its rich, detailed visuals.

SPEAKERS 4 • RMS POWER OUTPUT 80W •WEIGHT 4kg • NETWORKING Bluetooth •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.qacoustics.co.uk • PART CODEQA7440 •
FULL REVIEW Jun 2017

SCREEN SIZE 49in • NATIVE RESOLUTION 3,840x2,160 • VIDEO INPUTS 4x HDMI • TUNER
Freeview HD, Freesat HD • DIMENSIONS 1,089x634x43mm •WARRANTY Five years RTB •
DETAILSwww.samsung.com/uk • PART CODE UE49KS7000 • FULL REVIEW Apr 2017

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO TV2 (v2)
★★★★★
£200 • shop.cambridgeaudio.co.uk

The TV2 (v2) is a simple,
clean-looking soundbase. What it lacks in multiroom
capability, due to its lack of Wi-Fi, it more than

makes up in exquisite sound quality, especially with an integrated
subwoofer producing strong but controlled bass.

SPEAKERS 3 • RMS POWER OUTPUT 150 • DIMENSIONS 100x500x333mm • WEIGHT Not
stated • DOCK CONNECTOR None • NETWORKING Bluetooth (aptX) • WARRANTY Two years
repair and replace • DETAILSwww.cambridgeaudio.co.uk • PART CODE TV2 (v2) •
FULL REVIEW Jul 2017

POLK Audio MagniFi Mini
★★★★★
£339 • www.hifix.co.uk

A tiny soundbar with big sound, the
MagniFi Mini takes up hardly any
space under your TV but is capable of filling the living

room with crystal-clear music and dialogue. Best of all, it comes with
a standalone subwoofer, empowering bass booms with an extra kick.

SPEAKERS 7 • RMS POWEROUTPUT 150W • DIMENSIONS 813x340x101mm (soundbar),
366x118x366mm (subwoofer) •WEIGHT 1.76kg (soundbar), 3.68kg (subwoofer) • DOCK
CONNECTORNone • NETWORKING 802.11acWi-Fi, Bluetooth •WARRANTYOne year repair and
replace • DETAILSwww.polkaudio.com • PART CODEMagniFiMini • FULL REVIEW Sep 2017

PANASONIC Viera TX-50DX802B
★★★★★
£999 • www.johnlewis.com

The Viera
TX-50DX802B not
only looks great and

comes equipped with an expansive
suite of smart apps, but it also has its own soundbar, allowing for
clearer, boomier movie nights.

SCREEN SIZE 50in • NATIVE RESOLUTION 3,840x2,160 • VIDEO INPUTS 3x HDMI (1x ARC),
component, composite • TUNER Freeview HD • DIMENSIONS 1,115x647x35mm • WARRANTY Five
years RTB • DETAILSwww.panasonic.com/uk • PART CODE TX-50DX802B • FULL REVIEWApr 2017

PANASONIC DMP-UB900
★★★★★
£299 • www.johnlewis.com

Together with the
Samsung UBD-K8500,
this forms the vanguard of a new

breed of Ultra HD Blu-ray players. Samsung’s model is cheaper,
but the DMP-UB900 has superior features, particularly where
audio delivery is concerned.

BLU-RAY PROFILE 6.0 • 3D CAPABLE Yes • DIMENSIONS 435x199x68mm •
NETWORKING Ethernet, 802.11ac Wi-Fi • WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.panasonic.co.uk • PART CODE DMP-UB900EB • FULL REVIEW Aug 2016

Q Acoustics M3
★★★★★
£299 • www.weybridge-audio.co.uk
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BOWERS & WILKINS P7 Wireless
★★★★★
£320 • www.johnlewis.com

SOUNDMAGIC HP151
★★★★★
£120 • www.amzn.to/2vHTkw1

PANASONIC SC-All7CD
★★★★★
£319 • www.johnlewis.com

LG SH5
★★★★★
£159 • www.cramptonandmoore.co.uk

LIBRATONE One Click
★★★★★
£139 • www.johnlewis.com

Bowers & Wilkins’ second-ever
pair of Bluetooth headphones
are a triumph – they’re

exceedingly comfortable and sound superb,
even without any active noise cancelling.

Despite the HP151’s
enormous 2.5m cable
making it impractical to use

outdoors, this is a rich-sounding set of
headphones that make for very comfortable
listening at home.

A focus on
good old-
fashioned CDs,

in addition to the usual digital
streaming services, makes the SC-All7CD one of the most versatile
multiroom speaker systems you can buy.

Proof that great-sounding
soundbar and subwoofer
combos don’t need to cost the earth,

the LG SH5 is a sleek, stylish 2.1 set with plenty of modes
and features.

The One Click has one of the
cleverer wireless speaker designs
we’ve seen; it’s surrounded by a

rubber frame with both protective bumpers and a
carry handle/hook. Hang it up or just let it stand, and
you’ll get rich, loud sound in 360 degrees.

HEADPHONES SUBTYPEOver-ear headset • PLUG TYPE 3.5mm
jack plug (optional) • WEIGHT 323g • CABLE LENGTH 1.2m •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.bowers-wilkins.co.uk •
PART CODE FP38954 • FULL REVIEW Feb 2017

SPEAKERS 2.1 • RMS POWER OUTPUT 40W • WEIGHT 3.4kg • NETWORKING Bluetooth •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.panasonic.com • PART CODE SC-All7CD •
FULL REVIEW Dec 2016

SPEAKERS 2.1 • RMS POWER OUTPUT 320W • DOCK CONNECTOR None • NETWORKING
Bluetooth 4.0 • DIMENSIONS 945x53x85mm (soundbar), 171x320x252mm (subwoofer) • WEIGHT
2.26kg • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.lg.com/uk • PART CODE SH5 • FULL
REVIEW Jan 2017

SPEAKERS 2 • RMS POWER OUTPUT Not disclosed • DOCK CONNECTOR None • WIRELESS
Bluetooth (SBC) • DIMENSIONS 120x41x205mm • WEIGHT 0.9kg • WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.libratone.com • PART CODEOne Click • FULL REVIEWOct 2016
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UE Wonderboom
★★★★★
£85 • www.amzn.to/2s4lpgH

The Wonderboom may
look small, and it is, but
this portable, waterproof

speaker is capable of blasting out sound
that’s both incredibly loud and
satisfyingly rich.

SPEAKERS 2 • RMS POWER OUTPUT Not stated • DOCK CONNECTOR None •
NETWORKING Bluetooth • DIMENSIONS 40x46x65mm • WEIGHT 425g • WARRANTY Two years
RTB • DETAILSwww.ultimateears.com • PART CODE 82343342 • FULL REVIEWAug 2017
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HEADPHONES SUBTYPEOver-ear headset • PLUG TYPE 3.5mm jack plug •WEIGHT 288g •
CABLE LENGTH 2.5m •WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.soundmagicheadphones.com •
PART CODE HP151-BK • FULL REVIEWOct 2017

Choosing a... Soundbar
01 If you don’t have space in your home

cinema setup for a set of surround-
sound speakers, a soundbar is the next best
thing. Whether you opt for a soundbar
(which typically sits in front of your TV
stand) or a soundplate (which sits
underneath your TV), you’ll be getting
significantly better audio than the weedy
speakers today’s flatscreen TVs provide.

02 If you want to cut down on cable
clutter, look for a soundbar with

multiple HDMI inputs and outputs as well as
Audio Return Channel (ARC). Not all
soundbars use HDMI, with many making do
with digital optical audio connections
instead. This means you’ll have to connect
Blu-ray players, games consoles and set-top

boxes to your TV and run all audio through a
single cable. Also look for phono inputs for
connecting older devices and 3.5mm audio
jacks for tablets or smartphones.

03 As with any speaker, the number of
speaker drivers inside a soundbar

should give a good indication of its audio
capabilities. Although this won’t tell you
everything about sound quality, you should
still look out for separate mid-range drivers
and tweeters, as these should be able to
deliver a wider frequency range than
full-range drivers alone.

04 Bluetooth support is a must if you
want to listen to music from a

smartphone or tablet without wires.

Most soundbars now include Bluetooth as
standard but, if your device supports it, it’s
worth looking for a mobile soundbar that
includes aptX. This less-lossy codec is
capable of higher-quality streaming than
the standard A2DP profile.
AirPlay streaming is less common, but

iPhone owners should keep an eye out for it.

05 For a little extra bass, be sure to
look for a soundbar with a separate

subwoofer. Many soundbars include a
wired sub, but for extra convenience you
should look for a model with a wireless
subwoofer instead. These can be placed
anywhere in a room near a power socket,
without having to run a cable back to the
soundbar itself.
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AMAZON Fire TV
with 4K Ultra HD
★★★★★
£80 • www.pcworldbusiness.co.uk

AMAZON Fire TV Stick
★★★★★
£40 • www.amzn.to/2s4qrKp

NVIDIA Shield TV (2017)
★★★★★
£190 • www.johnlewis.com

GOPRO Hero 5 Black
★★★★★
£400 • www.johnlewis.com

PANASONIC HC-VX980
★★★★★
£549 • www.jessops.com

SAMSUNG Gear 360 (2017)
★★★★★
£204 • www.amzn.to/2wesOMX

This upgraded box has plenty of services your 4K TV
might not have (much more so than the competing
Chromecast Ultra), and you can play games on it, too.

Don’t have a 4K
TV? No worries – the
standard Fire TV Stick is a wonderful little streamer

in its own right. The 2017 model has added Alexa, Amazon’s digital
assistant, so searching through the vast library is easier than ever.

A good media streamer/
Android games console hybrid made even better by a
more comfortable controller, a wider range of

streaming sources and smart home integration.

At last, GoPro’s flagship
action camera finally has
built-in waterproofing.

That’s the biggest in a sizable list of
improvements over the Hero 4 Black, making this the superior
purchase in spite of its higher price.

This 4K-capable camcorder
lets you capture 8-megapixel
stills from 4K video. It has

fantastic image stabilisation and its HDR video mode can help
with exposing difficult scenes. The newest model has been updated
with more useful 4K cropping modes and slow-motion features, too.

Samsung’s updated 360º camera
improves on the original in every way: it’s
more portable, supports live video stream,

and is no longer limited to Samsung Galaxy phones. Best
of all, it’s cheaper than the previous model was at launch.

VIDEO OUTPUTS HDMI 2.0 • NETWORKING 802.11ac Wi-Fi, 10/100 Ethernet • DIMENSIONS
115x115x17mm • STREAMING FORMATS UPnP, AirPlay, DLNA, Plex • INTERNET STREAMING
SERVICES iPlayer, Netflix, Sky News, Spotify, TuneIn Radio, Amazon Prime Instant Video, TVPlayer

•WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.amazon.co.uk • PART CODE Fire TV with 4K UHD •
FULL REVIEW Apr 2017

VIDEO OUTPUTS HDMI 2.0 • NETWORKING 802.11ac Wi-Fi • DIMENSIONS 86x30x13mm •
STREAMING FORMATS UPnP (via apps) • INTERNET STREAMING SERVICES iPlayer, ITV Hub,
All4, My 5, Amazon Prime Instant Video, Netflix • WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.amazon.co.uk • PART CODE B01ETRIFOW • FULL REVIEWAug 2017

VIDEO OUTPUTS HDMI 1.4 • NETWORKING 802.11ac Wi-Fi, 10/100/1,000 Ethernet, Bluetooth 4.1
• DIMENSIONS 159x98x26mm • STREAMING FORMATS Plex, Kodi • INTERNET STREAMING
SERVICES Netflix, Amazon Instant Video, Google Play Movies and TV, Google Play Music, YouTube,
BBC iPlayer •WARRANTY Two years repair and replace • DETAILSwww.nvidia.co.uk • PART
CODE 945-12897-2505-000 • FULL REVIEWMay 2017

SENSOR 1/2.3in CMOS • SENSOR PIXELS 12,000,000 • MAX RECORDING RESOLUTION 4K (30fps)
• AV CONNECTIONSMicro HDMI • DIMENSIONS 45x62x32mm •WEIGHT 117g •WARRANTYOne
year RTB • DETAILSwww.gopro.com • PART CODE Hero 5 Black • FULL REVIEWMar 2017

OPTICAL ZOOM 20x • SENSOR 1/2.3in BSI MOS • LCD SCREEN 3in, 460,800 dots •
DIMENSIONS 73x65x139mm •WEIGHT 351g •WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.panasonic.com • PART CODE HC-VX980 • FULL REVIEW Apr 2016

SENSOR RESOLUTION Dual 8.4 megapixels • SENSOR SIZE Not disclosed • VIEWFINDER None •
LCD SCREEN 0.5in 72x32 PMOLED • DIMENSIONS 100x46x45mm •WEIGHT 130g •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.samsung.com/uk • PART CODE SM-R210NZWABTU •
FULL REVIEWOct 2017
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Choosing a... Media streamer
01Media streamers have come a long

way from the hard disk-based set-top
boxes of a few years ago. They now come in
two main forms: flash drive-sized dongles
that plug directly into the HDMI port in the
back of your TV, and larger microconsoles
that sit under it. Whichever model you
choose, it will stream content from the
internet rather than storing media files
locally.

02Most streamers use their own
operating system, which you can

navigate with a bundled remote control, but
Google’s Chromecast dongle requires a
paired smartphone, tablet or laptop to
stream content on the big screen. If you’re
looking to set up Netflix for someone who

doesn’t have a smartphone, buy a
standalone streamer such as a Roku or
Amazon Fire TV device.

03 A media streamer is only as good as
the services it supports, although a

device that offers more services won’t
necessarily offer more high-quality content
than a media streamer with fewer channels.
Instead, look out for major channels such
as Netflix, Amazon Instant Video, BBC
iPlayer, Sky Go and YouTube. If any of
these are missing, the remaining channels
aren’t likely to be much cop.

04 Although nearly all streamers now
pull content from the web, they’re

still capable of playing content stored

locally from a networked PC or NAS device.
Not all streamers are capable of playing all
media file formats, however. If you have a lot
of MKV or MOV files, check that your
chosen streamer supports them before you
buy. These are typically the file formats
devices struggle with the most.

05Media streamers aren’t just for video,
either. Many support online music

services including Spotify, Rdio and TuneIn
Radio. Others essentially use the same
hardware as a smartphone and are capable of
running apps or playing games. Some of the
most powerful are compatible with dedicated
game controllers, but these are typically sold
as optional accessories rather than bundled
with the streamer.
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WEARABLES

SAMSUNG Gear S3
★★★★★
£269 • www.amzn.to/2ssXHv4

APPLE Watch Series 2
★★★★★
£369 • www.johnlewis.com

MISFIT Phase
★★★★★
£100 • www.amzn.to/2swjMty

HUAWEI Watch 2 Sport
★★★★★
£259 • www.amzn.to/2rAiVDo

SAMSUNG Gear Fit2
★★★★★
£100 • www.amzn.to/2sDHofq

The Gear S3 isn’t the cheapest
smartwatch, but it is one of
the best. It’s ripe with both

everyday and serious fitness features, and its
rotating bezel is hands-down our favourite
method for navigating menus on a wearable.

It only plays nicely with
iPhones, but the Watch Series
2 is a lovely bit of design, with

a well-stocked app store, GPS tracking capability
and added waterproofing making it a true
do-anything smartwatch.

An interesting combination
of classic timepiece, fitness
tracker and connected

smartwatch, the Phase doesn’t have a
touchscreen or apps but can still control music
playback and smart home hardware.

It’s worth shelling out
for the premium version of
this sporty Android Wear

smartwatch: it includes built-in 4G connectivity,
which when combined with GPS tracking means you can
safely leave your smartphone at home.

There’s much to like about
this Tizen-powered fitness
tracker. GPS is a very

welcome inclusion, and you can add
widgets to the touchscreen, just like
on a smartwatch.

PEDOMETER Yes • HEART-RATEMONITOR Yes • DISPLAY SIZE 1.3in • RESOLUTION 360x360 •
OS SUPPORT Android, iOS • BATTERY LIFE Five days • WARRANTY Two years RTB •
DETAILSwww.samsung.com/uk • PART CODEM-R760NDAABTU • FULL REVIEWApr 2017

PEDOMETER Yes • HEART-RATEMONITOR Yes • DISPLAY SIZE 1.6in • RESOLUTION N/A •
OS SUPPORT Android, iOS • BATTERY LIFE Six months • WARRANTY Two years RTB •
DETAILSwww.misfit.com • PART CODEMIS5000 • FULL REVIEW Jun 2017

PEDOMETER Yes • HEART-RATEMONITOR Yes • DISPLAY SIZE 1.2in • RESOLUTION 690x690 •
OS SUPPORT Android, iOS • BATTERY LIFE Two days • WARRANTY Two years RTB •
DETAILS consumer.huawei.com • PART CODE Huawei Watch 2 Sport • FULL REVIEW Jul 2017

PEDOMETER Yes • HEART-RATEMONITOR Yes • DISPLAY SIZE 1.3in • RESOLUTION 216x432 •
OS SUPPORT Android, iOS • BATTERY LIFE Four days • WARRANTY Two days •
DETAILSwww.samsung.com/uk • PART CODE SM-R3600DAADBT • FULL REVIEW Sep 2017

FITBIT Charge 2
★★★★★
£103 • www.amzn.to/2rkhfid

Though it lacks high-end
tools like GPS and full
waterproofing, the Charge 2

strikes a fanastic balance between value and
versatility, offering heart-rate tracking and a
helpfully large screen.

PEDOMETER Yes • HEART-RATEMONITOR Yes • DISPLAY SIZE 1.3in • RESOLUTION Not stated
• OS SUPPORT Android, iOS • BATTERY LIFE Five days • WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.fitbit.com • PART CODE FB407SBKL-EU • FULL REVIEWApr 2017

PEDOMETER Yes • HEART-RATEMONITOR Yes • DISPLAY SIZE 38/42mm • RESOLUTION
340x272 (38mm)/390x312 (42mm) • OS SUPPORT iOS • BATTERY LIFE 18 hours •WARRANTY
One year RTB • DETAILSwww.apple.com/uk • PART CODEWatch Series 2 • FULL REVIEW Jan 2017

Choosing a... Wearable
01 Wearable tech can include anything

from chest-strap heart-rate
monitors to augmented reality glasses,
but the two most common types are
smartwatches and fitness trackers. Both
are designed to sit unassumingly on your
wrist, and are almost always meant to be
used in tandem with a paired smartphone.

02 Smartwatches are typically more
complex and expensive, though

more closely resemble a traditional
wristwatch. You can use them to receive
and reply to text messages and emails,
quickly check maps and even play
games – like a smartphone, most
smartwatches allow you to install your
own choice of apps.

03 Fitness trackers are much more
dedicated to healthy pursuits.

Step counters, heart-rate monitors and
even sleep tracking are all common, and
the data collected is fed back to you so
you can see how your workout routine
or calorie intake is going.
Many smartwatches also contain

health-tracking features, but fitness-
specific wearables tend to be cheaper,
smaller and lighter.

04 When it comes to battery life, it’s
important for any wearable to

last a full day, but if it’s a smartwatch
then you can get away with having to
charge it overnight. With fitness trackers,
it’s better if it lasts for several days off a

single charge, so you can wear it to bed and
benefit from sleep tracking.

05 Look out for waterproofing as well.
Wearables that don’t mind a few

lengths of the pool can be used for
swimming or just timekeeping, and at the
very least we expect a fitness tracker to be
able to deal with rain or sweat.

06 Different smartwatches use different
operating systems, which determine

which apps you can install on your device
as well as compatibility with smartphones.
Android Wear and Tizen smartwatches will
work with both Android and iOS phones,
but Apple’s watchOS will only pair with an
iOS handset.
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SMART HOME

AMAZON Echo Dot
★★★★★
£50 • www.amzn.to/2ru505F

NEST Cam Outdoor
★★★★★
£179 • www.johnlewis.com

HONEYWELL
Evohome Security
★★★★★
£298 • www.theevohomeshop.co.uk

GOOGLE Home
★★★★★
£129 • madeby.google.com

NETATMO Presence
★★★★★
£230 • www.amzn.to/2tjVm6l

This shrunk-down version
of the Amazon Echo loses
the 360º speaker, but

retains all the same smart home functions
and excellent Alexa digital assisstant – all for
a much lower price.

The easiest external security
camera that we’ve ever
installed also happens to be

one of the best. Excellent picture quality and a
great app make this an ideal device for
monitoring outside of your home.

This smart alarm system will notify you of a break-in,
and its motion sensors can even take a picture of an
intruder so that you can quickly rule out false alarms.

A great range of sensors and full app control make this a top choice.

Amazon Echo may be compatible
with the most smart home
products, but Google Home has

the smartest assistant. Able to understand context
and reply to questions in a more conversational
way, Google Home is a brilliant personal assistant.

This clever outdoor security
camera can recognise the
difference between people,

animals and cars, and you can choose which ones
to get alerts from. In other words, it’s the ideal
camera to monitor the busy front of your home.

DRIVERS 1 • RMS POWER OUTPUT Not stated • WEIGHT 163kg • NETWORKING Bluetooth,
802.11a/b/gWi-Fi • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.amazon.co.uk •
PART CODE Echo Dot 2016 • FULL REVIEWMar 2017

VIDEO RESOLUTION 720p/1080p • CLOUD STORAGE Yes (subscription required) •
NETWORKING 802.11n (2.4GHz) • WARRANTYOne year RTB • PART CODE Nest Cam Outdoor •
FULL REVIEWApr 2017

COMPATIBILITY Requires radiators with TRVs • APPS iOS, Android and web •
FULL REVIEWMay 2017

AVAILABLE SENSORSMotion sensor, door/window sensor, motion sensor with camera •
DISARMING OPTIONS Remote keyfob, app, Tags • SIRENS AND CONTROLS External siren,
contactless tag reader/internal siren • WARRANTY Two years RTB • FULL REVIEWAug 2017

DRIVERS 1x 2in driver, 2x 2in passive radiators • RMS POWER OUTPUT Not stated • DOCK
CONNECTOR None • WIRELESS 802.11ac Wi-Fi • DIMENSIONS 143x96x96mm • WEIGHT 477g •
WARRANTYOne year RTB • PART CODE Home • FULL REVIEW Jul 2017

VIDEO RESOLUTION 720p/1080p • CLOUD STORAGE Yes (can upload footage to Dropbox) •
NETWORKING 802.11n (2.4GHz) • WARRANTYOne year RTB • PART CODE Presence •
FULL REVIEW Feb 2017

Choosing a... Smart thermostat
01 A smart thermostat can save you a lot

of money by intelligently controlling
your heating.
Most smart heating devices are designed

to be used with hot water central heating
systems, with the boiler directly controlled
by the system. These typically require a relay
to be wired into your boiler, with a wireless
thermostat giving you direct control.
Smartphone apps then tie into the system to
give you remote control. While it’s possible
to fit controls yourself, you may want to pay
an experienced plumber to do the job: expect
to pay around £150 for a typical installation.
If you have electric heating, there are

very few choices, and the big names (Nest,
Honeywell and so on) do not directly
support these systems.

02Want smart hot water control?
If you want to remotely set

schedules and disable hot water while
you’re away, choose your smart system
carefully, as many don’t have this option.
Hot water control usually requires a second
relay to be wired into the boiler.

03What kind of heating system do
you want? There are two main

choices: a central system and one with
individual radiator controls. The former
replaces your existing thermostat, and
lets you set one temperature for your
entire house. The latter requires each
radiator valve to be replaced with a smart
valve so that each room and radiator can
have its own individual control. This option

is more expensive to install but will provide
you with greater savings.

04 Do you use a smart personal
assistant? Make sure that your smart

thermostat supports the one that you use.
Amazon Alexa, powered by the Echo and
Echo Dot, is the best-supported system;
Apple’s HomeKit, powered by Siri, isn’t so
well supported; Google Assistant, built into
Google Home, is just gaining traction and
supports Nest only.

05 If you want your smart heating
system to do more, look for IFTTT

support. With this handy system, you can set
automatic rules, such as turning the heating
off if the outside temperature rises.

TADO Smart Radiator
Thermostat
★★★★★
£59 • www.tado.com

Tado makes one of the best smart
thermostats and Smart Radiator
Thermostats make it even better.

Replace your existing radatior valves with these and
you get incredible room-by-room heating controls.

em will notify youyou ofofofof aaa break-in,
can even take a picture of an
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PRINTERS & SCANNERS

KYOCERA Ecosys P5026cdw
★★★★★
£274 • www.ballicom.co.uk

EPSON Expression Premium XP-530
★★★★★
£50 • www.box.co.uk

CANON Pixma TS5050
★★★★★
£55 • www.amzn.to/2umKiXy

RICOH SP 150SUw
★★★★★
£130 • www.very.co.uk

Built with long-lasting
ceramic drums, the Ecosys
P5026cdw is particularly

well-suited to small offices – it rolls out
good-quality prints both quickly and quietly.

Other than a tiny screen and
slightly high running costs,
the XP-530 is a welcome addition to Epson’s

Expression Premium range. It prints and scans quickly, while
maintaining high quality throughout.

This smart-looking MFP is
not only dropping rapidly in
price, but offers good

performance, smart looks and a clever five-ink system, which uses a
pigment-based black for dark text and a dye-based black for photos.

Buying a mono laser
printer for your home may
sound strange, but the SP

150SUw’s printing speed, quality and quietness
make a lot of sense at this price.

TECHNOLOGY Colour laser • MAXIMUMPRINT RESOLUTION 1,200x1,200dpi •
DIMENSIONS 329x410x410mm • WEIGHT 21kg • MAXIMUMPAPER SIZE A4/legal •
WARRANTY Two years RTB • DETAILSwww.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.uk •
PART CODE 1102RB3NL0 • FULL REVIEWAug 2017

TECHNOLOGY Piezo inkjet • MAXIMUMPRINT RESOLUTION 5,760x1,440dpi • SCANNER
RESOLUTION 2,400x4,800dpi • DIMENSIONS 138x390x341mm • WEIGHT 6.2kg •
MAXIMUMPAPER SIZE A4/legal • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.epson.co.uk •
PART CODE XP-530 • FULL REVIEWMay 2016

TECHNOLOGY Thermal inkjet • MAXIMUMPRINT RESOLUTION 4,800x1,200dpi •
SCANNER RESOLUTION 1,200x2,400dpi • DIMENSIONS 126x373x315mm • WEIGHT 5.5kg •
MAXIMUMPAPER SIZE A4/legal • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.canon.co.uk •
PART CODE 1367C008 • FULL REVIEWAug 2017

TECHNOLOGYMono laser • MAXIMUMPRINT RESOLUTION 1,200x600 • SCANNER
RESOLUTION 1,200x1,200dpi • DIMENSIONS 137x350x275mm • WEIGHT 7.5kg •
MAXIMUMPAPER SIZE A4/legal • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.ricoh.co.uk •
PART CODE 408005 • FULL REVIEW Jun 2017

XYZPRINTING da Vinci Minimaker
★★★★★
£160 • www.ebuyer.com

It’s not as fully featured as the da
Vinci Jr 1.0w, but the Minimaker
prints at identical speed and

quality, and costs much, much less. In fact, it’s the
most affordable 3D printer we’ve ever used.

TECHNOLOGY Fused Filament Fabrication • MAXIMUM PRINT RESOLUTION 100 microns •
MAXIMUMBUILD SIZE 150x150x150mm • DIMENSIONS 390x360x335mm • WEIGHT 11.5kg •
FILAMENT 1.75mm PLA • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILS eu.xyzprinting.com •
PART CODE 3FM1XXEU00D • FULL REVIEW Apr 2017

HP Officejet 250
★★★★★
£209 • www.ebuyer.com

A pleasantly portable
MFP, the OfficeJet Pro
250 not only has more hardware features than

you might expect – including a handy adjustable screen – but it
runs cheaply and at respectable speeds, too.

TECHNOLOGY Thermal inkjet • MAXIMUM PRINT RESOLUTION 4,800x1,200dpi •
SCANNER RESOLUTION 600x600dpi • DIMENSIONS 91x380x198mm • WEIGHT 2.96kg •
MAXIMUMPAPER SIZE A4/legal • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.hp.co.uk •
PART CODE CZ992A#B1H • FULL REVIEW Dec 2016

250 not only has more hardware features than 
you might expect – including a handy adjustable screen – but it 
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ON 1,200x1,200dpi •

01 Laser printers used to be much
more expensive than inkjets and

were typically restricted to offices. They
are now much more affordable, however,
and offer several benefits over inkjets,
including lower per-page printing costs
and faster print speeds.

02 A decent laser printer will typically
cost around £80, and will happily print

hundreds of black-and-white pages per hour.
If documents are your priority, you’ll want a
high minimum speed and low print costs.
However, you’ll probably be limited to
black-and-white printing at this price.

03 Although you can still buy single-
function laser printers, multifunction

Choosing a... Laser printer
peripherals (MFPs) are now far more
common. These models can scan and
photocopy documents as well as print them,
and some of them also have fax capabilities.
Laser MFPs start from around £200.

04 Heavy-duty office lasers designed for
printing thousands of pages per

month can cost thousands of pounds. They
use large individual toner drums, which can
cut running costs. Automatic duplex
(double-sided) printing is also common here.

05 Although laser printers are more
suited to printing text than graphics,

many are still able to produce high-quality
photographs. Speed isn’t a priority here
– instead choose a printer that reproduces

subtle tones well. You can’t determine this
by looking at the specifications; only
hands-on testing will do, so remember to
check our reviews before you buy.
Borderless printing (up to the edge of the
paper) should also be possible.

06 If you want to print from multiple
devices, make sure you look for

extended connectivity. Decent laser printers
can be shared on your local network and
have USB ports for direct printing, memory
card slots for printing images from a digital
camera, and iOS, Android or Google Cloud
Print support for printing from mobile
devices such as smartphones or tablets.
An LCD preview screen offers greater
control for this method of printing.
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NETWORKS

TP-LINK Archer C3200
★★★★★
£150 • www.currys.co.uk

NETGEAR Orbi
★★★★★
£350 • www.maplin.co.uk

BT Whole Home Wi-Fi
★★★★★
£200 • www.shop.bt.com

TP-LINK Archer VR2600
★★★★★
£200 • www.scan.co.uk

Besides being quite
well priced for a
tri-band router, the

Archer C32000 is impressively fast and
has a good-looking, folding six-antenna
design.

The Orbi system employs
both a base router and a
separate satellite router to

effectively boost Wi-Fi speed and stability
throughout your house – a great fit for
larger homes.

An excellent
alternative to
the Orbi, BT’s

Whole Home Wi-Fi mesh system is designed to work with your
existing router, spreading faster, more reliable Wi-Fi around the
house with three disc-shaped access points.

While it needs
thus-far-theoretical
4x4 MIMO devices

to reach its best speeds, this is still
among the very fastest routers around,
especially on the 5GHz band.

WI-FI STANDARD 802.11ac • STATED SPEED 1,300Mbit/s • USB PORTS 1x USB3 •
WALLMOUNTABLE Yes •WARRANTY Three years RTB • DETAILSwww.tp-link.com •
PART CODE Archer C3200 • FULL REVIEW Jan 2017

MODEM Gigabit Ethernet •WI-FI STANDARD 802.11ac • STATED SPEED 866Mbit/s (5GHz),
400MBit/s (2.4GHz) • USB PORTS 1x USB2 •WALLMOUNTABLE No •WARRANTY Two years
RTB • PART CODE RBK50-100UKS • FULL REVIEW Feb 2017

MODEM N/A •WI-FI STANDARD 802.11ac • STATED SPEED 1,733Mbit/s (5GHz), 800Mbit/s
(2.4GHz) • USB PORTS 0 •WALLMOUNTABLE No •WARRANTY Two years RTB •
DETAILSwww.bt.com • PART CODE 181209 • FULL REVIEWMay 2017

MODEM VDSL/ADSL •WI-FI STANDARD 802.11ac • STATED SPEED 1,733Mbit/s • USB PORTS
2x USB3 •WALLMOUNTABLE Yes •WARRANTY Three years RTB • PART CODE Archer VR2600
• FULL REVIEW Nov 2016

YUBICO YubiKey 4
★★★★★
£39 • www.amzn.to/2vfQhtC

This isn’t your standard
networking device: it’s a
USB key that stores the cryptographic data

required to log into your devices and services via two-factor
authentication. This adds a secure and convenient second layer of
protection, wherever you are.

USB TYPE Type-A • SUPPORTED SERVICES Google, Facebook, Dropbox,Windows,
macOS Sierra, LastPass, Dashlane •WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSwww.yubico.com •
PART CODE YubiKey 4 • FULL REVIEWAug 2017

GOOGLE Wifi
★★★★★
£229 (twin pack) •
store.google.com

Arguably the most
user-friendly mesh
networking system yet, Google

Wifi trades long-range speed for supreme ease of
use and excellent configuration tools.

MODEM N/A • WI-FI STANDARD 802.11ac • STATED SPEED 1,200Mbit/s • USB PORTS 0 •
WALLMOUNTABLE No • WARRANTYOne year RTB • DETAILSmadeby.google.com •
PART CODE Google Wifi • FULL REVIEW Jul 2017
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01 A network-attached storage (NAS)
device lets you store documents,

media, and other files on its hard disks so
you can share them with other devices on
your network. Some have disks already
installed, while others are empty enclosures
into which you install your own disks. Buying
an empty NAS can often be the more
cost-effective option, as they’re usually less
expensive and give you the freedom to
expand the number of disks at a later date.
You should buy one with a Gigabit

Ethernet interface, as these provide the
highest transfer speeds. To use a NAS device
at these speeds, you’ll need computers with
Gigabit Ethernet network adaptors and
a Gigabit Ethernet switch or router.
Computers with Fast Ethernet adaptors

Choosing a... NAS device
can still access the NAS device, but only
at the much slower speed of 100Mbit/s.

02 The amount of network storage you
need depends on the types of files

you use. If you want to store Word and Excel
documents, for example, a 1TB device will be
fine. In fact, a 1TB device should be sufficient
for a family’s entire media collection,
regardless of how many music and video files
everyone owns. Small businesses should
consider higher storage capacities,
depending on the nature of the business.

03 If you can see no end to your storage
needs, you should buy an upgradable

NAS device. Many have a USB port for
adding an external disk. Devices such as

Synology’s barebones NAS kits have spare
disk trays for cheaper and faster upgrades.

04 If you want extra protection for your
data, look for a device that supports

RAID. RAID 1 and RAID 5 arrays reduce the
available capacity by duplicating data, but
you won’t lose it if a disk fails.

05 If you need access to your files while
you’re away, look for a NAS device

with an FTP server. Some can also share a
USB printer across your network.
A NAS device with a Universal Plug and

Play (UPnP) or DLNA media server can
stream your music, photos and videos to a
network media player, so you can enjoy your
media collection in another room.
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STORAGE

SAMSUNG 850 EVO 500GB
★★★★★
£157 • www.amzn.to/2ud8yuz

SYNOLOGY DiskStation DS216J
★★★★★
£151 • www.ebuyer.com

WD Red 6TB
★★★★★
£196 • www.ebuyer.com

Samsung’s 850 Evo is simply
the fastest SATA SSD around,
and it’s available in a wide

range of capacities. The 2TB model might be
expensive at around £590 (from www.ebuyer.com),
but it means saying goodbye to mechanical storage for good.

This entry-level NAS device is loaded
with features. We particularly like
Synology’s Package Center, which

makes it easy to automate large downloads, turn the
DS216J into a media server or set up a Surveillance
Station for security camera footage.

This is pricier than most 6TB
hard disks, even those created
specifically for NAS drives, but the

WD Red’s performance makes it a worthwhile investment. Despite its
5,400rpm spin speed it manages to outperform 7,200rpm drives such
as the Toshiba N300 in read/write tests.

CAPACITY 500GB • COST PER GIGABYTE £0.31 • INTERFACE SATA3 • CLAIMED READ 540MB/s
• CLAIMEDWRITE 520MB/s • WARRANTY Five years RTB • DETAILSwww.samsung.com/uk •
PART CODEMZ-75E500BW/EU • FULL REVIEWOct 2015

FREE 3.5in HARD DISK BAYS 2 • NETWORKING 1x 10/100/1,000 Ethernet • DLNAMEDIA SERVER
Yes • PRINT SERVER Yes • DIMENSIONS 165x100x226mm •WEIGHT 880g •WARRANTY Two
years RTB • DETAILSwww.synology.com • PART CODEDS216J • FULL REVIEW Sep 2017

CAPACITY 6TB • COST PER GIGABYTE 0.03p • INTERFACE SATA3 • CLAIMED READ 175MB/s •
CLAIMEDWRITE 175MB/s • WARRANTY Three years RTB • DETAILSwww.wdc.com •
PART CODEWD60EFRX • FULL REVIEWNov 2017

SAMSUNG 960 Evo 250GB
★★★★★
£122 • www.ebuyer.com

While it’s not quite as
quick as the 960 Pro,
the 960 Evo is still the

second-fastest NVMe SSD we’ve ever
tested, and since it’s much more affordable,
it’s the one most people should go for.

CAPACITY 250GB • COST PER GIGABYTE £0.49 • INTERFACEM.2/NVMe • CLAIMED READ
3,200MB/s • CLAIMEDWRITE 1,500MB/s • WARRANTY Five years RTB •
DETAILSwww.samsung.com • PART CODEMZ-V6E250BW • FULL REVIEWMar 2017

TOSHIBA Canvio Connect II 2TB
★★★★★
£73 • www.currys.co.uk

There’s plenty of
choice when it comes to
portable hard disks, but

Toshiba’s Canvio Connect II has an
excellent bundled software package and
impressive USB3 speeds. Considering the
price, there’s no reason not to have one.

CAPACITY 2TB • COST PER GIGABYTE £0.04 • INTERFACE USB3 • WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.toshiba.eu • PART CODE HDTC820ER3CA • FULL REVIEW Nov 2015

INTEL Optane Memory 32GB
★★★★★
£74 • www.ebuyer.com

An interesting twist
on M.2 SSDs,
Optane Memory isn’t

so much a dedicated storage drive as a
large cache for your existing hard disk,
accelerating its read speeds to NVMe levels at a much lower price.

CAPACITY 32GB • PRICE PER GIGABYTE £2.31 • INTERFACEM.2/NVMe •WARRANTY Five years
RTB • DETAILSwww.intel.com • PART CODEMEMPEK1W032GAXT • FULL REVIEW Sep 2017

01 A basic 1TB internal hard disk should
cost around £40. This will be fast

enough for general use and will provide
enough storage for most users.
Make sure the hard disk you choose has

the appropriate interface type for your PC.
Some mechanical hard disks still come with
SATA2 interfaces, but newer models and
most solid-state drives (SSDs) have faster
SATA3 interfaces. You’ll need a motherboard
with a SATA3 port if you want to benefit
from SATA3’s faster speeds; SATA3 disks will
work with SATA2 ports but can only transfer
files at SATA2 speeds.

02 SSDs can make the most of SATA3’s
extra bandwidth for fast file transfers.

They use flash memory similar to that found

Choosing an... Internal hard disk
in USB flash drives, and although they tend
to provide less capacity than mechanical hard
disks, they’re significantly faster.

03 Buy a hard disk that provides more
capacity than you think you need, as

your storage requirements are likely to grow.
A 3TB disk strikes the best balance between
capacity and low cost per gigabyte, but in
general you should aim to buy the largest
disk you can afford.

04 If you want more disk space or you
want to protect your data against

disk failure, think about buying several hard
disks to create a RAID array. These use
multiple hard disks to create one large
logical disk with better performance, or to

duplicate your data for better protection.
RAID arrays require hard disks of the same
size. In theory, they can be from different
manufacturers, but it’s better to buy identical
disks if you can.

05 A hard disk’s spindle speed
determines how quickly it can

transfer data. A spindle speed of 7,200rpm
is common in desktop drives and is fast
enough for most purposes. Desktop hard
disks with 5,400rpm spindle speeds are
quite slow but use less power and generate
less heat and noise.
To strike the best balance between

speed and storage capacity, use an SSD as
your system disk and store your files on a
larger mechanical disk.
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COMPONENTS

GIGABYTE GeForce GTX 1050 D5 2G
★★★★★
£105 • www.ebuyer.com

NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060
★★★★★
£279 • www.geforce.co.uk

AMD Ryzen 7 1700
★★★★★
£274 • www.amzn.to/2rtN8bl

MSI B350M Mortar
★★★★★
£80 • www.novatech.co.uk

Nvidia’s GTX 1050 is
the best-performing
entry-level GPU, and

Gigabyte has made some nice tweaks
to its own version, including a near-silent fan
cooler. It also sips power, with a tiny TDP rating of 75W.

Based on the same Pascal
architecture as the fearsome
GTX 1080 and GTX 1070, the

mid-range GTX 1060 is unmatched when it
comes to marrying price with 4K and VR-readiness.
It’s surprisingly power-efficient, too.

The cheapest of AMD’s octa-core
Ryzen 7 processors is also the
best mix of price and performance.

It’s highly overclockable, but even at stock speeds can
come close to the £500 Ryzen 7 1800X in multithreaded tasks.
It’s also incredibly efficient, with a TDP of just 65W.

A near-perfect motherboard for
AMD Ryzen-based, microATX
systems. It’s remarkably well equipped for

connectivity and upgradability, and comes close to much more
expensive mobos in performance benchmarks.

GPU Nvidia GeForce GTX 1050 • MEMORY 2GB GDDR5 • GRAPHICS CARD LENGTH 172mm •
WARRANTY Three years repair and replace • DETAILSwww.gigabyte.com •
PART CODE GV-N1050D5-2GD • FULL REVIEWMar 2017

GPU Nvidia GeForce GTX 1060 • MEMORY 6GB GDDR5 • GRAPHICS CARD LENGTH 250mm •
WARRANTY Three years repair and replace • DETAILSwww.geforce.co.uk • PART CODE GTX 1060
Founder’s Edition • FULL REVIEW Nov 2016

SOCKET AM4 • CORES 8 • FREQUENCY 3.0GHz • INTEGRATED GRAPHICS None •
WARRANTY Three years RTB • DETAILSwww.amd.com • PART CODE YD1700BBAEBOX •
FULL REVIEW Jul 2017

PROCESSOR SOCKET AM4 • DIMENSIONS 244x244mm • CHIPSET AMD B350M • MEMORY
SLOTS 4 • PCI-E x16 SLOTS 2 • PCI-E x1 SLOTS 2 • PCI SLOTS 0 • USB PORTS 2x USB2, 3x USB3.1,
1x USB Type-C • VIDEOOUTPUTS 1x HDMI, 1x DisplayPort, 1x DVI-D •WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.msi.com • PART CODE B350MMortar • FULL REVIEWAug 2017

NZXT Manta
★★★★★
£110 • www.scan.co.uk

A brilliant basis for any Mini-ITX PC
build, the Manta is a versatile case
with plenty of room for fans and

storage drives, plus a distinctive curvy shape. Its
convex side panels leave more room to hide cables, too.

CASE TYPEMini tower • MOTHERBOARD TYPEMini-ITX • SUPPLIED FANS 3x 120mm •
MAXIMUMDRIVE BAYS 2x 3.5in, 3x 2.5in • DIMENSIONS 426x245x450mm •
WEIGHT 7.2kg • WARRANTY Two years parts and labour • DETAILSwww.nzxt.com •
PART CODE CA-MANTW-M1 • FULL REVIEW Aug 2016

ASUS Prime Z270-A
★★★★★
£144 • www.ebuyer.com

New Intel chips mean new Intel
chipsets, and the Prime Z270-A is a
brilliant mid-range companion to any compatible

Kaby Lake processor. Great hardware (including two M.2 slots), a
user-friendly BIOS, RGB LED decoration – it’s a superb package.

PROCESSOR SOCKET LGA 1151 • DIMENSIONS 244x305mm • CHIPSET Z270 • MEMORY SLOTS
4 • PCI-E x16 SLOTS 3 • PCI-E x1 SLOTS 4 • PCI SLOTS 0 • USB PORTS 4x USB3, 1x USB3.1, 1x
USB Type-C • VIDEO OUTPUTS 1x HDMI, 1x DisplayPort, 1x DVI-D • WARRANTY Three years RTB
• DETAILSwww.asus.com/uk • PART CODE Prime Z270-A • FULL REVIEW Apr 2017
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01 It’s essential that you buy the right
type of motherboard for your

processor. Intel’s older Haswell processors
require a motherboard with an LGA1150
socket, but newer, fourth-generation Skylake
chips need an LGA1151 socket. A board for a
Haswell processor must also have an H97 or
a Z97 chipset, while Skylake processors use
the new Z170 chipset. Skylake CPUs also use
newer, faster DDR4 memory.

02 All current Intel processors have
built-in graphics chipsets, so if you

want to use your chip’s built-in graphics,
make sure the motherboard has the video
outputs you need, such as VGA, DVI, HDMI
and DisplayPort. If you want to play the
latest games, you’ll need to fit a dedicated

Choosing an... Intel motherboard
graphics card in the motherboard’s PCI
Express x16 slot, although this may block
one of your other slots.

03 Normal tower cases can
accommodate ATX motherboards,

which provide the most expansion slots. A
microATX motherboard will let you build
your PC in a smaller case, but if you opt for a
microATX board, make sure it has all the
features you need built in as there won’t be
much room for expansion cards.

04 If you want to install lots of expansion
cards, look for a motherboard that

offers plenty of PCI and PCI-E x1 slots. Some
motherboards also have PCI Express x4 slots
and extra PCI Express x16 slots. PCI Express

x1 and x4 cards also work in PCI Express x16
slots. If you need a lot of storage, a
motherboard with plenty of SATA2 and
SATA3 ports is essential. SATA2 is fine for
optical drives and hard disks, but to make
the most of an SSD you need SATA3.

05 All motherboards have built-in audio
chipsets, but some support only 5.1

surround sound rather than 7.1. If you’re
connecting to older surround-sound
amplifiers that don’t have HDMI, look for
an optical or coaxial S/PDIF output. All
motherboards have Ethernet ports and most
have the faster Gigabit version. You may also
find it useful to buy a board with built-in
Wi-Fi so you don’t have to use up a USB port
or PCI slot with an adaptor.
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GAMING
XBOX One S
★★★★★
£200 • www.amzn.to/2wPLYXe

NINTENDO The Legend of Zelda:
Breath of the Wild
★★★★★
£48 • www.tesco.com

SONY PS4 Slim
★★★★★
£220 • www.amzn.to/2rIOGeR

HDR support is great,
but it’s the 4K Blu-ray player
that makes this sleeker,

smaller Xbox One really stand out against
the competing PS4 Slim.

Breath of the Wild’s vision of Hyrule is a beautifully
intricate open world – one you have total freedom
to explore right from the off. Charming and

challenging, this is both a brilliant game and the single best reason
to buy a Nintendo Switch.

Sony has made the PlayStation
4 even better with a slimmer,
neater chassis and superior

power efficiency. It’s as cheap as the PS4 has
ever been as well.

PROCESSOROcta-core 1.75GHz Jaguar • RAM 8GB DDR3 • FRONT USB PORTS 1x USB2 •
REAR USB PORTS 2x USB2 • STORAGE 500GB/1TB/2TB • WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.xbox.com • PART CODE Xbox One S • FULL REVIEW Dec 2016

AVAILABLE FORMATS Ninetendo Switch • DISK SPACE 13.4GB (Switch), 13GB (Wii U) •
DETAILSwww.zelda.com • FULL REVIEW Jun 2017

PROCESSOROcta-core 1.6GHz AMD Jaguar • RAM 8GB GDDR5 • FRONT USB PORTS 2x USB2 •
REAR USB PORTS None • STORAGE 500GB/1TB/2TB • WARRANTYOne year RTB •
DETAILSwww.playstation.com • PART CODE B01GVQVQH2 • FULL REVIEW Jan 2017

SOFTWARE

ABBYY FineReader 14
★★★★★
£249 • www.abbyy.com

ADOBE Premiere Elements 14
★★★★★
£60 • www.lamda-tek.com

MICROSOFT Windows 10
Anniversary Update
★★★★★
Free • www.microsoft.com

MAILBIRD Mailbird Pro 2.0
★★★★★
£25 per year or £49 lifetime • www.getmailbird.com

The more feature-rich Corporate edition is expensive,
but FineReader 14 is perfect for turning paper notes
and documents into digital, editable files using

optical character recognition (OCR).

Lots of features to keep advanced users happy and
even more to help new users make the most of it.
It’s the consumer video editing package to buy.

This update adds UI improvments, new features and
apps for stylus users, and a host of bug fixes, making
Microsoft’s OS even more worthwhile.

While the free version of this email client is good,
upgrading to Pro is even better – you get a unified
view of all your mailboxes, loads of themes and

extensive integration with other apps and productivity software.

OS SUPPORTWindows 7/8/8.1/10 • MINIMUM CPU 1GHz • MINIMUMGPU DirectX 10 •
MINIMUM RAM 1.5GB plus 512MB per additional CPU core • HARD DISK SPACE 2.4GB •
DETAILSwww.abbyy.com • PRODUCT CODE FineReader 14 • FULL REVIEWMay 2017

OS SUPPORTWindows 7/8/10 • MINIMUMCPU 2GHz with SSE2 • MINIMUMGPU DirectX 9 •
MINIMUMRAM 2GB • HARD DISK SPACE 5GB • DETAILSwww.adobe.com/uk • PRODUCT
CODE 65234288 • FULL REVIEW Jan 2016

OSSUPPORTWindows 10 •MINIMUMCPU 1GHz •MINIMUMGPUDirectX 9 or later withWDDM1.0
driver •MINIMUMRAM 1GB (32-bit), 2GB (64-bit) • HARDDISK SPACE 16GB (32-bit), 2GB (64-bit) •
DETAILSwww.microsoft.com • PRODUCTCODEWindows 10 version 1607 • FULL REVIEWNov 2016

OS SUPPORTWindows XP/7/8/8.1/10 • MINIMUM CPU N/A • MINIMUMGPU N/A •
MINIMUM RAM N/A • HARD DISK SPACE 50MB • DETAILSwww.getmailbird.com •
FULL REVIEW Nov 2016
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DIGITALVOLCANO SOFTWARE
Duplicate Cleaner 4.0 Pro
★★★★★
£24 • www.digitalvolcano.co.uk

The free version of Duplicate Cleaner program is
good, and upgrading to the Pro version makes it
exceptional for ridding your PC of duplicate files.

OS SUPPORTWindows Vista/7/8/10 • HARD DISK SPACE 20MB •
DETAILSwww.digitalvolcano.co.uk • FULL REVIEW Sep 2016

EXPRESSVPN
★★★★★
£13 per month • www.expressvpn.com

ExpressVPN allows you to easily dodge region
restrictions on online content while encrypting
your connection, and is fast enough to handle

4K Netflix streaming. Its great software support and huge number of
endpoints makes it the most flexible service, too.

OS SUPPORTWindows, macOS, iOS, Android • DETAILSwww.expressvpn.com •
PRODUCT CODE ExpressVPN • FULL REVIEW Jan 2017

BETHESDA Doom
★★★★★
£8 • www.cdkeys.com

A bloody and breathless FPS, Doom is a worthy
entry into one of gaming’s most hallowed series.
Open-ended levels, agile enemies and gory but

satisfying takedown moves make every demon battle rewarding.

AVAILABLE FORMATS PC, Xbox One, PS4 • OS SUPPORTWindows 7/8/8.1/10 • MINIMUMCPU
Intel Core i3-550, AMD Phenom II X4 955 • MINIMUMGPU Nvidia GeForce GTX 670 2GB, AMD
Radeon HD 7870 2GB • MINIMUMRAM 4GB • HARD DISK SPACE 55GB • DETAILS doom.com •
FULL REVIEW Sep 2016
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SUMMARY OF TESTS
PC SYSTEMS & GAMING LAPTOPS

Windows overall Average speed across numerous demanding tasks
Multitasking Speed when running simultaneous applications

Dirt Showdown
(1080p)

Frames per second at 1,920x1,080, 4xAA,
Ultra detail

Metro: Last Light
Redux

Frames per second at 1,920x1,080, SSAA,
Very High detail

LAPTOPS

Windows overall Average speed across numerous demanding tasks

Multitasking Processor-intensive multitasking test
Dirt Showdown

(720p)
Frames per second at 1,280x720, 4xAA,
High detail

Battery life Run time inminutes for continuous video playback

SMARTPHONES/TABLETS
Battery life Run time in minutes for continuous video playback

PRINTERS AND MFPs
Mono text speed Pages per minute for correspondence-quality text

Mixed colour speed Pages per minute for presentable text and graphics
Mono page cost Running costs expressed as pence per page
Colour page cost Running costs expressed as pence per page

DIGITAL CAMERAS

Battery life Number of shots from full charge
CAMCORDERS

Battery life Run time in minutes for recording
ROUTERS
Laptop 2.4GHz 5m Mbit/s at 5m with 802.11ac laptop on 2.4GHz band

Laptop 2.4GHz 1 floor Mbit/s 1 floor upwith802.11ac laptopon2.4GHzband

Laptop 2.4GHz
2 floors

Mbit/s 2 floors up with 802.11ac laptop on
2.4GHz band

Laptop 5GHz 5m Mbit/s at 5m with 802.11ac laptop on 5GHz band

Laptop 5GHz 1 floor Mbit/s 1 floor up with 802.11ac laptop on 5GHz band
Laptop 5GHz

2 floors
Mbit/s 2 floors up with 802.11ac laptop on
5GHz band

NETWORK-ATTACHED STORAGE
Large files AverageMB/s for read/write of 100MB large files
Small files AverageMB/s for read/write of 100MB small files

HARD DISKS
Extra large files AverageMB/s for read/write of a single 2.5GB file

Large files AverageMB/s for read/write of 2.5GB of large files
Small files AverageMB/s for read/write of 2.5GB of small files

PROCESSORS
Windows overall Average speed across numerous demanding tasks

Multitasking Speed when running simultaneous applications
Dirt Showdown

(720p)
Frames per second at 1,280x720, 4xAA,
High detail

MOTHERBOARDS
Windows overall Average speed across numerous demanding tasks

Multitasking Speed when running simultaneous applications
Dirt Showdown

(1080p)
Frames per second at 1,920x1,080, 4xAA,
Ultra detail

Dirt Showdown
(720p)

Frames per second at 1,280x720, 4xAA,
High detail

GRAPHICS CARDS
Dirt Showdown

(1080p)
Frames per second at 1,920x1,080, 4xMSAA,
Ultra detail

Tomb Raider Frames per second at 1,920x1,080, SSAA, Ultra detail

Metro: Last Light
Redux

Frames per second at 1,920x1,080, SSAA,
Very High detail

COMPUTER SHOPPER’S REVIEWS use some
of the most exhaustive testing procedures
you’ll find in any PC magazine. Every product
is subjected to qualitative and quantitative
tests that show how it performs in practical
use. Graphs for performance, battery-life
scores and costs are used in the Reviews
section, as shown on the right. Look in the
‘Summary of tests’ table (below) for details
of each test we run.
For PCs and laptops, we evaluate

performance using our own custom
benchmarking suite. See below for a brief
description of our benchmarking software
and game tests.

How we test
Find out how well products perform with the help of
Computer Shopper’s comprehensive tests

RATINGS & AWARDS
Computer Shopper rates
products out of five:

Avoid ★★★★★

Below average ★★★★★

Good ★★★★★

Very good ★★★★★

Excellent ★★★★★

BEST BUY
Products with outstanding

quality and performance for the
money win our Best Buy award.

RECOMMENDED
Products that don’t quite qualify
for a Best Buy award but are still
highly rated by our reviewers.

BUSINESS BUY
The very best products
for work win our

Business Buy award.

The best products can win the
following awards:

A product hitting the
+100 per cent mark
performed twice as well
as our reference

This line represents the performance of a reference product in each
test. All graphs for components and systems are relative to our

reference PC (see below for specifications)

The actual scores in each test are shown
inside each bar

Bigger is better for all
bars except the red
ones, which show
running costs

Normal speed

Mono costs

Colour costs

Reference +50 +100-500%

2.2p

6.7p

11ppm

BENCHMARKS

DIRT SHOWDOWN
Dirt Showdown is a cracking racing game
that makes good use of DirectX 11’s
fancy graphical effects. You’ll want at
least 30fps for smooth racing.

TOMB RAIDER
With the ultra-demanding Super-
Sampling Anti-Aliasing (SSAA) enabled,
2013’s Tomb Raider reboot is a great
indicator of mid-range performance.

METRO: LAST LIGHT REDUX
Our most demanding graphics test
uses tessellation, SSAA and massive
textures to give even high-end cards a
thorough workout.

SHOPPER BENCHMARKS
Our benchmark suite uses
open-source software that
runs on Windows, Mac OS X
and Linux systems. This lets
us use objective results to
compare PCs and laptops,
no matter which operating
system they run. It’s designed
to test each computer to its limit, using a combination of
intensive image-editing, video-encoding and multitasking tests.
We ran the tests on our reference PC, which has an Intel

Core i5-4670K processor, 8GB of DDR3 RAM and an AMD
Radeon R7 260X graphics card. We normalised our results
so this PC had a score of 100. This makes it easy to draw
comparisons between test systems.
The resulting overall score is shown at the bottom of

every PC and laptop review. As we use the same tests in our
standalone and group test reviews, you can compare the
performance of any computer, whether it’s a hybrid,
laptop or desktop, from both sections of the magazine.

3D BENCHMARKS
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Product Reviews
Our guide to all the products reviewed
in this month’s Computer Shopper 133ReviewsDisplays

Samsung C27HG70 30

Components
MSI X299 SLI Plus 32
AMD Ryzen 5 1400 34

Storage
Samsung T5 500GB 36

Printers
HP OfficeJet Pro 7720 38

Handhelds
Apple iPhone 8 Plus 40
Samsung Galaxy J5
(2017) 42
Vodafone Smart N8 44
Asus ZenFone AR 46

Networks
Somfy One 48
TrackR Pixel 50

Audio
Sony MDR-1000X 52
Bose SoundSport
Wireless 53
B&O BeoPlay E4 53

Software
Magix Vegas Pro
Edit 15 54

Routers
BT Whole Home Wi-Fi 82
Google Wifi 83
Linksys Velop 84
Netgear Orbi 85
TP-Link Deco M5 86
Ubiquiti AmpliFi HD 87
D-Link DIR-895L 88
F-Secure Sense 89
Linksys EA9500 90
Netgear Nighthawk
X10 91
Synology Router
RT2600ac 92
TP-Link Archer C3200 93

Watercoolers
Arctic Liquid Freezer
240 100
Be Quiet! Silent
Loop 360mm 101
CoolerMasterMasterLiquid
Pro 240 102
NZXT Kraken X62 103

Hot Product
Samsung Galaxy Note 8 22

PCs
Wired2Fire Pyro
Reactor 24
Chillblast Fusion Photo
OC VIII 26
Dell XPS 27 All-in-One 27

Laptops
Lenovo ThinkPad X1
Carbon 28
Dell Inspiron 15 7000 29

SUBSCRIBE
AND SAVE

CALL 0330 333 9493
OR SEE PAGE 120

330 333 9493
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Free software guide

REQUIREMENTSWindows 7, 8 or 10 32/64-
bit, 50MBdisk space
WEBSITEwww.abelssoft.net
NOTESGet your registration code from
within the application

It’s easy to access your free software. Just go to www.shopperdownload.co.uk/358 and
register with the code from the card insert. Please be aware that you need to have
bought the ‘Free Software Edition’ and not the ‘£4.50 Edition’ to access the downloads

GETTING STARTED
The download instructions on the card
insert (opposite) show you how to
connect to the download site. Make
sure you type in the web address exactly
as shown. You’ll need your coupon code
the first time you log on to the site.

ANY PROBLEMS
If you need help with any of the
software this month, please send an
email to support@creativemark.co.uk.
We check this inbox regularly. Please
include the issue number of the
magazine and your coupon code.

WHY DOWNLOADS
In order to provide us with free
software, publishers now require us to
offer the applications as a download
and require online registration. You
need to use the unique code printed in
the box on the card insert to register
and download the software in this
issue. The unique code means we
stop the deals leaking online, so only
Shopper readers get the software.

NO CODE?
If you don’t have the card insert with the
unique code, you must buy the £4.99
‘Free Software’ print version of the
magazine. If you have this edition and
still don’t have a card, please contact
letters@computershopper.co.uk.

REGISTER YOUR SOFTWARE
BY 16th NOVEMBER 2017
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LET’S FACE IT, when we use software that requires
personal information, this data is not only stored
on your computer but most likely shared with the
company that develops the software. Google’s
software is no exception and Maps, Chrome,
YouTube and all the company’s other tools use
and store your data and history.
There are good

reasons for this. Google’s
software is provided free
of charge and it earns
income from advertising
revenue. To make sure
you see ads relevant to
you, Google uses your
personal information to
tailor adverts so you’re
more likely to respond.
You can opt out of
this, but it’s not always
so straightforward.

GClean 2017
GClean 2017 is technology that detects Google’s

impact on your computer, including tools such as
Google Search, Google Mail, Google Maps, YouTube,
Chrome, Google Analytics, Google Toolbar, Google
Desktop Search, Google Earth, Google Updater and
Google Photos. You can then quickly and easily
remove your history, clear download lists, remove

Google cookies, reset
your cache, remove form
data and make the
applications forget your
saved passwords.
GClean can be

proactive too. The Radar
feature will look out for
future attempts to hijack
your computer, while the
search removal request
feature lets you remove
pages about you from
Google’s search facility.

THERE ARE NUMEROUS ways of capturing
video, but the rise in recording with a drone,
underwater or via an action cam means that
you need the right tool to process the data.
Magix Fastcut 2 is a quick-fire video editor

designed for people who have captured video
using one of the above methods and want to
get it edited, exported and uploaded as soon
as possible. For example, say you capture a
GoPro video at a local event; you’ll want to
get the content up on social media within
minutes, not hours.
Getting started is easy. Connect your

device and choose the video you want to import.
Next, Fastcut will offer you a number of preset music
templates to apply to your video. These presets
include ambient, pop, movie score and other tracks
designed to complement your action.
Once imported, you can then start editing

your video, whether it’s adding a simple title,

creating some text animation effects (such as final
credits to play after the final frame) or cutting
frames to tighten up the video.
Fastcut also allows you to correct the lens,

improve the colour balance and even adjust the
backlight, making shadowing less of an issue.
There are a number of image templates, too, so
you can quickly zoom out, create frame transitions
and even turn the video into an old movie.
Once you are happy, you can export your movie

as an MP4 file, quickly upload it to Facebook or
YouTube, or even export single frames as an image.

Magix Fastcut 2

REQUIREMENTSWindows 7, 8 or 10 (64-bit only), 300MBdisk space
WEBSITEwww.magix.com
NOTESGet your registration code at
fastcut2.disc.computershopper.co.uk
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IObit Uninstaller 7

WITH SOMANY archiving tools
around for the PC, commercial
software really has to pile on the
features to stand any chance of
success. Does Ashampoo ZIP
2017 have what it takes to
attract your attention?
The program’s Windows

10-like interface gets it off to a
good start, with pastel-shaded
tiles floating over a white-grey
background. If this isn’t quite to
your taste, there are a few
alternative skins to try out.

Ashampoo ZIP 2017

REQUIREMENTSWindows 7, 8, 10 32/64-bit,
100MBdisk space
WEBSITEwww.ashampoo.com
NOTESGet your registration code by
registeringwithin the application

ZIP 2017 is strong on the
fundamentals. There’s full
support for creating and
extracting all the main formats
– Zip, 7-Zip, CAB, TAR (TAR, TAR.
GZ, TAR.BZ2, TAR.XZ) and LHA
– and it can open more than 30
archive types. A Preview tool
allows you to view many file
types without extracting them,
and configurable Explorer
integration means you can decide
exactly which options to include
on a file’s right-click menu.

There are modules to create
self-extracting archives, split
massive archives into smaller
volumes, repair broken Zip files,
or convert archives from one
format to another.
Some tools are so capable

they might replace entire
applications all on their own.
ZIP 2017 can rip CDs, DVDs and
BluRay discs to ISOs, then
mount them as virtual drives
on demand; a Cloud Browser
integrates with your Dropbox,

Google Drive,
One Drive,
Amazon S3,
Azure and Box
accounts without
having to install
their regular
software; and
ZIP Scripts help
control everything
so you can use
the program as
an automated
backup tool,
archiving the files
or your choice,
burning them to
disc, or copying
them to network,
FTP or cloud
destinations.

REQUIREMENTSWindows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10
32/64-bit, 100MBdisk space
WEBSITEwww.iobit.com
NOTESGet your registration code at
uninstaller7.disc.computershopper.co.uk

IOBIT UNINSTALLER 7 is a multitalented uninstall
tool that can completely remove applications from
your hard drive, with none of the usual Registry
clutter and junk files that are often left behind.
The cleanup process has two stages. First, launch

the unwanted application’s uninstaller and let it do its
work. IObit Uninstaller’s Powerful Scan option then
checks your Registry and hard disk for remnants the
program might have left behind. These are then
displayed for your approval, and you’re able to delete
anything the program has discovered in a click.
IObit Uninstaller also provides a Forced Uninstall

option, which you can use if the original uninstaller
no longer works. It works reasonably well, though it
can’t be guaranteed to uninstall everything, so you
should only try it as a last resort.
The program also doubles as an easy way to

review and manage your installed software. It’s faster
than Windows’ Control Panel applet, and includes
several useful views that will give you a quick look at
particular installation types: Large Programs,
Recently Installed, Infrequently Used and more.
It’s just as easy to uninstall Windows 8 and 10

apps, even the default ones. Enable Batch Uninstall
and you can remove them all with a click.

IObit Uninstaller extends the package with tools
to control your Windows startup programs, manage
running processes, and clean up assorted files left
behind by other uninstallers.
There’s improved support for removing Chrome

plug-ins – even if they haven’t been installed via the
Chrome store – and the program can now remove
really stubborn apps, including anti-virus programs.
Bonus features include a secure file deletion tool

and shortcuts for common Windows applications, as
well as a revamped interface with two new skins.
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REQUIREMENTSWindows 7, 8 10 32/64-bit,
200MBdisk space
WEBSITEwww.pandasecurity.com
NOTESNo registration required. Includes a
six-month licence

PANDA INTERNET SECURITY 17
is a capable security suite with
protection for Windows,
Android, iOS and Mac.
The Windows module offers a

good range of features: accurate
anti-virus, browser protection
(via an optional toolbar), a

Panda Internet Security 17
firewall and Wi-Fi protection
to detect and block intruders.
The Data Shield prevents
sensitive information falling into
the wrong hands, parental
controls keep your kids safe
online, and there’s a virtual
keyboard to bypass keyloggers.

Mac and iOS protection is
more about the basics, with
anti-virus and an iPhone location
service, while the Android tools
take this a little further: anti-virus,
device optimisation, a location
service, and the option to lock or
wipe your device remotely.

All of this is easy
enough to set up,
though look out for
the option to install a
browser toolbar – it
will change your
home and search
pages unless you clear
some tickboxes.
After that, the

program proves as
reliable and accurate
as ever. This latest
edition brings new
checks for Wi-Fi
vulnerabilities, a new
engine, and smarter
Collective Intelligence,
offering greater
protection with less
impact on performance.

O&O DEFRAG IS a powerful and highly configurable
disk defragmentation package.
At first, the program looks much like any other

defrag tool. Launch it, and you’ll be presented with
a list of your drives. Selecting one displays the
usual mosaic-style map of its file layout. Then,
simply click Start and just watch as O&O Defrag
reorganises your files to deliver the maximum
possible performance.
This is just the start, though. Do you

have multiple drives, for example? Select as many
as you like and the program can defragment them
all simultaneously.
You don’t have

to use just the
one particular
defrag strategy,
either. Instead,
you can have your
files organised by
their filename,
access date, last
modified date and
more – whatever
best suits your
needs. If that’s
not enough,
then you can set
up an entirely
customised layout
scheme that

optimises Windows, application files and user data
to deliver the best possible system performance.
As you might have guessed by now, this probably

isn’t the best choice for the PC novice. Even so, it’s
not overly complex either. Once you’ve set O&O
Defrag to work as you’d like, it will run mostly in
the background, defragmenting your hard disk
automatically as required, while you get on with
other things. Because it’s so light on resources,
and can be configured not to run at all if your
system is busy or other heavy-duty programs are
running, it’s unlikely to ever get in your way.

O&O Defrag 19 Professional

REQUIREMENTSWindowsVista, 7, 8, 10
32/64-bit, 50MBdisk space
WEBSITEwww.oo-software.com
NOTESGet your registration code at
defrag19.disc.computershopper.co.uk
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Evernote 6.6.4.5512 Store your notes, ideas
and plans in the cloud, and synchronise
them between computers.
UPDATED Mailbird 2.4.14.0
A free desktop email client for Windows.
UPDATED Miranda IM 0.10.74
Chat with friends across multiple
messaging platforms, including AIM,
Facebook, IRC and MSN, all from one
simple interface.

Genie Timeline Free 2017 Protect your
most valuable files with this easy-to-use
backup tool.
Paragon Partition Manager 14 Free
Create, format, split, merge and reorganise
all your hard disk’s partitions.
PeaZip 6.4.1 A tremendously powerful
archive-management tool.

CarotDAV 1.14.6
Manage all your online storage services
with one simple application.
UPDATED Cyberduck 6.2.4
A powerful but easy-to-use FTP client for
uploading and downloading your files.
NEW Glasswire 1.2.118
Keep tabs on your network usage with this
simple monitor.

UPDATED CCleaner 5.33 Remove unwanted
information, temporary files, browsing
history, huge log files and even the settings
that uninstalled software leaves behind.
Defraggler 2.21 Ensure that your system
is defragmented properly and improve
its performance.
Finestra Virtual Desktops 2.5.4501 Set up
four or more virtual desktops on your PC.

Chat and Communication
Resources

UPDATED Skype for Windows 7.40.0.103Make
internet voice and video calls for free, and buy
credit to make calls to mobiles and landlines.
NEW Telegram 1.1.23 This free IM app
synchronises your conversations across
multiple devices, and can spruce up chats
with stickers and GIFs.
UPDATED WhatsApp Desktop 0.2.5863 A free
PC and Mac version of the popular messaging
app, letting you chat from your desktop.

Windows 8 UX Pack 9.1
Get a glimpse of the Windows 10 UI without
committing to a full OS upgrade.
Windows 10 Transformation Pack 7.0
Bring some of Windows 10’s new features
to your current operating system.
Winstep Xtreme 17.1
Freshen up your system with this suite of
desktop and UI replacement applications.

Screenshot Captor 4.21.1 Create and manage
screenshots the easy way.
UPDATED SUMo 5.3.4 Quickly scan your PC’s
installed applications and find any updates
that are available for them.
ZipGenius 6.3.2.3116 A flexible file-
compression tool with support for a huge
number of compressed file formats.

UPDATED FileZilla 3.27.1 A fast and reliable FTP
client with lots of useful features.
UPDATED NetBalancer 9.10.4
Make the most of your internet connection
by assigning download and upload priorities
to web applications.
UPDATED TeamViewer 12.0.83369
Remote-control your computer from
anywhere in the world.

Customisation

General

Internet and Network

Tweaking and Performance

iolo System Mechanic Free 17.0.1
Speed up your system with Iolo’s PC
optimisation suite.
Rainmeter 4.0
Customise the desktop with your choice
of tools and shortcuts.
Windows 8 Transformation Pack 9.1
Emulate the look of Windows 8 on an
earlier version of the operating system.

IObit Advanced SystemCare Free 10.4.0.760
A complete computer security, maintenance
and optimisation suite.
Revo Uninstaller Free 2.0.3 Remove installed
applications completely, including all their
folders, system files and Registry entries.
Simple Performance Boost 1.0.5 Tweak the
Windows Registry to give your PC a
performance boost.
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POINT TO POINT
Mesh systems are the newest type of wireless
network. Mesh networks use multiple access
points, connected wirelessly. By placing these
access points around your home, you can
extend Wi-Fi into areas that suffer from a
slow connection or no connection at all.
Greater range is the main benefit. We’ve

found that we can now get fast Wi-Fi all the
way to the bottom of our garden, whereas
we’d previously been only barely able to get
a signal down there.
The downside is that the headline speeds

aren’t as high as on the best modern routers,
although they’re far from slow.
Most mesh systems are designed to work

with your existing router. You hook one access

WIRELESS WONDERS
Wi-Fi routers
Kill off those dead spots and boost range with our guide
to the best wireless routers and mesh systems available
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WIRELESS NETWORKING HAS become the
standard way to get most electronic devices
online, from smartphones and laptops to TVs
and smart home devices. Having secure,
reliable Wi-Fi that reaches everywhere you
need it to is therefore incredibly important.
Boosting your in-home wireless is now

relatively straightforward, using one of the
two types of products that we’re covering
here: mesh systems and routers.
For this group test, we’ve focused on the

products that will offer a real upgrade to your
existing network, rather than shoehorning in
cheaper models. We’ve not reviewed any
ISP-provided routers. They tend to do a job,
but don’t provide the throughput, range or
features of the products we’ve reviewed.



WI-FI ROUTERS
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SPEED LIMITS
All of the routers and mesh systems here
support the 802.11ac Wi-Fi standard. They’re
marketed using a confusing range of names,
such as ‘AC5400’ and such. These names hint
at the maximum throughput available on all of
the channels, so indicate a combination of
2.4GHz and 5GHz performance.
Our table (page 96) lists the throughputs

available on each channel. For tri-band routers,
you usually get two 5GHz networks, each with
its own theoretical maximum throughput.

In theory, faster standards mean faster
throughputs, but the quality of the router and
the range also play their part. Likewise, the
device you use to connect also makes a
difference, and not all computers or other kit
can use the fastest wireless speeds. That said,
as wireless networks share bandwidth
between devices, having bandwidth to spare is
good. This means you can run more devices
without noticing a slowdown. And, as you buy

new devices that support faster standards,
you can expect to see a speed increase.
Look out for the latest technology, such as

multi-user, multiple input multiple output
(MU-MIMO). This lets a router share its
bandwidth more equally, directly talking to
multiple devices, rather than dumbly sharing
all bandwidth. There are few MU-MIMO
clients, but as they grow in popularity, you can
expect to see network performance improve.
One router here, the Netgear Nighthawk

X10, uses the 802.11ad standard. This builds on
802.11ac with a 60GHz channel, which can
deliver better-than-Gigabit Ethernet speeds.
But there are practically no 802.11ad devices,
and 60GHz technology can’t penetrate walls.
How networks are presented is important.

We’re big fans of band steering, which presents
a single wireless network, but automatically
chooses if a device should use 2.4GHz or 5GHz
networking based on performance and range.
All mesh systems have band steering, but not
all routers do. Mesh systems also include
technology to push connecting devices to the
strongest access point. Without this, most
devices try to hold a connection for as long
as possible, which can reduce performance.
This is why mesh systems largely extend
range far better than an old router.

point up via an Ethernet connection, and then
disable your existing router’s Wi-Fi. That’s
good news, as you can keep your existing
ISP-provided router for the internet
connection, but upgrade your Wi-Fi without
having to touch any other settings. This is
particularly handy if you’re on an internet
connection that only allows the ISP’s own
router to be used, such as Sky Internet.
Mesh systems connect to your main

network in one of two ways. In bridge mode,
they become part of your existing network. In

NAT mode, the mesh system sits in front of
your main network. This can add complexity,
as features such as port forwarding have to be
configured on your main router and mesh
system. However, you get extra features that
way, such as parental controls.
There are a few Wi-Fi systems (the Linksys

Velop and Netgear Orbi, for example) that can
replace your router setup completely.
Mesh systems typically have Ethernet

ports on each access point, so you can use
them to hook up wired devices easily. You can
always connect an Ethernet switch to extend
the number of ports available.

ROUTE PLANNERS
A more traditional way to upgrade your
wireless capabilities is to upgrade the entire
router. This will net you a faster, more
powerful router with better range. Prices are
usually better than with mesh systems, as you
need only the one device, while headline
throughputs are better.
All the routers we’ve reviewed have an

Ethernet WAN port, so they need to be
plugged into a modem. For connections
delivered over your phone line, this will most
likely be a BT Openreach modem. We haven’t
reviewed a router with an ADSL modem, as
these aren’t common. If you use ADSL, you’re
better off upgrading to a mesh system.
Virgin Media users can switch their

Superhub into modem mode and hook up a
router. Sky doesn’t allow third-party routers to
be connected to its system, so you’ll have to
upgrade using a mesh system instead.
Most routers have four Gigabit Ethernet

ports for connecting wired devices, but look
for a high-end router with more if you use a
lot of wired kit. Alternatively, you can plug in a
Gigabit Ethernet switch (a five-port switch
costs around £12) to expand your options.

THE EXPANSE
If you want your mesh or wireless system to
do more, look for extra options. USB ports
can be used to share files and, in some cases,
share media over your network. This can be
useful if you don’t need a full-blown NAS, but
want to share some storage.

EXTENDING RANGE

TP-LINK Deco M5
An impressive and well-priced mesh system, the TP-Link Deco
M5 comes with three high-power access points. In its default
mode, it gives you advanced parental controls and device
scheduling to rival that of the impressive Google Wifi.
Impressively, it also has built-in anti-virus, powered by Trend Micro. The
combination of powerful features and range makes this system a real winner,
and a great upgrade for anyone that doesn’t want to replace their existing router.

BUDGET BUYERS

TP-LINK Archer C3200
For just £150 you can get an impressive tri-band wireless
router in the TP-Link Archer C3200. This gives you three
networks to use: two 5GHz and one 2.4GHz network. For
example, you could use one 5GHz band for entertainment devices,
use the other one for clients, and leave the 2.4GHz band available for
older devices and where more range is needed.
This router uses slightly older technology, but for the price and range of features, this

doesn’t particularly matter, especially when performance is so good.

ULTIMATE SPEED SEEKERS

D-LINK DIR-895L
If you want the absolute best speeds, with additional room
to grow in the future, you can’t do better than the D-Link
DIR-895L. This powerful router, with its huge collection of
antennas, has two 5GHz networks (each rated at 2,166Mbit/s)
and a 1,000Mbit/s 2.4GHz network. This potent combination proved to be extremely fast in
our tests, and managed exceptional range. What’s more, as this router uses the latest
wireless standards, you’ll be able to get even more speed out of it in the future.
There’s no denying that the DIR-895L is relatively expensive, but if you have a lot of

wireless devices and need the bandwidth, it’s the model to buy.

THE BEST ROUTERS FOR…

cro. The
a real winnerm a
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vices,
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e and range of features, this
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ir existing router.

We’ve focused on products that will offer a real upgrade to
your network, rather than shoehorning in cheaper models
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MESH SYSTEMS

IF YOU DON’T want to replace your existing
router, the BT Whole Home Wi-Fi mesh
network is a reliable way to upgrade your
Wi-Fi. Connecting to your existing router,
BT’s kit provides wireless access for your
entire house, while your existing router takes
care of dishing out IP addresses and your
internet connection.
With the Whole Home Wi-Fi kit, you get

three identical access points, which BT calls
‘discs’, because of their circular bodies. Each
disc is just 165mm across and sits neatly on
the integrated stand, making it easy to
position them anywhere.

RUNNING IN CIRCLES
Each disc has a single Ethernet port, plus a
power button and reset switch. Only one
disc has to be wired into your existing router,
while the remaining two connect wirelessly,
forming the mesh network.
As this is a product designed for the

masses and is supposed to be easy to set up,
configuration is done entirely through the BT
Whole Home Wi-Fi app, which is available for
Android and iOS. This app takes you step by
step through configuring the initial disc to
adding subsequent ones.
While the first disc is easy to locate,

subsequent discs need a bit more work.
Because of the wireless connection, the
ideal scenario is that a disc is placed halfway
between an existing disc (wired or wirelessly)
and the area where you normally have poor
reception. To help out, the app gets you to

BT Whole Home Wi-Fi
★★★★★
£200 • From www.currys.co.uk

VERDICT
A smart and easy way to upgrade your
home’s Wi-Fi, but the price is a little high

move to the area where you want to place a
disc and then tests the connection quality.
You’re then told what to do: move a little

further away from another disc; install the
disc here; or move closer to an existing disc.
The LED readout on the front of a disc
provides you with a quick visual guide to
the connection state: blue is good, amber
means there’s poor reception, purple shows
that the disc is updating, and red means
there’s no connection.

MAKING FRIENDS
Once the discs are located in the right areas,
you’re ready to go, as BT preconfigures the
Whole Home Wi-Fi with a secure network.
Just as with BT’s routers, each disc has a
pull-out plastic insert at the back, which
contains the default network name, network
password and admin password.

While having a preset network makes
initial setup easy, the downside is that you
need to manually configure every wireless
device to use the new network. A better way
is to disable Wi-Fi on your existing router, and
then configure the Whole Home Wi-Fi kit to
use your old network’s name and password.
Settings can be changed easily using the

app, but you don’t get a lot of control: you
can change the network name and password,
turn off the discs’ LEDs, and that’s about it.
It’s impossible to split the 2.4GHz and

5GHz networks, as Whole Home Wi-Fi uses
Band Steering to direct a connecting device to
the right band automatically. This choice is
based on the connecting device’s capabilities
and range. BT also supports 802.11k/v Wi-Fi
roaming, which helps direct connecting
devices to the disc with the strongest signal.
In short, Whole Home Wi-Fi wants to

provide your devices with the fastest and
most reliable connection automatically.

DATA PROJECTION ACT
So, how fast is it? Each disc has a 1,733Mbit/s
5GHz network (4x4 antennas) and 800Mbit/s
2.4GHz network (4x4 antennas). Some of
the bandwidth has to be reserved for

communication between discs, so you’re
unlikely to see the advertised speeds.
In our tests, performance was still

very good, and we saw throughputs of
236.31Mbit/s at close range, 230.96Mbit/s
on the first floor and 176.66Mbit/s on the
second floor. This falls a little behind the
more expensive Netgear Orbi, and peak
speeds can’t match that of the top dedicated
wireless routers in this group test.
However, having three discs meant

much better coverage overall, and we could
get an excellent signal in the second-floor
bathroom, right at the back of our house;
using a single router, we can usually only
get one bar of reception.
Outside in the garden, which is usually a

dead spot, we managed to get 185.11Mbit/s,
with 56Mbit/s at the bottom of the garden.
With the Netgear Orbi’s satellite in the same

place, we got more than 200Mbit/s over the
entire garden, although coverage on the top
floor of the house wasn’t as good.

CENTRAL PLANNING
Orbi’s real advantage is that its system has a
Wi-Fi channel for the network backbone,
providing dedicated bandwidth. This showed
in its superior test results. The downsides of
Orbi are that you have to replace your
existing router, which isn’t always possible;
the access points are much bigger than BT’s
discs; and the price is higher.
Whether or not the BT Whole Home Wi-Fi

is for you depends on what you want to
achieve in your home. If you can reposition
your router in the middle of your house, you
may find that you can get away with a single
router. If that doesn’t work, you want to
eradicate a dead spot and can replace your
router, then the Netgear Orbi offers more
features and better performance.
However, if you can’t replace your router

or you don’t want the hassle of having to do
so, then the BT Whole Home Wi-Fi is a great
choice. It provides you with excellent and
robust coverage and is simple to install, and
the price has dropped £100 since launch.

Having three discs meant much better coverage overall,
and we could get an excellent signal on the second floor
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MESH SYSTEMS

GOOGLEWIFI IS designed to upgrade your
existing router, bringing a smart mesh network
into your home. For the best results, then, you
need to disable your router’s existing wireless,
so that Google Wifi becomes your default.
Google Wifi is sold as either a single unit

(£129) or as a two-unit pack (£229). Given that
this is a mesh networking product, it makes
the most sense to buy two access points.

NET WORTH
Google has done a good job with the Wifi’s
access point design. Each one is a small
hockey puck-style unit, which you can place
conveniently out of the way without having to
make too much room. A single white LED
shows each access point’s status, although
you can dim or turn this off if the light is
proving to be distracting.
Each unit has two Gigabit Ethernet ports, a

step up from BT’s single-port access points.
Only one device needs to be physically
connected to the network, with further access
points communicating via a mesh network.
Configuration is simple using the Android

or iOS app; there’s no web configuration
option, so you’re going to need a smartphone.
Following the app’s simple instructions, we
soon had our dual access points placed in the
ideal positions, and our network name and
password set. There’s very little need for any
other configuration at this point, as Google
Wifi is designed to be smart and automatically
configure the optimal network settings.
First, as with other products of this ilk,

there’s band steering. This automatically
assigns a client to the 2.4GHz or 5GHz band,
depending on signal strength and abilities. It
takes the hassle out of networking, as you
know each device will get the best connection.

HELPING HANDS
Next, there’s Google’s client steering feature.
Typically, wireless devices connect to an access
point and then stick to it until the signal
drops. With client steering, Google nudges
devices to disconnect from one access point
and reconnect to a stronger one. Indeed,
monitoring via the app, we noticed devices
switching from one access point to another,
maintaining signal strength and speed.
There’s no need to configure wireless

channels, as Google uses a dedicated sensing
radio to monitor surrounding interference,
changing settings automatically as required.
Cloud-based machine learning lets Google
automatically create a schedule, changing
wireless channels at set times during the week.

GOOGLE Wifi
★★★★★
£229 (twin pack) • From store.google.com

VERDICT
Staggeringly easy to configure and with some
amazing configuration tools, this is wireless
networking made easy

Finally, you don’t have to worry about
updates, as Google will automatically
download and install them for you. This is a
brilliantly simple system that you can just
plug in and forget about.

INTERNAL OPPOSITION
Internally, each access point has dual-band
wireless, with 2x2 867Mbit/s on a single 5GHz
band and 300Mbit/s at 2.4GHz. In comparison,
BT’s Whole Home Wi-Fi has tri-band wireless,
with dual 1,733Mbit/s 4x4 5GHz bands.
On paper, BT certainly has the advantage,
with a lot more network bandwidth available.
Using dual Google Wifi access points,

we measured an average throughput of
329.25Mbit/s at close range, 431.06Mbit/s on
the first floor and 184.38Mbit/s on the second
floor. This is better performance than we saw
from the BT Whole Home Wi-Fi, bar second-
floor performance. BT’s higher number of
access points and higher bandwidth seemed
to make the difference in this test.
Likewise, testing in the garden, just outside

the kitchen window – a traditional dead spot
– we found BT to be the winner. We saw
throughputs of 153Mbit/s with Google Wifi
and 185.11Mbit/s with BT Whole Home. At the
bottom of the garden, BT managed 56Mbit/s,
compared to 37.7Mbit/s from Google Wifi.

MEDDLING KIDS
Where Google Wifi shines is through the app
and configuration options. Family Wi-Fi is the
best of the bunch, letting you group together
multiple devices and then set schedules for

their internet access. For example, you can let
an older child have more time online with
their laptop and tablet, shutting down a
younger child’s tablet earlier. You can also
manually pause internet access by group, too;
it’s a brilliant way to get children’s attention.
Google has a built-in guest network, which

is something missing from the BT Whole
Home Wi-Fi. You can select which devices
people on the guest network can see. For
example, you can hide your NAS, but you
could make your Chromecast available so that
guests can stream photos to your TV.
The one downside of Google Wifi is that in

mesh mode, it operates in Network Address
Translation (NAT) mode. This doesn’t affect
performance, but it can make configuring
some port-forwarding services, such as for
games, tricky. In effect, you have to set up
port forwarding on your main router and
Google Wifi, which can break some services.
Access from one device to another can be

confusing, too. A device connected to your
original router can’t see a device connected
to your Google Wifi; however, everything
connected to Google Wifi can see your
entire home network. BT Whole Home Wi-Fi
doesn’t have these issues and it simply
integrates into your existing network.
The only way round Google’s configuration

issue is to use a single device in Bridge mode;
however, if you’re going down this route,
you’re better off buying a dedicated router.
There’s no option to configure the DHCP

range of IP addresses that Google Wifi hands
out, either. That shouldn’t cause too much
trouble, though, and you can use the app to
reserve a device an IP address; in effect, this is
a quick way to give out static IP addresses.

SIMPLER TIMES
Aside from the slightly quirky way in which
Google Wifi works, the system is rather neat,
and the app (and the control it provides) is
the best we’ve seen. This system makes
wireless networking and device control very
easy. Whether or not it’s the right product
for you depends on what you want to do.
BT’s Whole Home Wi-Fi is slightly cheaper,
its network integration is neater, and
long-range performance is better. For larger
houses or ones with a few dead spots, BT’s
system is the best choice. If you can get by
with two access points, Google Wifi is an
excellent, easy-to-manage alternative.
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MESH SYSTEMS

THE LINKSYS VELOP is, in theory, one of
the most flexible mesh systems: it can replace
an existing router, like the Netgear Orbi, or it
can be used to upgrade your existing wireless
network while leaving your router alone, as
with the BT Whole Home Wi-Fi. This flexibility
would seem to give Linksys an edge in a very
rapidly filling arena.
It’s possible to buy the Velop in one of

three configurations: a single device, a twin
pack or a triple pack. The single device is a
little pointless on its own and is intended as
an upgrade for existing installations, giving
you a quick way to extend a wireless network.
This range is good in principle, giving you

much more flexibility than either the Orbi
(which is available as a twin pack) or BT’s
Whole Home Wi-Fi (available as a triple pack).
However, the price is a little hard to stomach,
with a single device costing a whopping £170,
two costing £250 and three costing £380.
That’s an improvement over the launch price,
where a triple pack cost £500, but the
competition is still cheaper.

CABLE AND WIRED
Linksys has done a nice job with the
satellite’s design, and the tall columns are
easy to place around your home. Their
unobtrusive finish also means that they’ll
blend into the background.
Underneath are two Gigabit Ethernet ports

and the power input, and a cable clip at the
back helps you keep any cabling out of the
way. The first device you connect needs to be
plugged into your existing router or modem
via Ethernet. Subsequent satellites don’t need
connecting at all, although you can use the
Ethernet ports for connecting wired devices.
Setting the system up requires you to use

the smartphone app, which is available for
Android and iOS. It takes you through the
entire system configuration, starting by asking
if you want to replace your existing router or
connect Velop to an existing network. Once
you’ve chosen, neat onscreen instructions
take you through connecting the first device
to your network and setting the Wi-Fi
network name and password.
After that, the app helps you position the

satellites around your home. The ideal placing
is halfway between an existing satellite and
the area in which you want coverage. The app
helps you with locating a new satellite,
automatically checking the network
connection and then giving you advice on
whether you should move it or not.
This process takes a few minutes per

satellite and, overall, takes a little longer than

LINKSYS Velop
★★★★★
£380 • From www.currys.co.uk

VERDICT
Neat and easy to configure, although performance
at the edge isn’t quite as good as on rival systems

the BT Whole
Home Wi-Fi’s
similar process.
The single LED on
top of the router
gives you a visual
indication of signal
strength, too.
Annoyingly, you can’t
disable the lights using the app. Initially, we
configured our Velop system to connect to
an existing router, but this reveals a rather
big problem: Velop insists on dishing out IP
addresses and still uses the primary wired
device as a router. It means that you end
up with two networks, which can make
handling port forwarding and other
advanced features more difficult.

FIRST RESERVE
There’s no way of changing the way that
Velop works and, in fact, the system doesn’t
even give you control of the DHCP settings.
The only option you have is to tell the Velop
to reserve an IP address for a device, which
is handy where you want a static address
for a device such as a NAS. It’s good to see
a guest network built in, so you can give
visitors restricted access to the internet
without having to dish out your main
wireless password.
In a first for wireless routers, the Velop has

Amazon Alexa integration. Using the Skill, you

can use your Echo to ask Alexa for the guest
network name and credentials, and the main
network’s name. It’s a fun feature, although
not one that makes the Velop a must-buy.
Linksys has used tri-band 802.11ac Wi-Fi,

with two 867Mbit/s 5GHz networks and one
400Mbit/s 2.4GHz network. With multiple
5GHz networks, there should be more
bandwidth available for the backbone used to
connect the mesh network.
There’s no way to choose which network

to join, as Linksys uses band steering to
direct connecting devices to the most
appropriate network, based on signal
strength and capability. This makes sense:
these types of products are about delivering
the best, most reliable wireless experience
with no hassle or user intervention.

SPOT TESTS
Performance in our testing was good. We
managed 337.32Mbit/s at close range,
309.65Mbit/s on the first floor and
196.32Mbit/s on the second floor. Those
are similar speeds to the Netgear Orbi’s
performance and a little ahead of BT’s
Whole Home Wi-Fi. However, speeds in our
traditional dead spots weren’t quite as good.
In the top-floor bathroom, we saw speeds

of 42.51Mbit/s, which is an improvement on
having a single router, but less than half the
speed that we saw with BT’s kit. Moving
outside into the garden, we got 81Mbit/s in
our usual dead spot and just 17.73Mbit/s at
the bottom of the garden. With its satellite in
a similar position, the Netgear Orbi gave us
more than 200Mbit/s throughout the garden.
BT’s Whole Home Wi-Fi managed more than
double the speed of the Velop, too. That’s a
touch disappointing, and we would have
hoped for better throughputs, particularly
with tri-band Wi-Fi on offer.
Ultimately, performance and features

make the Velop a less interesting purchase
than its competitors. The Netgear Orbi is a
better choice if you want to replace your
main router, while BT’s Whole Home Wi-Fi is
cheaper and more flexible as an upgrade.
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IF YOU HAVE an old router and want to
benefit from upgrading it and getting the
kind of improved coverage that a mesh
network can offer, the Netgear Orbi is the
product for you. With the Orbi system, you
get one router that you plug into your
broadband connection (there’s an Ethernet
WAN port), and one satellite router that you
ideally place in the middle of your home to
give you better coverage.

SHOW SOME BACKBONE
The router and satellite then communicate via
a dedicated 1,733Mbit/s, 802.11ac 5GHz
network (the network backbone, to use the
more technical term). For clients, each Orbi
component has an 866Mbit/s 802.11ac 5GHz
network and a 400Mbit/s 2.4GHz network.
The idea is that your clients connect to

the strongest Wi-Fi network. When clients
connect to the satellite, the high-speed
backbone should mean there’s no slowdown
in Wi-Fi or internet speeds. The backbone also
means that there’s room for expansion, as
you can buy additional satellite devices to
expand your network further.
Setting up the pack couldn’t be easier, as

the router and satellite come pre-paired. All
you have to do is connect the router to your
broadband and turn it on, then place your
satellite and power it on. Usefully, the
satellite has a coloured LED that glows for
around 10 seconds to show you network
strength: blue means the connection is good,
amber means fair, and pulsing magenta
means there’s no connection.

SATELLITE LAUNCH
After that, it’s a matter of using the web client
to configure your router. A quick wizard takes
you through configuring a new admin
password and giving your Orbi system a new
wireless network name and password.
Settings are synchronised between the router

NETGEAR Orbi
★★★★★
£350 • From www.currys.co.uk

VERDICT
A smart system for boostingWi-Fi range and speed, Orbi could be
the answer for larger homes struggling with wireless performance

and satellite automatically, so you
have only a single network in your
home. This is an improvement
on Wi-Fi extenders, where you
end up with two networks: the
original and a new one for the
range extender.
Once done, the Orbi’s settings

can be managed through the
standard web interface. Those
who’ve owned a Netgear router
before will recognise the Orbi’s
web interface, although they
may notice that there are fewer
settings. For example, it’s
impossible to split the 2.4GHz
and 5GHz networks. Instead, the
Orbi uses band steering. This
technology detects the capabilities
of the connecting device, looks at
the current load and network
strength, and then directs the client to
what it considers the best network. It
means you can’t control whether your devices
use 5GHz or 2.4GHz networking, but the result
should be better stability and overall speed.

TARGET RANGE
To test the product, we placed the router
where our internet connection comes into
the house, and put the satellite on the first
floor. Testing at 5m we saw a throughput of
383.68Mbit/s, on the first floor throughput
of 317.57Mbit/s, and on the second floor
throughput of 190.91Mbit/s.
Close-range speeds are excellent, but the

best standalone routers can be faster at
distances. Unplugging the satellite didn’t
make much difference to the test results, as
the router’s position gives such good
coverage of the house. We retested, but
moved the satellite to the kitchen to see how
it could fix the poor reception we have at the
end of the kitchen and into the garden. The

results were clearer this
time. Without the satellite,
we got throughputs of
29.53Mbit/s just outside
the kitchen window, and
nothing at the bottom of
the garden; with the
satellite, we saw a
throughput of
287.57Mbit/s just outside
the window and
253.36Mbit/s at the
bottom of the garden.
These speeds required

some careful placement of

the satellite, and we got the best results with
it located in the middle of the kitchen.

THE LONG VIEW
The Orbi has the usual range of features you’d
expect in a modern router, including port
forwarding, dynamic DNS settings and
Netgear’s excellent web-filtering. With the
latest firmware, there’s support for BT IGMP
proxying, which means that streamed
YouView channels will work. These are the
channels that appear in the guide, such as BT
Sport, but are broadcast via the internet.
It’s good to see a guest network option,

too, so that you can let visitors connect to
your Wi-Fi for internet access without having
to give out your main password.
With the router, you get three Gigabit

Ethernet ports for wired devices, while the
satellite gives you four Gigabit Ethernet ports.
This makes the satellite a useful addition to an
office or at the back of a TV, where you may
have a collection of wired devices.
The Orbi is a smart system that can

deliver rock-solid and stable Wi-Fi to an entire
house. If you’ve struggled with poor Wi-Fi
performance in the past, then this router
could well be the answer. It’s certainly not
cheap, though, and if you can physically
relocate your router, so it’s in the middle of
your home, you may get similar speeds for
less with another 802.11ac router.

MESH SYSTEMS

to
It
our devices
the result
speed.
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THE TP-LINK DECOM5 wireless mesh
system is designed to be one of the most
flexible products you can get. It hooks up to
an existing wireless router, but gives you a
choice of operating modes to best suit your
home environment, plus integrated parental
controls and anti-virus protection. It ships as
a three-pack of wireless satellites, which
should suit even the largest of homes.

DISC-OVERY
Each satellite is a small disc, 120mm in
diameter, which sits flat on a desk. Only the
first disc needs to be connected to your
existing router; subsequent access points
connect to the first one wirelessly. If you
want to boost range further, you can connect
access points via Ethernet, with the Deco M5
working out how best to transmit data: via
the wireless mesh or wired.
It’s good to see that each access point

has two Gigabit Ethernet ports, as this gives
some additional flexibility, such as for
plugging in wired devices.
Configuration, as with similar devices, is via

the Android or iOS smartphone app. TP-Link
configures the Deco access points using a
Bluetooth connection from your smartphone,
so you need to be within range to get started.
Once you’ve got the first access point

configured, the app takes you through
configuring and placing the subsequent ones,
checking that there’s a strong enough
connection between each.

TRAFFIC FLOW
TP-Link doesn’t preconfigure the Deco M5
with a secure network, so you’re left to enter
your own network name and password. For
simplicity, you first may want to disable your
existing wireless on your router, and then use
your existing details for your new Deco
network. That way, all wireless devices will
automatically connect to your new network.
After that, there aren’t really a lot of

configuration options, as the Deco M5 is
designed to be as simple (and thus reliable)
as possible. It has built-in band steering,
pushing devices to the best network band
(2.4GHz or 5GHz), based on compatibility and
speed. The access points also help with
roaming, pushing devices to connect to the
strongest access point.
In its default mode, the Deco M5 has NAT

turned on, dishing out its own range of IP
addresses. There’s no control over this IP
address range, although you can reserve
static addresses, which is handy for certain
devices, such as NAS arrays or printers.

TP-LINK Deco M5
★★★★★
£230 • From www.currys.co.uk

VERDICT
Lots of smart features and great performance
make this smart mesh system stick out

In this mode, you may find
it harder to get some online
services working, as port forwarding
has to be done both on your router
and on the Deco M5.
Alternatively, the Deco M5 can be put

into Access Point mode, which seamlessly
integrates it into your existing network, using
your standard IP address range. This is how
the BT Whole Home Wi-Fi operates.
All of the LEDs can be turned off on a

schedule, too, so you won’t be kept awake
by the lights at night if you place an access
point in your bedroom.

CHILD’S PLAY
There’s a good reason why you will probably
want to stick with the default mode: you get
more options. Leave the Deco M5 as it ships,
and you get TP-Link’s high-quality parental
controls. These let you assign devices to
profiles, controlling the type of access that
each gets. For example, you can add a child’s
laptop and phone to one profile, restricting
the websites that can be viewed. Even better,
you can restrict the total internet time
available, and even block devices from

accessing the internet at set times. If you
need to, you can manually pause a profile’s
internet access, which can be a great way to
get attention when you need it. TP-Link’s
system is powerful and flexible, and on a par
with Google Wifi.
In addition, TP-Link has integrated Trend

Micro-powered anti-virus, monitoring and
protecting your internet traffic against
malware and preventing unwanted intrusion.
It’s good to see that there’s a guest

network available, so you can let friends and
other visitors connect to the internet, without
having to give out your main router password.

SPEED DEMON
TP-Link uses an 867Mbit/s 4x4 5GHz
network and 400Mbit/s 4x4 2.4GHz network.
Bandwidth is shared between devices and
the mesh network, so you’re unlikely to see
the full headline speeds. Even so, we found
that the system was fairly quick. At close
range, we saw throughputs of 287.98Mbit/s,
279.4Mbit/s on the first floor and 174.4Mbit/s
on the second floor.
That was similar performance to the BT

Whole Home Wi-Fi system. Moving outside,
where traditionally we get a poor signal, we
found that we got 90.92Mbit/s just outside of
the kitchen window and 82.72Mbit/s at the
bottom of the garden. That’s better than with
a single router, but we found that BT’s mesh
system was faster.

ROUND TRIP
Whether or not the TP-Link Deco M5 is the
right product for you depends on what you
want to do. If you’re looking to boost wireless
range throughout your home and outside, the
BT Whole Home Wi-Fi is a little quicker at
range and a bit cheaper.
If you want more from your new wireless

system, then the Deco M5 is a great product.
With excellent child-protection controls and
built-in anti-virus, it’s an excellent choice and
slightly nudges ahead of the Google Wifi.
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IF WEWERE giving out prizes for the
coolest-looking wireless mesh system,
Ubiquiti’s AmpliFi HD would win hands down.
Rather than using identical-looking
components for the entire system, AmpliFi
HD consists of two main parts.
First, there’s the cuboid router, which

looks great and has a funky LCD touchscreen
on the front. As well as giving you a quick
way to install updates (just tap when there’s
a new one to install), tapping the display
cycles through the date and time, data
usage, and router’s IP address.
The router is configured using the AmpliFi

smartphone app for Android and iOS. You
can set up the system to connect to your
existing router, or you can use the PPoE
option to connect directly to a modem, such
as for BT internet.
Ubiquiti doesn’t include an IGMP proxy

option in the settings, so the router
wouldn’t work with streamed YouView
channels, such as BT Sport. This is a
common issue with third-party routers, so
if you’re with BT you’ll either need an
alternative router, or you’ll need to connect
the AmpliFi to your existing BT router.
It’s good to see that there are four Gigabit

Ethernet ports for hooking up wired devices.
There’s also a USB port, although it currently
isn’t configured to do anything.
Once the router is working and has an

internet connection, it’s time to configure
the mesh network.

ANOTHER FINE MESH
In many cases, the best place to put a mesh
access point is in a hallway, but locating one
can be an issue. With the Ubiquiti system, the
access points use a ball joint connected to a
plug, so you can just pick a wall socket, angle
the antenna and you’re good to go. Smartly,
the ball joint uses a magnetic connector, so if
someone knocks into the access point, they
may detach it, but they won’t break it.
Each access point has a row of blue status

LEDs to show the current network strength.
These can be scheduled to turn off, along
with the router’s LCD screen, so you won’t
have a night’s sleep interrupted.

THE NEED FOR SPEED
By default, the AmpliFi HD merges both its
5GHz network and 2.4GHz network under one
SSID. The setup process gets you to create a
new network and secure password; we
recommend using the same details as for your
old router so that all wireless devices will just
reconnect to your new network.

UBIQUITI AmpliFi HD
★★★★★
£360 • From www.scan.co.uk

VERDICT
A smart-looking mesh system, but it’s expensive,
and better-performing rivals cost less

Using a single
SSID, the AmpliFi
HD uses band
steering to push
devices to the most
appropriate network,
based on features
and signal strength.
It’s worth turning on
router steering, too,
which will push
devices towards the
strongest access
point; without this,
some devices cling
on to an access point until you move out of
range, which can affect performance.
Should you want, you can disband the

networks and expose the 2.4GHz and 5GHz
networks individually. We don’t recommend
doing this with a mesh system, as you get
more benefit and greater reliability using
the default settings.

NATTY DRESSER
By default, the AmpliFi HD uses Network
Address Translation (NAT). This is fine if you
connect directly to the internet via a modem,
but if you’re connected to an existing router,
this setup can make port forwarding harder.
However, you can switch the AmpliFi system
to Bridge mode, which makes it integrate
neatly with your existing network, much in the
same way as the BT Whole Home Wi-Fi does.

There’s a good reason not do this, though:
you lose out on the profiles option. With
profiles, you can group connected devices
under one person, with, for example, one
child’s laptop and phone under a single profile.
Then, you can pause that person’s internet
access on all devices, and schedule exactly
when the devices can and can’t be used.
Access control is simple to manage, but
TP-Link’s Deco M5 has more granular
controls, plus web filtering and anti-virus.

RANGE ROVER
The AmpliFi HD has headline speeds of
1,300Mbit/s on the 5GHz channel and
450Mbit/s on the 2.4GHz channel. The 5GHz
band is used to build the mesh network, so
the bandwidth has to be shared between this
and any connecting clients.
Performance inside was similar to most

of the other mesh systems we’ve tested:
210.95Mbit/s at close range was a little slow,
but 286.05Mbit/s on the first floor and
214.54Mbit/s on the second floor were good.
Moving outside, where we traditionally have a
dead spot, we found that performance wasn’t
as good as with some of the other mesh
systems that we’ve tested. Outside of the
kitchen window, throughput of 54.2Mbit/s
was a touch slower than we wanted, while a
speed of 19.92Mbit/s at the bottom of the
garden was considerably slower than we were
expecting; we’d expect at least double that.

PLUGGING A GAP
The AmpliFi HD’s smart access points make
this system a lot more flexible for positioning.
We like the smart-looking router and its
clever touchscreen. That said, the system is
expensive, and doesn’t equal the performance
of its rivals in our tests. For upgrading your
existing home network, the BT Whole Home
Wi-Fi is better value, while the Netgear Orbi is
a faster system for replacing an older router.
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THE D-LINK DIR-895L is an absolute beast
of a router, in a good way. It’s not just large,
but with the eight (yes, eight) antennas
attached to the red body, this router looks
like some kind of deep-sea creature that’s
hauled itself on to dry land.
You may have trouble trying to position

the router on a flat surface, but it is wall
mountable, which could help you position the
DIR-895L more conveniently.
Around the back are all the ports you’d

expect to find. There’s a single Gigabit
Ethernet WAN port, four Gigabit Ethernet
ports for wired devices, and one USB2 and
one USB3 port for other external devices.

CONSOLE YOURSELF
D-Link has preconfigured the router with a
secure wireless network, with the password
printed on a label stuck to the front of the
router. This label comes off easily, but
there’s a secondary label stuck permanently
to the bottom of the router. It’s a handy
combination, as you can remove the first
label and have it to hand while you set up the
router for the first time.
Or, at least, it should be handy. Our

computer connected to the network at first,
but then lost the connection and couldn’t
detect the router. Our Android phone,
meanwhile, could see the wireless network,
but wouldn’t connect.
In the end, we connected our PC

via Ethernet and logged into the web
management console. We were prompted

D-LINK DIR-895L
★★★★★
£316 • From www.ebuyer.com

VERDICT
A staggeringly fast router with great range –
only the high price may put some people off

to update the router to the latest firmware,
after which both our PC and Android phone
could connect to the router.

SPLIT DECISION
D-Link preconfigures the DIR-895L router
with its Smart Connect technology already
turned on. This is another name for band
steering and means that you see one
wireless network, but that the router diverts
your computer to the best network band
based on speed, range and capabilities.
This option is the best for most people, but
if you want to have more control, you can
turn off Smart Connect.
That done, you get three wireless

networks: one 2.4GHz and two 5GHz. That’s
a lot of potential bandwidth and gives you
lots of options for connections. For example,
you may want to use one 5GHz band for all
your home entertainment and fixed devices,
leaving the other two networks for laptops,
smartphones, tablets and the like.
Splitting the networks also lets you

enable up to three guest networks (one per
channel); in default mode, you get one guest
network. Guest networks are a great option
to have, letting you securely share your
internet connection without having to give
out your main password.

VINTAGE PORT
Through the USB
ports on the rear,
you can plug in
storage devices and
share the content
over your network,
either through file
sharing or as a media
server. Register for a
mydlink account and
you can even share
the files over the
internet to a web
browser or the iOS
and Android
smartphone apps. For
sharing other services
over the internet,
the router supports
port forwarding
and dynamic
DNS services.

There’s also an L2TP VPN, so you can
remotely connect to your home network from
over the internet. This gives you full access to
your home, making a remote computer appear
as though it’s on your local network.
D-Link has included a built-in web filter on

the DIR-895L, but every address that you
want to block has to be entered manually,
which is a bit of a faff. It could be useful if you
want to block a couple of specific websites,
but proper web filtering is required if you’ve
got children in the house.
It’s a shame that there’s no IGMP proxy

option. This is required for streamed
YouView channels, such as BT Sport, to work,
and is commonly missing from third-party
routers. If you have BT TV, you’ll be best off
looking elsewhere.

TRI HARDER
We split the wireless networks for testing
so that we could see the individual 2.4GHz
and 5GHz performance. This gave us a
1,000Mbit/s 2.4GHz network and two
2,166Mbit/s 5GHz networks. With the 5GHz
network, you get 4x4 MU-MIMO antennas
with beam forming. While there are few
MU-MIMO clients available at present,
having the technology available should
mean better performance with multiple
devices in the future.
This router has blistering performance on

all bands. On the 5GHz bands, we saw
throughputs of 359.54Mbit/s at close range,
420.41Mbit/s on the first floor and
354.49Mbit/s on the second floor.
Throughputs on 2.4GHz were some of the
best that we’ve ever seen, with 114.57Mbit/s
at close range, 130.07Mbit/s on the first floor
and 112.53Mbit/s on the second floor.
Impressively, range was also very good,

and we got network coverage all the way to
the bottom of the garden on the 2.4GHz band.
With throughputs of around 20Mbit/s, this
would be OK for a bit of web browsing, but a
mesh network gave us a stronger, faster and
more reliable network at a distance.

RUSHING AHEAD
If you have a busy home network and want a
router to deliver incredible throughputs, then
it’s hard to argue with the DIR-895L. Yes, it’s
big and expensive, but you’ll get your money’s
worth out of its performance.
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WE FIRST REVIEWED the F-Secure Sense in
Shopper 356, and while we liked the product,
we also felt it had a few minor shortcomings.
However, F-Secure’s promised to update the
Sense regularly, adding new features. As a
result, we’ve decided to review the product
again to see what has changed.
First, a recap. The F-Secure Sense is a

combination of two products. There’s the
security-hardened router, which gives
protection to all of your devices, and then
there’s the Sense application, which uses
F-Secure’s anti-virus engine and protects your
Android and Windows devices (there’s an iOS
app for setup only, as Macs currently aren’t
supported). F-Secure’s software offers
powerful protection, protecting against 100%
of threats in the most recent AV-Test report.
Sense requires a yearly licence, costing

£102, with the first year included in the price
of the router. This nets you all of the
protection features, including software
licences for 25 Windows devices and an
unlimited number of Android devices.

PLUG-IN AND GO
The Sense router doesn’t currently have
PPPoE support, which means that you can’t
use it to connect directly to some internet
connections, such as BT internet.
For many people, then, the Sense needs to

be hooked up to your existing router. This can
make things such as port forwarding tricky to
configure, as you need to do it on both the
Sense and your main router. Some devices
may not work properly, either: we couldn’t get
streamed YouView channels to work through
Sense, so we connected our BT set-top box
directly to our original router.
There are three Gigabit Ethernet ports on

the rear, which is one fewer than most routers.
A five-port Gigabit Ethernet switch (around
£12) helps if you run out of wired ports.

F-SECURE Sense
★★★★★
£169 • From www.f-secure.com

VERDICT
A clever way to protect your internet-connected devices,
using a combination of hardware and software

Once you’ve
connected the Sense to
your existing router, setup
is managed through the
Sense app for Android or
iOS. Only one smartphone
can control the router at a
time, so make sure you use
your primary phone; if you
want to change phones
later, you’ll have to reset
the router and start again
for security reasons.
When the router first

launched, the Android app
couldn’t control port
forwarding on the router.
However, a new Android app
that fixes this issue should be
available by the time you read this.

LOCK DOWN
Security protection is very easy to manage,
using toggle switches in the app. By default,
the router is set to protect all devices, with
browsing protection turned on. In this mode,
Sense actively blocks malicious websites on
all devices, reducing the risk of phishing
attacks or drive-by malware installations.
It works well, too, blocking all of our
attempts to visit malicious sites. Note that
this isn’t web filtering, and parental controls
are coming in a future update.
In the default mode, Sense builds up a

profile of your smart devices, blocking any
that exhibit suspicious behaviour.
Additionally, Tracking protection prevents

websites and criminals tracking you through
the web. We recommend turning this on.
At the minimum, it will help prevent tracking
adverts from following you around, making
the web nicer to browse.

WARNING SIGNS
From the app’s main screen
you can see your current
network status, including
whether any threats have
been blocked. You can
tap the threat count to
find out what was blocked.
Go to the Devices

section and you can see a
list of connected machines.
An option called Identify
Device Type is available in
Settings, which will
automatically look at traffic
patterns to work out the

type of device. It didn’t
work well with our devices
at launch, but this time it
quickly identified our
Android smartphone,
desktop PC and smart TV.
Some devices may take
longer to detect. You can
always override the default
detection and set your own
icon and name if you prefer.
Select any device in the

list, and you can choose to
block the internet, which is
a handy way to get the kids’
attention at dinner time.

NETWORKING EVENT
Sense creates two networks: one 2.4GHz
network and a 5GHz network, with ‘_5GHz’
appended to the network name. There’s no
guest network option at the moment,
although this will come in a future update,
along with an integrated VPN.
There’s also no UPnP, which makes a lot of

sense given that this technology is insecure
and we’ve written about the need to disable it.
No UPnP does mean that you may have to
manually configure port forwarding to get
some devices working properly, though.
All updates are applied automatically to

the router, reducing the traditional risk that
the firmware goes out of date, leaving flaws
open to being exploited.

THE NEED FOR SPEED
There’s little point in additional security if
performance isn’t up to scratch. Internally, the
router is an 802.11ac model, with AC1750
speeds (450Mbit/s 2.4GHz and 1,300Mbit/s
5GHz). That makes this a mid-level router,
and our speed tests showed this.
On the 5GHz band, the router managed

282.91Mbit/s at close range, 248.26Mbit/s on
the first floor and 132.74Mbit/s on the second
floor. That’s similar performance to the mesh
systems that we’ve tested, bar the slower
second-floor result.
Switching to the 2.4GHz band, performance

was a little disappointing, although consistent.
We saw throughputs of 55.9Mbit/s at close
range, 58.53Mbit/s on the first floor and
44.89Mbit/s on the second floor.
Sense is a product that’s improving and

evolving all the time. We’d like to see PPPoE,
to make the router a little more flexible, but
even without that, Sense – both the router
and app – is a great way to keep all your
internet devices secure.
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ASWITHMOST high-end routers, the
Linksys EA9500 is rather a large model,
featuring eight pre-connected antennas.
It can’t be wall mounted, so you’ll need to
find space to sit this router flat. Decked out
in black plastic, the EA9500 isn’t too
in-your-face, so stashing it behind a TV or on
a shelf won’t ruin the look of a room.
Linksys has put the size of the router to

good use, with eight Gigabit Ethernet ports at
the rear. That’s brilliant news for anyone that
has a lot of wired devices, as you probably
won’t have to buy an additional external
switch. There’s also one USB2 and one USB3
port for connecting to the router.

SPINNING A WEB
Linksys preconfigures the router with a
secure wireless name and password, so you
just need to connect to this to begin with.
Once hooked up to the wireless network,
you can log in to the router’s web-based
management page. This starts with a
configuration wizard that gets you connected
to the internet, prompts you to change the
Wi-Fi name and password, checks for the
latest firmware, and asks if you want to create
a Linksys account so that you can manage the
router via an app from anywhere.
We found the router connected first time

to our BT internet connection. As with
previous Linksys routers we’ve reviewed, we
couldn’t find an IGMP proxy option in the
settings. Without this, we couldn’t get
streamed YouView channels to work, such
as BT Sport; regular catch-up services, such
as iPlayer, work fine. If you have BT TV, you’ll

LINKSYS EA9500
★★★★★
£270 • From www.currys.co.uk

VERDICT
It’s good to see lots of Ethernet ports, but
performance at range could be better

be better off with a different router or
upgrading your Wi-Fi using a mesh system.
Linksys provides three networks on this

router: one 2.4GHz and two 5GHz. By default,
the 5GHz networks use band steering,
directing clients to the best network, based
on signal strength, congestion and ability.
It’s a neat way of doing things, as it means
that you get a choice of 2.4GHz and 5GHz
networks, but the 5GHz connection quality is
decided automatically. If you prefer, you can
split the 5GHz into two, so that you have
complete control over which network to join.
There are two guest networks by default,

letting you share your internet connection

with visitors without having to give out your
main network password. There’s an Alexa skill,
too, so you can ask Amazon Echo to toggle
your guest network on or off, and read out
your main or guest password.

PURE FILTERED
This router has all of the options that you’d
expect, with port forwarding, dynamic DNS

and quality of service
all easy to configure
from the neat
management console.
If you connect a USB
drive to the back of
the router, you then
get further options to
share files or turn on
the router’s media
server. If you don’t
have a full NAS, then
these options could
be helpful.
You also get

parental controls,
which are as feature-
packed as you might
hope. You can choose
a schedule to allow or
block devices, but web
filtering is handled

manually by entering web addresses. If you
have children in the house, you’ll need a more
flexible router or parental management
software if you want more control.

UP AND DOWN
To test the router, we left it in its default
mode. That gave us a single 2.4GHz network,
with a maximum throughput of 1,000Mbit/s.
The two 5GHz Wi-Fi channels are displayed
as one network, but each network has a
maximum throughput of 2,166Mbit/s.
As a high-end AC5400 router, the EA9500

supports the latest Wi-Fi standards, which
include beam forming and MU-MIMO.

While there are still few MU-MIMO clients,
this router will be able to handle them, and
should improve performance when multiple
devices are streaming at the same time.
Performance wasn’t quite as consistent

as we’d hoped for. On the 5GHz band, we
saw a massive 392.5Mbit/s at close range;
speeds dropped off slightly at range with
407.38Mbit/s on the first floor and a slightly
disappointing 231.5Mbit/s on the second
floor. Switching to the 2.4GHz band, we
didn’t see the throughputs we’d expect from
such a high-power router: 68.18Mbit/s at
close range, 94.98Mbit/s on the first floor
and 86.59Mbit/s on the second floor. Other
routers in this test outclassed the EA9500.
Range was good on all bands, and we got

a signal in all of our traditional dead spots.
We even managed to get a signal at the end
of the garden, although the 15Mbit/s average
on the 2.4GHz channel isn’t fantastic.

FADING OUT
We love the EA9500’s interface and its eight
Gigabit Ethernet ports, not to mention that
the price is great for an AC5400 router,
making this model cheaper than the
competition. Performance is good at close
range, but we did find that speeds dropped at
greater distances, so the D-Link DIR-895L is
therefore the better choice for most.

There’s an Alexa skill, so you can ask Amazon Echo to toggle
your guest network on or off and read out your password
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IF YOU NEED a router that can run fast
today, but has more to give when future
devices are released, the Netgear Nighthawk
X10 could well be the model for you. This
model is an 802.11ad router, which means
you get all the benefits of 802.11ac today,
but there’s a 60GHz channel, too, which can
run at up to 4,600Mbit/s.
Also known as WiGig, 60GHz networking

is exciting, giving faster-than-Gigabit speeds
at short range; the technology will not
penetrate walls, so it’s not a solution for
the entire home. Nor is 60GHz networking
really a technology for today, as there are
few wireless products that support the new
standard. Still, having the capability for the
future shouldn’t be sniffed at.
On top of that, the back of the router

contains six Gigabit Ethernet ports, which
should be enough to cater for most homes.
Two of the ports can be aggregated, giving
you up to 2GB of network bandwidth for
NAS devices that support it. If that’s not
enough, there’s a 10Gbit SFP+ port for
super-fast networking; there are few of
these devices, too, but having the port for a
future NAS device could be useful.
All of these additional options mean

that the router is rather large, but you can
wall-mount the Nighthawk X10 if you want
to keep it out of the way.

BE OUR GUEST
Netgear sets up its router with a secure
wireless network, which you can connect to
configure the router. A wizard takes you
through setting an admin password,
configuring your internet connection and
setting up network names and passwords.

NETGEAR
Nighthawk X10
★★★★★
£399 • From www.scan.co.uk

VERDICT
Packed with the latest technology, this router
is fast but expensive

If you have YouView and streamed internet
channels, such as BT Sport, the Nighthawk
X10 supports IGMP proxying, although you
have to turn on the option manually.
All the networks are kept separate, and

there’s no band steering option to join them
together under one network name and
password. The Nighthawk X10 supports up to
two guest networks, with one on the 2.4GHz
band and one on the 5GHz band. There’s no
guest network for the 60GHz band, but given
the sparsity of devices, this is understandable.
Guest networks are good to have, providing a
simple way to share an internet connection
without revealing any private details.
Cleverly, the Alexa skill lets you turn the

guest network on or off, reboot the router or
send your Wi-Fi settings, all using your voice.

JEAN GENIE
Once you’ve configured the Nighthawk X10,
the router checks for the latest firmware,
before rebooting. After this, configuration
can be performed through the Netgear
Genie app, which we found a little flaky on
our Windows 10 PC, refusing to connect
to the router at times. Alternatively, there’s
the web interface, which has the same
interface as the Genie application, although
we found it to be rather more reliable.

This interface is
starting to look a
little dated, but it’s
laid out well and is
functional. Parental
controls are built in,
with the router
integrating with
OpenDNS; it’s
powerful and easy
to configure, making
it easy to protect
your children no
matter which device
they’re using.
Via the two

USB3 ports on the
rear, you can share

files using the excellent ReadShare option,
turning the router into a NAS. Netgear has
also built in the Plex media server, which can
share your media files to the Plex app.
Running such complicated software gives you
an idea of how powerful this router is.
If you’re worried about losing any data

connected to your NAS, there’s a Cloud
Backup option. This backs up all content to
Amazon Drive, which could be a handy way to
protect important files. Having support for
more popular services, such as Google Drive
and Dropbox, would be nice, though.

FASTER THAN LIGHT
In terms of performance, the Nighthawk X10
has a maximum throughput of 1,000Mbit/s
on the 2.4GHz band, and 1,733Mbit/s on the
5GHz band. It supports the latest standards
including MU-MIMO; there are few devices
that support this, but this router should offer
better performance with multiple devices
compared to a regular MIMO router.
We were unable to test 60GHz

performance, as we don’t have any devices
that can connect to it. Experience shows that
this technology can go at least as fast as the
Gigabit Ethernet ports on the router.
On the 5GHz band, we saw throughputs of

310.73Mbit/s at close range, 394.24Mbit/s on
the first floor and 366.47Mbit/s on the second
floor. These are quick, although a little slower
than the D-Link DIR-895L. We found 2.4GHz
performance was reliable, but a little off the
pace set by the best competition: 86.98Mbit/s
at close range, 89.02Mbit/s on the first floor,
and 82.15Mbit/s on the second floor.
Range from the router was excellent, and

we still got a signal at the bottom of the
garden, with the 5GHz band delivering close
to 40Mbit/s throughput.
If you want a router that can handle the

technology of tomorrow, the Nighthawk X10
certainly fits the bill. Even today, we
appreciate how this router supports BT
YouView, and has great built-in parental
controls. If none of these is required, the
D-Link DIR-895L is faster and cheaper.

WI-FI ROUTERS
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WEWERE QUITE taken with Synology’s
first wireless router, the RT1900ac
(Shopper 345). Using the same excellent
interface as the company’s NAS devices, it
was easy to configure, but slightly patchy
performance let it down.
Now, Synology is back with the RT2600ac.

As you can probably tell from the name,
this model has faster 802.11ac Wi-Fi:
1,733Mbit/s 5GHz and 800Mbit/s 2.4GHz
combine to give (near enough) the
2,600Mbit/s speed in the name.
Although the RT2600ac looks similar

to its predecessor, it’s distinguished by
two more antennas, one on either side of
the router’s body. All the antennas have to
be screwed into place; it can be hard to get
the antenna to stand up straight, as moving
them anti-clockwise loosens them unless you
screw them in tightly. This is because the
antennas are rather stiff and don’t move
easily independently of the screws.
Round the back, it’s standard router fare,

with a single Ethernet WAN port and a
four-port Gigabit Ethernet switch. To hook
this router up to an internet connection,
you’ll need to have a separate modem.

SRM BODY TO LOVE
What hasn’t changed is the interface.
Powered by the Synology Router Manager
(SRM), this router is exceptionally easy to
control and manage. After the quick setup
wizard has run, you can use the router’s full
interface. As with Synology’s NAS devices,
the interface apes a Linux desktop, complete
with applications and windows.
Compared to the basic web interfaces on

pretty much every other router, the RT2600ac
is a joy to use. Settings are much easier to
find – there’s even a search option – and
making changes isn’t so much of a chore.
Beyond the basic options we expect all

routers to have, such as port forwarding and

SYNOLOGY Router RT2600ac
★★★★★
£228 • From www.scan.co.uk

VERDICT
A very smart interface and decent performance make
this one of the most flexible routers you can buy

dynamic DNS, Synology has provided some
surprisingly advanced controls. For example,
there are built-in parental controls, letting you
restrict how long a device can go online for
(and when it’s allowed), and the websites that
can be visited. Synology provides three levels
of blocking: malicious websites, such as those
involved in phishing; malicious and adult
websites; and your own custom blocklist.
You also get a whitelist, so you can always
visit the sites that you allow. It’s neat to see
the Safe Search option, which forces Google
to show only safe sites in its search results.
This being Synology, there’s a full-on range

of NAS options, too, letting you share storage
connected to the USB3 port or via an SD card
slotted into the front of the router. As USB3
devices can interfere with 2.4GHz networks,
Synology offers the option to downgrade
USB3 devices to USB2 speeds. You can disable
this if you mostly use 5GHz networking.

NICE PACKAGE
As this is a Synology product, there’s the
Package Center, which NAS users will be
familiar with. This lets you add new features

to your router. The list
here isn’t as big as it
is on NAS devices,
but the Media Server
and VPN server
immediately jump out.
It’s good to see
Synology taking
security seriously.
The router can
update itself
automatically, which is
great, as it’s hard to
remember to update
your router manually.

With the most recent hardware, Synology
has added support for YouView IP channels,
such as BT Sport. To enable support, you
need to turn on IGMP Snooping and the IGMP
Proxy, which are found in Network Center,
Local Network in the web-based control
panel. Testing with our BT YouView set-top
box, we found that all our live channels
streamed from online perfectly.
Synology uses band steering to push

connecting devices towards the best channel
automatically. For testing, we split the
networks into separate 5GHz and 2.4GHz
channels. You can also turn on a guest
network if you don’t want to give visitors
access to your main network. The router
supports MU-MIMO, although currently
very few clients support this; still, you’re
covered for the future.
On the 5GHz band we saw throughputs of

345.9Mbit/s at close range, 435.77Mbit/s on
the first floor and 259.22Mbit/s on the second
floor. This shows that performance drops off
at range. It was a similar story with 2.4GHz
networking, with throughputs of 71.7Mbit/s at
close range, 83.17Mbit/s on the first floor and
55.36Mbit/s on the second floor.
That’s an improvement over Synology’s old

router, but the cheaper TP-Link Archer C3200
is faster at range, though slower for close-
and mid-range 5GHz performance.
The other thing to think about is whether

a wireless mesh system, such as the TP-Link
Deco M5, would be a better choice. While its
headline speeds aren’t as great, we saw much
better range from the Deco, covering our
entire home and garden.
That said, there’s a lot to like about the

Synology Router RT2600ac. If you want a
router with a lot of features that’s easy to set
up and manage, it’s the one we’d choose.
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WE’VE FIRST REVIEWED the TP-Link
Archer C3200 a while ago (Shopper 347),
but we’ve come back to it for two reasons:
it’s excellent value, and it’s fast.
A tri-band router, such as the TP-Link

Archer C3200, makes a lot of sense. This
router has a single 2.4GHz network but can
provide two 5GHz 802.11ac networks. It means
you can use one 5GHz network for streaming
devices and one for other devices, so you
won’t suffer from Wi-Fi congestion.
Traditionally, tri-band routers have

been expensive, but the Archer C3200 is
surprisingly well priced: something we’ve
come to expect from TP-Link. Part of the
reason for the lower price is because the
C3200 doesn’t have the latest technology.
There’s no MU-MIMO (multi-user MIMO),

and throughput tops out at a theoretical
1,300Mbit/s on the 5GHz channels.
Admittedly, there are few MU-MIMO clients
at the moment, but the technology looks set
to become very popular in the future.
With MU-MIMO, a router will be able to

separate out different users, giving them their
own dedicated bandwidth. As support for
speeds faster than 1,300Mbit/s arrives, this
router will not be able to go any faster.

AERIAL POWER
That’s not to say that the Archer C3200
should be dismissed out of hand: it’s still an
accomplished router in its own right, and
there’s a lot to like about it. We’re big fans of
its design, as it’s one of the smallest tri-band
routers we’ve ever seen. Rather than having
an ungainly mess of antennas, the Archer
C3200’s fold up from the centre of the
router and are evenly distributed.

TP-LINK Archer C3200
★★★★★
£150 • From www.currys.co.uk

VERDICT
With a great price for a tri-band router, the
C3200 uses slightly old tech but holds its
own against newer kit

There are four Gigabit Ethernet ports at
the back, which is the minimum we expect
nowadays, plus a Gigabit Ethernet WAN port.
This means you’ll need to have a separate
modem to plug this router into, as it can’t
connect to ADSL/VDSL connections directly.
Finally, there’s a USB3 port for sharing
printers or storage over the network.
Out of the box, the Archer C3200 comes

with all its wireless networks having security
by default. The network password is written
on a sticker attached to the router.
Connecting to the router’s web-based

management page for the first time prompts
you to change your admin username and
password, and then takes you through the
quick setup wizard. We connected the router
to our BT Infinity connection in no time.

MANAGEMENT GURU
Changing settings is straightforward through
TP-Link’s web interface. It’s a little plain, but
all the settings were where we’d expect.
Our first job was adjusting the wireless
settings, giving the networks the names
and passwords we wanted. The two 5GHz
networks remain separate, with the first

using lower channels and the second using
higher channels, to prevent interference.
There’s also an option to enable a guest
network, where users can access the internet,
but not your other devices; this is handy if
you have lots of guests and don’t want to
give out your Wi-Fi password.
The Archer C3200 has all the features

you’d expect, including the option to share
storage over the network. It’s useful in some
situations, but a NAS is better. There’s also
web filtering to help protect your kids,
although you have to fill out the whitelist or
blacklist manually. Once the router was
working, our first test was to see if streamed
channels from YouView would work, as this
requires specific IGMP support.
At first, we couldn’t get the channels to

work. Following a firmware update, we
managed to get the router working perfectly,
making the Archer C3200 a good choice for
anyone with a BT connection and YouView.
At close range, we saw 339.88Mbit/s on

the 5GHz band. Moving up one floor, we saw
307.51Mbit/s, while moving up to the top
floor of our house, we got throughputs of
319.7Mbit/s. That’s fast and not far off the
pace of modern routers. With a second 5GHz
network available, there’s also plenty of spare
bandwidth for all your devices.
Moving to the 2.4GHz band, we saw

124.95Mbit/s at close range, 111.3Mbit/s on
the first floor and 114.85Mbit/s on the top
floor. Again, this is pretty quick.

STREAM ENGINE
The TP-Link Archer C3200 is great value, but
it is using slightly older tech. If you want the
best throughputs and MU-MIMO for future
devices, then the D-Link DIR-895L is our
router of choice, but it’s a lot more expensive.
Failing that, if you’re happy with your current
router, upgrading using a mesh system, such
as the TP-Link Deco M5, could make more
sense. That said, if you want a fast router at a
great price, the Archer C3200 can’t be beaten.
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Wireless mesh systems are a great way
to boost wireless performance without
having to change your main router.
BT’s Whole Home Wi-Fi is great value,
and integrates simply with your existing
network, making it a no-hassle upgrade.
It wins a Recommended Award.
If you want something a little more

powerful with additional features, the
TP-Link Deco M5 is worth the extra
cash, and wins a Best Buy award.
Finally, if you want to upgrade your
router at the same time as boosting
range, the high-quality but expensive
Netgear Orbi is a good choice and wins
a Recommended award.
If you want to upgrade your existing

router, the Synology Router RT2600ac
is a great choice. It’s not the fastest
model here, but it has a great interface,
so wins a Recommended award. If you
want something that’s great value and
reliable, the TP-Link Archer C3200 hits
the mark and wins a Best Buy award.
Finally, for the best performance

and support for future devices, the
D-Link DIR-895L can’t be beaten and
wins a Best Buy award.

VERDICT

2.4GHz first floor (Mbit/s) 2.4GHz second floor (Mbit/s)

How we test
Speed and range are two of the most important things with any wireless device. To see how
good each router really is, we test in a real-world environment, using the TamoSoft
Throughput Test. This test gives both the upload and download speeds of the connection,
which we average to give us an idea of how fast a network would be in use.
To test performance over range, we test in three locations, with the router placed ideally

in the middle of the ground floor. We then move our test laptop so that we can test
throughputs in different locations throughout our home.
Our close-range test is performed in the next room, through one wall, replicating one of

the challenges that Wi-Fi routers will face.
We then test on the first floor, moving up above the router. This test can return faster

results than the close-range test, as the wireless signal finds it easier to penetrate through
the relatively thin ceiling and floorboards, rather than a brick wall. Again, this is a normal
challenge for routers.
Finally, we test on our second floor at the top of the house, to see how each wireless

router or mesh system performs at maximum range through floors and walls. This is similar
for people with larger houses trying to get a signal from one end of the house to the other.
For all routers, we routinely step outside into the rear garden and move in front of the

kitchen, which is typically a dead spot for us. Moving to the bottom of the garden, we can
see how each system performs at extreme range, through an external wall. We quote the
results of these tests in the reviews, where they’re particularly important for mesh systems
that are designed to extend fast wireless coverage everywhere that you need it.
All tests are performed on both the 2.4GHz and 5GHz bands, so that you can see how

older devices and newer 802.11ac devices will perform. The one exception is for mesh
networks, which use a technique called band steering, automatically pushing a connecting
device to the 2.4GHz or 5GHz band automatically, depending on capabilities, range and
performance. For that reason, we leave mesh systems to do their job and have quoted their
speeds in the 5GHz graphs above only.
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MESH SYSTEMS

Award RECOMMENDED RECOMMENDED BEST BUY

Manufacturer BT GOOGLE LINKSYS NETGEAR TP-LINK UBIQUITI

Model Whole Home
Wi-Fi

Wifi Velop Orbi Deco M5 AmpliFi HD

Rating ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★

HARDWARE

Modem N/A Gigabit Ethernet Gigabit Ethernet Gigabit Ethernet Gigabit Ethernet Gigabit Ethernet

Wi-Fi standard 802.11ac 802.11ac 802.11ac 802.11ac 802.11ac 802.11ac

Bands 2.4GHz, 5GHz 2.4GHz, 5GHz 2.4GHz, 5GHz 2.4GHz, 5GHz 2.4GHz, 5GHz 2.4GHz, 5GHz

Stated speed 1,733Mbit/s
(5GHz), 800Mbit/s
(2.4GHz)

867Mbit/s (5GHz),
300Mbit/s
(2.4GHz)

Dual 867Mbit/s
(5GHz), 400Mbit/s
(2.4GHz)

866Mbit/s (5GHz),
400Mbit/s
(2.4GHz)

867Mbit/s (5GHz),
400Mbit/s
(2.4GHz)

1,300Mbit/s
(5GHz), 450Mbit/s
(2.4GHz)

Security WPA2-AES WPA2-AES WPA2-AES WPA2-AES WPA2-AES WPA2-AES

Upgradable
antenna

No No No No No No

WAN ports 0 0 1 1 1 1

LAN ports 1x 10/100/
1,000Mbit/s

2x 10/100/
1,000Mbit/s

2x 10/100/
1,000Mbit/s

3x 10/100/
1,000Mbit/s
(router),
4x 10/100/
1,000Mbit/s
(satellite)

2x 10/100/
1,000Mbit/s

4x 10/100/
1,000Mbit/s

USB ports 0 0 0 1x USB2 0 1x USB2

Wall
mountable

No No No No No No

Dimensions 165x165x77mm 106x106x69mm 185x78x78mm 169x60x226mm 120x120x38mm 98x99x99mm
(router),
245x56x42mm
(access point)

FEATURES

Guest
networks

0 1 1 1 1 1

Media server No No No No No No

USB services None None None Print sharing, NAS None None

DDNS services None None None Netgear, No-IP TP-Link DNS None

BUYING INFORMATION

Price including
VAT

£200 £229 £380 £350 £230 £360

Warranty Two years RTB One year RTB Three years RTB Two years RTB Three years RTB One year RTB

Supplier www.currys.co.uk store.google.com www.currys.co.uk www.currys.co.uk www.currys.co.uk www.scan.co.uk

Details www.bt.com madeby.google.
com

www.linksys.com www.netgear.co.uk www.tp-link.com www.amplifi.com

Part code 181209 Google Wifi 184001 RBK50-100UKS 210380 AFI-HD-UK
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ROUTERS

Award BEST BUY RECOMMENDED BEST BUY

Manufacturer D-LINK F-SECURE LINKSYS NETGEAR SYNOLOGY TP-LINK

Model DIR-895L Sense EA9500 Nighthawk
X10

Router
RT2600ac

Archer C3200

Rating ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★

HARDWARE

Modem Gigabit Ethernet Ethernet Gigabit Ethernet Gigabit Ethernet Ethernet Gigabit Ethernet

Wi-Fi standard 802.11ac 802.11ac 802.11ac 802.11d 802.11ac 802.11ac

Bands 2.4GHz, 5GHz 2.4GHz, 5GHz 2.4GHz, 5GHz 2.4GHz, 5GHz,
60GHz

2.4GHz, 5GHz 2.4GHz, 2x 5GHz

Stated speed 2x 2,166Mbit/s
(5GHz),
1,000Mbit/s
(2.4GHz)

450Mbit/s
(2.4GHz),
1,300Mbit/s
(5GHz)

2x 2,166Mbit/s
(5GHz),
1,000Mbit/s
(2.4GHz)

4,600Mbit/s
(60GHz),
1,733Mbit/s
(5GHz), 800Mbit/s
(2.4GHz)

1,730Mbit/s
(5GHz), 800Mbit/s
(2.4GHz)

1,300Mbit/s

Security WPA2-AES WPA2-AES WPA2-AES WPA2-AES WPA2-AES WPA2-AES

Upgradable
antenna

Yes No No No Yes No

WAN ports 1 1 1 1 1 1

LAN ports 4x 10/100/
1,000Mbit/s

4x 10/100/
1,000Mbit/s

8x 10/100/
1,000Mbit/s

6x 10/100/
1,000Mbit/s,
1x 10GBit/s

4x 10/100/
1,000Mbit/s

4x 10/100/
1,000Mbit/s

USB ports 1x USB2, 1x USB3 1x USB3 1x USB2, 1x USB3 2x USB 3 1x USB3, 1x SD 1x USB3

Wall
mountable

Yes No No Yes Yes Yes

Dimensions 418x263x150mm 217x125x90mm 265x318x67mm 224x168x74mm 77x280x169mm 200x200x39mm

FEATURES

Guest
networks

3 0 2 2 1 2

Media server Yes No Yes Yes (Plex) Yes Yes

USB services File sharing None File sharing File sharing Print sharing, NAS Print sharing, NAS

DDNS services D-Link DNS,
DynDNS

None Dyn, No-IP Dyn, Netgear,
No-IP

Synology Quick
Connecting and
DDNS

Dyn.org, No-IP

BUYING INFORMATION

Price including
VAT

£316 £169 £270 £399 £228 £150

Warranty Two years RTB Two years RTB Three years RTB Two years RTB Two years RTB Three years RTB

Supplier www.ebuyer.com www.f-secure.com www.currys.co.uk www.scan.co.uk www.scan.co.uk www.currys.co.uk

Details www.dlink.com www.f-secure.com www.linksys.com www.netgear.com www.synology.com www.tp-link.com

Part code DIR-895L Sense EA9500 R9000-100EUS RT2600ac Archer C3200
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to this over air cooling, especially considering
the latter is generally much cheaper?
The difference ultimately comes down to

how efficiently a cooler can transfer heat away
from its source, the CPU. In the simplest
terms, air coolers work by passively
conducting heat through a copper plate
and/or heatpipes and on to a radiator, through
which it dissipates. An attached fan then
drags cold air over the radiator, venting the
remaining heat (in the form of hot air) away
and ideally out from the PC’s case.
In a liquid cooler, said liquid is constantly

pumped across the CPU, sapping heat away
from it. The heated liquid is then piped
separately to a radiator, which is cooled by
fans, allowing the liquid to return to its
original, cold temperature. It is then, once
again, pumped back towards the CPU.

WATER FEATURE
All-in-one CPU watercoolers
Liquid cooling is quieter and more efficient than air cooling,
and with an all-in-one unit, you can get a safe, affordable chilling
system for an overclocked CPU that even novices can build

CONTENT REVIEWS
Page 100

ARCTIC Liquid Freezer 240
Page 101

BE QUIET! Silent Loop 360mm
Page 102

COOLER MASTER MasterLiquid Pro 240
Page 103

NZXT Kraken X62

IF YOU’VE EVER browsed the high-end
section of a PC builder company’s website,
you may have noticed PCs with open-loop
liquid-cooling systems: intricate networks of
pipes and reservoirs, filled with some
near-luminescent, primary colour coolant.
These have their place, but for most PC

owners, it makes more sense to keep it

simple with a closed-loop, all-in-one (AIO)
watercooler. These demand very little
maintenance (a regular clean and, at most, a
water refill every couple of years or so) and,
despite seldom coming ready-assembled in
the box, can be put together with relative ease
and haste. This simplicity means that the
common fear surrounding liquid cooling – that
the liquid might seep out and destroy the PC’s
other components – is almost a non-issue.
We therefore recommend considering an

AIO watercooler, so to help you wave goodbye
to air, we’ve gathered four rival coolers to see
which are most deserving of your cash.

WET WORK
If you’re still reading this, we assume it’s
because you’re interested in switching to a
watercooler. But what are the actual benefits
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handiwork. The most involved aspect tends
to be getting the pump attached to the CPU,
the method of which varies between
manufacturers – though they all include at
least some handling of small bolts and screws.
We’ll cover the installation process in

each review, but there are a couple of upsides.
First, it’s worth remembering that even the
trickiest-to-assemble cooler requires no
specialist skills beyond how to operate a
screwdriver, so don’t worry too much.
Second, the reason coolers have these

unique mounting procedures, instead of
adhering to an existing platform standard, is
because they’re socket-agnostic – that
means they can be made to fit multiple AMD
and Intel processor sockets. Check the
specifications table on page 104 to see which
cooler will fit on which socket; Intel is mostly
covered, but with AMD’s most recent AM4,

you may need to email the manufacturer to
receive a special mounting bracket for free.

CALL IT QUIETS
A secondary benefit of watercooling over air
cooling is that because heat is transferred
and dispersed more effectively (especially
with a larger radiator), it’s less likely that the
radiator’s attached fans will need to run at
high speeds, reducing noise and leaving you
to work or play games in peace.
However, this isn’t the only potential

source of a potential racket. Because AIO
coolers need to be mounted to a PC case –
unlike air coolers, which are attached solely to
the motherboard – there is a danger of the
added contact causing buzzing or loud
humming noises when the fans create
vibrations. Good build quality can easily
prevent this, but we’ll mention if it doesn’t.

An AIO watercooler will be able to shift more heat away from
the CPU at any given time than an air cooler

Because liquid transfers heat more
efficiently than the air from a fan, an AIO
watercooler will be able to shift more heat
away from the CPU at any given time than an
air cooler. This is particularly useful for
overclocking, but even a processor running at
stock speeds can benefit from superior cooling.
Both Intel’s and AMD’s chips can dynamically
boost their own clock speeds, as long as
temperatures are kept with certain limits.

GETTING COLDER
Naturally, then, the main thing to look for in
a watercooler is performance: how low it
can keep your processor’s temperatures.
To measure this, we paired each cooler with
a quad-core Intel Core i7-4770K processor,
and recorded its typical and peak
temperatures both when the system was
idling and under load, in the form of our
Metro: Last Light Redux gaming benchmark.
We then reran the same tests with the

Core i7-4770K overclocked from its base
3.5GHz core speed to 3.9GHz, again
measuring typical and peak temperatures.
There’s no real risk of overheating with an
overclock like this, as long as the cooler isn’t
completely useless, but ideally we’re looking
for idle temperatures in the 30-35°C range
and peak temperatures in the 50-55°C range;
in other words, a worthwhile improvement
on Intel’s stock air cooler, which we’ve also
tested for comparison’s sake.

SIZE MATTERS
AIO coolers come in various sizes, which
refer to the length of the included radiator.
The most common are 120mm, 240mm,
280mm and 360mm. Because at least one side
of the radiator needs to be fully covered in
fans, these will be equipped with, respectively,
one 120mm fan, two 120mm fans, two 140mm
fans and three 120mm fans.
In our experience, 240mm and 280mm

models occupy the ‘sweet spot’ for most
users. 120mm units are compact and will
therefore easily fit in most PC cases, but
because the surface area of the radiator is
so small, it doesn’t disperse heat as well, so
the fan will need to run faster and louder
to cool it down. 360mm units have the best
heat dispersion, but as Be Quiet!’s Silent
Loop 360mm shows, even fitting it into a
medium-size chassis can prove difficult.
They’re more expensive, too.
The most practical sizes are thus 240mm

and 280mm, and with the exception of the
Silent Loop 360mm, are the form factors
we’ve focused on in this group test. In any
event, before buying any cooler you should
make sure you have enough room in your
case; the roof and the front are typically the
best places to put them, though some larger
cases can fit them in their base as well.

BUILDING WORK
Unfortunately, no matter how much easier
AIO coolers are to install than big open-loop
systems, they still require at least a bit of

BUDGET BUILDS

ARCTIC Liquid Freezer 240
Cooler Master’s MasterLiquid Pro 240 is slightly
cheaper, but it involves a more annoying assembly
process and can produce a noticeable vibrating sound in
undampened cases. For the best combination of low price,
effective cooling and quiet running, it’s hard to beat the
Arctic Liquid Freezer 240.
This was one of the first all-in-one watercoolers Arctic ever made,

which is impressive, since it’s a fine component. There are no fancy features such as
RGB lighting, but you do get a full four fans to completely cover both sides of the
radiator – as long as your case is spacious enough to accommodate them.

FULL TOWERS

BE QUIET! Silent Loop 360mm
360mm units can feel like a needless extravagance, and
no-one would argue that the £145 Silent Loop 360mm is
the most wallet-friendly cooler. Still, if you’ve got the
money and, more pertinently, the space in your chassis,
it won’t let you down.
Cooling performance is top-notch, keeping gaming temperatures below 50°C even

when overclocked, and it successfully avoids betraying its name by maintaining an
exquisitely low level of fan noise. It only barely squeezed into our mid-tower case,
though, so it would be more at home in something longer or taller.

PREMIUM PCs

NZXT Kraken X62
Frankly, the Kraken X62 is worth saving up for, even for
budget systems, but NZXT’s eye for design makes this a
particularly fitting choice for more luxurious PCs. The pump
is gorgeous – not something we’d normally say about a pump
– thanks to its cylindrical shape and swirling, RGB LED effects.
More importantly, it’s an excellent CPU cooler. Temperatures are kept low enough to

justify the X62’s relatively high price, and it manages to do so while staying whisper-quiet,
almost as well as the Silent Loop 360mm does. It’s a 280mm model, so needs slightly
more room than a 240mm model, but will still fit snugly inside most systems.

THE BEST WATERCOOLERS FOR…
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ARCTIC HAS A long and prosperous history
of making conventional air coolers – its
Freezer 7 Pro Rev 2, for instance, is widely
considered one of the best budget coolers in
the business, despite being several years old.
So, while the firm’s entrance into all-in-one
watercoolers last year was arguably overdue,
it wasn’t much of a surprise.
To date, Arctic still has only three AIO

units in its line-up: the original launch duo of
the Liquid Freezer 120 and Liquid Freezer 240,
plus the Liquid Freezer 360, which followed a
few months later. This is the real surprise, as
the Liquid Freezer 240 is so good for the
money that we’d have thought Arctic would
be emboldened to explore closed-loop
watercooling even further.
No matter; this particular model (which,

as you’ve probably guessed, has a 240mm-
long radiator) is still widely available, just
like the Freezer 7 Pro Rev 2, and it’s still a
promising prospect for anyone looking to
liquid-cool their processor on a budget.
Cooler Master’s MasterLiquid Pro 240 has,
post-launch, dropped in price to be even
cheaper, but as we’ll see, this is the more
user-friendly option by far.

GENTLE GIANT
There’s good news and bad news with regards
to installation. The bad news is that, as with
most universal coolers (as in, they can be
attached to both AMD and Intel sockets), the
Liquid Freezer 240 takes a while to set up.
You first need to install the backplate that the
pump can affix to, then screw at least one of
the four 120mm fans on to the radiator, then
screw that on to the case, then add some
thermal paste to the processor (a little packet
is included in the box, but we’ve become used

to coolers having pre-applied paste by now),
then finally screw the pump into the bracket
using a separate retention ring. That’s a lot of
screwdriver-turning.
The good news is that, as tedious as that

sounds, it’s actually one of the less fiddly
liquid cooler installations we’ve performed,
thanks to the complete lack of tiny, irksome
latches or unintentionally ambulatory
mounting plates to deal with.
That said, we did run into an issue with the

radiator and fan component’s bulk. Whereas

ARCTIC Liquid Freezer 240
★★★★★
£78 • From www.overclockers.co.uk

VERDICT
Arctic’s first foray into closed loop CPU
cooling successfully beats the heat

most 240mm and 280mm models make do
with two fans on one side of the radiator, the
Liquid Freezer 240 can be fitted with two
120mm fans on both sides. This means that
not only is cold air sucked in and across the
fins, but any resulting hot air can be sucked
out by fans on the opposite side, reducing
heat build-up. This sounds great in theory,
but the downside is that the resulting
86mm-thick unit is so vast you’ll need an
absolutely gigantic case to fit it all in.
Our mid-tower chassis, an NZXT Source

530, could only barely fit the radiator with
fans on just one side, cutting the width to
62mm, and even then we had to mount it at
the top of the case as close to the front as
possible. Any further to the middle and it
would have got in the way of both the
motherboard’s 8-pin 12V power connector
and, ironically enough, the CPU fan connector.

ICY YOUR POINT
Find room for it, however, and the Liquid
Freezer 240 does a fine job of chilling your
processor. Using the Core i7-4770K’s stock
cooler, it peaked at 44°C when idle, with

individual cores usually hovering around
33-37°C, but with Arctic’s AIO it peaked at
43°C and usually varied between 28-37°C.
That’s a modest reduction, but it was

under load where the Liquid Freezer 240
really showed its value. Running the Metro:
Last Light Redux benchmark tool at
1,920x1,080 resolution and Very High
settings, the processor peaked at 61°C
(usually 51-55°C) using the stock cooler
but peaked at just 47°C (usually 40-43°C)
using the Arctic cooler.

It was a similar story when we overclocked
the chip to 3.9GHz, with Turbo Boost speeds
up to 4.4GHz. There was less of a difference
when the system was idling – the CPU peaked
at 54°C with the stock cooler and 45°C with
the Liquid Freezer 240, but with both, the
individual cores stayed within the 38-44°C
range. Under load, by contrast, the stock
cooler got trounced. It couldn’t stop the CPU
from peaking at 79°C and usually running at
70-76°C, whereas Arctic’s unit kept the peak
temperature down to 55°C and most common
core temperatures to around 48-52°C.
Generally, the Liquid Freezer 240 comes

surprisingly close to rivals costing nearly
twice as much, namely the NZXT Kraken X62
and the Be Quiet! Silent Loop 360. It’s an
extremely close call with the MasterLiquid
Pro 240, too; Arctic’s cooler seems better
at stock speeds, with Cooler Master’s model
managing lower temperatures when
overclocked. Out of the two, however, we’d
rather have the Liquid Freezer 240, for its
easier installation and quieter running.

FIRST TIME’S THE CHARM
Indeed, the Liquid Freezer 240 is impressively
adept at keeping fan noise down, even if it’s
not to the same extent as the Kraken X62.
There’s a burst of sound when booting up
the PC, but this quickly reduces to a mild
hum and stays there.
Nonetheless, this lack of noise isn’t half as

impressive as the Liquid Freezer 240’s general
cooling performance, even with only half the
bundled fans installed. We’re giving it a
Recommended award on those grounds,
with the caveat that you should check your
case is spacious enough before buying.
While most humdrum aspects of mounting
this cooler are shared with many others in
its class, you really do need to be mindful of
where you can fit it so that it won’t get in the
way of any other components. Take care of
that, and this is a great buy.

The Arctic Liquid Freezer 240 comes surprisingly close
to rivals costing nearly twice as much
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WATERCOOLERS

BE QUIET!’S CATALOGUE of coolers and
cases share, unsurprisingly, a focus on keeping
the noise down. Not that this means the
results are low-key in general; take the Silent
Loop 360mm, the biggest and most expensive
instalment in the latest Silent Loop range.
With three, ridged-blade 120mm fans and a

price that eclipses even the NZXT Kraken X62,
this is a closed-loop cooler to be reckoned
with, but is it worth both the extra expense
and the bother of squeezing such a sizable
component into your rig?

DODGY BUILDER
The first order of business is assembly. It’s
compatible with all worthwhile AMD and Intel
sockets, including the LGA 1150 socket of our
test PC, by way of interchangeable mounting
brackets. These are initially split in half, and
slide into a groove around the pump, meeting
and interlocking in the middle.
These half-brackets are solid, inflexible

metal, which is good for structural integrity,
but trying to lock them together by pushing
them in firmly enough for the clip ends to
bend around each other feels like it should
be a World’s Strongest Man competition.
After this demand for brute force, it then
switches to requiring a delicate touch, as you
assemble the bolts (with springs, washers and
nuts) that will eventually affix the pump to a
plate on the rear of the motherboard.
The latter includes adhesive strips to keep

it in place; a small but welcome inclusion,
much like the tube of thermal paste, which has
enough for at least a couple of applications.
The absence of any vibration-absorbing

washers or gaskets was a concern, although
this didn’t produce any issues. Mounting the
whole thing to the roof of our PC was also
quite painless, and the combined radiator and
fan width isn’t enough to get in the way of
motherboard connections or tall RAM sticks.

BE QUIET!
Silent Loop 360mm
★★★★★
£145 • From www.novatech.co.uk

VERDICT
Bigger equals better for this whispery cooler, despite a trying setup process

It’s the final act of securing the pump over
the CPU and into the backplate where things
get really fiddly. Like the Cooler Master
MasterLiquid Pro 240, this rear bracket uses
moveable screw receptors that can shift up
and down to fit different sockets; that’s all
fine in theory, but here the receptors don’t
snap into certain fixed positions. To make sure
all four are in the correct positions, and can
line up with the pre-drilled holes on the
motherboard, you have no choice but to
eyeball it, then try to make the receptors stay
put by tightening a tiny bolt with your fingers.
It’s fiddly and awkward, and they can still get
knocked out of place when you’re trying to
inset them into the holes on the motherboard.
We got it up and running eventually, but

the whole process took over an hour, much of
which was spent trying to get the little screw
receptors to cooperate. At least it ends on a
positive note: Be Quiet! includes a three-way
cable splitter, so all three fans can be fed
power through a single motherboard header.

COLD-BLOODED CHILLER
We’ll also admit that once we were finished
testing the Silent Loop 360mm, many of our
frustrations had faded away. For one thing, it
is genuinely quiet – despite the lack of
washers or gaskets, there’s no rattling or
buzzing whatsoever, and it maintains a low,
light hum whether we were idling on the
desktop or running intensive benchmark
software on an overclocked chip. It’s just as
hushed as the Kraken X62, which is no mean
feat when it’s running an additional fan.
Most importantly, its cooling abilities are

excellent. With our Core i7-4770K running at
stock speeds, the CPU idled between 28-35°C,
briefly peaking at 42°C during startup, while
during the Metro: Last Light Redux graphics
benchmark it generally stayed around
39-43°C, peaking at 46°C. The peak idle

temperature is only 2°C lower than it was with
Intel’s own low-profile cooler design, but in
Metro, it was most often around 10°C colder,
and an impressive 15°C cooler at its peak.
Overclocking the CPU from 3.5GHz to

3.9GHz, idle temperatures barely increased,
up to 30-36°C with a 46°C peak – this time, a
larger 8°C improvement over Intel’s stock
cooler. In Metro, the Silent Loop 360mm
managed to keep things at around 43-46°C,
only peaking at 47°C – that’s a superb 32°C
lower than with the stock cooler.
On the whole, this has the best cooling

performance of any of the models in this
group test; the Kraken X62 reached some
slightly lower lows with the overclocked chip,
but it let peak temperatures rise higher than
the Silent Loop 360mm did.

IN THE PIPE
Although there’s not much in the way of
aesthetic flair, some smart design touches are
present: the pump/water block unit is tidily
compact, and the tubes connecting it to the
radiator are much more flexible than those of,
say, the MasterLiquid Pro 240. These tubes
also posed a problem in our system, though –
they initially bend out and away from the
radiator, and since we had it mounted at the
top of our chassis with tubes at the back, they
would have nicked against the rear exhaust
fan if we hadn’t tied them away. This looks
rather naff, so if you have a rear fan, it might
be better to mount the radiator at the front
or in the bottom of your case.
The Silent Loop 360mm is a great

cooler once it gets going, but some small
imperfections (combined with the fact that it’s
expensive for an all-in-one) mean we prefer
the Kraken X62. This is cheaper, nicer-looking,
easier to build, just as quiet, will fit in a wider
selection of cases, and only results in very
slightly higher CPU temperatures.
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FITTINGLY FOR THE name, Cooler Master
has an almost dauntingly wide range of AIO
liquid coolers, ranging from 120mm to
280mm long and even including a tiny,
tubeless design in the MasterLiquid Maker 92.
The MasterLiquid Pro 240 is altogether closer
to what we’d expect from a closed-loop unit,
and although the Pro series sits at the top of
Cooler Master’s product hierarchy, it’s still
remarkably cheap for a 240mm model.
First impressions are good. With the two

120mm fans attached to the radiator, it’s only
52mm thick, which meant we had no issues
slipping the assembled unit into the top of
our PC case, even with high-profile RAM
sticks in the way. The box includes almost
everything you need, including a tube of
thermal paste and a universal mount that
permits its use with a wide range of Intel and
AMD sockets – though for Ryzen’s AM4 you’ll
need to order a separate, but free, upgrade kit.

SCREW THIS
Sadly, there are a few quirks that made this
one of the more bothersome AIO cooler
installs we’ve performed. For instance, the
fans and radiator are separated by a rubber
gasket. This sounds good as it has the
potential to reduce vibration sound, but it
doesn’t actually wrap around the fans that
tightly, only forming a strong seal around the
corners. That’s means you’ll spend time
wrangling the wobbly gasket into position for
the reward of only very minor dampening.
Even worse is the mounting bracket,

especially if you’ve got an Intel socket
motherboard. It works by having four bolts
poking through holes on the end of the
bracket’s arms, which are then pushed
through from the rear of the board,
allowing the pump to attach to the other
side with four nuts.
The tricky part comes from actually

ensuring that the bolts are held in place on
the bracket in the first place; this is done by
sliding a plastic clip over both the end of the
arm and the top of the bolt, but most Intel
sockets require the bolt to be held precisely
in the middle of an elongated hole, so
pushing the clip on can in turn force the
bolt out of place. It’s very tricky to remove
the clip and try again, too.
Owners of Intel LGA2011 and LGA2011-v3

motherboards, however, can skip this
inconvenience, as the water block can screw
directly into the motherboard itself. We’ll also

COOLER MASTER
MasterLiquid Pro 240
★★★★★
£70 • From www.overclockers.co.uk

VERDICT
It will keep your CPU chilly, but the
MasterLiquid Pro 240 has more than a
couple of rough edges

say that the bolts are, at least, easier to keep
in place than the screw receptors on the
Silent Loop 360’s rear mounting bracket.
We’re not too keen on the bundled

thermal paste, which was so thick and
viscous that it was hard to get the right
amount on to the CPU. In the end we just
gave up and used a different third-party
paste instead.

SEIZING POWER
If all that sounds like the MasterLiquid Pro
240 is some kind of unbearable nightmare to
set up, rest assured that it isn’t, on the whole.
Everything is doable with your own two hands
and a couple of screwdrivers, and there are
some particularly user-friendly additions, like
a splitter cable that allows both fans to draw

power from a single motherboard connector
– great if you’ve got a lower-end board.
It also performs well. Paired with our Intel

Core i7-4770K running at its stock speed of
3.5GHz, the MasterLiquid Pro 240 kept the
chip’s four cores at a comfortable 33-39°C
when idling, with a peak temperature of 46°C.
When running the Metro: Last Light Redux
benchmark, it only increased to 45-47°C per
core, with a rare peak of 50°C.
For reference, the stock Intel air cooler

produced temperatures of 33-37°C (peaking
at 44°C) when idling, and 51-55°C (peaking at
61°C) while Metro was running. So, while the
MasterLiquid Pro 240 doesn’t produce much
benefit when idle, it’s much more frigid than
the stock cooler under load.
The difference was even starker once we

overclocked the processor to 3.9GHz. Here,
using Intel’s cooler saw idling temperatures
of 38-44°C (peaking at 54°C) and load
temperatures of 70-76°C (peaking at 79°C).
With this watercooler, however, the CPU idled

at 33-40°C with a peak of 46°C, and hovered
around 47-53°C with a peak of 54°C under
load. That’s a marked improvement across the
board, and while the NZXT Kraken X62 and
Silent Loop 360mm achieve even lower
temperatures, it’s pretty competitive with the
similarly priced Arctic Liquid Freezer 240.

SHAKEN, NOT WHIRRED
There are a couple of catches, though.
For one, this can be a rather loud cooler,
but not for the reasons you might expect.
The fan noise is fine, even on a hot day, but
their spinning created such strong vibrations
that our PC case started to rattle. Even with
all eight mounting screws as tight as they
could be, there was the unmistakable whine
of metal shaking against metal where the

radiator met the top panel, and even the
side door shook a little, producing a
moderate buzz.
We were using a completely unpadded

NZXT Source 530, which is constructed
largely of thin metal; you might have a
quieter experience if your case is made of
sturdier stuff. Still, we’d rather it wasn’t an
issue in the first place.
The Liquid Freezer 240 is devoid of such

noisiness problems, and is easier to set up,
so with the MasterLiquid Pro 240 only
offering similar operating temperatures
and a small £8 saving it’s clear, which is the
budget AIO cooler to go for.
This comparison is also indicative of the

MasterLiquid Pro 240’s main issue: it just
doesn’t stand out at anything. That’s not
to say it’s bad or even sub-par (we use it,
quite happily, to help test CPUs and
motherboards), but there’s nothing that it
does significantly better than any of the
other watercoolers we’ve tested.

The MasterLiquid Pro 240’s main issue is that it
just doesn’t stand out at anything
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WATERCOOLERS

THERE’S NO DISPUTING NZXT’S
thoroughness when it comes to
upgrading the Kraken series of
closed-loop liquid coolers; among the
improvements to this most recent
generation are a new pump, designed to
shift more water with less noise, fluid-bearing
fans with chamfered intakes, and even
slightly longer tubing that’s been decked
out in protective nylon sleeves.
There are certainly a lot of tweaks here,

and to find out whether they add up to a
system that’s truly worth the high £140 price,
we tested out the premier Kraken X62 model.
This comes with two 140mm fans, compared
to the X42’s single 120mm fan and the X52’s
dual 120mm fans.

SCREWS IN BRIEF
Happily, assembling and installing it is very
much on the easy side. After suffering the
infuriating fiddliness of the Cooler Master
MasterLiquid Pro 240 and the Be Quiet!
Silent Loop 360mm, putting together the
Kraken X62’s equivalent is relievedly simple,
at least for Intel motherboards. All you need
to do is slide the standoff screw receptacles
into position, depending on which socket
you’re using, then poke them through the
rear of the motherboard.
It’s a bit tricker – and more time-

consuming – for AMD systems, as you need
to keep the original stock cooler’s backplate

and replace the cooler retention module on
the front of the motherboard, which takes a
little extra screwdriver work.
For both chip types, you then inset the

standoffs, make sure you’ve got the correct
retention bracket on the pump (the Intel
bracket comes pre-attached), then secure it
with thumb nuts. With thermal paste already
applied to the pump unit’s contact plate, it’s
as simple as that.
Adding the fans to the radiator is similarly

idiot-proof; no faff, just screw them down on
to either side and mount the complete unit to
your case. Obviously it’s a bit longer and
wider than the more common 120mm variety
of coolers, but we still had no trouble fitting
it into our mid-tower chassis, especially since

NZXT Kraken X62
★★★★★
£140 • From www.overclockers.co.uk

VERDICT
It’s expensive, but the Kraken X62 is a
compellingly luxurious watercooler

together the fans and radiator are a modest
55mm thick. It’s obviously a lot more compact
than the Silent Loop 360mm, too.
The only possible issue with installation is

that there are an awful lot of wires to deal
with. The pump needs to connect to both
fans, the CPU_FAN pins on the motherboard,
a spare internal USB connector and a SATA
power connector – the pump draws power
from this and feeds some to the fans, which
unusually don’t connect directly to the
motherboard themselves. The result is far
more criss-crossing cables than we’re used to
seeing from an all-in-one liquid cooler, so
your case will need some well-placed routing
holes to keep them all out of sight.

GLOWING TERMS
Conversely, the pump itself is surprisingly
pleasing to look at. It’s a cylindrical design
with RGB LEDs that create a swirling light
effect, tracing around the inside with
decreasing brightness, so it looks like your

PC has some kind of sci-fi bottomless pit in
the middle of it. You can customise the
lighting colour and effect by downloading
the accompanying software, and for even
more flashiness, you can buy separate trims
for the fans, although these are just coloured
clip-on fascias and don’t light up.
The most important thing here, however,

is how the Kraken X62 actually performs. For
reference, Intel’s stock cooler keeps the Intel
Core i7-4770K we use for testing at around
33-37°C when idle with a peak of 44°C, all
when running at the standard 3.5GHz core
clock speed. The X62 didn’t have a profound
effect here; idling temperatures flicked
around 29-36°C, peaking at 45°C. When under
load, on the other hand, NZXT’s cooler

worked wonders. Running the Metro: Last
Light Redux benchmark tool, our chip usually
stayed within the 39-43°C region while
peaking at 49°C – that’s a huge improvement
over the stock cooler’s performance under
the same conditions, which was usually
around 51-55°C with a 61°C peak.
Things got even better once we

overclocked the CPU to 3.9GHz. Here, the
stock cooler struggled, with idle temperatures
typically at 38-44°C and peaking at 54°C,
while Metro pushed these to a toasty 70-76°C
with a 79°C peak. The Kraken X62 remained
unfazed, keeping the chip at 29-36°C when
idle (exactly the same as at stock speeds) and
peaking at 44°C, while in Metro it generally
stuck around 39-44°C and peaked at 51°C.
This shows excellent temperature control

by all-in-one standards. It cleanly beats the
Cooler Master Liquid Pro and is on a par with
the Arctic Liquid Freezer 240 at stock speeds,
while edging a few degrees below it when the
chip was overclocked. The Silent Loop
360mm makes up for its added size by
narrowly beating the Kraken X62 by a few
degrees in most tests, particularly when it
comes to peak temperatures, but considering
that this is cheaper and has a third fewer
fans, the difference is remarkably small.

SHUSH MONEY
NZXT’s hardware additions are also
successful in minimising noise. The Kraken
X62 is practically as quiet as the Silent Loop
360mm, both under light and heavy CPU
loads, especially if you put it in a well-built
case that won’t hum from the vibrations.
We couldn’t even hear the fans over the air
conditioning in our otherwise-empty labs.
Why, then, hasn’t the Kraken X62 ended

up with perfect marks? It’s a great piece of
kit, which we’d happily recommend for
higher-end PCs, but £140 remains awfully
steep when the £78 Arctic Liquid Freezer
240 chills almost as effectively at almost as
low volumes. Fortunately for the Kraken, its
ease of setup, slick design and efficient
performance mean it still feels like it’s just
about worth it.

Running the Metro: Last Light Redux benchmark tool,
we saw a huge improvement over the stock cooler’s
performance under the same conditions
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Clearly, the sensible thing to do if you’re in the market for an
all-in-one watercooler is to buy the Arctic Liquid Freezer 240.
Despite Arctic’s inexperience in this particular field, this is a cooler
that’s remarkably short on faults, especially if you don’t count the
(arguably unavoidable) bulk that comes with having two fans on
each side of the radiator. Even this is optional, and with just one
side covered, it’s a perfectly effective CPU chiller that’s priced very
attractively indeed.
That said, being sensible is rarely as fun as splashing out, and the

NZXT Kraken X62 is just the thing for those with higher budgets
looking to include a touch of flair to their overclocking efforts.
Spending almost twice as much as you would for the Liquid Freezer

240 sounds mad, admittedly, but it really is wonderfully well made,
cutting down a few extra degrees than cheaper alternatives while
more or less matching the Be Quiet! Silent Loop 360mm on noise
reduction. And that has two references to quietness just in its name.
This longer model does limit its usefulness; the massive radiator

helps produce the lowest temperatures of all four coolers here, but
not by a huge amount, and thus it’s not worth choosing over the
Kraken X62 unless you have a truly massive case that would make
a waste of anything shorter. Nonetheless, it’s still a better option
than the Cooler Master MasterLiquid Pro 240, a loud cooler with
an irritating build. That’s a shame, since it’s very affordable indeed,
and its cooling performance isn’t half bad either.

VERDICT

Award RECOMMENDED RECOMMENDED

Manufacturer ARCTIC BE QUIET! COOLER MASTER NZXT

Model Liquid Freezer 240 Silent Loop
360mm

MasterLiquid Pro
240

Kraken X62

Rating ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★

HARDWARE

Technology Closed loop Closed loop Closed loop Closed loop

Radiator dimensions
(no fans)

120x272x38mm 124x397x30mm 119x275x27mm 143x315x30mm

Tube length 326mm 390mm 358mm 400mm

Tube diameter 10.6mm 10mm 8mm 10mm

Pump dimensions 82x82x40mm 72x63x29mm 94x68x55mm 80x80x53mm

Fans 4x 120mm 3x 120mm 2x 120mm 2x 140mm

Intel socket support LGA 1150, 1151, 1156, 2066,
2011, 2011-3

LGA 775, 1366, 1150, 1151,
1155, 1156, 2011, 2011-3, 2066

LGA 775, 1366, 1150, 1151,
1155, 1156, 2011, 2011-3, 2066

LGA 1366, 1150, 1151, 1155,
1156, 2011, 2011-3, 2066

AMD socket support AM4 (free bracket provided
upon support request), AM3,
AM3+, AM2, AM2+, FM2,
FM2+, FM1

AM4, AM3, AM3+, AM2,
AM2+, FM2, FM2+, FM1

AM4 (free upgrade kit
provided upon support
request), AM3, AM3+, AM2,
AM2+, FM2, FM2+, FM1

AM4, AM3, AM3+, AM2,
AM2+, FM2, FM2+, FM1, TR4

Weight 776g 1.7kg 1.37kg 1.29kg

Cold plate Copper Copper/nickel Copper Copper

Thermal past included Yes Yes Yes Yes (pre-applied)

Pump power consumption 2W 3.6W 6W Not stated

Maximum cooling
performance

350W 450W Not stated Not stated

Recommended maximum
CPU TDP

300W 450W Not stated Not stated

BUYING INFORMATION

Price £78 £145 £70 £140

Warranty Two years RTB Three years RTB One year RTB Six years RTB

Supplier www.overclockers.co.uk www.novatech.co.uk www.overclockers.co.uk www.overclockers.co.uk

Details www.arctic.ac www.bequiet.com www.coolermaster.com www.nzxt.com

Part code ACFRE00013A BW004 MLY-D24M-A20MB-R1 RL-KRX62-01
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HUMANS
Technology is on the cusp of ushering in a next-generation
human, as Roland Moore-Colyer discovers
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A t its most fundamental
level, technology exists to
augment human life, from
overcoming our weaknesses
to making our existence

easier and just more fun; even the much-
maligned selfie stick acts as a form of
technology augmentation.
The relentless evolution of technology

means our bond with our computers and
gadgets is getting ever more stronger; take a
wander down pretty much any UK high street
and you’ll see people swiping at smartphones
or tapping away at laptops in coffee shops.
But we’re entering an era where

technology is much closer to our bodies
than the smartphone sitting in our pockets.
Plenty of people are now wearing
computers in the form of smartwatches,
but more and more products are appearing
that promise to change how technology and
our bodies interact.
This is helping fuel the rise of so-called

biohackers, people who are using all manner
of techniques to make themselves more
efficient, from managing stress and
improving posture to developing gene
sequencing research and adding cybernetic
devices to their bodies.
In the face of smarter software and

the rise of robot workers, biohacking is

potentially the means to help humans
perform above their natural limits to keep
up with the machines, and usher in an era
of the Human 2.0.

BEYONDTHEWRIST
Human augmentation with technology
arguably starts with the smartwatch.
Devices such as the Apple Watch provide
all manner of functionality that can offer
personalised health tracking and functions
that aid communication with a form of
symbiosis with the wearer’s body.

But there are wearables that offer a more
interesting approach to how we can improve
our bodies with technology. Take the Supra
Sports Bra, which as the name suggests is a
sports bra with some smart features. Loaded
with a biometrics sensor module, the bra
collects and monitors the wearer’s body data,
such as heart rate, and through a Bluetooth
connection feeds it to a smartphone app with
artificial intelligence (AI) technology to serve
up personalised health advice to the wearer.
Embracing the tactile nature of haptics,

meanwhile, the Nadi smart fitness tights from
Wearable Experiments also bring
technology closer to the wearer
by using variable vibrations to
essentially nudge a person to
hold the correct poses in yoga or
other form-based activities.
Both the Supra Sports Bra and

Nadi tights are aimed at specific
augmentation purposes, but the
Bragi Dash headphones offer a
wider range of functionality.
Equipped with sensors, the

wireless headphones can detect
gestures made by the wearer to
control its various functions,
bypassing the need to tap away
at a smartphone app or directly
fiddle with the headphones.

‘It’snosurprise
thatmore
body-mounted
technologyis
beingcreated
withahealthcare
focus’

ABOVE: Google’s smart contact lens
measures blood sugar levels in diabetics
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Built-in AI software, which uses some of the
natural language-processing functionalities
from IBM’s Watson AI tech, provides
real-time translation.
While this is in its early stage and will

need more development before it becomes a
form of universal language translator, the
Bragi Dash signifies the early steps towards
technology that offers features in a more
seamless fashion to dipping into your pocket
and fiddling with a smartphone.
These gadgets represent a form of

second-generation wearables aimed at
integrating tech more closely with the human
body, but things will get very interesting at
the third-generation stage.
Back in 2014, Google revealed a smart

contact lens aimed at measuring the blood

sugar levels of people with diabetes by
measuring glucose levels in tear fluid.
The lenses use a tiny chip, glucose

sensors and wireless antennas thinner than
a human hair to collect readings and beam
them to an external device. Still at the
prototype stage, the lenses could offer a
much easier and faster way for diabetes
sufferers to manage their glucose levels.

HEALTH SERVICE
With better clinical care linked to improved
access to diagnostic data, it’s no surprise
that more body-mounted technology is being
created with a healthcare focus.
Others are taking a different tack, aiming

for full, human enhancement augmentation
rather than just aiding healthcare. The

Ocumetrics Bionic Lens was created by Dr
Garth Webb not only to improve a person’s
vision to 20/20 levels after an eight-minute
surgical operation, but also to offer a zoom
function, essentially boosting human vision
beyond biologically natural levels. Trials are
needed before we can expect to see such
lenses in action, but there’s a chance that
vision-boosting tech is but a few years away.
Samsung is already famed for its displays

and smartphones, but the company is also
looking at bringing that technology directly
to a person’s eye with contact lenses
designed to provide an augmented reality
overlay on the real world.
Details are thin on the ground, but the

South Korean electronics giant has filed a
patent for the lenses, which outlines

TOPLEFT: The Nadi smart fitness tights help the
wearer to hold a correct yoga pose

TOPRIGHT: The Supra Sports Bra uses
biometric sensors to collect data

ABOVE: The wireless Bragi Dash headphones
can be controlled using gestures alone

RIGHT: Smart wearable devices such as
the Apple Watch are just the start of human
augmentation technology
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ambitions to mix motion sensors, wireless
connectivity and cameras to provide an
overlay of contextual information to the real
world. This could mean showing virtual menus
when the wearer passes a restaurant, as well
as enabling them to snap photos with their
eyes rather than reaching for their phone.
Fans of the Deus Ex game series, which

is centred around human augmentation,
could be forgiven for seeing these lenses as
a prelude to bionic eyes.

EYESONTHE PRIZE
Wearable technology is not uncommon, with
devices putting small computers on our
wrists, but implanted tech is rarer.
In some cases accidents and medical

problems push people down the route of
tech augmentation; that was the case with
Rob Spence, a filmmaker from Toronto
known as the Eyeborg.
Spence gained his unusual nickname after

one of his eyes was severely damaged after a
shotgun he was firing kicked back wildly.
Sight in the damaged eye began to
deteriorate rapidly, at which point Spence
decided to have an eye camera installed in
the socket rather than a traditional glass eye.
And thus the Eyeborg became a reality.
While Spence gains no optical abilities

through his eye camera, he can still record 30
minutes of footage with it and wirelessly pipe

video to an external device. The eye camera
might not have sci-fi levels of augmented
vision, but it demonstrates how technology
offers more innovative solutions to physical
problems, particularly now that the Eyeborg
project is focusing on creating a camera eye
that looks much more like a real eye.
Others aren’t looking for ways to replace

missing or faulty parts of their bodies, but are
instead seeking to improve upon what they
already have with tech more suited for the
inside of a gadget than a person.

Communications and electronics tech has
evolved to the point where chips can be
injected under a person’s skin, allowing for
various near-field communications (NFC)
functions to be carried out without needing
to wear a clunky smartwatch or dip into your
pocket for your smartphone.
Martijn Wismeijer, a Dutch entrepreneur,

decided to have two tiny glass NFC chips
injected under the skin of his hands.
One chip was used to store the key

codes for his bitcoin wallet as well as other

ABOVE: Martijn Wismeijer had two tiny glass
NFC chips injected under the skin of his hands

BELOW: Amal Graafstra has an NFC chip in the
skin of his hands to open smart locks in his home
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WHATWILLITMEANTOBEHUMAN?
Biological evolution generally
happens over millions of years,
but we humans can be rather
impatient. So it’s no surprise
that the biohackers exist in a
world where we have rather
powerful computers in our
pockets and significant
pressures to perform better
and faster in less time.

But the idea of body
augmentation with technology
beyond the ability to aid
medical procedures or replace
missing limbs opens up a larger
question as to what it means to
be human. Should people
embrace all that technology can
offer to be their very best and
exceed natural limits? Or should
humans be more accepting of
their biological limitations and stay
away from playing God?

Some might argue that we have
been genetically modifying crops
and selectively breeding animals for
years, and that augmenting and
enhancing humans with technology is

a natural evolution of human science,
ingenuity and inherent curiosity.

Others would argue that
technological augmentation will cause
a divide between those who have the
money to afford implanted chips and
smart lenses, and those who do not,

thereby adding to the disparity
that already exists in many
societies across the globe.

Serial tech entrepreneur
Elon Musk believes that the
merging of humans and
machines is not only the future
of the human race, but also the
means bywhich people can
remain competitive with the rise
of artificial intelligence.

“Over time I think we will
probably see a closer merger of
biological intelligence and
digital intelligence,” Musk says.

“It’s mostly about the
bandwidth, the speed of the
connection between your brain
and the digital version of
yourself, particularly output.”

Whether you believe in
jump-starting the next part of human
evolution or prefer to leave that to
nature, the potential behind
augmentation with technology will
certainly raise the question of what
a human will be in perhaps the
not-so-distant future.

passwords, while the other was used to
transfer contact details to others with
NFC-compatible phones. The idea behind
such implanted chips is that some data is
kept safe as it’s offline yet can be easily
accessed should the person need it.
Wismeijer later abandoned his experiment

with implanted chips as he decided that
ultimately the chips weren’t secure enough
for him to use permanently, but it acted as
a good example for how such implanted
chips could be used.

There are plenty of others willing to carry
on experimenting with biohacking. Dangerous
Things is a firm offering ‘custom gadgetry for
the discerning biohacker’. It was created by
Amal Graafstra, a man who has an NFC chip
implanted into the skin of his hands, which he
uses to open smart locks in his home.
Three Square Market, a vending

machine company from Wisconsin, has been
offering its employees free radio frequency
identification (RFID) chip implants to allow
them to buy snacks from vending machines

or log into computers and other company
machinery with just a swipe of the hand.

KEEPINGTRACK
While there are concerns such schemes
could open the door for companies to track
their employees and monitor their behaviour
in a Nineteen Eighty-Four Big Brother fashion,
the likes of Wismeijer and Graafstra show
there is a healthy curiosity into how
embedded chips could be used in a form
of next-generation human.

ABOVE: Employees at Three Square Market
can buy snacks from vending machines using
RFID chip implants

LEFT: The Deus Ex game foresaw the human
augmentation tech being developed today
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Rosalyn Berne, an associate professor of
science, technology and society at the
University of Virginia, notes it was only a
matter of time before humans started
inserting chips into their bodies, given how
RFID chips have already been injected into
animals for tracking purposes.
Berne believes the next step will be how

such implanted chips evolve in their
capabilities and use, noting that it could
raise some interesting questions.
“Technology is challenging our notions of

being human. Indeed, we are living in the
midst of another biotechnology revolution,
where humans and technology are beginning
to merge at the bodily level,” she explains.
“Given the transformative and rapidly

evolving nature of this revolution, our
socio-cultural reality is in flux. As
technologies increasingly become more a
part of our lives and bodies, there’s a lot at
stake in having to determine what is, and
what it means to be, a human being.”
In the long-term, advancements in

implanted chips could help bring about
better health monitoring that sits closer to
the human body than sensor-laden
smartwatches or fitness bands, potentially
leading to more life-saving tech.
As Hannes Sjöblad says, “we biohackers

think the human body is a good start, but
there is certainly room for improvement.”

However, implanting chips may seem a
little extreme to some, and not every doctor
is going to be willing to inject a piece of
silicon into the body of a biohacker.

TATTOOYOU
A more palatable middle ground between
wearable tech and implanted chips are biotech
tattoos, which as the name would suggest
blend technology with temporary tattoos.
Companies such as Chaotic Moon, now

part of tech consultancy Accenture’s Fjord
design and innovation studio, created such
tattoos using electroconductive paint to form

a circuit that connects to a sensor
controller. Dubbed Tech Tats,
these temporary tattoos have been
designed to monitor vital health
statistics such as body
temperature, heart rate and blood
pressure, and feed it back to an
app through Bluetooth or NFC
connections. The idea is to provide
easy access to health information
usually collected through a medical
exam, and help clinicians make
faster patient diagnostics.
It could be argued that attaching

sensors to our body in tattoo forms
is nothing more than a logical
evolution of current medical
devices such as the heart-rate

monitors worn by athletes, but a
counterpoint is how they enable people
to interact with technology, bridging the
gap in human-machine interfacing.
Working with Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT), Microsoft has created
DuoSkin, which reworks metallic, jewellery-
like tattoos into controls for connected
devices, notably smartphones.
Electrical components in the tattoos can

enable people to interact with their
smartphones by swiping on their tattoo,
making their body a form of basic computer
interface; it would not be hard to envision

‘Webiohackers
thinkthehuman
bodyisagood
start,butthere
iscertainly
roomfor
improvement’

ABOVE: DuoSkin, developed by Microsoft
and MIT, uses metallic, jewellery-like
tattoos to control electronic devices
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scenarios around controls for other smart
devices, say swiping at a tattoo to turn on
connected lights, or tracing a certain
pattern into the tattoo to order a pizza
through a connected app.
But MIT and Microsoft’s research doesn’t

stop there. With DuoSkin, the organisations
expect to be able to have smart tattoos show
information about the wearer, say by
changing colour to represent alterations in
body temperature, as well as include NFC
capabilities that transfer data seamlessly for
identification or payment purposes.
“We believe that skin serves as the bridge

between the physical and digital realms,
enabling users to leverage the personal
aesthetic principle that is often missing in
today’s wearable tech,” the researchers note.
“It is our vision that future on-skin

electronics will no longer be black-boxed
and mystified; but they will converge
towards the user friendliness, extensibility
and aesthetics of body decorations.”
The level of customisation is potentially

the key to making such body-mounted tech
more appealing than simple smartwatches,
although the technology will first need to
find its way out of the prototype stages and
into the consumer world.

NEXT-GENERATIONHUMANS
The technology mentioned so far is cutting
edge, and points to an interesting future for
humans and hardware. But the real nexus of
human augmentation technology will be the
ability for us to process more information
than even the smartest brains can currently
handle, meaning we need to connect our
minds with machines.

While the human brain is currently the
best computer in existence, it can’t crunch
through logic arithmetic or process massive
amounts of data at once, any more than a
computer can explain why a landscape scene
is meant to be serene as opposed to chaotic.
But if the two could be combined, we’d

reach the point where human brains can
benefit from the raw processing power of
their digital counterparts.

Of course, the brain is a complex organ,
and connecting it to more than a few sensors
is a daunting task. But not for Elon Musk.
The billionaire entrepreneur behind Space X
and Tesla recently launched a venture
company called Neuralink, aimed at finding
ways to create brain-to-computer interfaces.
Musk wants to use Neuralink and the

researchers in its midst to create a ‘neural
lace’, a way to directly interface with
computers and have them boost human
memory. If this all sounds like the ravings of
a sci-fi novelist, then you’d be right; the
term ‘neural lace’ has its origins firmly
planted in fictional science.
Or at least it did until now. Musk says

Neuralink is focused on putting tiny devices
into people’s brains, which they can then
use to control their computers without the
click of a mouse or tap on a keyboard.
Other than implanting chips into human

heads, there are precious few details on how
Musk is going to create a neural lace.
However, given his bountiful resources and
the augmentation technology that exists so
far, perhaps a direct brain-to-computer
interface is not such a far-fetched concept.
One thing is pretty certain: if a neural lace

is created, it would herald the next step in
human and computer evolution, usher in the
era of Humans 2.0 and greatly blur the lines
of where exactly man meets machine.

RIGHT: Biotech tattoos are used to monitor
vital health statistics

BOTTOMRIGHT: Rob Spence, the Eyeborg,
shows off his bionic eye

BELOW: Mind over matter: can human brains
harness the raw processing power of their
digital counterparts?
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T
he current crop of students are
assumed to be so-called digital
natives, but they aren’t flocking to
computing classes in great numbers.
Blame was placed on ICT classes,
accused of being dull and out of
date, and too simple to prepare

students for real-world work.
To encourage more students into the

subject, five years ago, then education
secretary Michael Gove – he’s had a busy few
years since, failing to nab the leadership of his
party and whatnot – said that “technology in
schools will no longer be micromanaged by
Whitehall”. Instead, teachers would be given
“freedom over what and how to teach”.
In practice, that meant ditching the

existing ICT programme, which focused on
how to use computers – teaching students
how to create Word documents and the like
– in favour of a more rigorous computing
course that focused on computing science.
For primary-age students, that includes
offering programming courses to children as
young as six, while for those facing their
GCSEs, it means that since the curriculum
came into play in 2014, the ICT GCSE has run
alongside the Computing Science GCSE, but
ICT will be dropped entirely as of 2018.

SKILLS SHORTAGE
There’s no question that the UK needs more
tech-savvy students. We lack enough skilled
employees to fill necessary tech roles, with a
report from O2 suggesting there will be
750,000 new digital jobs that will need filling
by 2020. Technology has also crept into every
aspect of our lives. Understanding how it
works is key to being a good citizen – and
standing up to Silicon Valley dominance.
However, there are concerns the

new curriculum is simply too hard,
pushing away students wary of
poor grades and limiting its
take-up, while not enough
teachers have a tech
background and haven’t been
given adequate training.
Here, we take a walk through

the successes and failures of the
new computing curriculum, with

Bill Mitchell, director of the Academy of
Computing at the British Computer Society
(BCS), to guide us. The BCS was tasked with
helping to develop the curriculum, giving it
a unique insight into what has worked and
what still needs work.
Mitchell says, “I think we’ve made huge

progress. But at the same time, I think the
future of the subject is fragile. A lot of care
and attention needs to be taken with
computing in schools if we want it to
succeed and not kind of evaporate from
lack of continued support and focus.”

STUDENT NUMBERS
It’s difficult to judge the success of any
subject, but one of the original goals of
the Computing Science curriculum was to
encourage more students to sign up for
the classes. Five years ago, it was believed
that ICT was too dull to attract students who,
having grown up with the internet and
smartphones always in their lives, were
believed to be inherently good at
technology. They wanted a challenge.
That doesn’t appear to have happened.

Indeed, Computer Science was a more
popular subject at UK universities back in
2002, when 73,030 students signed up for
an undergraduate degree, compared to 2015,
when 10,000 fewer did.
And the new Computing GCSE course

hasn’t spurred more students to sign up at
secondary level, with the number of pupils
studying either ICT or Computing Science
remaining stagnant.
“Together, the number of students taking

those two different GCSEs have more or
less stayed flat, slightly dipping this year,”
Mitchell says. “So that’s not terribly positive.

That’s rather disappointing.”
That doesn’t mean students are
avoiding Computer Science at
GCSE, as 67,000 have signed up
for it. But the introduction of the
subject – and the attention
around it – hasn’t led to a leap in
student interest. Once the ICT
course is withdrawn next year, if
all the students taking that flip to
Computer Science, we could see up
to 90,000 taking the classes. That’s
guesswork, as Mitchell admits,

but even if we post
such positive
numbers, it’s
not enough.
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“If you look at the needs of just the IT
industry – never mind about the rest of the
population – you would need probably
200,000 people going through Computer
Science GCSE to make sure that of those,
enough people go on to do A-level
computing so that we have our future
highly skilled digital professionals that are
needed in the industry. And that’s just to
stand still,” he points out.
Mitchell bases that calculation on

rough estimates of 15% of students who
take a subject at GCSE level going on to do
it at university.
“You’ll need a lot more people doing

GCSE in Computer Science just to make
sure that our very, very leaky pipeline
means getting enough people going through
to the later stages,” he says.
“And when you do the maths, you could

see that we need about 200,000 if we’re
going to get 40,000 going off to do A-level
computing. So although it’s fantastic that
right now we’ve got nearly 70,000 people
doing Computer Science GCSE – that’s
fantastic, schools did a brilliant job to get
that far – it will not meet the needs of the

nation going forward, especially once we’ve
done Brexit and we’re going to have to rely
on our own homegrown talent rather than
bringing in lots of superstars from overseas.”
Of course, this isn’t only important for

the IT industry, and not everyone who studies
at GCSE level should be expected to spend
the rest of their lives at work on a subject.
According to Mitchell, we need three strands

of computing training: computer science, for
those looking to work in IT or become an
engineer; information technology, for those
interested in the subject and want to know
more about how it all works, but may work in
a different field; and digital skills. The latter is
necessary for all students, Mitchell argues.
“Every single human being, if they’re

going to function in a modern digital world,
has to have digital skills. They have to be
digitally literate,” he maintains.
All of those angles are covered by the new

curriculum, until next year. Then, ICT training
will stop for Key Stage 4 students (years 10
and 11) – they’ll have to do a Computer
Science GCSE to continue their tech studies
– although younger students will still be
taught the subject. Digital skills, meanwhile,
will be integrated into other aspects of the
curriculum, rather than a standalone class.

TEACHER TRAINING
A lack of students isn’t the only problem – we
simply don’t have enough teachers who are
skilled in the specialist subject.
“The single biggest factor that is holding

back a large-scale expansion of the subject

‘EVERYSINGLEHUMAN
BEING, IF THEY’RE

GOINGTOFUNCTION
INAMODERNDIGITAL
WORLD,HASTOHAVE
DIGITALSKILLS. THEY
HAVE TOBEDIGITALLY

LITERATE’
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Tech helps us in our day-to-day jobs, but is it good for students? Plenty of academic
research has tried to answer that question – and pen and paper appears to be better
than clacking away at a keyboard.
A paper in Economics of Education Review found that computer use in classrooms

has a significant negative
effect on student grades,
particularly for male and
low-performing students.
The report couldn’t say why
laptops in the classroom
hurt grades so much, but
suggested it may be down to
‘cyber slacking’ – it’s harder to
focus on the lecturer with so
many potential distractions at
your fingertips. One of the
authors is a teacher, and says
he’s banned laptops and
tablets unless the student
can make a strong case for
it, as such devices can be
helpful for those with learning disabilities such as dyslexia.
Other research supports such findings. A report from the Organisation for

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) reported that education
systems that heavily invested in technology saw no improvement in results,
with similar results reported in Romania following a programme that handed out
computers to poorer families.
Why are computers less useful for classrooms than pen and paper? One report,

in Computers & Education, suggested that multitasking is to blame, with distractions
preventing students from fully learning the subject at hand. A further report in
Psychological Science suggests that we remember notes taken in handwritten form
with a pen better than those we’ve typed out.
None of this suggests that Computing Science courses are a problem; merely

that it’s worth leaving technology in the lab in favour of a pen and paper when it
comes to education.

in secondary schools is training for the
teachers,” says Mitchell.
Teaching ICT was easier – not easy, but

it didn’t focus on complicated, difficult
subjects such as programming.
“The government decided to have a much

more rigorous and demanding computer
science thesis,” Mitchell says.
“There’s nothing wrong with this… that’s

what they’ve done across all the subjects. So
they’ve done it in maths, they’ve done it in
English, they’ve done it in science. So they’re
doing it in computer science as well.”
That applies to teachers outside

computing science as well. A survey of
1,325 tech staff in schools by the British
Educational Suppliers Association (BESA)
revealed that half of teachers needed
training in basic skills such as online safety.
It’s easy to point the finger at teachers,

but they haven’t had the support; indeed,
Mitchell argues that teachers have done
remarkably well despite a lack of support. The
BCS runs its own training and teacher support
programme, and Mitchell says it works.
“We run one and we’re rather pleased with

it. We can see that where we’ve gone into

schools and helped, they’ve got better GCSE
results and they’ve got more students doing
computer science.”
Other programs are supported or run by

Google, the Royal Society, Microsoft and IBM,
with the government also putting money into
the pot to boost numbers and skills. But more
needs to be done, and the problem is scale.
“Those schemes haven’t got the scale in

which to get to enough schools so that you
can get 200,000 [students] going through
GCSE,” Mitchell says. That means we’re left

with a bunch of teachers who are “genuinely
enthusiastic” about computing, but don’t
have enough subject knowledge.
“We’ve got people who are willing, but we

just haven’t got the training schemes in place
to actually help them,” he says.

WHAT ELSE NEEDS TO CHANGE?
There are plenty of surveys suggesting that
British schools lack up-to-date hardware –
BESA notes that most schools expect to
spend less on ICT this year, with spending

disabiliti h dyslexi

DOESTECH INSCHOOLSHELPSTUDENTS?
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down by 5.5% over the past year – but there
is no specific hardware a classroom needs to
be successful, says Mitchell. Cheap new
hardware such as the Raspberry Pi and
BBC Micro Bit make the job of kitting out a
classroom easier on the budget.
“You can go out and buy a load of

Raspberry Pis if you are capable of running a
load of Raspberry Pis – which requires you to
understand how they work – or you can just
use PCs in the labs,” says Mitchell.
While Computer Science lacks students

and teacher support, it doesn’t need any
special hardware – any old computer will do.
Mitchell would also like to see better

broadband in schools.
“The one thing where I think schools do

struggle with is having sufficient broadband
speed so kids can just get access to all the
resources that are out there, and the teachers
can get resources,” he says.

WHAT THE CURRICULUM GETS RIGHT
So the Computer Science curriculum is
attracting students, but not enough;
teachers are enthusiastic, but often don’t
get the necessary support; and while any
old hardware will do, many schools lack
speedy enough broadband.
That all sounds like bad news, but there

are rays of sunshine. One in particular
comes from primary schools. As part of the
computing revamp, the government
decided it was a good idea to teach
children as young as six about
programming. At the time, critics
suggested it could put students off

the subject by frustrating them or boring
them so early on. That hasn’t happened.
“When we were originally looking at the

curriculum I personally was deeply sceptical
about the idea that you could put computing
into primary schools,” Mitchell recalls.
“I thought, ‘What on earth are these

people talking about? Really, six-year-olds are
doing computer programming?’ Well, I was
utterly and totally wrong. Because what we’ve
seen is that six-year-olds enjoy learning to
write computer programs. They are good at
writing computer programs. And they benefit
in educational terms from doing it. They are
really thriving on doing this stuff.”
Indeed, Mitchell says concerns that coding

and programming would be a drag on the
curriculum have turned out to be unfounded.
“The curriculum… is not actually about

coding, it’s about computing. So, it’s about
the big ideas and the concepts. The coding
part is the fun part as far as the kids are
concerned… They really like doing that stuff.
And they seem to really enjoy it.”
So perhaps there’s hope for Britain’s IT

sector yet: if we can get six-year-olds thinking
coding is fun, the number signing up for the
GCSE eight years later should start to climb.
Whether that’s enough remains to be

seen. “The bigger question is: what does the
country need going forward to make sure
that we have the right people in the
workforce with the right skills?” Mitchell asks.
“We massively need to scale up from

where we’ve got to so far. We can do that.
We just need to get on with it.”

‘WHATWE’VESEEN IS
THATSIX YEAR OLDS
AREGOODATWRITING
COMPUTERPROGRAMS.
ANDTHEYBENEFIT IN
EDUCATIONAL TERMS

FROMDOING IT’

⬅ Cheap hardware such as the BBC
Micro Bit makes it easier to get
computers into cash-strapped schools
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I’ve got a large number of documents in
Word that contain specific client names.
Due to the tightening up of our data
privacy compliance records, I need to go
through them all and replace the client
name with the words ‘the client’. I’ve tried
writing a macro that contains the list of
client names to be checked, but Word
seems to have a limit on the number of
words and/or phrases you can compare
against. How can I get around this?

Nigel Wood

One option would be to store the names in
an Excel worksheet, and use that as the
source of the terms for checking. So you
might have the names stored in column A of
an Excel sheet, and an Excel macro like this:

Sub ClientReplace()
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
Dim strFolder As String, strFile As
String, wdDoc As document
Dim xlApp As Object, xlWkBk As Object,
StrWkBkNm As String, StrWkSht As
String, StrThisName As String

Dim iLastRow As Long, xlFList As
String, xlRList As String, i As Long
StrWkBkNm = "C:\Users\" &
Environ("Username") & "\documents\
xls\custlist.xlsx"

StrWkSht = "Sheet1"
Set xlApp = CreateObject("Excel.
Application")
Set xlWkBk = xlApp.Workbooks.
Open(Filename:=StrWkBkNm,
ReadOnly:=True, AddToMru:=False)

iLastRow = xlWkBk.
Worksheets(StrWkSht).Cells(xlWkBk.
Worksheets(StrWkSht).Rows.Count,
1).End(-4162).Row ' -4162 = xlUp

strFolder = "C:\Users\" & Environ
("Username") & "\My Documents\Shopper"
strFile = Dir(strFolder & "\*.doc",
vbNormal)
While strFile <> ""
Set wdDoc = Documents.
Open(Filename:=strFolder & "\"
& strFile, AddToRecentFiles:=False,
Visible:=False)
For i = 1 To iLastRow

Name replacement service

If you have database, office application or macro issues,
Kay Ewbank is here to help

BusinessBusiness Help

StrThisName = xlWkBk.Worksheets
(StrWkSht).Range("A" & i)
With wdDoc.Range.Find
.Text = StrThisName
.MatchWholeWord = True
.MatchCase = True
.Replacement.Text = "the client"
.Execute
Replace:=wdReplaceAll

End With
Next
wdDoc.Close SaveChanges:=True
strFile = Dir()

Wend
Set wdDoc = Nothing
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
End Sub

The macro assumes your list of customer
names is stored in a file called custlist.xlsx,
which is stored in a folder called XLS, which
is a subfolder of your Documents folder.
You’ll need to replace the line:

StrWkBkNm = "C:\Users\" &
Environ("Username") & "\documents\xls\
custlist.xlsx"

so it points to your spreadsheet containing the
list of customers. The macro also assumes the
documents are in a folder called Shopper, which
is a subfolder of your Documents folder. Again,
you’ll need to replace the line that reads:

strFolder = "C:\Users\" & Environ
("Username") & "\My Documents\Shopper"

with one that points to your actual folder.
You’ll also need to make sure that you

check you’ve referenced the Word object
library – check in Tools, References on the
Visual Basic for Applications window, and
make sure there’s a tick next to the Microsoft
Word Object Library.
Apart from those details, the macro is

quite straightforward. It first opens the Excel
workbook, and finds the last row that contains
data by going to the end, and moving up:

iLastRow = xlWkBk.Worksheets(StrWkSht).
Cells(xlWkBk.Worksheets(StrWkSht).Rows.
Count, 1).End(-4162).Row ' -4162 = xlUp

Having established which is the last row,
the next thing is to get the list of documents
in the folder. This is done by getting the
name of the first matching Word document
into the variable strFile using

strFile = Dir(strFolder & "\*.doc",
vbNormal)

Dir returns the first file name that matches
the pathname. The clever bit is that if you
call Dir again with no arguments, as in:

strFile=Dir()

it then returns the next filename that matches
the pathname. So the list of files is worked
through using the loop, where the active
loop parts are:

While strFile <> ""
Set wdDoc = Documents.Open(Filename:
=strFolder & "\" & strFile, AddTo
RecentFiles:=False, Visible:=False)

The next matching file is pulled in by the line:

strFile = Dir()

followed by the Wend to tell VBA to loop
back round. The actual replacing of the text
can then be worked on inside this structure:

For i = 1 To iLastRow
StrThisName = xlWkBk.Worksheets
(StrWkSht).Range("A" & i)
With wdDoc.Range.Find
.Text = StrThisName
.MatchWholeWord = True
.MatchCase = True
.Replacement.Text = "the client"
.Execute Replace:=wdReplaceAll

End With
Next

This goes through the Excel worksheet
one line at a time, pulling in a client name
from column A, storing it in the variable
StrThisName, then using that in a Find and
Replace operation on the current Word
document. If the name is found, it is then
replaced by the static text ‘the client’.

Send your problems to businesshelp@computershopper.co.uk
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Creating clickable links in a PDF
I have an Access report that I need to make
available as a PDF, including a clickable link
to an email address for members of staff.
The report is sent to the staff members as a
PDF; they can click on the name and have an
email created with the email address already
inserted. My problem is that I can’t make
this work. I want to show the name of the
staff member rather than the email address,
and when the person viewing the PDF of the
report clicks on the name, they get a new
email appearing in Outlook with the email
address already inserted.
I’ve tried switching the field to be Rich

Text Format, but that makes the email
information appear as (#mailto:) followed
by the email address, whereas I want it
hidden but clickable.

Davy Keynes

One option would be to have two text boxes,
one on top of the other. You show the name of
the staff member in the ‘top’ text box, and set

the background of that box to be transparent.
Then you have the email address field behind
that, with the foreground colour set to white.
Make sure you store the email address in

a hyperlink field. If you don’t want to store the
email addresses in the format:

mailto: Fred.Bloggs@myschool.ac.uk

then you’ll need to add the ‘mailto:’ element
before creating your report. To do this, base
your report on a query, and create the full
email address as a calculated field made up of:

Expr1: mailto: & [staff]![email]

On the report, set the property Is Hyperlink
to Yes, and set Display as Hyperlink to If
Hyperlink. This gives the result you want.

Ticked off
with slides
I have inserted tickboxes on a
PowerPoint 2010 slide using the
Developer menu, but I want the
tickboxes to be ticked when the
presentation starts. They always come
up as unticked. Is there a way to set
them to be ticked from the start?

Luke Bevan

Tickboxes can be useful if you’re making
an interactive slide show. They are
located, as you say, on the Developer
menu, which is only visible if you’ve
selected it from Files, Options, Customize
Ribbon. You can change their setting in
Design view by right-clicking the box.
Choose Properties, and in the dialog that
appears, edit the Value property to be
True rather than False. This will have the
effect you want.

Under Outlook’s spell
I always spellcheck my Outlook emails,
but recently I noticed an email that I’d sent
out having checked the spelling had an
obvious mistake. Even when I copied the
email and rechecked the spelling, the
mistake wasn’t corrected. Where am I
going wrong? I’m using Outlook 2010.

Joe Rees

There are several ways this can happen. The
first is that Outlook doesn’t check the spelling
of plain text emails, even though it tells you it
has. So if you’ve set Outlook to send emails as
plain text using File, Options, Mail, Compose
messages using plain text, your emails won’t
be spellchecked.
The second thing to look for is whether at

some point you’ve told Outlook to ignore that
particular spelling. To find out whether this is
the problem, look in the custom dictionary for
the word that isn’t being corrected. You can
find the custom dictionary in File, Options,
Mail, Spelling and AutoCorrect, Custom
Dictionaries. Click on the button to Edit Word
List, and look through for the word that wasn’t
corrected. If it’s in there, delete it.
If neither of these options solves your

problem, then the next thing to check is
whether you were accidentally using the
Signature region or style. Both are marked by
default as ‘Do not spellcheck’, so anything
that’s added either as a signature or formatted
in signature style will be ignored when the
spellcheck happens. If you’ve been using the
signature to add a block of text such as a
greeting or introductory text at the start of
the message, or a sign-off block at the end, it
won’t be spellchecked. You can tell if this is
the problem by right-clicking the misspelt
word. If you get the signature menu rather
than the spellcheck menu, you know it’s
marked as being part of a signature.

If you want to have text blocks that can
easily be inserted, you can use Quick Parts
instead. This has the added advantage that
you won’t lose the text if the signature or
account is changed.
The best way to mark out the signature

area (and that way avoid adding text to the
signature accidentally) is to start your
signature with two dashes and a space (-- )
as the very first line. This is the universal
signature identifier, and will ensure your emails
are handled correctly by other email clients.
They will use the ‘start of signature’ mark to
hide it in their reading panes, and to delete it
in replies sent to your email. You’ll find
Outlook attempts to convert this to a bullet
point; click on the editing options drop-down
menu and tell it not to convert this one.
You can, if you want, check the spelling

including the signature area. To do this, select
the entire message. On the Review menu, click
the drop-down arrow next to Language, and
choose Set Proofing Language. In the dialog,
clear the tick box labelled Do not check
spelling or grammar. Click OK to get back to
the message, then click the Spelling and
Grammar icon to start the spellcheck.

⬆ Right-click the tickbox and set the Value
property to True to make the box appear
ticked from the start

⬆ Check whether you’re creating messages in plain
text if Outlook isn’t checking the spelling

⬆ Set the Is Hyperlink field to Yes to create a
clickable link for an Access PDF report
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I have a tower PC built on a Gigabyte
EP45-DS3R motherboard and running
Windows 7, which I’ve recently upgraded
with a 4TB hard disk. I already have 1.5TB
and 2TB disks that work perfectly, but I
can only access 2.2TB of my new 4TB
disk. All three disks are NTFS formatted;
and yes, I have checked the 4TB disk’s
partition scheme and the Convert to GPT
Disk option is greyed out. Can you help?

Paul Finch

From your description it sounds as though
the 4TB disk is configured as a master boot
record (MBR) disk. The MBR partition
scheme addresses sectors of the drive using
32-bit numbers, which gives a maximum of
232 sectors. Each of these has a capacity of
512 bytes, so the total addressable capacity
under the scheme works out at about 2.2TB.
As you rightly suspected, you need to

convert the disk to the GUID Partition Table
(GPT), which uses 64-bit numbering and
doesn’t have this limitation. The reason the
Convert to GPT Disk option is greyed out in
the Windows Disk Management console
isn’t because your disk is already configured
with GPT. It’s because the conversion is a
destructive operation; Disk Manager can’t
convert the disk if there are partitions on it.
Before you attempt to do anything, back

up the disk’s contents and verify the backup.
Once this is done, the easy option is to use
Disk Manager to delete all the partitions and
volumes you’ve created on the disk until it
shows only Unallocated. At this point, you

I’m not converted

can right-click the disk information tile (at the
left of the bar where you’ve been deleting the
partitions) and the GPT conversion should be
available. Now you can re-create the
partition(s) and copy your data back on.
That’s the theory, but things are more

complicated if you’ve installed Windows on
the 4TB disk. Your motherboard has a
conventional BIOS rather than the newer
Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI),
which means that your PC won’t be able to
boot from the disk if it is formatted with the
GPT scheme. In other words, if you want to use
the disk’s full capacity you must make one of
your other two disks the system disk, and just
use the 4TB drive for data. If you’ve already
installed Windows on the 4TB drive you’ll need
to install it on one of the other disks, or use

cloning software to move the entire
contents of the 4TB drive to one of
the smaller disks; this operation will
overwrite whatever is already on the
target disk, so if you do take this
approach, ensure you have backed
up the data from the target disk.
After you’ve reinstalled or cloned

Windows, you’re likely to find that
you can’t delete all of the existing
partitions on the 4TB disk from
within Windows itself, and hence
you still won’t be able to convert
it to GPT. The easiest way around
this is to open the Start menu,

search for CMD, then right-click cmd.exe
or Command Prompt in the results and
select Run as administrator.
When the prompt appears, type diskpart

and hit Enter, then list disk and hit Enter
again. Now type select disk X, where X is
the number of your 4TB disk as displayed by
list disk. It’s essential that you choose the
correct disk to avoid wiping the wrong one.
If you’re certain that you have correctly
selected your 4TB disk, and that DiskPart
has confirmed that the disk is selected, type
clean and hit Enter. You should see the
message, ‘DiskPart succeeded in cleaning the
disk’. Assuming this works, close the
Command prompt and return to Disk
Manager, which should now show that the
disk is empty and can be converted to GPT.

⬅ Only once the disk is completely
empty will the GPT option be available

Whatever your general PC, hardware and software
woes, Simon Handby is here to help

HelpHelpfile
Send your problems to help@computershopper.co.uk

Can’t scan
I have a Windows 10 PC and an Epson
Perfection 2450 Photo scanner, for which
there aren’t Windows 10 drivers. I managed
to get it working perfectly by using the
Perfection 4990 Photo drivers, or at least,
I did until a recent Windows 10 update.
Now it’s broken again.
I’m reluctant to bin a perfectly good

scanner and spend money on a
replacement just because I can’t get
drivers for it. Can you suggest anything?

Ian Mackay

It’s frustrating when manufacturers
discontinue driver support for devices that
still work, and also that Windows doesn’t
have native support for legacy scanners.
We’re not aware of why the latest Windows 10
update should have stopped your previous
setup working, but without a Perfection 2450
to experiment on we’re unable to come up
with a fix using Epson’s own software.
That said, you could try VueScan, a

third-party scanner app, which lists the
Perfection 2450 among its supported models.

It’s available for a free 30-day evaluation from
www.hamrick.com, after which the registered
version costs $30 (around £23).

⬆ VueScan is a fairly sure-fire way to extend the
lifespan of a scanner
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No parlez
We spend perhaps two months or so a year in a barn we’re slowly
converting in France. As such, it’s not worth us getting a landline,
so we’ve always made do with mobile phones. A couple of years
ago I bought a Huawei E352 mobile USB modem from Orange (in
France) so that I could access the internet on my ancient Toshiba
netbook PC; I’ve long forgotten if I needed to do anything to set it
up, but it’s always worked quite well.
As the house takes shape we’re beginning to spend more

time there, and we want to connect more devices to the internet.
I bought a TP-Link TL-MR3420 3G/4G wireless router, with the
idea that for now I could plug in the E352 modem and share its
connection, and that its WAN port meant that in the longer term
I’d still be able to use it if we ever got around to installing
broadband. Its hardware version is 2.3.
Although it’s meant to be fairly simple, I had a nightmare trying

to get it to work. I ended up on the phone to TP-Link, who were
actually very helpful in suggesting various things. Eventually they
asked me to check and manually enter
the Dial Number and APN, which is
where I got to before we came back to
England. I’m still tinkering with it at
home, but I’m a bit confused now - I
thought it was meant to plug in and
work. Do you have any suggestions?

David McNamara

TP-Link’s UK site doesn’t seem to have a
particularly up-to-date compatibility list
for the TL-MR3420, but the Huawei
E352 is listed as compatible in several
other regions, so we would expect it to
work. Accordingly, the first thing we
would recommend would be to check

and update the firmware of the TL-MR3420. Visit uk.tp-link.com/
download/TL-MR3420.html and be sure to select hardware version V2.
Once you’ve done this, click the Firmware button and download the
most recent version, which is 150319.
Open the Zip file you’ve downloaded and extract the .bin file,

saving it to your desktop or somewhere else simple. Now make sure
the Huawei modem is inserted in the TL-MR3420 router and switch
the router on, then connect to its wireless network, type 192.168.0.1
into your browser’s address bar and hit Enter. Log in using the
username and password admin. Once into the router’s admin
interface, select System Tools near the bottom of the left-hand
pane, then Firmware Upgrade. Click the Choose File button, point it
to the .bin file you extracted, and proceed with the update.
When the update has finished, the router will reboot and its

configuration will have to be reset; if you have trouble reconnecting to
it, use the wireless name (SSID) and passkey printed on the sticker
underneath. Use Quick Setup to configure the network and other

options, and when you get to the 3G/4G
step you should find that the router has
successfully detected and imported the
necessary settings from the modem.
If this is the case, we’d expect it to

work successfully when you’re next in
France. We’re not clear on whether
you’ll be able to test it first in England:
you could call Orange in France and ask
if your data SIM has roaming enabled –
if it does, it should work here. If not, you
may be able to test the setup using a
cheap pay-as-you-go data SIM from
Orange UK, but you should ask them to
confirm that this will be compatible with
your Orange France-supplied modem.

Can’t scan and fix
I have two computers, both of which run
Windows 10. As I need to access my files
on both, I use a memory stick to store
everything. Not long ago Windows started
giving me a notification that I should ‘Scan
and fix’ the drive. I agreed to do so, but
Windows froze before any progress was
made. Can you tell me how to make
Windows stop telling me to scan the drive?

Ryan Bester

Windows prompts you to scan and fix a
removable drive if it believes it’s previously
been unplugged without being properly
ejected. This can result in corruption, so it’s a
sensible precaution, but it can be annoying.
The best way to avoid being nagged is to
always right-click the drive letter and select
Eject before physically unplugging the disk, but
the prompt can still crop up if Windows thinks
there’s an error in the file system.
The fact that your computer froze during

the scan suggests there may actually be some
corruption on the drive. Make a backup of the
contents, right-click the Start button and
choose Command Prompt (Admin). At the
prompt type chkdsk :e /f (replace e: with the

drive letter of your flash drive). That should
either fix any errors on the disk, or identify
that there aren’t any and reset the error flag.
If that doesn’t work, and if you’re sure you

have a backup, reformat the drive. Do this by
inserting it in the PC, waiting for it to appear
in your drives in File Manager, then right-
clicking it, selecting Format… and clicking Start.
Once this has completed you can copy your
data back to the drive, and you should no
longer be prompted to fix it.
It is possible to turn off the Scan and fix

prompt, although the workaround seems to
have been broken in Windows 1703 (the
Creators Update). We wouldn’t strictly
recommend it as it will also disable Autoplay
for all removable media, but to try it anyway,
open the Start menu and type services,
then run the Services app from the results.
Scroll down the list of services to find Shell
Hardware Detection and double-click it.
In the Shell Hardware Detection service

window, change the Startup type box from
Automatic to Manual, then click Stop to
stop the service, and click OK to save your
changes. You can retrace your steps if you
ever need to re-enable it.

There are arguably better ways to
synchronise work between two PCs. A cloud
service such as Google Drive ensures that the
contents of your Drive folder are backed up to
Google’s servers as you work, and synchronised
immediately to any other device where you
also install Drive. The advantage of this is that
your work is backed up safely to the cloud and
can be synchronised to any internet-connected
device. The downsides are that all the devices
you’re using must be internet-connected, and
that the maximum storage size is limited.

⬆ If your router imports the modem’s settings, the two should
work properly together

⬆ You can disable Scan and fix, but you’ll also lose
the Autoplay feature
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Advanced
ProjectsProjects
Clive Webster has been tinkering with computers ever since
Windows 98 forced him to manually install his drivers

clive@computershopper.co.uk

LOOK AROUND YOUR home and you’ll find plenty of smart,
connected devices. But linking them together can be a pain: if
you’re not shuffling between multiple apps on your phone,
you’re having to pause what you’re doing while one bit of kit
powers down and the next warms up. Technology was meant to
make life easier, not more complicated.
Thankfully, near-field communication (NFC) solves these

problems. We’ll show you how just tapping your phone to a
cheap NFC tag can automatically switch your music from your
headphones to your wireless speaker.

Use NFC
to automate
tasks
With Apple now on the NFC
bandwagon, CliveClive WebsterWebster shows
you how to use this often neglected
technology to make things happen
with a tap of your phone.
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NFC IS A short-range wireless technology,
and as such is useful and fun to use. The short
range means if you want to use NFC to trigger
an event or sequence of events, you must
physically move two devices together. This
mechanic has been used for everything from
Oyster cards and contactless payments to
tracking packages on conveyor belts and
augmented video games such as Skylanders
and ‘smart’ card games such as Everdawn.
We’re going to use NFC to automate a
common task: switching the music playing
on our smartphone from our headphones to
our wireless speaker system.
For any NFC system you need at least one

‘active’ unit – something that will not only
establish the NFC link, but be able to do
something with that trigger. A smartphone is
an excellent candidate for an active unit, and
we used a Samsung Galaxy S5 for this guide.
You also need a ‘passive’ unit to tap the
phone to. For our passive unit we used an
NFC sticker tag, but there are cards, objects,
wristbands and other items that have an NFC
aerial and chip embedded within them.

TAG TEAM
Even with sticker ‘tags’ there are different
specifications to be aware of. Core RFID (see
www.rfidshop.com) offers some tags with only
48 bytes of memory, some with 144 bytes and
others with up to 888 bytes of memory. This
matters, as quite a few NFC apps will program
tags with the entire sequence of events you
create; other apps might only encode the
tag with a name. The former method is best,
as it means the automated sequence of
events will execute whether your NFC app is
open or not; the second method is useful if
your automated task is extremely complex.
A basic 144-byte tag is fine for automatically

switching audio, so we used a
reel of 10 NTAG213 tags, which
cost £5.50. Tags can be
reprogrammed as many times as
you like, so you’ll probably only
need 10 for home automation jobs.
Most Android and Windows

Phone phones support NFC, but
Apple has only implemented full NFC
capabilities in its latest iPhone 8, 8 Plus
and X. At launch, the iPhone 6 and 7
ranges, as well as the SE, restricted the use of
NFC technology to Apple Pay alone. However,
iOS 11 will unlock full NFC capabilities in the
older iPhone 7 and 7 Plus; the iPhone 6, 6 Plus
and SE will continue to use NFC only for
Apple Pay even with iOS 11 installed.

If you own an NFC-less iPhone and want to
use NFC to automate tasks, you’ll need to
carry the passive element of the system with
you and tap this to an active unit at home;
something like a Raspberry Pi with an added
NFC module. You can buy NFC keyfobs and
the like, but a more elegant choice would
be a ring from Bradford-based NFC Ring
(nfcring.com) – a piece of jewellery with an
embedded and programmable NFC chip.
While Android fans might have enjoyed

NFC capabilities on their phones since the
Google Nexus S in 2011, they shouldn’t be too

⬆ NFC has many uses, from contactless credit
cards to ‘Toys to Life’ games such as Skylanders

➡ You can see the circles that
form the electrical field, linked by
the actual antenna (the curved
line with two circular end-points)

⬆ Bradford-based NFC Ring makes and sells a
range of smart rings, costing from £15 to £35

➡ Smartphones
such as the
Samsung Galaxy
S5 make ideal
active units
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smug toward their iPhone-owning
counterparts. The first mobile phone to
incorporate NFC was the humble Nokia
6131 back in 2006.

TAPPED APP
Switching audio from your headphones
to a Bluetooth speaker is fairly
straightforward. First, install Trigger
from the Google Play Store (see
tinyurl.com/trigger-app) – it’s free, but
requires some permissions. Launch
Trigger and you’ll see a mostly blank
screen; tap the plus button to start
making a ‘trigger’. Trigger can
launch a sequence of events
based on Wi-Fi, Bluetooth or
NFC changes (and more, if you
pay for the Pro version); tap
NFC, then Next 1 . We don’t
need to add restrictions for
this task, so ignore the Add
Restrictions options by
tapping Done.
Once you’ve done that,

you’ll see that your ‘trigger
event’ has been set up; it’s
shown as a box, showing the type of trigger
event (NFC) and a link to add restrictions 2 .
Tap Next to choose an Action to perform.
As we want to automatically connect

our phone to our Bluetooth speaker, tap
Bluetooth and then Connect to a Device,
then tap Next. You’ll need to select the
Bluetooth device from the next screen; this
means your phone must already have been
paired with your Bluetooth speaker, but at
least the names of your Bluetooth devices
will be recognisable.
Trigger offers the additional option of

syncing both phone and media functions with

the Bluetooth speaker, or just one of those
functions; select Media to have music go
through the speakers but keep phone calls
and alerts on your phone 3 . Then tap Add to
Task. Trigger uses the MAC address of your
speaker rather than the neat name presented
in the step above, so you’ll see the Connect
to speaker task represented by a box saying
‘Connect to xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx’.
The next problem is that when you

automatically switch Bluetooth connection

the music will pause; we need
to add another step to the
task to start the music again.
Tap the plus button (top right)
and scroll down through the
Choose an Action list to
Media. Tap this and then tap
Start media playback, then
tap Next 4 . There are no
additional options for this
action, so when Trigger asks
you to Configure Actions, just
tap Add to Task.
You should now see a new

box called Start media playback
appear under the Connect to…
box. The ordering is important,
as the Actions will be
performed in sequence. If you
want, you can rename the list
of actions by tapping the title
at the bottom left.
Once you’re happy with the

list of events and the overall
name for the sequence, tap Next.
The next screen offers you the

choice to make your tag a ‘switch tag’,
and this might be useful for switching audio
between two playback devices. You could,
for example, repeat the above steps to
switch audio playback to your Bluetooth
headphones (if you use Bluetooth
headphones). If you use wired headphones,
your second set of Actions would be either
Disable Bluetooth or Disconnect a Device to
break your link with the Bluetooth speakers,
and then Start media playback 5 .
Whether you add a second set of tasks or

not, tap Done. Trigger will now ask you to tap
your phone to the NFC tag in order to program
the tag with your automated task. You might

⬆ The Nokia 6131 was the first mobile phone
to support NFC, released a year after Google’s
purchase of Android Inc, in 2006

1 2 3
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need to position your phone in a certain way
to get the best results. For example, the NFC
aerial in our Galaxy S5 is near the bottom of
the phone on the rear; tapping the tag with
the front-top of the phone didn’t always
produce a successful write. Writing a tag with
a few simple tasks should only take a split
second, and Trigger confirms a successful
write, so the process is easy.
To test whether your automated task

works, just play some music on your
headphones and then tap your phone to

the tag. You should hear your Bluetooth
speaker bleep its acceptance of the audio
stream and continue the track you were
listening to within a second or so. We found
that a second-long ‘tap’ was needed for our
phone to successfully switch the playback
device and to then start the music again – a
shorter or longer tap led to confusion,
either with the music not restarting or the
connection bouncing from speaker back to
our headphones, but it’s something you’ll
get used to.

TAG YOUR IT
Trigger can automate all kinds of tasks as it
has access to most of the subsystems of your
phone. For example, an NFC-triggered event
could turn off your Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
when leaving the house to increase battery
life. You could also set Trigger to dim your
screen if you’re really worried about eking
out the last bit of battery life. You could stick
a tag in your car and have Trigger put your
phone into car mode and perhaps (using a
time of day Restriction) even send a text or
email home to say you’re on your way. If you
don’t like Android Auto (or Samsung Car
Mode, in our case), you could just launch
your favourite map app instead – Here WeGo,
for example. You could incorporate this tag in
your car’s phone cradle.
If you find Trigger limiting in some way,

you can link it to Tasker (see tinyurl.com/
ap-tasker). This free app lets you sequence
events, but gives you access to API-level
tasks. This means that you can access
options in an app’s settings menu, which
opens all kinds of possibilities. However, it’s
quite tricky to use Tasker, and any guide we
gave here would be fairly device- and
app-specific. The Tasker Wiki has Profiles
(the name Tasker gives it sets of tasks) that
you can download and either use or modify,
and extensive help on how to create new
Profiles; see tasker.wikidot.com.

NEXT MONTH

MAKE A KODI BOX
Make your own media streamer with
a Raspberry Pi and a handy piece of
software that is 100% legal

What is NFC?
NFC stands for near-field
communication, but that’s a bit of an
umbrella term. The important part is
the ‘near-field’ bit: this means that only
when two NFC devices are physically
close together will the communication
link be made. You can therefore
use physical proximity (typically
centimetres, if not millimetres) to
act as a trigger for an event.
For example, your contactless credit

card is an NFC device: tap it on the
card reader and money is automatically
transferred from your account to the
shop’s. Your swipe card at work might
be an NFC card, and plenty of cameras
and other devices use NFC to make
smartphone pairing quick and easy.
As we said, NFC is an umbrella

term for many different standards of
close-proximity communication, just as
Wi-Fi is an umbrella term for different specifications and speeds of
wireless data communication. NFC-A has a range of 4cm and
transfers data at 106Kbit/s using a frequency of 13.56MHz; only

absolute change (0-100% reception or
100-0%) is sufficient to trigger an
event. NFC-B is the same as NFC-A,
except that only a 10% drop in
reception is required to recognise a
change. The third type of NFC is –
you’ve guessed it – NFC-F, also known
as FeliCa, or Felicity Card. NFC-F is
faster than the other two types of NFC,
but is mostly used in Japan.
In addition to those three

standards, specified by the NFC Forum,
is the GSMA NFC standard for mobile
devices. The GSMA is the Groupe
Spéciale Mobile Association, and it
sets common standards for mobile
devices across Europe, from
management of the radio spectrum
to ensuring your phone will pick up
reception wherever you are in
Europe (and often beyond).

Unlike Wi-Fi, you don’t need to worry about these standards;
if your phone supports NFC, it’s compatible with any NFC or
high-frequency (13.56MHz) RFID tag.

⬆ Contactless credit cards use NFC to transfer money from your
account to the business you’re paying

4 5
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Photographer, musician, sound engineer, designer and video
producer Ben Pitt guides you through a multimedia project

ben@computershopper.co.uk

Multimedia
ExpertExpert

Lens
upgrades
Got an SLR or CSC and still using
the kit lens? We reveal what a lens
upgrade can do for your photography
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IF YOU HAVEmore than a passing interest in
photography, the chances are that you own
an SLR or compact system camera (CSC).
They offer lots of benefits over a smartphone:
comfortable ergonomics, tactile controls, a
large viewfinder, superior performance and a
big hike in image quality.
They also offer the ability to switch lenses.

While it’s handy to have a lens that does
everything, it’s even better to have a lens that
excels at the specific photographic challenge
you’re currently working on.
A typical kit lens is pretty unadventurous,

with a 3x zoom and a not particularly bright
f/3.5-5.6 maximum aperture. Other lenses
cover all sorts of specialisms: wide-angle,
telephoto, macro, wide-aperture, tilt and shift,
fisheye. Some include stabilisation; some are
built for compactness; some cover a big zoom
range; and others can’t zoom at all. Their
prices range from £80 to £15,000 and beyond.
Building up a collection of lenses can be

expensive, but lenses keep their value much
better than camera bodies, and you can
continue using them when you come to
upgrade your camera. In this article, we’ll
explore what’s available, what the various
types of lenses can do and how much you
might need to spend. If you’re still using your
camera’s kit lens, we’ll help you make your
first upgrade to start unlocking the true
potential of your camera.

SERMON ON THE MOUNT
The first step is to make sure you choose a
lens that works with your camera. That means
they need to fit together physically, and that’s

dictated by the type of lens mount used.
There are mount adapters that, in some cases,
allow you to mix and match, but unless you
have very specific needs, it’s best to stick to
the same mount for camera and lens.
SLR lenses are available for Canon, Nikon,

Pentax and Sony cameras, and each uses its
own mount. To help distinguish these SLR
mounts from other mounts from the same
companies, they each have a specific name:
Canon EF, Nikon F, Pentax K and Sony A or
Alpha. The Sony A mount is actually the same
as the Minolta A mount; Sony bought Minolta
and adopted its lens mount when it launched
its first SLRs back in 2006. That might be
useful to know if you’re on the hunt for
second-hand bargains. There are various
other, less common SLR mounts such as

Sigma SA, Leica R and Pentax 645 (medium
format) that we’ll ignore for this article.
Just because a lens fits on your camera,

it doesn’t necessarily mean it’ll work. For
example, Canon uses the same EF mount
for its full-frame and cropped-sensor SLRs.
A cropped sensor is smaller than full-frame,
and so any lens that’s designed for full-frame
will work perfectly well on a cropped-sensor
SLR too. It will focus light beyond the edges
of the sensor, but there’s no harm in that.
However, a lens that’s designed only for
cropped-sensor SLRs won’t be able to
create an image that fills a full-frame sensor.
Some full-frame cameras recognise these
lenses and will automatically switch to

cropped-sensor mode, but that defeats the
purpose of buying a full-frame camera.
The upside for cropped-sensor SLR

owners is that these lenses tend to cost less
than their full-frame equivalents. SLR lenses
designed for cropped sensors are identified in
different ways. Canon calls them EF-S mount.
Nikon uses FX for full-frame and DX for
cropped-sensor. Sony’s cropped-sensor SLR
lenses have a DT prefix. Pentax full-frame
lenses are known as FA, while its cropped-
sensor lenses are called DA.

EVOLUTION THEORY
SLR camera mounts have been around for
decades and have evolved over that time.
For example, the Nikon F mount was launched
in 1959, and since then various electrical

contacts have been added to control focus
and aperture. In most cases, the cameras
and lenses are forwards and backwards
compatible, so they’ll be usable but might
miss some features if the camera or lens
doesn’t support it. However, some old lenses
may not work or may even damage the
camera, so do your research before shopping.
The most common pitfall is that recent

Nikon lenses have an integrated autofocus
motor, and so various consumer-oriented
Nikon SLRs (the D3400, D5600 and their
predecessors) omit the in-camera autofocus
motor required to drive older lenses. Lenses
designated AF-S, AF-I or AF-P will be fine, but
others won’t offer autofocus on these cameras.
This includes the Nikon 50mm f1.8 D AF, which
costs £120, so you’ll have to go for the more
recent Nikon 50mm f1.8 G AF-S (£200)
instead. Pricier Nikon SLRs such as the D7500
and its predecessors don’t have this issue.

⬆ The huge number of lenses available for Canon (and Nikon) SLRs is a key part of their appeal

Building up a collection of lenses can be expensive, but
lenses keep their value much better than camera bodies
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Compact system cameras, also known as
mirrorless cameras, are relatively new and so
there are fewer compatibility issues to
navigate. Most manufacturers have their own
mirrorless mount: Canon EF-M, Nikon 1,
Fujifilm X and Pentax Q. Sony has two
versions of its E mount: lenses called Sony E
are for its cropped-sensor mirrorless cameras,
whereas you’ll need Sony FE lenses for its
full-frame mirrorless cameras.
Olympus and Panasonic collaborated to

produce the first mirrorless mount, known as

Micro Four Thirds (M43), and you can mix and
match their cameras and lenses. The only
proviso is that all Olympus M43 cameras
include in-body optical stabilisation. As a
result, very few of Olympus’s lenses have
stabilisation built in, whereas Panasonic has
tended to include stabilisation in its lenses and
less often builds it into its cameras. As a result,
combining a Panasonic camera and Olympus
lens may leave you without stabilisation.
There are various other manufacturers that

produce lenses for a range of mounts: Tamron
and Sigma are the two big names, but there
are various others such as Samyang, Tokina
and Voigtlander. Tamron and Sigma tend to be
a little cheaper than buying a similar lens from
Canon, Nikon and so on, and they’re generally
up to scratch for image quality.

UNDERSTANDING THE SPECS
Lens names are usually a pile of letters and
numbers. They’re not the catchiest of names

but, once you understand the jargon, it gives
you a good idea of what’s on offer. Let’s take
the Canon EF-S 18-135mm f3.5-5.6 IS USM as
an example. We know it’s made by Canon,
and EF-S tells us that it works with Canon
SLRs with a cropped sensor.
The 18-135mm figure is the focal length

range. This dictates the zoom position of a
given lens, but whereas a 7.5x zoom only
tells you how big the range is, an 18-135mm
focal length range tells you the specific
zoom positions offered by that lens. 18-

55mm and 100-300mm both have a 3x
zoom, but they’re very different lenses.
18-55mm is relatively wide-angle, whereas
100-300mm is a telephoto lens.
The focal length can be converted into a

horizontal field of view (FOV), which is the
angle from the views that make up the left
and right edges of the frame. For example,
an 18mm focal length gives a 90-degree
horizontal field of view. As the focal length
gets longer, the FOV narrows. A 50mm lens
has a 40-degree FOV, 100mm equates to 20
degrees and so on. Most people don’t bother
with FOV values, though. It’s easier just to
think in focal lengths and get used to what a
specific focal length looks like.
The f3.5-5.6 is the maximum aperture that

this lens allows. There are two figures in this
example because this lens’s maximum
aperture varies depending on the focal length.
So in this instance, the maximum aperture at
18mm is f/3.5, and at 135mm it’s f/5.6.

The aperture is essentially the size of the
hole in the middle of the lens that dictates how
much light is let through. A larger aperture
means more light, which is particularly helpful
when shooting in low light. It means you can
use a faster shutter speed to freeze motion or
a lower ISO speed to reduce noise.
A larger aperture also gives a narrower

depth of field, whereby the subject is in
sharp focus but the background and
foreground are blurred. A narrow depth of
field can flatter portrait shots, and is a
major reason why people chose to upgrade
from a compact camera or smartphone to
an SLR or CSC. Upgrading from a kit lens to
a prime can deliver a further big boost to
depth-of-field effects.
The depth of field is also influenced by the

size of the sensor, the focal length and
distance to the subject. For the narrowest
depth of field, go for a big sensor, a wide
aperture, a long focal length and keep your
main subject as near to the lens as possible.

NUMBERS GAME
Aperture numbers are confusing because
lower numbers mean a larger aperture. The
way to remember this is to note the ‘/’ in the
way they’re written. The aperture is actually
the ratio of the size of the hole divided by the
focal length, and these are expressed as
fractions. So think of f/8 as being 1/8 and f/2
as 1/2 – as 1/2 is a bigger number than 1/8, an
f/2 aperture lets in more light than f/8.
The aperture value relates to the diameter

of the hole, so an f/2 aperture is twice as big
as f/4. The hole is two dimensional, though,
which means it’s twice as wide and also twice
as tall. That means it lets through four times
as much light. To make sense of this, imagine
a single square brick. A bigger square that’sy’r /3.5, f/5

⬆ The older Nikon 50mm f1.8 D AF lens (left) needs a camera with a screw-driven focus motor, which the Nikon D3400, D5600 and their predecessors don’t have.
If you own one of these cameras, you’ll need to go for the newer, pricier Nikon 50mm f1.8 G AF-S lens (right)

It’s a bit of a minefield navigating all the acronyms and
separating the useful features from marketing slogans
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made up of two bricks wide by two bricks tall
would add up to four bricks. A four-by-four
block would need 16 bricks. The same amount
of light shines on each brick, so doubling the
aperture means four times as much light.
The final bits of this Canon lens’s name are

IS and USM. IS is short for image stabilisation,
which uses a system of motion sensors
and moving lens elements to counteract
camera shake when taking photos and videos.
This is particularly useful when shooting in
low light, or for telephoto photography where
camera shake is particularly hard to avoid.
Other manufacturers use different acronyms
for their stabilisation systems, such as
Sony’s OSS, Panasonic’s OIS and Nikon’s VR
(for vibration reduction).
USM stands for ultrasonic motor. This is

Canon’s upmarket autofocus motor system,
which is faster and quieter than other designs.
Various other prefixes and suffixes appear on
lens model names to denote that they’re
premium models or have extra features. A
Canon lens with an ‘L’ after the aperture
means it’s from its professional range.
Panasonic uses the Leica brand on its better
lenses, while Fujifilm drops an ‘R’ into its
premium model names. You might also see
WR to denote that a lens is weather-resistant,

or ED for extra-low dispersion, which helps
to reduce unwanted optical artefacts.
It’s a bit of a minefield navigating all of

these acronyms and separating the useful
features from the marketing slogans.
Ultimately, the mount type, focal length and
aperture are the most important specs,
stabilisation is quite important and the rest
you can research once you’ve found a couple
of lenses that fit your requirements.

CROP SHOP
If you own a full-frame camera, focal lengths
are relatively easy to understand. However,
many SLRs and nearly all CSCs use a sensor
that’s smaller than full frame. These are
sometimes known as cropped-frame cameras
because their smaller sensors are similar to
taking a full-frame photo and cropping it.
That means, for a given focal length, the

FOV is smaller when it’s mounted on a
cropped-sensor camera compared to a
full-frame camera. How much smaller is
defined by the sensor’s crop factor. Nikon DX
SLRs have a 1.5x crop factor, so a 50mm lens
behaves like a 75mm lens on a full-frame
camera (50 x 1.5 = 75). Micro Four Thirds
sensors have a 2x crop, so a 50mm lens is like
a 100mm lens on a full-frame camera.

When you buy a compact or bridge
camera, the quoted focal lengths are already
converted into 35mm-equivalent values.
The actual focal length range on a bridge
camera might be 4.4-218mm, but because its
tiny sensor has a 5.5x crop factor, the lens
behaves like a 24-1200mm lens on a full-frame
camera. The 24-1200mm spec is the one that’s
quoted as it tells you the FOV range for this
camera-and-lens combo.
SLR and mirrorless lenses are described

using their actual focal lengths, so you’ll need
to convert them to 35mm-equivalent values
to get a proper understanding of the FOV
available. To do this, simply multiply the lens’s
focal length(s) by the camera’s crop factor.
It’s a bit of a headache, but you only need to
do it while buying lenses and not every time
you take a photo.

PRIME TIME
A prime lens has a fixed focal length, so
there’s no zoom function. That might sound
frustrating if you’re used to a kit zoom lens,
but there’s a satisfying discipline to using a
fixed focal length, and you don’t have to use
the same prime lens all the time.
Omitting the zoom function from a lens

means the designers can concentrate on other

⬆ The same subject, taken at 18mm (left) and 50mm focal lengths. These are with a cropped-sensor SLR, so these focal lengths equate to 27mm and 75mm on a
full-frame camera. The shorter focal length exaggerates perspective, which isn’t particularly flattering for facial features. The 75mm equivalent (right) looks
much more natural. It’s worth noting that most smartphones have an equivalent focal length of around 30mm
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things. That usually means a much wider
aperture, boosting image quality in low light
and giving a shallow depth of field. A popular
first lens upgrade is a 50mm prime, often
known as a ‘nifty fifty’. A 50mm f/1.8 for
Canon, Nikon, Sony and Pentax SLR costs
around £120. f/1.8 captures four times more
light than f/3.5, and 16 times more than f/5.6.
More upmarket models with an f/1.4

maximum aperture (capturing twice as
much light as f/1.8) cost around £400.
That’s quite a big price hike for what might
be a minimal benefit, but paying more
also tends to deliver superior optical
performance. That might mean sharper
focus, especially at wide apertures, better
geometry whereby straight lines in the
subject appear perfectly straight, and less
evidence of chromatic aberrations, where the
green, red and blue elements of the image
don’t line up perfectly.
You won’t necessarily want to be shooting

at f/1.4 all the time, though. The depth of field
can be so narrow that barely any of the
subject is in focus – perhaps a person’s left
eye but not their right eye. That can work
really well in some cases, but most
photographers will tend to use apertures
around f/2 to f/2.8 for portraits.

The 50mm focal length is known as
‘normal’ because it gives a field of view that’s
similar to human vision. That’s somewhat
questionable because our vision is actually
more of a 180-degree panorama, but the
50mm focal length seems to work pretty well
when it comes to capturing the things you
can see clearly in front of you. It’s ideal for
street photography, still life and product
photography, photos of groups of people,
full-length portraits, and head and torso shots.
To get the same 50mm equivalent focal

length on a cropped-sensor camera you’ll need
a shorter prime lens. For cameras with a 1.5x
crop factor, go for a 35mm, while for Micro
Four Thirds you’ll need a 25mm. You can still
use a 50mm, of course, but it will behave like a
75mm on a cropped-sensor SLR.
In fact, that’s not far from 85mm, which is

a common focal length for head-and-
shoulders portraits. You could capture this
type of shot with any lens, of course, simply
by moving nearer to or further away from the
subject. However, with shorter focal lengths
you’d need to get quite close, which can feel
intimidating for the subject.
Shooting head-and-shoulder portraits with

short focal lengths can also make facial
features look distorted, as the subject’s nose

becomes much closer to the lens relative to
their ears. To understand why this happens,
let’s take an extreme example. Imagine the
lens is one inch from the subject’s nose, so
their ears will be about six inches away.
Therefore their nose will appear six times
bigger than it really is compared to their ears.
Move to the other side of the room and
that five-inch difference will pale into
insignificance compared to the many feet
between the lens and subject.
Most manufacturers produce a large

number of prime lenses at focal lengths
ranging from wide-angle to telephoto, and
taking in macro and other specialisms. They
tend to offer wider apertures and deliver
superior optics compared to their zooming
counterparts. Optical stabilisation is unusual
in prime lenses but there are exceptions, such
as the Panasonic Lumix G 42.5mm f/1.7 ASPH
Power OIS and Canon EF 85mm f/1.4L IS USM.

TELEPHOTO SHOP
Telephoto simply means a long focal length,
typically 150mm and above. These lenses are
commonly used for sports, wildlife and
paparazzi photography. Less controversially,
they’re useful for capturing portraits of people
if you want to take natural rather than posed

⬆ A 50mm f/1.8 on a cropped-sensor SLR is a superb low-cost portrait lens,
giving a shallow depth of field to draw attention to the subject’s eyes while
blurring the background, shoulders and hairline. The wide aperture is also
handy for shooting in low light
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shots. A 200mm (full frame-equivalent) focal
length will let you take head-and-shoulders
portraits from the other side of a room.
If you’re photographing a football match or

large animals you might use a 70-300mm
zoom. For birds or distant animals, a 500mm or
bigger focal length will allow the subject to fill
the frame. These lenses are expensive, though.
That’s why cropped-sensor SLRs are popular
for sports and wildlife, as they effectively
extend the focal length of lenses. A 70-300mm
lens on a cropped-sensor SLR behaves like a
105-450mm lens on a full-frame camera.
There’s a big temptation to go for the

longest focal length you can afford, but
it’s not the be-all and end-all. If you’re
shooting a moving subject such as birds
in flight, there’s not much point in a
500mm lens as it will be really tricky to
keep the subject in the frame. With
today’s huge sensor resolutions, you can
always crop a photo and still have
enough megapixels for a high-quality
image. If you can afford to splash out,
it’s worth considering a wider aperture
over an extended focal length. A wide
aperture will let you use faster shutter
speeds to freeze motion without having
to increase the ISO speed and put up
with the ensuing noise.
Most telephoto lenses will include

stabilisation, regardless of whether
they’re primes or zooms, because even
the smallest of shakes is magnified at
longer focal lengths. However, that’s
not an issue if you’re using a tripod or
if you’re shooting fast-moving subjects
such as birds. In this scenario, you’ll
need a very fast shutter speed to avoid
subject motion blur, and this will also
reduce the risk of blur due to camera

shake. Therefore you can save a few pounds
by doing without stabilisation. For example,
Canon sells a 75-300mm f/4-5.6 USM lens for
£260, whereas the stabilised equivalent costs
£450. Incidentally, if you want the premium ‘L’
model, it will cost you £1,280.
For photos of insects, check out the

minimum focusing distance. A telephoto lens
can double as a respectable macro lens if it
can focus on relatively nearby subjects. This
can work well for insects, where it’s tricky to
get close to the subject with a proper macro
lens as you’re likely to scare the subject off.

WIDE-ANGLE AND FISHEYE
Earlier we looked at the issue of
shorter focal lengths making
people’s noses look too big. This is
an example of a wide-angle lens
exaggerating perspective. It’s
generally unwelcome for portraits
but can be a pleasing creative
effect at other times. Architecture,
cars and product photography
often use a wide-angle lens to
make subjects look dramatic
and imposing. Wide-angle works
well for landscapes, too, if you
want to include a large expanse
of foreground in the shot. It’s
the standard approach for
estate agent photography,
where the objective is to make
rooms look spacious.
Most kit lenses cover wide

angle reasonably well – 18-55mm
with a 1.5x crop factor equates to
27-82.5mm on a full-frame camera
– but a 24mm or wider equivalent
exaggerates the effect. Wide-angle
lenses are available as primes or as
zooms, with the primes once again

tending to offer wider apertures. Wide-angle
lenses are a bit more specialised, so prices
generally start from around £300. There are
exceptions, though, such as the Canon EF-S
10-18mm f4.5-5.6 IS STM (for cropped-sensor
Canon SLRs), which costs £180.
Most wide-angle lenses are what’s known

as rectilinear, whereby straight lines in the
subject matter appear straight in the photo.
The alternative is a fisheye lens, where the
view is curved around the centre of the frame.
Rectilinear images can look pretty weird at
extremely short focal lengths, with a stretched

⬅ ⬆ A 50mm lens on a full-frame camera (or a 35mm lens on a cropped-sensor SLR) gives a wider field of view than
50mm on a cropped-sensor SLR. It lends itself to a wide variety of shots, from portraits to still life

he

n

lens as you’re likely to scare the subject off. extremely short focal lengths, with a stretched

⬆ A wide-angle lens means you can pack plenty of foreground into a landscape – or seascape – image.
This 16mm lens on a cropped-sensor camera gives a full-frame equivalent focal length of 24mm
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appearance into the corners of frames.
For natural rather than man-made subjects,
a fisheye lens sometimes looks more
natural. It can be a pleasing creative effect
in urban environments, too.
You don’t necessarily need a new lens to

experiment with wide-angle and fisheye
photography. Take a collection of overlapping
shots from a static camera position to capture
a wider view than a single frame allows, and
stitch them together in software to create a
composite image. We use the free Microsoft
Image Composite Editor (ICE), which can
quickly stitch together dozens of photos
and offers a range of perspective options,
including fisheye, various rectilinear and
some more exotic projections.

CONVENIENCE STORE
Some lenses take the jack-of-all-trades
approach rather than specialising in a specific
type of photography. While an 18-55mm lens
is fine to get you started, an 18-135mm lens
gives a more versatile 7.5x zoom range without
the hassle of changing lenses. Canon offers
this lens as a premium kit lens option for the
EOS 80D, and it’s a worthwhile upgrade for
general-purpose photography such as
sightseeing. The Tamron 18-270mm f3.5-6.3
Di II VC PZD takes it even further with its
15x zoom range, and is available in Nikon or
Canon SLR mounts. The apertures of these
lenses are unremarkable and they’re unlikely
to excel for image quality compared to lenses
with shorter focal length ranges, but there’s a
lot to be said for not having to switch lenses
when you’re on the move.
There are a few lenses with modest zooms

and apertures that compete with primes.
Some are frighteningly expensive, such as the

Canon EF 24-70mm f2.8L II USM at £1,700,
although the similarly specified Tamron
24-70mm f2.8 Di VC USD SP is £750.
For cropped-sensor SLRs, the Canon EF-S
17-55mm f2.8 IS USM may be a better option
at £720. Other notable models are the Sigma
18-35mm f/1.8 DC HSM (available for all the
big SLR brands) at £650 and the Fujifilm
18-55mm f2.8-4 R LM OIS XF at £620.
A lightweight, slim lens is useful for

situations where you need to travel light.
These are known as pancake lenses.
There aren’t many to choose from for
SLRs but there are quite a few for CSCs.
Most are prime lenses and they tend to
have relatively unadventurous maximum

apertures, but the Panasonic Lumix G 20mm
F1.7 II ASPH for Micro Four Thirds cameras
(£250) is a notable exception.

CURIOSITY SHOP
There are a few other categories of lens that
you might like to consider. Macro lenses
specialise in photos of small subjects, and
they introduce another specification called
magnification ratio. A 1:1 ratio means the lens
can focus on a subject that’s the same size
as the sensor and make it fill the frame.
A cropped SLR sensor measures around
25x17mm, so a subject that’s just 25mm wide
will stretch from edge to edge of the frame.
The other important specification for

macro is the focal length. The longer it is,
the further away the camera can be from
the subject while still achieving a high
magnification. Focal lengths around 100mm

➡ The Fujifilm XF 90mm f/2 R LMWR lens’s
wide f/2 aperture and relatively long 90mm
focal length (equivalent to 135mm on a full-frame
camera) delivers a shallow depth of field even for
relatively distant subjects

⬆ If you want to experiment with wide-angle and fisheye photography on the cheap, take a sequence of
overlapping photos and stitch them together using the free Microsoft ICE software

⬅ The Tamron 18-270mm f/3.5-6.3 lens provides
a versatile 15x zoom range without the hassle of
switching lenses.
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NEXT MONTH

CREATE 360-DEGREE PHOTOS
Capture a view in all directions using a
360-degree camera, a smartphone or your
main camera and photo-stitching software

are common, with a minimum focus distance
of 30cm giving a 1:1 magnification ratio.
We covered macro photography in detail in
Multimedia Expert, Shopper 354, so refer to
that article for more information.
A tilt-shift lens does strange things to the

geometry of a photo. They’re primarily
designed for photographing buildings without
the perspective effect that makes parallel lines
converge. Imagine you wanted to photograph
a tall building with a tilt-shift lens. First, you’d
aim the camera directly at the front of the
building so the lens is level and square on with
the building façade. Then you would adjust
the tilt and shift controls on the lens so the

composition included the
top of the building. The
effect is akin to panning
around a wide-angle shot
rather than tilting the
camera. You can achieve
a similar effect using
Lightroom’s Upright
tools, but you’ll get

sharper results by doing it with a tilt-shift lens.

SHARP RELIEF
These lenses can also be used to achieve
razor-sharp focus of the foreground, middle
distance and background in landscape shots.
Alternatively, they can create a narrow strip
of sharp focus while blurring the subject at
either side. It’s similar to shallow depth-of-
field effects from a regular wide-aperture
lens, but you can be more prescriptive about
what is and isn’t in focus. Tilt-shift lenses
aren’t cheap, but they’re a good way to
access some unusual creative tricks to help
your photos stand out.

A broadly similar but much cheaper
alternative is the Lensbaby range. These are
sometimes described as toy lenses but with
their increasing sophistication that description
is no longer entirely accurate.
They’re manual focus only, and rather than

attempt to achieve sharp focus throughout
the frame, they employ various soft-focus
effects. Some allow the focus sweet spot to
be moved around the frame so it lines up
with the main point of interest. In some
cases, it’s possible to achieve similar effects
in software, but applying it in-camera helps
the effect to be an integral part of the
photographic process.
There are various other manual focus

lenses available, often with extremely wide
apertures, such as the SLR Magic 50mm
f/0.95 for Sony E Mount. They can’t compete
with the big brands for performance, and the
lack of autofocus means you need to take
your time, but they’re great for extreme depth-
of-field effects and shooting in very low light.

FOCUS ON YOUR INTERESTS
With dozens of lenses available for most
mirrorless systems and hundreds for SLRs,
choosing a first lens upgrade can be
bewildering. Then it can get expensive once
you start to see the benefits and decide what
your second, third and fourth purchase should
be. You don’t need a specialist lens for every
eventuality, though. Many photographers
have a favourite lens they use nearly all of
the time, and perhaps a general-purpose
zoom – possibly the original kit lens – on
standby for when they need some more
flexibility. Hopefully, this article will help you
track down the lens that’s destined to be
your camera’s perfect partner.

⬆ A telephoto zoom means you can get creative in how you frame your
subjects. This shot was taken with a Nikon 1 S1 and 30-110mm lens.
The S1 has a relatively small sensor with a 2.7x crop factor, so 110mm
equates to 297mm on a full-frame camera

⬆ A rare sighting of a bullfinch out of the kitchen window. Fortunately we had a
Panasonic 100-300mm lens handy (200-600mm equivalent) to get a passable
photo – it would have been an orange speck with a kit lens

⬆ The Lensbaby range lets you apply creative effects such as a focus sweet spot that you can
move around the frame
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Zygote
There are now more mobile phones in the world than there are people. What’s going on?
Zygote thinks he has the answer – a little birdie told him

because “real people prefer ease
of use to unbreakable security”.
She didn’t mean that fake

people prefer unbreakable
security; what she meant was
that people who use data
encryption are not normal, but
represent some sort of social
aberration or security threat.
This is dangerous thinking.

Very dangerous indeed. What
Amber Rudd fails to acknowledge
is the reason she was involved in
the data security debate in the
first place, and that reason goes
by the name of Edward Snowden.
It was Snowden who revealed
that the US authorities monitor
every phone call, snoop on every
major database, and trawl every
social network without telling
“real people” they’re being spied
on. What she is actually saying is
that “real people” don’t need to
worry about this illegal activity, in
fact we should forget about it
altogether because she and her
chums are going to make sure it
happens all over again.

POLYMATHS
There are now more mobile
phone subscriptions than people
in the world. The global
population has reached 7.53
billion as this magazine hits the
shelves, whereas the number of
mobiles has topped 7.74 billion.
Zygote has figured out that

the discrepancy of 210 million

more phones than people can be
mathematically accounted for by
taking into account the number
of talking parrots and budgies
living within the audio range of a
mobile phone. At the time of
writing, the number of pet birds in
the world who have the capacity
for speech is, you guessed it,
exactly 210 million. As for the
number of parrots and budgies
who have yet to gain the power
of speech, well, their number
simply goes without saying.

ANOTHER FINE MESS
Islington Council has a special
department for issuing fines, so
Zygote finds it highly amusing
that this department has itself
been fined £70,000 after
getting hauled up in front of the
Information Commissioner.
The problem stems from

the fact that the council’s
TicketViewer app is not fit for
purpose. The app is meant to
allow anyone issued with a
parking ticket to log on using
their vehicle registration number
and view images of their alleged
offence. They can then lodge an
appeal and send supporting
evidence, such as medical or
financial details, which get
attached to a personal file
including name, address,
photographs and videos.
Since TicketViewer was

installed, more than 270,000

appeals have been received,
which is a bit worrying seeing as
the ticket attachment folders can
be accessed by anyone who
figures out how to tweak the
URL and slurp the data. The
Information Commissioner
judged that the system was
misconfigured, full of design
faults and not properly tested,
“despite having the financial and
staffing resources available”, and
Islington Council has issued a
grovelling apology. Then, taking a
leaf out of its own parking-fine
book, it got the penalty reduced
to £56,000 using a prompt
payment discount.

BASIC INSTINCT
Three boffins at the University of
Bari in Southern Italy have
developed the first open-source
toolkit that can recognise
emotions via human text input.
Nicole Novielli, Fabio Calefato

and Filippo Lanubile trained their
software with eight thousand
question-and-answer sessions
where humans were asked to
identify the presence or absence
of six basic emotions: love, joy,
anger, sadness, fear and surprise.
Zygote asked to try it out on

a collection of Tweets written by
Donald Trump, but the
developers admit its limitations.
It does not cater for petulance,
arrogance, malevolence,
ignorance or flatulence.

DEADLOCKED
There is no doubt that Airbnb is
a global phenomenon, with
640,000 hosts offering private
accommodation to 150 million
visitors at more than three
million venues. Although each
venue is unique, they do all have
one thing in common, and that
one thing is a lock on the door.
One of the most popular is the
Lockstate 6000i, a so-called
smart lock costing £360, with all
security details kept on a central
database accessible via an app.
The smart lock is operated by

guests punching in an entry code
to get into properties without all
the attendant risks of sharing a
physical key. Lockstate is an
accredited worldwide partner of
Airbnb, which is why so many
property owners use it. In which
case they will not have been best
pleased to have received an email
from Lockstate saying, “After a
software update was sent to your
lock, it failed to reconnect to our
web service, making a remote fix
impossible. Your lock has had a
fatal error rendering it inoperable.”
The dismayed property

managers are invited to remove
the back panel of the lock and
send it off to the manufacturers,
who are based in Denver,
Colorado, so that the software
can be updated in the old-
fashioned way. Alternatively
they can ask for a replacement
smart unit, which will take at
least two weeks to ship. This is
cold comfort for all those
hapless guests locked out of
their Airbnb accommodation.

RUDDY DUCK
Zygote is continually astonished
by the complacency displayed
by our Home Secretary, Amber
Rudd, Member of Parliament for
Hastings and Rye with a majority
of 346 votes. For example, while
addressing the faithful at the
Global Internet Forum to
Counter Terrorism at a secret
venue in San Francisco, she
calmly stated that real people
don’t need data encryption,
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